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Oral evidence

Taken before the Health Committee

on Thursday 1 February 2007

Members present:

Mr Kevin Barron, in the Chair

Mr David Amess Mr Stewart Jackson
Charlotte Atkins Dr Doug Naysmith
Mr Ronnie Campbell Dr Howard Stoate
Jim Dowd Dr Richard Taylor
Sandra Gidley

Witnesses: Professor Celia Davies, Visiting Professor at the LSE, Dr Ed Mayo, Chief Executive, National
Consumer Council, and Dr Jonathan Tritter, Chief Executive, NHS Centre for Involvement, gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Good morning. I welcome you to the
first session of our inquiry into patient and public
involvement in the National Health Service. For the
sake of the record, perhaps you would introduce
yourselves and say what positions you hold.
Dr Tritter: I am Jonathan Tritter, chief executive of
the NHS Centre for Involvement.
Professor Davies: I am Celia Davies and I am here in
my capacity as an academic and social science
researcher on public involvement. I carried out an
independent evaluation of the Citizens Council of
NICE and that is the specific subject on which I have
submitted evidence. I have a previous piece of work
that looks at lay members of regulatory bodies that
may be relevant. I am visiting professor at the LSE
having formally retired from the Open University.
In some senses I have changed sides. In an executive
capacity I am director of the Research for Patient
Benefit programme which is the regional research-
commissioning part of the NHS’s reorganised
research and development activities. I am beginning
to experience ‘doing it’ rather than researching and
talking about PPI, but it is at a very early stage.
Dr Mayo: I am Ed Mayo, chief executive of the
National Consumer Council.

Q2 Chairman: Thank you very much for attending
this morning and also for the written evidence. It is
such a large quantity that it will probably take us
until the middle of next week to publish it. This is
normally done very early on, but the amount of
material has given us some logistical problems.
Perhaps I may ask an opening question of all of you.
All the evidence to this inquiry has indicated that the
benefits of PPI include: resolving the democratic
deficit, improving services, increasing accountability
and ownership, and empowering communities. But
the department’s evidence mentions only improved
services. What do you think it is trying to achieve
through PPI, and will it do so through LINks?
Dr Tritter: I think that LINks are a response to a
recognition that PPI forums were not functioning as
eVectively as had been hoped. The opportunity that
LINks oVer is to bring together existing expertise
within a broader community as they are local

authority-based rather than NHS trust-based. It
also provides a diVerent opportunity because it links
health and social care. In that sense it is about
improving the transition and integration of those
services potentially from the perspective of local
communities. It also has the potential to bring to
bear much more clearly the expertise of local
voluntary and community organisations on issues
around the prioritisation and delivery of services.
Professor Davies: My answer comes from a little
further out. One of the most important things for the
Committee to consider is how the context of patient
and public involvement has changed. It is almost
compulsory for every department, not just the
Department of Health. One of the most useful things
that can be done, and often is not done, is to spell out
actual and potential advantages. In my evidence I
tried to suggest to you that there were perhaps three
or four of them. The first is to broaden the range of
options under consideration by bringing into the
arena a wider set of people. Another is to try to
generate really novel solutions to diYcult health
policy delivery questions. The third one is to
enhance legitimacy. There is always the suspicion
that it is being done as a cosmetic exercise and spin.
I believe there is something very positive there,
because it is about listening to concerns and likely
objections and being able to rehearse those in the
rationale for the steps that are being taken. The
fourth matter is the need to facilitate social
inclusion, solidarity and system growth. I believe
that if it is done correctly it can do that. Speaking in
an individual capacity, I am not sure whether the
department is taking on board all of those matters.
What it must do is try to improve services. Those are
the ways that one does it, and they need to be spelt
out and thought about.
Dr Mayo: One of the privileges of my job at the
National Consumer Council, which is in contact
with people as consumers but also as public service
users up and down the country, is to be able to listen
to people’s experiences and concerns. Recently, I
recall sitting in on a meeting where people spoke
about their experience of the NHS. Every member of
the group who had been selected had had a life-
threatening incident that had brought them into the
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hands of the NHS. The passion was palpable. But it
went both ways in that those whose experience of the
NHS had gone well were passionately supportive;
where it had gone wrong they talked about having
no dignity or being treated as second class. There is
real concern and passion for the NHS. I believe that
that was reflected in the participative process of the
out-of-hospital care White Paper. In answering your
question I am drawing on some of the comments
that people made in those citizens forums,
particularly in Birmingham. I noted that one person
said, “We use and pay for these services and we
should have a say.” That struck a chord with a lot of
people; but they also wanted it to be done well. Will
people respond? Another question was whether or
not it would make a diVerence. A third was that it
was inclusive so it should not be the same old faces.
If I tried to address that passion and those answers in
responding to your initial question, I would say that
with patient and public involvement there is a
danger of having an overloaded agenda. I am not
very good at growing tomato plants, but I have just
about worked out that something is needed to hold
them up; otherwise, they can fall one way or the
other when the tomatoes reach a certain size. I hope
that you will excuse the analogy. If we have four
goals for involvement the danger is that we achieve
none of them. In particular, accountability is one
matter that we have not got to the bottom of,
because, although we try to find out the answer by
research, it is diYcult to know what kind of
accountability people want in relation to the NHS.
Is it the accountability of a service provider, like
Tesco or someone, that is just responsive to what
people want? Is it accountability that is in some way
mutual and engages them as partners in health, or is
it some democratic process that has parliamentary
or local councillor scrutiny? Those are very diVerent
notions of accountability, and I have never heard
very clear answers either from the patients we talk to
or others in this field. In view of that I believe that
improving the quality of services is the most
important single goal, because improved services
will engage people where they need to be engaged
and it will give people a say in it. If there is one
measure of whether listening to patients and the
public makes sense I think it is whether or not it
improves services. In that case, therefore, I agree
with what the department has said.

Q3 Chairman: In evidence the department has relied
on the findings of the Picker Institute which found
that in some areas individual patients did not feel
involved in their care: they did not feel involved in
treatment decisions and were not given information
about their condition and medication. In those
circumstances, it is hard to see how LINks will help
that situation, other than that you all seem to say
that the general improvement of services should
help. Do you believe that is a little non-specific?
Dr Tritter: I believe that that is precisely because
LINks are not designed with that aim; they are
designed to help ensure that local people and
community organisations have scope to input into
the evaluation and development of services. That is

a very diVerent kind of involvement from individual
involvement in treatment decision-making. I believe
that we need to diVerentiate between diVerent forms
of patient and public involvement: individual
treatment decision-making, service evaluation,
service development, involvement in research and
involvement in teaching or training. They are
diVerent categories of patient and public
involvement, and it seems to me that primarily
LINks are about involvement in relation to service
evaluation and development.

Q4 Chairman: The Picker Institute found that
patients wanted involvement which was about their
care and what happened to them in the health
service. Is that a feasible option?
Dr Tritter: I think that increasing pressure for and
attention given to holistic or patient-centred care has
been around for quite a long time. From my
understanding, the perception of the Picker Institute
is that increasing the opportunities for patients to
have a greater say about their individual treatment
decisions will in turn lead to greater opportunities
for patients and the public to have a say about
service evaluation and delivery. I believe that in her
writing Professor Angela Coulter suggests that there
is a causal relationship that starts on the basis of
individual treatment and decision-making. I do not
believe that that causality exists, although increasing
opportunities in all these arenas is probably a good
thing.
Professor Davies: One of the most important things
to consider is the diVerent dimensions of patient and
public involvement. All sorts of things hide under a
general umbrella. For me, one of the fundamental
distinctions is between involving people as citizens in
hard choice decisions, maybe in commissioning, in
the policy process of government and, at the other
end, involving them as service users who have had
the experience and can feed something back. Many
people think that it is easier to do the latter. People
can input their experience. We have had upwards of
15 years of initiatives at local general practice level in
involving people; we have had organised service user
groups making inputs into policies around specific
diseases. I suspect that one feature of your enormous
volume of evidence is that a lot of people are trying
to create categories of diVerent levels and diVerent
kinds of involvement. There is local and national
involvement; there is involvement as patients and as
citizens, and diVerent things go on in each category.
The emotional charge to which Dr Mayo referred
does arise when people have had either a very painful
or very good experience. I believe that in policy
communities at the moment it is quite hard to deal
with that level of emotion. People are rather afraid
of it. In some of the arenas that I am looking at the
most instructive contributions come from people
who have had an experience like that. They have fed
it back at the right level and are now asking whether
they can intervene somewhere else, look at the
broader policy and bring to bear their experience up
a level of generality and look at how the services are
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designed in the first place. I think it is helpful to look
at diVerent levels and not try to push it all into one
package.
Dr Mayo: I agree with both of those contributions.
The implication is that one needs involvement at
every stage of service—design, delivery and
evaluation—but there is also a point about the
relationship between health professionals and
individual patients and members of the public in a
very intimate setting. Probably all of us have a sense
of the qualities that make for a good doctor or nurse:
listening skills and the ability to relate to patient
circumstances and needs. Personal care is a key
factor. I think that much of the responsibility for
that needs to start with health professionals who are
part and parcel of delivering a modern service that is
critical to people’s lives. We have to see patient and
public involvement not as the way of delivering it,
because responsibility needs to rest primarily on
providers, but a way of giving them information and
feedback to enable them to do that at certain points
of the cycle.

Q5 Mr Amess: Dr Mayo, I very much agree with
your earlier remarks about tomato plants and Tesco.
We are only too well aware from what we are being
told that trusts are supposed to be much more
accountable to local people, but there appear to be
enormous pressures to meet national targets. How
do the witnesses believe that these apparent conflicts
will somehow come together and work their way
through?
Dr Mayo: I am never clear where with the NHS
rights stop and responsibilities start as citizens. We
have an idea of the NHS which I believe is a fantastic
founding myth, namely that it is free at the point of
need. It is not always so. If we get knocked over in
the street it will pick us up. That is a fundamental
benefit to our wellbeing. But what the NHS will or
will not cover varies from area to area. We find it
diYcult to deal with that. We do not know whether
it is a national or local service. One of the reasons it
is diYcult to deal with is because these discussions
are not really held in the open. Commissioning
decisions and the nonsense, if I may say so, of the
current prescription charging system, which neither
delivers on financial gain nor on any intelligent
health approach, are symptomatic of the fact that
decisions are being taken behind closed doors.
Whether those are national or local closed doors I do
not know, but I believe that as part of the move
forward in an age where there will be increasing
demands on the NHS for new drugs—we will not
always have the kind of fiscal settlement that we
have had over recent years—it is all the more
important to open up these decisions. I have
probably answered only a quarter of your question,
but whether it is local or national it is about opening
up these decisions so there is clarity about who has
responsibility for what.
Professor Davies: I think that it opens up so much
that it is hard to know where to start. The biggest
issue related to your question is about how our sense
of democracy is now changing. Over the past decade
we have made amazing transitions. Stakeholders

were part of the policy process in setting the NHS
plan, for example. Many of the organised consumer
and patient groups were involved in that process. We
have engaged with varying results over the past few
years in exercises, for example a citizens’ jury on this
and a people’s panel on that. Somehow we are
expanding notions of participation and democracy
and there is an open question about the joins
between that and old-fashioned electoral
democracy, if I may call it that. Some people take the
line that when one has these participatory initiatives
the results should be compelling and binding. I do
not take that view. I believe that they should be part
of a debate, and there are people who are elected and
accountable—those sitting in this room—who have
to take a final decision. One of the interesting
matters from the citizens’ council that we studied in
such depth was exactly that view. We found that
people were really keen to understand what the
issues were and the hard choices that the NHS faced.
They wanted to be assured that they had been heard;
they wanted to see their arguments in the final
document. They did not want to take the final
decision; they wanted it to be taken elsewhere. I
believe that there is an important issue about
expanding our idea of accountability and giving
good accounts of how decisions have been reached
and the diVerent components that come into it.
Patient and public involvement is one component.
We need to draw a picture of how these things fit
together. I do not think we have that picture at the
moment.
Dr Tritter: I agree with many of the things that have
been said by the previous speakers. It is worth
suggesting that often national targets do not define
processes but outcomes, and we want to ensure that
the processes to achieve those targets are shaped in
relation to the priorities and experiences of patients
and the public. That is a key driver. For example,
commissioning decisions made at local level have to
take into account national targets, local priorities,
existing epidemiological evidence and also diVerent
communities of interest. It is the balancing of those
diVerent tensions which makes those decisions so
diYcult. Greater transparency will help to justify
and provide an account of how those decisions are
reached.

Q6 Mr Amess: Another point related to this is A&E
units. When I was Member of Parliament for
Basildon the health manager suddenly and without
any warning recommended that the A&E unit be
closed. I will not bore the Committee with the story
of what then happened, but people power happened
big time. It is very interesting to see what is going on
now. To cut a very long story short, with one day to
go I stopped the closure of that A&E unit. There
were mass demonstrations. It was an extraordinary
story. I heard Professor Davies’ earlier remark
about the role of elected representatives. I genuinely
do not believe that nowadays it is quite so easy for
Members of Parliament to achieve that outcome,
but a lot of this is happening at the moment. We are
told that these closures will not just save money but
make the service better. Given that nothing will
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change in terms of people protesting about it—at
Prime Minister’s Questions yesterday there were
three questions which centred on these issues—how
do you see this working now? Do you believe that the
people should be listened to?
Professor Davies: I believe that the issue is a broader
one and concerns the reconfiguration of services and
all the present press coverage. That leads me to think
about what the vision of a better process may be in
future. I come back to my Citizens Council
experience. The deal behind that experiment was the
question of whether one could create an informed
public around a particular topic with the privilege in
a sense of hearing all points of view from a diverse
set of people who were then able to debate it and
understand the various positions. That is a lovely
deliberative ideal, but it is hard to reach and costs a
lot of resources to try to keep it going. If it can work
one will not have the press and media winding up an
issue but the viewpoints of all the stakeholders,
professional providers, management and the local
community, can be balanced in debate. If one can
create forums like that one will have a much better
quality of debate about what should happen rather
than a knee-jerk defence of an existing facility. That
is where we have reached under the arrangements for
consultation. Can we broaden and develop them? It
seems to me that one of the matters we need to
develop is the notion of public management. It has
always defeated me that there is not a stronger
notion that a key part of the business of a manager
in the public sector is to understand his or her public.
The first knee-jerk reaction should be to go out and
do that and bring into the room diVerent viewpoints.
I do not believe we do that at the moment and we
could do a lot better, but it is a long way from where
we are. Maybe I am the sole person at this table who
can say that very often on paper there is a lot of
apparent support for public involvement but behind
it there are a good many worried and threatened
people who say, “How can we possibly do this? We
have these targets and timetables. We are not
convinced.” People are not really informed about
this. We have to break through that and bring it out
into the open and ask how an informed public can be
created so that those viewpoints are brought into the
room. There are examples of how it can be done.
Dr Mayo: I would give a somewhat blunt answer.
First, we accept that there are areas of very good
practice locally, but broadly there is has been an
inadequate, ineVective job done in terms of
involving the public over the previous period. If that
had been done better and right it would have been
easier to get the public on side with some of the
reconfigurations that we see going on. I am quite
critical of what we have seen. Second, in many areas,
such as accident and emergency, I hear two
discussions, although I am certainly no expert on
acute services. One is the professional view that it is
a nuisance to crack down on accident and emergency
because there are all kinds of diYculties. But the
public quite like it. I do not have any research
evidence from our own contact with patients to back
this, but accident and emergency is warm; there are
toys for the children and you know that you will be

seen. There is a mismatch between the professional
and public view. I think that there has been a
mismatch in the past around issues like cleanliness
and the continuation of hospitals themselves. By and
large, I would say that the public has got it right. The
public has often been ahead of professionals on these
issues. I am sure that that is a somewhat “tabloid”
remark to make, but there is value in listening to the
public early and doing it right and sharing the trade-
oVs with them because I think you get sense out of
them.
Dr Tritter: The issue of reconfiguration and the
requirement to consult is one that sits in the Health
and Social Care Act 2001. How it has been
implemented has varied hugely, and certainly in
some places there has been a sense that there was
consultation after decisions had been taken. I do not
believe that that is necessarily how it has to be. If
consultation is done properly it should be about
identifying those key sensitivities from the local
community around diVerent kinds of plans or
scenarios for changing provision. One of the ways to
make it better is to develop an integrated approach
to systemic patient and public involvement within
NHS organisations. This means that if on
an ongoing basis NHS organisations engage
with people on strategic decision-making,
reconfiguration does not come as a huge surprise but
is part of what has been on the table in the
discussions from the beginning. I believe that it is the
surprise which creates much of the diYculty. That
takes me in a sense to some of the points made by
Professor Davies. Involving patients and the public
is hugely scary and threatening for many members of
the NHS, in part because the constraint or space
within which those decisions are made is rarely made
explicit. I refer to the constraints on decision-
making, the definition of the roles of participants
and the opportunities for outcomes and changes. If
those are made explicit from the beginning one
creates a safe place for those kinds of deliberations
and the outcome becomes much more acceptable to
all of the parties.

Q7 Charlotte Atkins: The Government Bill very
much focuses on PPI in local decision-making, but
is there enough of such involvement in regional and
Department of Health decisions?
Professor Davies: I think that there are a lot of
fragmented eVorts. There are initiatives about which
people become enormously enthusiastic. What we
do not have is a strategy. At one stage, maybe back
in 1999–2000, local government was doing a great
deal in terms of consulting the public with all sorts
of diVerent initiatives. Professor John Stewart came
to a meeting of the Public Accounts Committee and
was asked about it. He said that that was all very fine
but he did not understand what was happening at
central government level: there did not seem to be a
strategy. I think that there still is not a clear strategy
or map. We talked earlier about involvement at all
levels. To build a picture of it that the public
understands so it can make choices about where it
may become involved is quite important. We do not
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have it at the moment. There is perhaps over-
enthusiasm and under-thinking, as it were, about
where to go and develop it.

Q8 Charlotte Atkins: For instance, if we take the
example of the reconfiguration of Primary Care
Trusts, on which this Committee did some work, it
is clear that in some areas there were huge campaigns
and public involvement in wanting to keep PCTs
relatively local. In my area of StaVordshire the
Strategic Health Authority completely ignored the
local response. It went through a charade where it
appeared to consider the overwhelming public
response about keeping the local PCT and then ruled
against it and went for its original thoughts. That
involved the present chief executive of the NHS.
Subsequently, ministers overturned that decision. It
seems to be a bizarre situation where if one has
consultation and loads of people respond at regional
level the Strategic Health Authority completely
ignores it and says that it does not really matter and
it knows best.
Professor Davies: That gives consultation a really
bad name, and people then start to say it is all
cosmetic anyway and it does not work. There is a
potential negative spiral on both sides here in
situations like that. Those within the service who feel
that they absolutely must run the consultation are
very doubtful about what they can do with it. As Dr
Tritter said, they cannot see the space where they can
act and so they close it down fast. It seems to me that
we have to make a real step change from old-
fashioned cosmetic kinds of consultation to
something much more robust and engaging where
people can take ownership of it. To do that the
things that you are talking about are in a sense too
late. Where is the pattern of involvement as a result
of bringing in a set of people in a community who
understand the array of available health services and
can see the choices so that it does not become a
question of whether or not to close the A&E
department but it is now known that what people
want is access at particular points? One is NHS
Direct; one is walk-in centres; and one is A&E. Here
is the map for the local area showing where all these
services are. One then has a discussion about what
should be where and how the resources can be used.
It is a much more proactive way to deal with it and
sometimes it involves a sea change on the part of the
NHS. It is also about local authorities and the health
service which are very diVerent cultures. One has
elected representatives and is working through all
the time how matters will play in the constituencies.
The NHS is a very diVerent animal; it is organised
top down with strong professional input. NHS
people have to make a bigger change when thinking
of real accountability and involvement than local
authorities, and we also see some of that in the
present debate.
Dr Tritter: There are significant examples of
consultation by central government. One can think
about the Department of Health consultation
document Stronger Local Voices which generated a
huge number of responses. It seems to me that how
they were acted upon is a good example of how

consultation can occur. I believe that the
reconfigured Strategic Health Authorities have a
significant challenge. Perhaps many of them have
not fully recognised that they have legal
responsibilities under the legislation for involvement
and engagement. That has not yet been fully worked
out. One of the things that the NHS Centre has to do
is help Strategic Health Authorities to think about
their responsibilities and support and develop their
capacity to do that kind of work.
Dr Mayo: In relation to the first question about the
national level, I think there are two sides to it in
terms of patient or focus. The first is patient insight.
Does one understand people in all their diversity?
Does one use basic tools like segmentation and the
like in order to be able to build their experiences into
service design? The second is involvement. We are
now beginning to see action on the first at national
level. For example, it has been very clear with public
health challenges like obesity that the NHS has a
stack of data on service use and epidemiology and
disease databases, but it does not know what is going
on inside people’s heads. It does not know what it
feels like to have an overweight or obese child. I
think that to move into that field has been a really
positive area where we have seen some emerging
good practice through the social marketing of public
health. Therefore, insight at national level is
beginning to be acted upon. As to involvement, as a
generalist consumer body sometimes one hears that
there is a play-oV of diVerent interest groups. One
will have patient groups on particular diseases and
some concerns about professionals and whether or
not their voices, not somebody else’s voices, are
being heard. By and large, I think that the voluntary
sector has real life and energy when it comes to
engaging in national policy-making and yet the door
is sometimes closed because of its ability to do that.
A fantastic organisation like the Long-Term
Medical Conditions Alliance operates out of a large
shoebox. The organisation will not be happy that I
put that on record. The present proposal to create a
coalition of voluntary organisation to give a
national voice in order to engage in national policy-
making could help. Sometimes one needs
engagement and out-and-out campaigning, and the
independence, life and ability of the voluntary sector
to say, for example, that cancer patients are not
being treated with dignity, whether it is the provision
of wigs or something like that, and this is a key part
of giving life and energy to the formula for
involvement.

Q9 Charlotte Atkins: But are there decisions which
should be taken nationally and other issues that
should be decided locally, and what happens when
there is a clash between the two? Clearly, there are
issues which in the end must be decided nationally.
How does one arrive at a reasonable compromise?
Dr Tritter: I believe it is called politics. We are
talking about a cash-limited system and decisions
about forms of rationing in response to diVerent
inequalities of need and access. It is the
responsibility of ministers to make decisions about
relative allocations on the basis of the evidence
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before them. I emphasise that responsiveness at local
level about process can make a huge diVerence to the
experience of meeting those targets that may need to
be set nationally. We should not focus solely on the
tensions between national and local targets and miss
the chance to say that local responsiveness around
process can be valued.

Q10 Charlotte Atkins: Basically, however much we
consult the buck stops with the secretary of state?
Dr Tritter: I believe that Parliament has a fair role to
play as well. Certainly, the method by which
Parliament engages with the department is a way of
identifying those tensions around particular
decisions that are made about which people have
diVerent opinions.
Professor Davies: I think that we are in a moment of
transition. Your question is really about the whole
organisation of the NHS and the move from a
command and control system to something that is
somehow more responsive. I do not see that as yet
any of the political parties has a coherent and
developed way forward on this matter, and some of
the pressure that comes from patient and public
involvement locally will perhaps push towards this
new settlement between what is decided locally and
centrally. I believe that at the moment it is up in
the air.
Dr Mayo: Within the wider Bill and subtle changes
going on at local government level one sees
opportunities for connecting health and social care
and reconnecting public health with some of these
other areas which I believe are genuinely exciting.
We have a whole set of local area agreements and
frameworks to be able to deal with that, but in
principle I believe that at local level it looks very
encouraging. What we do pick up sometimes in our
contacts and research is a degree of public scepticism
about overturning some of these things too often, so
if there is a dynamic flux between national and
local—I do not know whether it is fair to
characterise the late 1990s as a centralising period
and the period since as an attempt to localise—it is
quite diYcult for the public to gauge these constant
reconfigurations. The costs of those changes are also
diYcult to gauge. To some extent I believe there is an
interest in reaching a stable settlement around the
national and local debate rather than a change of
view from time to time.

Q11 Dr Stoate: Dr Tritter, there is a real paradox in
relation to patient choice. If one looks at things like
Choose and Book and Payments by Results, clearly
they are designed around the concept of patient
choice but patient choice has several aspects. First, it
applies only to some people and in some situations,
because eVectively in some parts of the country there
is no choice, particularly for groups of patients who
are less mobile. Some groups of patients will exercise
less choice than others. Conversely, the theoretical
answer is that if a lot of people exercise choice it is
quite possible that some units may run down and
even close altogether because people choose other
units. The paradox is that those people who have less
choice are the ones who sometimes suVer because

those with the greatest choice have moved away and
eVectively made a unit unviable. What can LINks do
to try to reduce the possibility that choice may
paradoxically impact very badly on certain groups
of patients?
Dr Tritter: I am not sure. As I understand it, LINks
are intended to input into commissioning decisions
and to bring local patients’ and people’s experience
of services to bear on what services should be
commissioned. That has an impact at a collective
level on what should be provided for the community
as a whole, which is diVerent from what individuals
may choose to do for themselves. LINks may in a
sense serve as a counterbalance to some of the
individual choices being made. LINks also have a
remit to try to be as representative of diversity as
possible and bring together those who have least
voice and who may have least access to services or
greatest health inequalities so their views can be
brought to bear on decisions about commissioning.
It may also serve as a counterbalance to the choices
made by the most activated individuals.

Q12 Dr Stoate: Will they have any power to change
things? If a good number of middle-class patients,
for example, vote with their feet and we are left in a
situation where those least advantaged eVectively
must have what is left, are LINks able to make a
meaningful diVerence in terms of changing
decisions, or will it be a talking shop?
Dr Tritter: The legislation sits in Parliament, so it
depends on what LINks end up being.

Q13 Dr Stoate: What would you like LINks to be?
Dr Tritter: That is a much harder question.

Q14 Dr Stoate: That is what you are here for.
Dr Tritter: In view of some of the things that have
been said, LINks have the potential to bring
together that expertise, which is distinct from
individuals’ decisions. Because they are framed
around diVerent kinds of collectives within the
community they bring to bear a collective view
which is diVerent from the aggregation of individual
views. I believe that that is a huge opportunity.
Apart from democratic mechanisms, we have not
had other mechanisms to gauge collective views or
understandings, particularly when such views are
specific interests. The needs of particular ethnic
minority groups or categories of people with special
needs can be reflected in LINks in ways that may not
be clear or obvious in democratic mechanisms or in
individual patient choices.

Q15 Mr Campbell: Is there such a thing as over-
consultation? We see volunteers and public time
being used when sometimes they should be reserved
for special decisions rather than for going the whole
hog. Should only special decisions be made because
there is over-consultation? Is it a possibility, or is it
happening?
Dr Mayo: It is a possibility. From the feedback we
get about the service user perception of public
services there is a good deal of sympathy for the idea
that doctors, nurses and also policemen and teachers
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are somehow paper-worked to death, whether it be
the setting of national targets or something like that.
That is the generic sense of sympathy for the burdens
upon people, and I am sure that inappropriate
consultation is part of that. There are also many
examples of consultation that is not really meant; it
becomes a tick-box and add-on. If one asks about
the costs and burden of listening to people one also
thinks about the costs of not listening to them and
not designing services around people’s needs. The
professional commissioning and delivery of health
services must also be core; one does it on an
informed basis of people’s needs. You are absolutely
right that the quality of it can vary extraordinarily.
If you took Dr Tritter out for a drink afterwards he
could give you lots of examples of well-meant
involvement but not an eVective way to do it. In
some senses that is why the outfit that Dr Tritter
represents has been established. It is an attempt to
say that there are lots of diVerent ways to do
involvement. Diversity is good, but the most
important aspect is that one will do diVerent things
that one has learned from it. One learns what is good
and what is not. What I hope to see over time is a
greater sense of what is and what is not appropriate
consultation.

Q16 Mr Campbell: The majority of PPIs are seen to
be good, but doing them badly would certainly cost
money and make people very angry if they got their
decisions wrong. Would it cost money in the end to
do them badly?
Dr Mayo: I think that it does cost money. There are
some excellent examples of involvement in social
care, but it is quite variable. The NHS should and
could do a lot in the social care field involving people
with disabilities. If you look at the past three to four
years in my view a very significant amount of money
has been put to very little use. There are some
excellent examples of PPI forums around the
country. Some are very small and are the first to talk
about some of the problems they face. If one adds up
the numbers, something like £28 million is spent on
this per year. There are about 5,000 members of PPI
forums, so that is approximately £5,000 plus for each
member to keep going every year. That is a lot of
money. Could we use that money more eVectively? I
think that that is the promise of LINks. Involvement
does take resources and we need them. The existing
health forums could probably have done a greater
job if they had had more sources, and they would be
the first to say that.

Q17 Mr Campbell: Is the bottom line that they do
more harm than good?
Dr Mayo: They are your words, not mine, but I
believe that the money spent in previous years has
been poor value for money for the involvement. If a
redirection of that money through a more diverse
approach to involvement can bring in many more
people that will be money well spent. It is like taking
out insurance to make sure that the service one has
is what is actually needed. The costs of getting that
wrong are far greater. It is worth investing this
money.

Q18 Mr Campbell: A lot of people become angry
when decisions have already been made. They are
stuck because the decision has already been made
and they have not been consulted. If that happens
regularly the PPI dies a death.
Professor Davies: You referred to over-consultation.
It seems to me that the biggest danger is
disillusionment and scepticism and people write oV
the whole exercise. It does not mean anything and
therefore people return to a situation in which they
have no belief in the process. NICE’s national
advertisement for its Citizens Council asked whether
people wanted to improve the NHS. NICE received
initially 35,000 expressions of interest which to me is
absolutely stunning. Four thousand people followed
it through by filling out application forms and so on.
It also did other things to get to hard-to-reach
groups. In our research project we talked to 30
people out of that number who then became the
Citizens Council. I was very taken by the answers
they gave. People felt that they wanted to give
something back; they had a sense of public duty. One
person said, “I know that the NHS has enormous
challenges in the future. Is there some way we can
help it face those challenges?” Others said that they
wanted to test themselves, grow and stretch; they
wanted to be involved in something.

Q19 Mr Campbell: Is it not the case that there are
some decisions that can be made and others that
cannot be made? Do all the decisions have to be put
in the melting pot?
Professor Davies: The crucial thing is that whoever
hosts this exercise in consultation must be honest
and straight with people about those things that can
be changed and those that cannot be changed and
about timetables and diYculties.

Q20 Mr Campbell: Are there any examples?
Professor Davies: One of the most fascinating things
to happen is that the public can come and help the
burdened manager who says, “I do not have any
room for manoeuvre here.” Sometimes people
suggest that perhaps there is room because they will
provide support in fighting a particular target. In
that event it is a win-win all round. But the crucial
factor is brutal honesty as to what it is about, why it
is being done and what the outcomes can be and, at
the end, to show people that it has or has not had an
impact. Either way they would be happy. They
would have been heard and respected; they would
have had their two penneth.

Q21 Dr Taylor: A lot of witnesses have expressed the
concern you have expressed that the NHS collects
views but is not very good at changing its mind or
acting on them. You have also said very clearly that
the NHS pays lip service to patient and public
involvement but behind the scenes people are
threatened. How can one ever alter that threat under
the surface so that people on PCTs and trusts are no
longer frightened about involving the public?
Dr Tritter: I think the threat is reduced partly
through the procedures that Professor Davies has
already outlined: one must be very clear and
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transparent about the purposes of the engagement,
the scope for making a change, the feedback
mechanisms that allows one to inform all of the
stakeholders involved, not just members of the
public or patients, and the provision of space in
which everyone can share their perspective. One
then creates an arena in which one can have a
decision that is relatively acceptable to all and takes
it out of an arena where these matters are seen as
threatening.

Q22 Dr Taylor: Is it fair that it has been easier for the
NICE Citizens Council because it has a limited
range of questions to consider?
Professor Davies: I would not say that. There was
enormous commitment within the organisation to
make the NICE Citizens Council work. In some
ways it did not work that well, but it supported and
respected the members of the council all the way
through and put quite a lot of resource into it. To
return to what you said at the beginning of your
question about how to avoid threat, if we think
about the medical profession there is some training
to do; there is a change in identity. It seems to me
that the modern notion of what it is to be a
professional is that it is someone who does not
necessarily have all the answers and expertise but
who is prepared to work with patients. It is a shift.
There are very diVerent people in the medical world
at the moment. There is another generation coming
through which I believe can work well here. I hope
that in terms of the education of all the professions,
which are now bringing in lay people as part of the
curriculum in the medical schools and nursing
courses and across all the allied health professions—
this ensures that the patient’s voice is introduced
early on in the training of health professionals. They
see that they will not have all the answers; they need
to consult, and the public come back to talk about
communication as the most important thing.

Q23 Dr Taylor: Therefore, it was the resources and
support from NICE itself that made it work?
Professor Davies: I believe it is absolutely crucial
that a lot of resources are put into it. When the
outcomes came through there was still a lot of
scepticism about whether or not it was worth
spending all that money. One has to take a pretty
hard line and keep going to make some of these
things work.

Q24 Dr Taylor: You made a very interesting point.
You said that although the council had come up with
pretty clear views it agreed that they should not be
binding and did not want to make the final decision.
How did that come about?
Professor Davies: I give you a brief example. The
debate was about what is called the Fair Innings
argument; in a sense, whether one should ration
resource, for example and not give resources for
older people who had had long lives. The Citizens
Council had a debate about that with the
proponents on both sides. One councillor
commented, “If the council made a decision of this
sort I really would not like to face my father.” I

believe there was a general feeling that it was
somebody else who made the hard decision. They
wanted their say but did not want to be the final
arbiters of what should happen, and I believe that
was absolutely right. It was a forum that explored
the issues. It was not necessarily representative of
anybody. The way that all the arguments came out
was dependent on how good the process was. That
means that the outcome, rationale and argument
needs to be fed back into a bigger political process
and be part of the decision-making, not the
decision itself.

Q25 Dr Naysmith: Is there not a rather more cynical
interpretation that one makes the easy decisions but
leaves the diYcult decisions to someone else?
Professor Davies: I think that the diYcult decisions
in the end are those made by elected representatives
and they are accountable through the normal
electoral process. We are now at the point of
broadening the inputs to that process and making
sure that diVerent kinds of debate take place, not just
going out to poll people—who may never have
thought of the issue—but doing other things like
creating an informed debate and taking account of
that. That is why I believe politics and the
democratic process are changing and we need a
whole array of diVerent inputs which finally come to
a debate in the House.

Q26 Dr Taylor: You say that there are some very
important lessons to be learned from the Citizens
Council for LINks or whatever take over in the end?
Professor Davies: Where organisations want a real
dialogue with members of the public there are
certainly some lessons about how one does it: how
diYcult it is, how long it takes and how one frames
the questions so people can answer them.

Q27 Sandra Gidley: I am beginning to wonder what
the point of it is. Although that sounds very cynical,
if people duck out of making decisions how has all
that talking changed anything or improved the
process in the end? One assumes that once it reaches
a political level one goes right back to that point and
has the time to find out what the council said which
does not make decisions. Let us be realistic about it.
A lot of money is spent on talking. I should like to
know how that improves any single decision that is
made anywhere.
Professor Davies: One can do diVerent kinds of
things. One can ask what percentage of people think
x and do a survey. The sort of thing that the council
was doing was to look at it in a diVerent way. Where
it is a complex and diYcult issue let us take a group
of 30 people, inform them about all sides of the
argument and see where they end up in their debate.
What one gets out of that is a position that
somebody can take forward. People may start with
a certain view but, having heard all of that, quite a
few members change their minds and understand
that the balancing act is a political decision and they
come to a particular view.
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Q28 Sandra Gidley: But there is no decision and it
has not changed anything. You just have 30 people
who are better informed. I am a great believer in
people being better informed, but we are spending
public money on this.
Dr Mayo: To give a practical example, at a more
local level Breakthrough Breast Cancer had been
carrying through a “service pledge” exercise to
engage people who had used services related to
breast cancer with service professionals. It was
found in one area that the service was very good but
people had a nightmare time for the very simple
reason that when they reached the car park in the
hospital they found that the machine would take
only £2 coins. I do not know how many Members of
the Committee have £2 coins on them, but a lot of
people do not and will not have them. It becomes
frenetic. You have a time slot for your appointment
and you have to find change in a café, for example.
It is one of those silly, stupid things. To mention in
the appointment letter that if the patient is to come
by car a £2 coin is needed for the car park makes a
big diVerence to the way people experience the
service. At local level patients are the world’s
greatest experts on the experience of a service.
Therefore, they have knowledge and expertise. Part
of involvement at a local level, which is diVerent
from national level, is to harness that because all
kinds of cultural norms lead to professional
judgments that miss out the soft side of what it is like
to experience a service. It is the human touch in NHS
services where involvement can be most eVective and
practical.

Q29 Sandra Gidley: I can see the point of that
because there is an outcome which benefits the
patient. I received a diVerent message previously.
Referring to the local level, I want to return to the
public and patient information forums. You said
that they were poor value for money. Does that
mean there is a problem about the general quality of
work in those forums?
Dr Mayo: We have had a very good set of inputs
from the Commission for Patient and Public
Involvement in Health. It has been quite honest
about some of the variabilities and problems that
PPI forums have faced. One must pay tribute to the
people who are members of the forums and have
contributed in a period of considerable instability
and uncertainty. Those that have succeeded and
made their way through deserve huge tributes and
plaudits, but it has been variable and things have got
in their way in performing their job. They ended up
being quite bureaucratic processes; they were
creatures of statute. I believe that their functions and
operations were overly-prescriptive at national level
and did not really allow for the kind of flexibility to
use resources in creative ways to engage wider
groups of people and hard-to-reach categories in a
more eVective way. It ended up being too centrally
prescribed. But there is now probably a consensus. I
do not believe there needs to be a controversial
criticism of PPI forums, or vice versa, because those

involved in them are the most articulate and
reasoned people in terms of the balance of pros and
cons experienced over the past four or five years.
Dr Tritter: We are not sure of this because there has
been no formal evaluation of PPI forums. I think
that LINks oVer a huge opportunity to build in
evaluation from the beginning of the process so we
are clear what they are doing and evaluating how
they proceed and the processes they use. I believe
that that is a huge opportunity.

Q30 Sandra Gidley: Was one of the problems with
the forums the fact that very often the work of the
secretariat had to be put out to tender and some of
the providers of those services were questionable?
You are nodding.
Dr Mayo: I am nodding. That is a dangerous thing
to do.

Q31 Sandra Gidley: It is diYcult to put it on the
record.
Dr Mayo: As far as concerns, from hearsay, I have
certainly heard examples of that, and I am sure
Members of the Committee have their own
experience. In terms of what works, however, if one
looks at the social care field the involvement of
people with disabilities in the design and running of
their own services is taken for granted. One has a
whole range across the voluntary sector with the
emergence of social enterprises of energetic, living
forums of participation that are incredibly creative
and make an input in their own fields. One compares
that with the creatures that PPI forums were
prescribed to be. One is a living entity; the other finds
it very hard to operate and it is diYcult for people to
take ownership of it. I believe that they were
swimming against the tide on some of those issues
such as the support you mentioned.

Q32 Sandra Gidley: Unfortunately, my local
experience is not entirely positive. You have paid
tribute to the people involved and I believe that they
are dedicated and are the most articulate and
reasoned, but they do not appear to be reaching out
to the wider community. Do they represent the
public at all in those circumstances?
Dr Mayo: The National Consumer Council
represents the interests of consumers at national
level. We do not represent consumers in some
parliamentary or democratic way. I think there is a
sense that these are representative patients rather
than patient representatives. In order to do that they
would need a good deal more diversity, and part of
the opportunity presented by the change is to find
ways to do what the public said it wanted in terms of
not seeing the same old faces.
Professor Davies: Once somebody asks whether it is
representative the whole argument collapses,
because it never quite is. What one must do is ask
whether the organisation will find ways to get to
hard-to-reach groups and learn how to do that. Will
it run events that bring together people from hard-
to-reach groups in ways they find amenable? They
will not simply come and sit on a committee. One has
to do diVerent things to involve people.
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Q33 Chairman: Dr Tritter, you said you were not
sure about the quality of PPIs at the moment and
you thought that LINks would be better. Have you
attempted to find any evidence about the former and
latter? Will any of the decision-making that is to take
place in the next few months be based on any
evidence you have seen?
Dr Tritter: I think that LINks are set up with a
diVerent aim in mind. Their aim is to capture broad-
based community engagement and involvement,
which is very diVerent from a small number of
chosen, selected and appointed individuals in
relation to a trust. Their structural organisation
gives them a diVerent kind of remit and skill to act.

Q34 Chairman: It was said earlier that not many
studies on PPI had been conducted. Is that any more
than a hunch?
Dr Tritter: Most of the published evidence on
involvement relates to one-oV ad hoc involvement
activities and the experiences of being part of those
activities and outputs, particularly in relation to
information provision, that is, the wording of
leaflets and those kinds of things. There are no
studies of which I am aware that follow up longer
term and look at the impact in terms of the change
to which involvement leads. It seems to me that the
most important aspect on which LINks can assist is
to move beyond asking NHS organisations whether
they involve patients and the public to asking them
what they have done on the basis of the involvement.
I think that LINks has an opportunity to do that in
a better way.

Q35 Dr Naysmith: I was quite struck by Dr Mayo’s
little vignette of the £2 coin and the need to make it
simpler for patients to turn up at the hospital and
park. As someone who was a member of two
community health councils before I came here and
knows a little about PPIs and the way they operate
in the Bristol area, that is just the sort of thing that
is so valuable to patients and consumers of the
services. Sometimes it may be a bit more clinical
when it is to do with ward arrangements and that
kind of thing. It seems to me that in essence that is
really valuable. You get feedback on something that
you can change. This morning Dr Tritter has been
arguing that the new role for LINks is to oversee
commissioning decisions and get involved in them.
The suggestion is that that we need to move a way a
little from the sort of thing Dr Mayo described. Is
that the right thing for LINks to be doing? Should it
be doing that? If so, will it leave behind the other role
which would seem to be a great mistake?
Dr Tritter: I do not think I suggested that it was
moving away from that role. I suggested that in the
draft legislation there was a particular role for
LINks in relation to commissioning. That is
diVerent from what we have seen in practice with
PPI forums and is potentially advantageous. I
believe that in a sense there is an excellent role for
LINks in providing an account of what information
has been given to providers about the experience of
care from that organisation. Such an account can be
compared with submissions given to the Healthcare

Commission about what the provider organisation
said it did in relation to involvement. That provides
a comparison of diVerent accounts which I think
would be hugely beneficial.

Q36 Dr Naysmith: Volunteers like to see some
results from their commitment in turning up at
meetings and so on. It will be much more diYcult for
them to see results from overseeing commissioning
than the kinds of things that we talked about earlier.
Is that likely to put oV volunteers, or is it something
which will encourage people to volunteer?
Dr Tritter: As yet we are not clear exactly how such
processes may occur. There is certainly some recent
evidence from southern Sweden that looks at ways
in which local people can be involved in setting local
health priorities by way of sitting around the table
with commissioners, managers and clinicians to talk
about the diVerent kinds of priorities. On the whole,
there is likely to be significant agreement. Where
there is disagreement one of the matters such
discussions may reveal is where the source of that
disagreement may lie. Does it lie in diVerent values
and priorities that diVerent sections of the
community may identify? That may move us to a
recognition of sensitivity to diversity and away from
conflicts over diVerent views of what should and
should not be commissioned. I believe that that
holds huge potential.

Q37 Dr Naysmith: Do you think that the
opportunity to become involved in that will be
attractive to people?
Dr Tritter: If people felt that their views would make
a diVerence to how commissioning decisions were
made and their participation would lead to greater
transparency in those processes they would want to
be involved.
Dr Mayo: It is absolutely right that people go into
this looking for practical issues and practical results.
Will it make a diVerence? We have seen examples in
the field of cancer, for example, of involvement
networks emerging. They start oV with the
absolutely critical issue of the humanity of care and
how people are treated. I talked earlier about wigs
for patients undergoing chemotherapy, for example.
That is something that you can get either right or
wrong. It may start with a personal reason. People
may have had personal experience and want to put
back something, or may be angry about it and put it
right, but over time they may be more interested in
some of the system issues. I agree that the issue of
commissioning is more obscure to ordinary people
and patients and yet it is key to whether services are
delivered in responsive ways. One needs to build up
the involvement so that one can take people
voluntarily into that, but, as with the public at large,
when dealing with volunteers one always needs to
start from where people are.
Professor Davies: I would be very unhappy if the
Committee began to think it was either or; that is,
either someone would be involved as a specific
service user or would be involved in commissioning.
At all levels it is possible to become involved if
people are clearly briefed about the scope for
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decision-making. At these other levels one is acting
as a citizen, not as a service user. In the work that we
have done we have certainly detected an appetite
for this.

Q38 Mr Campbell: Where PPIs are working badly or
not at all would LINks do better?
Dr Tritter: In my view, yes. To create opportunities
for people to be involved and to have an influence
over the commissioning of services and an input into
local organisations about what services have been
provided and how is better than not having it.
Dr Mayo: The honest answer is that part of the idea
of LINks is that it is really a permission slip to open
up ways to involve people. Responsibility must be
on the providers to open the door. If the door is shut
it is very hard for people to be heard at all. The duty
must be there and there must be an inspection of the
extent to which they are involving people and that
involvement makes a diVerence. But if one opens up
to diVerent ways of doing it one will see a variety in
the eVectiveness, performance and engagement.
That means we need to learn from them what works.
But the moment we apply prescriptive standards or
take an overly-centralised approach in terms of
exactly how they should work and what should come
out of them we lose the baby with the bathwater. A
uniform approach will not really deliver the wider
engagement that has been required. I hope that
LINks are an improvement on some of the things we
have seen with PPI forums. Will there be variability?
There will be variability and we need to embrace
some of that.

Q39 Stewart Jackson: As you may know, there has
been some concern with respect to the Bill’s lack of
clarity about the structure of LINks. The Committee
has received some robust evidence from some
people. Healthcare providers in Bristol have said
that the thinking on LINks has been driven by
conceptual ideals with insuYcient attention to the
practicalities of how they will work; and respondents
in Yorkshire have said that they are designed to
allow the centre to abdicate responsibility for
outcomes. The department has made it very clear
that it does not want a centrally imposed structure
for PPI but it will supply guidance developed from
the experiences of what it calls “early adaptor sites”.
Is the department right to take that stance? What do
you think should be included in that guidance?
Dr Mayo: As you probably detected from the tone
of my earlier comments, I agree that flexibility is
needed to use them or get much more money out at
local level for involvement exercises and find ways to
do it in diVerent ways. In some ways I challenge the
submission. It sounds like people asking for a tick-
box and something that they know exactly how to
do, whereas the challenge is to say that they should
take ownership of it. There are diVerent ways of

doing that, as we know from this field of
involvement. There is no one magic bullet. If one is
looking at involvement in education and a whole
range of public services there are diVerent ways to do
it, but the responsibility must still be upon them to
design their own process. There are areas in which
guidance would be helpful in terms of suggesting
some models that could be tried. I think that in the
field of governance it would be quite helpful for the
department to come up with a little more clarity on
how this would work.
Professor Davies: I believe that the key role of the
department here is to facilitate and share good
practice, not to come up with more and more very
broad top down statements of what to do. Here I am
cheered by the fact that Dr Tritter’s unit is a resource
to share good practice. I agree with him that there is
not a robust research base, but there is an awful lot
of experience out there that can be brought together
and built upon. Therefore, I believe that the
components to take it forward are: facilitation from
the department, an independent and decent
evaluation study that starts at the beginning, not
half-way through, and good practice.
Dr Tritter: The NHS Centre for Involvement is
overseeing the learning from experience in nine pilot
sites: two run by the Healthcare Commission and
seven by the Commission for Patient and Public
Involvement. We expect to learn significantly from
those very diverse sites and will share that experience
on an ongoing basis as well as the tools and
approaches that we use to look at those areas.

Q40 Jim Dowd: My question strikes at the heart of
public administration generally. All the witnesses
alluded to this matter in earlier questioning but I
want an answer from only one of them. How does
one avoid a position where having consulted on a
particular issue one gets diVerent, sometimes
conflicting, responses and a decision is made which
is acceptable to some but clearly not to others?
Those who agree think that it has been open and
transparent and is a model of its kind; the rest think
that it is cosmetic.
Dr Mayo: I would say that it is about building
confidence in the quality of the process. For
example, some years ago the National Consumer
Council developed guidelines that became the
guidelines for central government in terms of
national consultations. I am sure that further
improvements are required in exactly that field, but
if equality of process and some confidence in it is
built up it will alleviate some of what you describe in
terms of the losers crying foul.
Chairman: I thank all of the witnesses for coming to
help us in this evidence session. We hope that our
report will coincide with the emergence of the Bill
from committee at about Easter time. We do not
know whether or not we will get there in view of the
timetable, but we will let you know in due course.
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Q41 Chairman: I apologise for the late start of this
session. We hoped to finish it at about 11 o’clock, so
I will not even predict how long this session will take.
For the record, I ask you to give your names and the
positions you hold.
Mr Vivian: My name is Meredith Vivian. Within the
department I have policy responsibility for issues
supporting a stronger voice, including PPI,
complaints policy, clinical negligence and redress.
Mr Cayton: I am Harry Cayton, national director
for patients and the public at the Department of
Health. That is a part-time advisory post. I suppose
that at this stage I should confess that with Ed Mayo
I was co-chair of the expert panel which concluded
the review of PPI for the department.

Q42 Chairman: A couple of days ago I together with
another Member of this Committee sat with Mr
Vivian on a platform listening to the views of PPI
people about proposed changes. I put a question to
both witnesses. Evidence to our inquiry suggests that
the benefits of PPI include: resolving the democratic
deficit, improving services, increasing accountability
and ownership and empowering communities, but
the department’s evidence mentions only improved
services. Why is that?
Mr Cayton: I think that a lot of things are claimed
for patient and public involvement, and in the
evidence to which we have listened we have talked
about just how hard some of the evidence is and how
much of it is down to experience. In looking at the
way we engage patients and the public throughout
the health system we have to think very broadly. At
this stage I should like to make a distinction between
patient and public involvement, which I believe is a
huge spectrum of activity, from how my doctor talks
to me about what treatments are available and what
happens to me to how my hospital or GP practice
runs its services to the bigger question of public
involvement, which is how to engage the community
as a whole sometimes in diYcult decisions about
service pattern, reconfigurations and so on.
Sometimes we collapse these things into a single
portmanteau concept. Often when we are talking
about which bits work, which do not and what is
wrong and right with it we have to unpick which bit
we are talking about. In terms of the department’s
commitment to what we are trying to do with LINks,
which are only a small part of the proposals on
patient and public involvement, we are very much
focusing on the way in which communities can
engage particularly with commissioners in the
design of services. That does not mean patients
should not be engaged through all kinds of patient
involvement mechanisms, including governing
bodies, in helping trusts to provide good services to
their patients.
Mr Vivian: What we are trying to say in the
submission is that we have an overarching aim that
through PPI and its myriad methods of delivery
services will be improved and as a result people will
be increasingly confident about the NHS. We also
need to think about social care. I think that the
things you have described are subsets of that. If one

has a service that is accountable then the
accountability mechanisms support the
improvement ideal. We tried to deliver
accountability, for example, by giving powers to
local authority overview and scrutiny committees.
Much of the LINk methodology is about much
greater transparency and accountability to local
people and communities. We can talk about
empowerment as another objective which leads to
that greater goal. For example, we have talked about
the delivery of empowerment through the provision
of an independent complaints advocacy service. The
things that you have mentioned as having been
referred to by other people are matters that deliver
the big aim which is the improvement of services
through the voice of people.

Q43 Chairman: The department has made reference
to the Picker Institute report, with which I know you
are familiar, which found that individual patients
did not feel involved in their care; they did not feel
involved in treatment decisions and were not given
information about their condition and medication.
Do you think LINks will help this in any way? Will
it be about their own treatment?
Mr Cayton: I do not believe that that is the role of
LINks, but what is important in that part of the
Picker research, which compared six countries on
levels of patient engagement, is that if one does not
have a culture in the NHS in which patients are
engaged in their care and treatment one will not
build the kind of capacity that one needs to have the
public engaged in health service planning. That
touches on some of the issues raised earlier about
whether or not the public is willing to become
engaged in some of the more diYcult challenges that
face a publicly-funded service like the NHS. That is
why I continue to argue that unless there is real
continuity of cultural commitment within the NHS,
starting at ward level, about how patients are talked
to, dealt with and consulted about what they want
right through to the kind of involvement that one
ought to have at national level in policy-making
through patient organisations one will not be able to
drive through of the kind of quality of change that
one wants. To give one really good example, many
of the people who graduate from the expert patient
programme, which concerns people with long-term
conditions, to become more eVective self-managers
move on to take an active role in organisations like
patient forums at the present time; they become
tutors on the expert patient programme and become
involved in public health activities and organisations
through their experience of being empowered
patients.

Q44 Chairman: Mr Cayton, you are right to say that
at a personal level a lot of this is about what happens
inside the health service. We hope that LINks will
bring this out all the time. Who has the lead in
changing the culture of the health professions?
Mr Cayton: Sometimes I feel like a 1970s equal
opportunities oYcer. We used to appoint one person
and say that we had dealt with equal opportunities.
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Fortunately, I have people like Mr Vivian and his
colleagues. We are still a very long way from turning
the rhetoric of a patient-centred service into
practice, but there is a whole set of mechanisms that
does that. Patient choice is one of the mechanisms
that gives people an opportunity to express their
preferences in a diVerent way. There are perhaps
weak mechanisms coming into place but we need all
of the diVerent bits of the picture in order to make it
work. I do not believe that at the moment we have a
really clear strategy about patient and public
involvement. We have a set of mechanisms, an
aspiration and commitment that has been repeated
by secretaries of state. Politically, I do not see any
wavering on the commitment to the issues, but we do
not yet have as coherent a strategy as I would like.

Q45 Dr Taylor: Mr Cayton, it is nice to be on this
side of the table as opposed to the other when you
had me in your grips some time ago.
Mr Cayton: It was a pleasant experience, but I feared
you might want revenge.

Q46 Dr Taylor: We are getting down to the nitty-
gritty. In the previous inquiry into PPI conducted by
this Committee we said that it needed to be a simple
system. The evidence we have received this time
indicates that they are asking for a simple system.
Would not the first step be a clear paper from
somebody saying that LINks do this, the Healthcare
Commission does that, overview and scrutiny
committees do that, PALs do this, ICAS does this,
the NHS Centre for Involvement does this, the
expert patient programme does this and patient
participation groups among GPs do that? Would
that not at least be a start so we would know which
piece of PPI LINks would cover? You have already
said that it covers the public bit, so I am rather at a
loss as to what is covering the patient bit which is so
vital to PPI. Would it not be a start to list everything
publicly with a definition of their responsibilities and
what they did?
Mr Cayton: I am sure we could do that.

Q47 Dr Taylor: People even get muddled up with the
“A” in PALs and the “A” in ICAS: one is “advisory”
and the other is “advocacy”. One hears them
commonly misquoted, even by ministers.
Mr Vivian: I suspect that it is not quite as
straightforward as you suggest. You have listed
about 10 things and all of them have interactions
with others, so a coherent, straightforward paper
that set them out might be quite a lengthy document.
But one of the things we have to do is ensure that
people understand how they can best engage in these
activities and opportunities.

Q48 Dr Taylor: I think that you are making it more
complicated than it need be.
Mr Cayton: It is true that inevitably there are a
number of bodies which have been created to solve
particular problems and not necessarily all of them
have been created in such a way that they are
completely coherent one with the other. That is a
perfectly reasonable proposition, but I do not

believe it means that we cannot find ways to work
through what these organisations do in relation to
each other and make them eVective in those areas.
We shall be producing guidance about the
governance structures and the roles of LINks as we
go through the early adopter sites. There are already
nine sites where we are working with forums, the
Commission for Patient and Public Involvement
and the Healthcare Commission to try to find out
from local people what works and what does not and
what levels of variation are appropriate in order to
link geography and the ethnic or socio-economic
mix in particular areas. From those we shall be able
to produce clearer guidance than we have done so far
about both the governance structures that LINks
should have and their roles and responsibilities. We
are not in any way embarrassed about saying that we
do not want to define these organisations precisely
because we want communities to define them for
themselves. I feel quite passionately about this. I
spent many years in the voluntary sector. I see the
strength of the voluntary sector’s ability to create
networks locally in communities, and that is what we
want to build upon. We want organisations that
emerge at the bottom of the community with the
strength of local people, not organisations that are
designed by civil servants.

Q49 Dr Taylor: Some people have said that if all
these other mechanisms are working well we do not
need LINks?
Mr Cayton: One might argue that if we had had
complete patient choice we would not need LINks
because every individual patient would be able to
choose the services he or she wanted. First, I do not
believe that in a publicly-funded system we will ever
have, nor necessarily would it be desirable to have,
complete patient choice. Second, because of
geography in many areas there is very limited choice.
There just are not enough services available. It is
much easier to have choice of provider in London
than in Northumberland. Choice will always be an
incomplete and inadequate mechanism for
improving quality or getting customer service.
Therefore, we need other mechanisms. In particular,
because government policy is very strongly to
devolve responsibility for commissioning down to
PCTs it is absolutely essential to ensure that they
have a mechanism by which they engage with their
communities about the commissioning decisions
they make; otherwise, they will be detached. That is
why I think LINks have a very powerful role in
moving public involvement at that level away from
NHS institutions and linking it to the patient’s
journey through health and social care.

Q50 Dr Taylor: You say that patient involvement in
their own illness and journey comes through choice?
Mr Cayton: No, it also ought to come through
governing bodies of trusts and through patient
participation groups in GPs practices. There is
nothing in our evidence to suggest that people
should stop doing the kind of good things that now
take place. I went to SheYeld recently and found
fantastic user participation across the hospital trust.
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They have 300 young people under the age of 23
engaged in a youth project. Nobody told them that
they had to do it; there is no legislation about it. It
involves local people doing good public
involvement. There is nothing in what we propose
that stops anyone from doing that.
Mr Vivian: I want to develop the idea of LINks.
There may be a slight misconception here. To
reiterate their three functions, one is to promote the
involvement of people in matters aVecting their
health and social care. It is a kind of outreaching
activity which says to people they can have some
influence and they should get stuck in to health and
social care services which are also under a duty to
listen to them and seek their views. It promotes that
activity. The second function is to gather the views
and experiences of people who have used health and
social care services. If you like, that is the patient or
user perspective. It is a matter of understanding
what it is like to receive local services. The
third function is to convey those views to a
number of organisations: commissioners, providers,
scrutineers and regulators. In essence, what LINks
are about is the collection of the views of people,
whether they be users or members of the public, and
ensuring that the organisations responsible for
improving services receive those views and can
understand and deal with them.

Q51 Dr Taylor: That would allow individual
patients to transmit their views about what had
happened to them?
Mr Vivian: That is what LINks are there to do; they
collect people’s views. We do not specify that a LINk
must have eight or 10 people. We say that LINks
should get contributions from a very large number
of people to ensure that their perspective is informed
by a large number of people.

Q52 Sandra Gidley: The current PPIs locally have
problems in recruiting and attracting people to do
the work. Could the reason for that be that people
have the general perception that the NHS just does
not listen? If that is the case, despite information-
gathering and greater public involvement how will
you convince people that the NHS will listen for
once?
Mr Vivian: From what we have heard from the
evidence collected by us over the past two or three
years, we suspect that a large number of people do
not necessarily want to be members of patient
forums because they do not want to give up the huge
amount of time and commitment necessary to
perform that role. It is not that they do not want to
have more influence or say. Indeed, the exercise
conducted under Your Health, Your Care, Your
Say showed very strongly that people did want a
greater voice, which is precisely what this is all
about. At the same time, one is always talking about
LINks or forums but the NHS is under a duty to
involve and consult patients and the public on an
ongoing basis, so the focus is already on the system
to go and talk to people. LINks are ideally placed
both to inform that process but also to ask the
system why it is not listening to what is being said.

Q53 Sandra Gidley: So often the word
“consultation” is prefaced by the word “sham”.
Mr Vivian: But I am not talking about consultation.

Q54 Sandra Gidley: You mentioned just now the
duty to consult.
Mr Vivian: I said that there was a duty to involve and
consult, which is the key diVerence. This is about
engaging with people on an ongoing basis; it is not
just waiting until things have been provided and then
consulting in a way that is perceived as a sham. The
duty is about an ongoing dialogue.

Q55 Sandra Gidley: I still do not see how the public
will be convinced that greater notice will be taken
of them?
Mr Cayton: Of course there are sham consultations.
I do not believe that all consultation is a sham. My
PCT has just sent a nice shiny brochure through my
front door which tells me what it has already decided
to do and asks my opinion on it. I would rather they
had stated the problem, suggested some possible
ways to deal with it and asked what I thought about
them. The fact there is a problem here about the
public perception of sincerity and consultation does
not mean we should abandon sincerity and
consultation; it just means that we need to work
harder to make it more eVective. We are trying to
persuade people in the NHS when planning such
consultations to move the questioning forward. In
some areas they do well. Recently, it has conducted
some very satisfactory consultations in Bristol after
some very unsatisfactory consultation some years
ago. It realised that it had got the process very badly
wrong. I was involved in helping to redesign a new
process which I believe has been more successful and
acceptable to the public.

Q56 Dr Naysmith: It still has not stopped people
disagreeing about the outcome.
Mr Cayton: It is one of those almost irreconcilable
dilemmas.

Q57 Dr Naysmith: The second one was a brilliant
consultation but it has not satisfied the people who
did not get the outcome they wanted.
Mr Cayton: It takes us back to the point made earlier
that ultimately someone has to make the diYcult
political decisions. One has to go where people are.
Two weeks ago I visited a mosque in Newham where
health days were being run for people. It is no good
my saying to those people in the mosque in Newham
that they should meet me or come out of their
community and talk to some doctors about health.
It is much more eVective to do it within the
community. As a result of those meetings and
following them up people get confidence in you and
start to believe that you are genuine and that they are
being listened to. It was said earlier—perhaps by
Sandra Gidley—that we are hopeless at telling
people what we have done as a result of consultation.
Of course people become frustrated because we miss
out the last stage of the consultation which is to tell
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people what we have done as a result of what they
have told us, even if when you tell them you have
done something diVerent.

Q58 Sandra Gidley: I did not say that but I entirely
agree with that point. I have yet to see how the public
will be convinced but I live in hope.
Mr Vivian: I add another important dimension to it.
Members are aware that currently a Bill that
provides details on some of these issues is currently
going through Parliament. Clause 164 places a new
duty on Primary Care Trusts to respond to what
people have said. Because the most significant role in
terms of spending money and local accountability
now lies with the PCTs we believe that there should
be a duty. PCTs must first engage with and talk to
people about what they need and expect, and they
will need to report on an annual basis setting out
what they have heard and what they will do as a
result of that. The very thing that you are talking
about will be placed on PCTs as a statutory duty.

Q59 Sandra Gidley: Is there a problem with the
quality of work produced through the current PPI?
Mr Vivian: There were over 570 forums and since the
reconfiguration of PCTs we are now down to 398.
Clearly, there would be a wide range of activity and
degrees of accomplishment, competence, capacity
and so forth. There are some forums that have
behaved in a very objective, energetic way. They
have taken on diYcult issues and made excellent
reports and recommendations. At the other end of
the spectrum one would expect something quite
diVerent, and there is a range in between. Whether
or not they are good or bad, we think there is a great
deal to be said for adjusting and revising the whole
system for representing views at local level to make
things more relevant and capable of being more
inclusive and to widen the remit to include social
care. I do not think it is right to say that forums are
good or bad or that they can be summed up in that
black and white way. The model can be adjusted to
enable local services to hear what people say in a
better way.

Q60 Sandra Gidley: You seem to be hinting that
there is a feeling within the NHS or Department of
Health that perhaps the forums do not represent the
public very well?
Mr Vivian: If that was what came across I did not
mean to say it. What I am saying is that it is very
diYcult to represent 400 organisations by saying
simply they are good or bad. I have to say that to
expect a small number of people to be able to hear
from a large number of people and easily represent
those views is a diYcult job, and we think it is right
to make that job rather more relevant at local level.

Q61 Dr Stoate: Not for the first time and I am sure
not for the last I am confused about commissioning.
You have made quite clear how you see the role of
LINks in overseeing commissioning decisions, but if
you include the way that things are supposedly going
with practice-based commissioning there is no need
for practices to have patient participation groups;

indeed, the majority of them do not. How exactly
will GP-based decisions, even if they are locality-
based rather than just practice-based, take any
account whatever of what LINks are saying? There
does not seem to me to be any mechanism whereby
LINks can get themselves involved in decisions that
could quite legitimately be made at practice level by
a group of GPs and others in all good faith but with
absolutely no necessity for them to listen to anything
LINks are saying?
Mr Cayton: I am sure you do not suggest that GPs
would ever make commissioning decisions that were
not in their patients’ interests.

Q62 Dr Stoate: Not deliberately.
Mr Cayton: You raise a good point, but the overall
plans made by GPs will have to be approved through
the PCTs. The overall strategy on commissioning,
even at practice level, will be overseen by the PCTs.

Q63 Dr Stoate: Are you saying that the practice can
make a decision in the patient’s best interests as it
sees it and the PCT can then say that it is not
doing that?
Mr Cayton: In terms of the overall strategy, what
powers are you taking? What decisions will be
delegated down to practice level and so on? This is a
dynamic proposal. LINks will be immediately
gathering information from the patient
participation group in that practice, if it has one, and
feeding it up to say it is not happy. It may well be you
are right that at the moment they will not have
statutory power to go in and stop the practice from
behaving in a certain way, but if they start to raise
that issue with the practice itself and with the PCT,
if they ultimately raise it with the OSC, it seems to
me that, given that dynamic and assuming the PCT
and practice are acting with good intent and with the
desire to work with and for their patients, they will
find it diYcult to persist in a practice that has such
lack of appeal to their own patients.

Q64 Dr Stoate: That all sounds fine, but first it does
not assume that there will be any coercive power; it
will be a persuasive power rather than anything else.
Second, it is diYcult enough to get GPs involved in
the commissioning process. How realistic is it to get
ordinary members of the public involved at that level
to make any real diVerence?
Mr Cayton: First, I do not particularly want
coercion because I am interested in patient
engagement, involvement and partnership in the
health service. I am not really interested in
confrontation, opposition and yarboo stuV around
health. I do not believe that that is at all the point of
the exercise. Second, I have attended a lot of patient
participation groups in practices and many have a
constructive engagement with their GPs. There is
bound to be variability when we give local
responsibility to people. There will be variability in
the commitment, far-sightedness and imagination of
GPs and also in the quality of patient participation
groups and LINks, but I argue that unless we allow
these mechanisms to be created and have incentives
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of various kinds in the system to achieve good
quality we will not develop anything like the kind of
dynamic dialogue that we would like to happen.

Q65 Dr Stoate: You quite rightly say that patient
participation groups are extremely well developed in
some parts of the country and have a very persuasive
eVect on practices, and that is as it should be; in
other words, there are already mechanisms for vocal
groups of patients and others to get involved in the
process via PCTs and practices directly. What will
LINks add that currently does not exist?
Mr Cayton: They add a voice to the patient
participation group because that group in a practice
can be a member of the LINk. It can have a direct
part to play in the LINk and can share its
experiences, good and bad, with other
organisations. It gives the patient participation
group the ability through the LINk to speak with a
united voice to other practices that have some
experience of commissioning across the whole
system. We talk about networks. All we are doing is
helping to create networks where people are
empowered. We know from all sorts of community
action that little groups of people get together and
the more they do that and form larger groups the
more influential and eVective they become, and that
is how community action works.

Q66 Chairman: Mr Vivian and three Members of the
Committee were in Central Hall Westminster earlier
this week. Somebody stood up to say that in their
PCT they had members of the current PPI forum
sitting in on the individual decision-making
committees about what services should be provided
and how they should be provided in that particular
locality. Do you think that is likely to change?
Mr Vivian: It is very interesting, because that
situation has absolutely nothing to do with the
legislation or functions of the patient forums. There
is nothing in the patient forum legislation that
provides for that. What encourages that is section 11
of the Health and Social Care Act which says that
NHS organisations have a duty to involve patients
and the public in decisions that aVect the operation
of services. That is nothing to do with forums; that
is the NHS doing what it is supposed to do.

Q67 Chairman: I suppose the real question is
whether anybody can now look round and say that
because of the legislation that is currently going
through Parliament the attitude of the National
Health Service will change, if it is the PCT itself that
has driven that model as opposed to the PPI forum.
Mr Vivian: It is not the forum that is driving that
model; it is the NHS, so I do not believe there is any
change. My guess is that LINks will probably
support that way of working even more eVectively
because they will have a far wider range of people
from which it can draw that kind of additional
activity. I do not know how many people have said
in their responses to you that so much is expected of
forum members and they spend so much time doing
what they have to do. If there are seven or eight
people in a forum that is entirely understandable. If

a LINk is made up of a much wider set of local
people that resource can be deployed much more
widely.

Q68 Mr Amess: The Healthcare Commission has
demonstrated that patient and public involvement is
a very expensive exercise. What is your answer to the
charge that LINks are a way of doing the job on the
cheap by using volunteers?
Mr Cayton: I think that to say that volunteers are
“cheap” is a terrible thing to say. I believe that
volunteers are part of our national culture.
Volunteering is a very important part of culture in
our society. Voluntary organisations are run by
thousands of volunteers. I had 27,000 volunteers
when I was with the Alzheimer’s Society, and
Diabetes UK has over 160,000 members. People
serve on school governing bodies. What we are
trying to do is take the money we have and redirect
it so that all of it goes down to local level. Local
people can use it within the frameworks that we want
to set for good governance and financial
management. There is no reason why a successful
link in the future cannot start to raise funds for itself
locally, for instance by being commissioned to do
work on behalf of the community. If the social
services, the local authority and PCT want specific
pieces of work done in terms of, say, surveying
particular communities or engaging with them on a
particular issue, they can pay extra to do that. We
are creating a permissive, not a prescriptive, model.
We deliberately did not suggest that LINks were
called LINks for health and social care because I
would like to see community transport involved in it,
for example. Transport is a major issue for many
people who use health and social care, particularly
those with disabilities. I want to see LINks opening
up the whole question within a particular local
authority of how to bring together health, social
care, transport planning and all the issues that aVect
people’s wellbeing.
Mr Amess: I think you answered that very silly
question extremely well.

Q69 Jim Dowd: The memorandum that you
submitted to us alludes to a point referred to a few
moments ago. It says: “It is important to note that
the term ‘membership of a LINk’ may be misleading.
It will be possible, indeed sometimes desirable, for
people to feed their views and experiences into a
LINk without seeing themselves as ‘members’.” We
have received evidence from other bodies
highlighting the role of the patient representative. I
accept that sometimes the representatives are no
more representative than of one patient, but is this a
formal attempt to reduce or eliminate the previous
role of patient representatives?
Mr Vivian: We want LINks to be able to capture a
wide range of views and experiences. I can do that
by, for example, having a website by which people
can feed their views into the system. A LINk can
capture that and weigh it up; it can receive feedback
from local panels and complaints made to local
services. People can fill in comment cards and take
part in public meetings, forums and so forth. There
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is a very large array of mechanisms by which people
can feed in their views. That does not make them
members of something; they are contributors to and
participants in the exercise. Some people will want to
do something specific. They may want to visit an
NHS facility and assess the range and nature of the
quality of services provided there. Others may want
to sit on PCT decision-making boards or whatever.
There are lots of opportunities for people to become
engaged in it. They may still not see themselves as
members of a LINk but certainly the people who are
engaging in LINk activities. At the top of this
pyramid of involvement we see a need for some sort
of governance arrangements whereby a smaller core
group of people says that they are the ones who
essentially will be stewards of the particular entity or
organisation. It is they who will be responsible for
how the money is spent and decisions are taken
about staV and so forth. That is why we do not like
to talk about membership. People’s interest is
pertinent to their own degree of energy, enthusiasm
and commitment. Some want to be members; some
want to be participants, and so forth. That is why we
talk in those terms.
Mr Cayton: We have tried very hard to counteract
this view, but I put on record that there is every
desire on our part to have as many members of
existing patient forums who wish to be actively
involved in LINks to be so involved. We have no
desire for that expertise and commitment to be lost
and we see no reason why they should not play a
significant role in LINks. The nine pilot sites that we
are looking at are being built from existing patient
forums and practices. I can understand the pain and
sense of rejection of some patient forum members,
but it is absolutely untrue that we do not want them
to be part of the new system if they choose to be.

Q70 Jim Dowd: I understand that. Mr Vivian, you
said that you did not want to talk in terms of
membership of LINks, but the paragraph prior to
the one I just quoted starts, “We hope that the
membership of LINks should be locally determined
rather than centrally so.” There is an ambiguity here
which I cannot quite get to the bottom of. What do
you see as the membership of LINks? Whom do you
see as being involved hopefully at the core of LINks?
Mr Vivian: I think that is the nub of it and that is not
for the Department of Health to say. It is for local
people themselves to decide.

Q71 Jim Dowd: Do you not have an optimum view?
Mr Vivian: Yes. We would definitely like to have
people in this governance arrangement, if we call it
that, who are objective, are able to commit time and
energy to it and have good relationships and are able
to build partnerships with other organisations, VCS
and public sector organisations. We want people
who are able to appreciate that there are many views
and ways to ensure that through good process those
views can be collected and represented
appropriately. We want people who are able to talk
objectively on behalf of other people without
necessarily grinding their own axe. Those are the
sorts of people that I have in my mind’s eye, but I do

not think that we can frame legislation that will
deliver all of that. We cannot say in the Bill that the
people who sit on top of this organisation must be of
this type. Indeed, how can we tell from here? That is
the nub of the whole issue: we want it to be locally
determined.
Mr Cayton: To elaborate and perhaps clarify the
briefing, we expect LINks to have members and for
those members to be drawn from committed
individuals and local community organisations. One
may well have a governance structure that includes
an electoral college of which local organisations like
MIND, MENCAP or community transport
organisations may be members, as would committed
individuals. One then has a governance system that
allows the appropriate election and appointment of
a board, but what we tried to say in the briefing was
that those people would not be the only ones who
had a voice through the LINk. One would be able to
have a voice through the LINk even if one was not
strictly speaking a member. The LINk would talk to
wider communities. Clearly, if one was in MENCAP
one would be talking to its clients and families, even
though those individuals themselves would not be
members of the LINk.

Q72 Chairman: At the moment it seems clear that
large and vocal sections of the public are opposed to
reconfiguration. Earlier Mr Amess mentioned
A&Es, but there is also the maternity service in
Greater Manchester which has been in the public
domain for the past few months. One of the issues in
that regard is the improvement in services
particularly for premature babies if the
reconfiguration goes ahead versus public opinion in
some parts of Greater Manchester that it should not
do so on the basis that they want to retain that
particular establishment in their particular
geographical area. What weight can one expect
people to have in relation to this type of debate?
Mr Cayton: It is very diYcult, is it not? We know
that hospitals in particular are iconic in
communities. Dr Taylor is a living example of how
iconic they can be. It seems to me that the handling
of reconfiguration debates is an area where we still
lack expertise and an understanding of how to reach
what I call a socially sustainable decision, by which
I mean one with which not everyone agrees but
everyone can understand. There are examples of
where that has been done well, but when one
launches into rapid periods of change with
inadequate sharing of information with the public
one gets a reaction. I believe that we do that
extraordinarily badly very often. Because the NHS
and hospitals in particular are emotionally symbolic
within communities they tend to get a high level of
emotional response in planning. There was some
discussion about this earlier. I hope that the NHS
Centre for Involvement will help us with some of it.
There is some research in both Canada and
Australia about the particular kinds of
methodologies for collecting voices, whether it is
from general questionnaires down to citizens’ juries
and the importance of using the right methodology
for the question one asks. To go back to the
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discussion about citizens’ juries, they are good only
at trying to deal with highly complex ethical policy
issues; they are not good at dealing with
representative views, whereas questionnaires when
well conducted are much better in dealing with that.
I believe that there are five stages to good public
involvement. The first is to go where the people are;
the second is to share all one’s knowledge with them.
Usually, people are suspicious and distrustful of
consultation when they think the other side is
holding its cards to its chest. One needs to put out all
the information and be honest about performance
and say why something is not safe and something
else would be safer; one needs to say what one is
doing about public transport and talk seriously
about the costs. One needs to share with the public
all the information that one has as professionals,
listen to them, act and finally tell them what one has
done and why. If people try to rush that process, or
miss out part of it, or not take any part of it
seriously, it will not work.

Q73 Chairman: Are there any no-go areas for public
consultation in relation to the shape or
reconfiguration of local health services? Is there any
cut-oV in any of this?
Mr Cayton: From my perspective, I presume that
while we have a National Health Service there will
always be powers that must be reserved to ministers
either to deal with dilemmas where local resolution
has not been possible or to set an overall strategy
particularly in relation to finance, standards of
provision or the range of things that the service must
provide in a particular area. I refer to the whole
business of setting standards and having national
service frameworks. Clearly, those things need to be
done nationally.

Q74 Chairman: What would happen if a clinical case
had been made and agreed upon but there was still
vocal opinion against the closure of the local A&E
or maternity unit? Would that still be a matter for a
political decision?
Mr Cayton: I express an entirely personal view here.
As an exponent of patient, public and community
involvement if the community really understands
the choice it is making local politicians should take
that seriously into account. That should include the
local managers of the health service.

Q75 Chairman: I remind you that you have the same
protection that we have in terms of your evidence to
the Committee. I take this matter quite seriously. It
seems to me that there are some contradictions in
this. We as individuals can have a voice if something
is happening locally and then we can have a voice
down here. There is a mechanism whereby even
decisions that are taken locally can be referred—not
all of them have to be—if the Secretary of State and
those lobbying him feel that they are uncomfortable
ones. This is a bit of an uncomfortable situation in
terms of the reconfiguration of health services, is it
not?

Mr Vivian: I want to pick up that very issue. Local
people have locally elected representatives who have
been given specific powers to review and scrutinise
the planning, provision and operation of services.
The overview and scrutiny committees have the
power to inquire about the nature of services, the
change of provision and whether or not it is in the
interests of local people. Therefore, people do have
local representatives, and indeed the scrutiny
committees have power to refer matters to the
Secretary of State if they do not believe that the
change is in the interests of the health service. The
Secretary of State also has the ability to seek advice
from the independent reconfiguration panels, so
there are some levels in the system which give people
a degree of security. It is an assurance that there is a
process in place for scrutiny. As we know from last
year, there is also the possibility of seeking judicial
review on some issues. It is not as if there is nothing
there to protect the interests of local people. The
critical aspect is that inevitably any service change
will not suit everybody, but what must be in place is
a process which people believe in and can feel
comfortable with because it has been followed and
has been transparent and open.

Q76 Dr Naysmith: I turn from that rather general
question to the particular issue of the Bill and
LINks. When talking about it earlier I could detect a
slight diVerence between you as to what you thought
LINks should be when established. As has been said,
the Bill says almost nothing; it is lacking in details
about what LINks should be. Mr Cayton would
certainly be in favour of LINks designing
themselves. DiVerent things can happen in diVerent
places. Mr Vivian, I got the impression that you had
a firmer idea of what you would want LINks to be.
I know you said that it would depend on certain
factors. Is that fair? You do not appear to be saying
quite the same thing. There is room for that in view
of the way the Bill is laid out.
Mr Vivian: I said what was in my mind and I
certainly know that that is also in the minds of a lot
of other people because I have talked to them about
it. That is the kind of picture that is beginning to
emerge, but it is not the department’s policy that that
is how they must be. In trying to envisage it that
seems to be how it will be.

Q77 Dr Naysmith: Decisions have to be made about
who will participate and whether decisions are to be
made democratically when a voice comes out of the
LINk. That has to be decided when they are set up.
The question whether such decisions are taken
during working hours or outside them can also have
an influence. These matters must be decided at some
stage. There is a suggestion that civil servants will
provide guidance on it at some stage.
Mr Cayton: My conception of this is very much
linked to the governance models used in many
voluntary organisations, particularly those that
have branches and sub-groups within them. One has
a defined membership, but that does not mean that
those outside it cannot also participate in various
ways. One also has defined rights of membership and
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a management board or committee of some kind
which has internal accountability to the members as
well as external accountability to funders. That is the
normal arrangement in the voluntary sector. One is
often accountable not only to one’s trustees but, say,
to a major trust or donor who has provided money
for a specific project. I do not see a problem about
LINks being accountable both to their membership
and to a local authority for the delivery of the
contract part of their work. I accept that there would
be employed staV accountable to the board of
management. That is my current vision drawn
mostly from my voluntary sector experience. I also
want to learn from the pilots that are currently being
conducted. People who live in Devon may want a
rather looser model perhaps with groups operating
in north Devon and in Exeter and Plymouth,
whereas someone operating in, say, central
Manchester may be very happy with a tight and
much more centralised model. It is for those
variations that we want to be able to allow.

Q78 Dr Naysmith: Will there be guidance on some of
these things from the department; and, if so, when is
it likely to appear?
Mr Vivian: Part of this is all about communication.
There are some things that are “musts”. One must be
absolutely clear as to what the legislation does say.
It gives some detail; it is not bereft of any. For
example, the functions are absolutely explicit and
are listed. It says that LINks should report on an
annual basis and specify who can provide support
and so forth. We need to communicate clearly what
the Bill says, but there are other elements which need
to be dealt with, some of which are put in terms of,
“We strongly advise you”, or, “Here are some
models that you might like to follow.” The early
adopter programme will help. We are also in the
process of setting out a model contract specification
for local authorities to use when they are procuring
hosts for LINks. We believe that that specification is
absolutely fundamental. The host requirement will
in essence be how LINks come to life because it will
be the host that is responsible for attracting people
to join in and support the electoral process. To
provide some timescale, from now on we shall be
saying more and more about LINks and the process
of establishing them under the Bill; we shall be
running nine regional events from March to May
where we shall invite patient forum members, local
authorities and NHS organisations to come along
and hear more about it. Towards the end of the year
we will be issuing guidance in respect of which the
NHS Centre for Involvement has been working
alongside the department in terms of how best to be
a LINk—what the key behaviours are, how best they
can organise themselves and so forth. Model
specifications will be going out in the autumn to
support local authorities to procure hosts and so
forth. There is a compendium of measures.

Q79 Dr Naysmith: Quite a lot of guidance will
emerge eventually?

Mr Vivian: When it is ready and relevant, yes. There
is no point in our saying what the Bill provides until
it has gone through the parliamentary process. It
must reflect the final position.

Q80 Dr Naysmith: That takes us back very nicely
to Mr Cayton’s suggestion that Devon may want
a diVerent structure from what happens in
Manchester. He will recall what was said at the
time Primary Care Trusts were being set up. One
of the main reasons for them was that diVerent
communities might have diVerent priorities and
spend their money on diVerent things. Nowadays,
what seems to be driving everything is the postcode
lottery. One must have an identical patient
experience no matter where one is; if not, one puts
up one’s hand and says it is a postcode lottery and
it is unfair. How will we balance those factors,
because with LINks when people can say they want
this or that in one part of the country and
something diVerent in another it will become
more diYcult?
Mr Cayton: There is an inherent tension between
the national agreement that we want a National
Health Service, where people become very exercised
because there are variations in availability of
medicines and so on, and the same people saying
they want local accountability and control. We
need to continue a strong public debate about what
are the things that are held at the centre in respect
or which we say it is appropriate for the centre to
define standards, frameworks and the matters that
all health economies must deliver and what are
devolved to local level. For instance, if one were in
Bournemouth one would expect and hope greater
resources to be devoted to services for older people
because that would reflect the demographic make-
up of the community. There will be other places
where many young families live and one wants to
see more resources going into maternity. It is those
kinds of balanced arguments that one hopes LINks
would be able to engage in with commissioners on
behalf of the community.
Mr Vivian: We are not always talking about
LINks, because clearly the NHS has responsibility
here. We should not expect LINks to do everything
all the time. Thinking back to the commissioning
framework published in July last year in which
commissioning was described, it was quite explicit
that PCTs should engage people in the assessment
of health needs in their areas, in prioritisation in
terms of the big issues—what people think are the
most important matters—and in decision-making
about how money should be allocated and then
listen to or understand the response of people
about their experience of those services that have
been commissioned. There is a cycle or loop of
listening to people, engaging with them and feeding
it back and starting it all over again. LINks can
help that, but in the end it is a job for the PCTs.
The duty to report back on what they have done
is an important facet in ensuring that PCTs are
explicitly accountable for this activity.
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Q81 Chairman: You have pointed out rightly in
relation to the current mechanism that the ground
for this type of informed consultation is that we hope
everybody agrees or disagrees. Is it right that
eVectively even with consent one can stop it at
ministerial level? Are you not building into the
system distrust because people think that for all their
endeavours at local level and everything else
someone can come along at a later stage in the
process and say, “I am sorry, but that
reconfiguration will go ahead even if you are against
it”? Is there not some contradiction in that?
Mr Vivian: You are saying that the person who can
do that is a minister?

Q82 Chairman: And/or the independent committee
that is being set up to take decisions referred to it?
Mr Vivian: The independent reconfiguration panel is
an advisory body; it cannot make decisions but
makes it advice available to ministers to enable them
to make the final decision. It will weigh up the
evidence based on a number of factors, for example
whether the change has a negative impact.

Q83 Chairman: I understand that. But is there not a
contradiction between having that power and asking
communities to take decisions about their local
health services? I do not want to justify it; I just
wonder whether there is a simple answer to it.
Mr Cayton: First, I do not think that we are asking
them to take the decision but to engage with the
people who will take it, that is, the PCT. Second,
your point is correct. Part of the problem for us—we
considered it in the expert group, although it was not
in our remit or appropriate for us to make
recommendations on it—is that the NHS locally is
not democratically accountable, whereas the NHS
nationally is democratically accountable to
Parliament through ministers. Unless and until one
reserves that issue the validity of saying that
consultation with the community is, as it were, a
mandate from the community for or against change
is rather more diYcult. At least with the electoral
process we all know that that is a mandate. Even if
only 25% of the population votes in a particular
election we do not doubt that that is a mandate
because everybody could have voted. That is not the
same thing in terms of consultation. You are right to
put your finger on a sore spot, but it seems to me to
be one of those many ambiguities that exist in the
way we organise health and social care.

Q84 Chairman: What about the mandate of an
elected overview and scrutiny committee?
Mr Vivian: That is the other side of the coin, in that
the way this Government has attempted to tackle
that issue of democratic accountability is to give
explicit power to those people who are locally
elected so that they are able to ensure that local NHS
organisations must give account and be accountable
to them so that local people have elected
representatives with a degree of clout in the local
dynamic. That is precisely why they are there and
why there is a connection being made locally
between the scrutiny committees and their powers of

referral to the Secretary of State. There is a cycle or
loop in place that can work, but in the end
government policy is that wherever possible those
decisions should be made locally. Indeed, when the
Secretary of State gets a referral from any overview
and scrutiny committee she may well ask the NHS
organisation—the guidance says so explicitly—to
consult further or open it up again if she is not
convinced that the process was good enough in the
first place.

Q85 Mr Amess: My question is concerned with more
active volunteers. The old community health
councils used to have about 5,000 volunteers and the
new forums will probably have the same number.
There is no doubt that LINks will sign up more
members, but do you think there will be that many
more truly active volunteers?
Mr Cayton: It depends on how much fun it is. If
being a member of a LINk is a miserable activity—
a bit like, I fear, being a member of a forum today
when it has been through such a diYcult time—why
would somebody bother? Any organisation that
wants to build its membership needs to provide
support, encouragement and love for its members.
You are right that there is a challenge to be faced.
How does one build LINks that are suYciently
dynamic and engaged with people and do work that
people believe matters and care about? I go back to
Communities for Health in Newham. I have been
involved in this for two years. I believe that it is an
extraordinary project which grew out of the
discovery that within the community schools, faith
groups, housing associations and employers all had
an interest in health and people within those
communities were prepared to be champions for
health. Communities for Health has designed a
model where each community commits itself to a set
of healthy living activities. It may be teaching
children about good diet; it may be helping Asian
women to cook without using saturated fats,
because women are the most powerful tools for
changing health in families. About 30 organisations
are now part of it and it is growing all the time,
because it is bottom up and community-led and
people enjoy it.
Mr Amess: I hope that your words of wisdom are
listened to. When we draw up our report we will
reflect on how to make it more fun.

Q86 Dr Taylor: Turning to resources, we have heard
that the NICE Citizens Council is working fairly
well. One rather thinks that it must have enormous
resources. I have not yet seen the evidence from
NICE which hopefully spells that out. It has been
said so far that you will spend approximately the
same as on PPIs which the commission has divided
up. It has decided that it will give about £180,000 per
LINk which it feels will not be nearly enough if one is
to involve a large number of members, provide oYce
space and a certain amount of support staV and meet
the expenses of volunteers and training. Is there any
likelihood that one can go part-way towards meeting
the forecast of £424,000 rather than £180,000?
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Mr Vivian: One of the added value issues around
LINks is that the Bill sets out that each local
authority will be required to put in place
arrangements to procure the host which will then set
up the LINk. Part of the money available needs to
go towards the local authority to enable it to
perform that role. Nevertheless, even taking that
into account what we can do with the available funds
is make them go much further by stripping out part
of the current bureaucracy between the Department
of Health and the front line, ie activity by patient
forums. We want much more money to get into the
hands of those people who will actively engage in
this kind of activity.

Q87 Dr Taylor: Are you saying that more than that
£180,000 will come from the department?
Mr Vivian: More of the £28 million currently
available will reach the front line.

Q88 Dr Taylor: The £180,000 is calculating for that?
Mr Vivian: That is right, but longer term it is diYcult
to say how we can make sure that more money
reaches the front line than is currently available or
goes into the PPI arrangements. This is part of the
Comprehensive Spending Review which is currently
under way and will not give its view until July. We
cannot say precisely at this stage what levels of
funding might be available. I imagine the
commission would say that hugely more money
should be made available because it has always made
clear that to enable it to do its job it would like much
more money. I suspect that if every bit of the public
sector was asked whether it would like more money
it would say that it could do a fantastic job if it did.
That is the nature of making public sector funds
available. We in the policy team certainly want as
much money as possible to reach LINks and we shall
be putting in bids appropriately, but in the end that
is a decision which needs to be taken right across
Whitehall under the Comprehensive Spending
Review.

Q89 Dr Taylor: I was rather worried by Mr Cayton’s
statement that it would be up to LINks to earn some
money, because I would hate to see personnel
involved in raising money rather than doing their
work.
Mr Cayton: I did not say that it would be up to them
to earn money. As this is permissive planning there
is no reason why if they were approached by a PCT
asking them to do a specific piece of survey work
they should not agree to do it but say they needed an
extra £10,000 for that. I am absolutely with Mr
Vivian—ministers have been as clear as they can be
given the spending review—that we want to put as
much money as we can into making sure that LINks
operate eVectively at local level, but we cannot say
how much money we will be given to do the job. I
know a lot of local voluntary organisations that are
extremely eVective on a lot less than £180,000 a year.

Q90 Dr Taylor: Can you at least say—Mr Vivian will
remember this from the meeting on Tuesday—that
the money which goes to local authorities will be
ring-fenced or that the amount they have been given
will be publicly known?
Mr Vivian: This is a very important issue. It is
tempting to think that it must be ring-fenced and
local authorities cannot get their hands on it. What
this is all about—it is very interesting that such
provisions are in the Local Government Bill—is a
recognition that local authorities need to make
decisions about local priorities and they are
governed by locally elected representatives. The
central perspective here is that we should not
provide them with money but say that there are some
constraints about how they spend it. Nevertheless,
the second point you make is right: the amount of
money that we make available to local authorities
will be a known figure.

Q91 Dr Taylor: It will be widely known?
Mr Vivian: Yes. I go further and say that in their
annual reports the LINks will be required to say how
much money they have received from the local
authority, so not only will people know how much
the local authority was given; LINks will have to say
how much they have received.

Q92 Dr Taylor: The local MP could then tackle the
council for not providing what it had been given for
this purpose?
Mr Vivian: That is the purpose of it.

Q93 Charlotte Atkins: How will accountability work
in practice? We have received quite a lot of evidence
from people expressing concern that local
authorities and trusts may have control over hosts
and volunteers. Clearly, we do not want that to
happen, but we also do not want these organisations
to be taken over and be completely dominated by
particular interest groups. What is the balance, and
how will it work?
Mr Vivian: Let me say something about the
relationship between the local authority, host and
LINk. I am sure that Mr Cayton will say something
about the second half of it since he is very familiar
with it. The local authority will contract with the
host. The specification that the Department of
Health is now establishing will set out what the host
needs to do. The host will be accountable to the local
authority for the money it has spent and will need to
show how it is meeting the contract. There is,
however, dual accountability for the host. The host
is also the support provided to the LINk, so it is the
LINk which says how much money should be spent
on certain activities, decides priorities of activity and
what reports need to be sent to the PCT or the local
authority. The power base is the LINk but it is the
host which must say how it is meeting the contract
specification. The LINk is certainly independent of
the local authority; it does not have to do what the
local authority tells it.
Mr Cayton: I think that getting the governance
right is very important; that is, making sure that
there is real public openness about the activities of
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the LINk with publication of minutes and papers,
open meetings and these kinds of mechanisms so
there is proper accountability. In all the many
networks that voluntary organisations create there
are always tensions between one big group and
another. Are the people with cancer getting more
power than people with motor neuron disease and
so on? There are checks and balances in governance
mechanisms, electoral systems and so on that
enable people who work in networks to do this
successfully. I trust the people. I think that by and
large voluntary organisations in this country do not
behave in a predatory or self-interested way, and
certainly when they operate in groups there are
enough of them for the balances to be created. One
of the things that we will need to do in defining the
contract for the LINks is make sure that anyone
who applies to set up such a body has a suYciently
broad membership and community support for
doing so. We will not just hand it over to one
individual organisation or another; they will have
to demonstrate that they already have support from
local organisations and a balanced governance
structure.

Q94 Charlotte Atkins: The issue is not so much
about whether one trusts the people; it is about
whether we trust local authorities or trusts not to
be overriding and dominant in terms of their
dealings with volunteers and a whole range of
organisations. Clearly, there could be an imbalance
of power there.
Mr Cayton: In the expert panel report what we
proposed was a model where the money went
through local area agreements. That would have
given us a level of independence. That did not
prove to be legally or financially appropriate. We
then went back to the idea of handing out the
money nationally, and that seemed very
inappropriate. The idea of our having tried to hand
everything over to local communities and then run
it from the Department of Health seemed an even
worse idea. Given that local authorities have a long
track record of handling national grants of various
kinds—for example, carer support grants and so on
have passed through local authorities very
successfully over the years and have often been
handed out to the voluntary sector eVectively—and
that local authorities are democratically
accountable, it seemed to be the best way to go.
Mr Vivian: That is the analysis of it and that is why
we have come up with the model we have. LINks
have some power; they can require information
from local authorities and Primary Care Trusts,
providers and so forth. They can require responses
to their recommendations from those bodies. They
have a specific referral power to overview and
scrutiny committees which have power over those
very bodies. They can if they choose contact local
media if they think they are being swallowed up or
inappropriately influenced. I cannot imagine that a
LINk will be overwhelmed by a local authority or
primary care trust; it has more clout than that.

Q95 Jim Dowd: In the London Borough of
Lewisham, part of which I represent, there is a
directly elected mayor as well as an OSC of
councillors. Would the arrangements between the
LINk and local authority be aVected by that at all?
Mr Vivian: No.

Q96 Jim Dowd: They are directly linked. The mayor
has an independent mandate, as does the council?
Mr Vivian: There is no impact at all. It may well be
that the LINk may think that a very close working
relationship with the mayor is a good idea, and it
probably is.

Q97 Mr Campbell: Host organisations are to be
taken from the voluntary and not-for-profit sector.
The voluntary organisations’ expertise, however,
lies basically in fund-raising, organising volunteers
and campaigning. Do you believe there is enough
quality in those organisations?
Mr Vivian: To be clear, the hosts of a LINk can be
any type of organisation, but it will be for the local
authority to ensure that the one that gets the
contract is best equipped to do the job. It is likely to
be a VCS organisation but not necessarily so. It must
be able to do a number of things to carry out the job:
it must be well connected locally, have good
relationships with organisations, be familiar with
health and social care and have a good track record
in involving people or representing their views.
What the specification says is that the organisation
that gets the job is the one that can do it.

Q98 Mr Campbell: The most important thing is that
they have to be good opinion-gatherers as well?
Mr Vivian: That is absolutely right and the
specification makes that clear.

Q99 Mr Campbell: Do you believe that the host
organisations will be in that field?
Mr Vivian: Yes. From the soundings that we have
taken, there is a great deal of interest in this on the
part of the voluntary community sector. Having
spent time with some of those interested, they would
be very well equipped to do it. Some of the existing
forum support organisations may be interested, but
that is not to say they are necessarily best placed.
Mr Cayton: I suggest that many local voluntary
organisations have a wider skill set than that. Many
provide services locally and do regular surveys of
local services on behalf of their own client groups
and produce reports. One thinks particularly of the
kind of work that the local MIND groups do in
challenging and reporting on local mental health
services. There is a lot of expertise in information-
gathering within the voluntary sector already, but
undoubtedly some LINks will have to learn and
acquire new skills.

Q100 Mr Campbell: LINks are to be encouraged to
sign up special interest groups, campaign groups,
providers themselves and social care services. What
about the silent majority like young healthy men
like me?
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Mr Cayton: I would be encouraging the Men’s
Health Forum to join the LINk. It is true that there
are certain groups, for example young men and
particularly groups of Asian women, who do not
engage with the health service very eVectively. I go
back to my example of Communities of Health.
There are ways of achieving that by going into the
community instead of expecting the community to
come to you. I hope that we shall see LINks
developing those kinds of models. Communities of
Health does not have any money, nor does it need it.
It has one PCT member of staV who co-ordinates it
part-time, but the resource comes from the
community.

Q101 Mr Campbell: Would you expect LINks to go
out to these small groups and encourage them to
come in?
Mr Cayton: Let us take the example of young men
which is an interesting area. Bodies like the Men’s
Health Forum do terrific work producing health
information for men and engaging with young men
in the places where they go. They go into pubs and
talk to young men about sexual health, smoking and
drinking. Although we are not asking LINks to
become public health bodies there are ways in which
they can elicit those kinds of views and interests.
Mr Vivian: We are always tempted to talk about
LINks as if they are the only way by which news,
views, ideas and experiences are fed into health and
social care. They are one route and device. It may
very well be that a LINk thinks it is really important
to focus on the needs and experiences of young men
in its area. It will certainly collect the views of young
men because it will not rely on a small group of
members to hear what it is like in the wider area.
There are ways of contributing those views. The
other important aspect is that local authorities,
PCTs and service provides themselves are required
to talk to people and will need to be able to make
decisions about how best to improve their services. I
would not want us to think that LINks is the
optimum solution for everything.

Q102 Jim Dowd: You said in your submission that
you would simplify, clarify and strengthen section 11
of the 2001 Act which deals with consultation. Can
you explain what you mean by that? We have also
received submissions that people fear it will become
narrower. Both may be true and perhaps you are
using diVerent terminology.
Mr Vivian: Section 11 of the Health and Social Care
Act 2001 places a general duty on NHS
organisations to do three things: involve and consult
people in the planning of the provision of health
services; to involve and consult people on the
development of proposals for changes to services;
and to involve and consult people in decisions that
aVect the operation of services. But at no point in the
legislation does it say to what level that applies, so it
literally can be from the biggest reconfiguration to
the smallest issue; indeed, it could even relate to
something that has no impact on service delivery
from the point of view of the patient. The change
might be made and people would not be aware of the

diVerence. What we have done to simplify it is
introduce the notion of significance. The three limbs
to which I have referred need to apply to a degree of
significance. The duty kicks in when it is above a
certain level. That is not to say that it must be a huge
reconfiguration; it just needs to be significant in
terms of the range of services or the manner in which
they are provided. We are simplifying it to enable the
NHS to say of a particular matter that it is clearly
something on which it needs to consult and involve
people and now it knows where it is. In part, it also
picks up an issue mentioned earlier. People become
very cynical if they are being consulted on something
that does not have any real impact on them. They
just wonder why they have been asked about it and
do not understand it. As to clarification, the Act is
also to be revised by the department by inserting a
requirement on NHS organisations to have regard
to statutory guidance. Currently, section 11 does not
have that requirement. We believe that statutory
guidance is absolutely fundamental to enable the
NHS to be better at what it is supposed to do. We
have strengthened it by imposing a new duty, which
I mentioned earlier, for PCTs to report back on what
they have done. They will now be required to say
how they will engage people, say what they have
heard and say what they are going to do about it.

Q103 Jim Dowd: With characteristic prescience you
have answered a large part of my next question but
not all of it. Under the current section 11 there have
been a number of legal challenges against various
trusts. Do you think the changes, amendments or
improvements—call them what you like—that you
envisage will reduce those opportunities, or will it be
easier for people to make challenges?
Mr Vivian: The intention of these specific changes is
to make it clearer. The North East Derbyshire case is
a perfect example. Section 11 just was not clear
enough as to what the PCT had to do and the PCT
felt that it had put in place arrangements necessary
to comply with the provision. The judge who
considered it decided that that was not the case.
What we have attempted to do is carry out a
clarification process and the statutory guidance is
specifically intended to make clear what is expected
so that NHS organisations can be much better and
more eVective at fulfilling the duty that is upon them.

Q104 Chairman: I have not seen the two judgments
relating eVectively to reconfiguration. I assume that
if a doctor’s surgery closed for whatever reason, or
had been closed for a number of years, the oVer of a
contract to reopen it would be a significant matter as
far as the local community was concerned?
Mr Vivian: Yes.

Q105 Chairman: Would that be so if it was the
closure of a hospital ward?
Mr Vivian: That is absolutely right. That is the kind
of thing which would certainly be above the
threshold. It would have a significant impact on the
range of service delivery and the manner in which it
was provided.
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Chairman: I just wanted to put those two matters in
perspective in terms of what the department believes
the Bill should mean. I thank both of you very much
for coming along and giving evidence. I am sorry
that we have gone on until three minutes past one,
but as this is the first evidence session of the inquiry

it is very important as far as the Committee is
concerned. We hope that before the Bill finishes its
stages in the House of Commons—which may be a
bit diYcult—but certainly before it receives Royal
Assent, this inquiry will have some influence on its
content.
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Ms Elizabeth Manero, Director, Health Link, and Cllr Barrie Taylor, Chair, City of Westminster Health
Scrutiny Task Group, gave evidence.

Q106 Chairman: Good morning, ladies and
gentlemen. For the sake of the record, could I ask
you to introduce yourselves, your name and the
position that you hold?
Ms Manero: I am Elizabeth Manero, and I am the
Director of Health Link.
Mr Taylor: Barrie Taylor. I chair the Health
Scrutiny Task Group in Westminster.
Ms Grant: Sharon Grant, I chair the Commission
for Patient and Public Involvement in Health.

Q107 Chairman: Whilst welcoming you to what is
our second session in our inquiry into patient and
public involvement in health, I should congratulate
you for getting here on time, unlike some members
of the Committee, unfortunately. Could I just start
with a question to you, Sharon, and this is obviously
about the Commission. Can we begin by looking at
the written evidence? Several submissions suggested
that PPIfs were “too eVective” and this is why they
are being abolished. Can you give us some examples
of the type of work that may have made them
unpopular?
Ms Grant: Unpopular? I am not quite sure with
whom. From our point of view, PPI forums could
not be too eVective. We want them to be highly
eVective. I think perhaps what you are quoting from
is from a particular faction that perhaps takes a
more conspiratorial rather than cock-up
interpretation of the last few years. Certainly PPI
forums have started to mature and we are now
beginning to see some really quite excellent work
from them. There are many examples. We have
reports to our board meetings every month, very
detailed reports of what the forums are up to
throughout the regions and of the outcomes of what
they are doing. I can quote you a few examples, for
example, the forums in Leicester have worked with
the Overview and Scrutiny Committee locally to get
a shuttle bus that goes between the hospitals. It is
hugely valuable. I think it was used by 7,000 people
in the first couple of weeks, which shows the level of
demand that there was for that. At Moorfields the
forum suggested that patients with sight diYculties
should wear a small yellow armband whilst they
were on the premises so that everybody would know
that they had sight diYculties and when it came to
meal times and other occasions their particular
needs could be identified. That is a suggestion that
is now being taken up by other forums and you will

probably see that happening in hospitals and other
establishments throughout the country. There are
many, many examples of ideas and work that forums
have done which are really starting to show some
real results on the ground at the level of improving
services and feeding back to PCTs and trusts
patients’ experience of what is going on.

Q108 Chairman: The other thing about this sort of
exercise is, obviously, we publish our terms of
reference and people come on the website, see them
and then they respond. It is not always that you are
getting a full, comprehensive view of the situation. I
am sure you have seen the written evidence that we
have published, comments about the Commission
itself as opposed to about PPIs, that were quite
critical of the Commission. Why do you think that
is? Is it because we are not going for a representative
sample of PPIs by just saying “Please write in if you
have a view”? Why do you think that is?
Ms Grant: I think there are various reasons. Clearly,
the Commission was born in quite diYcult
circumstances. There were a whole number of
people who were displaced by the system that was
brought in in 2003, notably those who were
associated with or indeed employed by Community
Health Councils. Some of those were highly
attentive to every detail of what we did and were
extremely vocal, so there was always that. There was
also the question of the speed with which we were
obliged to establish ourselves, which I think is fairly
well documented. On 2 January 2003 there was
myself and the Chief Executive and an empty oYce
in Birmingham; by 1 December of that year we had
nine regional oYces, umpteen staV and 572 forums
with over 5,000 members. It was done at a speed
which one would not have chosen, I think. There is
that. Some of the issues that people are very critical
of are actually rather old now. They are things which
occurred in the early stages of setting up. The general
point here that I would really want to labour, if you
gave me the chance, is that what we were doing here
was something really completely new. We were now
getting to the area of serious patient and public
involvement for which there was not the capacity,
either at the level of members, at the level of the
capacity to support those forums, and indeed at the
Commission, so everybody was doing something
entirely new. This was a diVerent brief from the
CHC brief and it meant we had to grow capacity,
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particularly to support the forums, and in the early
stages it was not perfect but we do believe,
particularly at the level of forum support, we have
done an awful lot of work to improve that
performance, we have re-tendered; some of the
original providers have now made a strategic
withdrawal from the area and we now have really
quite high levels of satisfaction with the support that
we are able to provide for forums. So I think there
are a number of reasons for that criticism. A lot of it
is early criticism, I think.

Q109 Mr Amess: It is an extraordinary journey that
we have been on and of course, you were in post
when we had the inquiry last time and frankly, you
have already answered my first question because I
was going to ask you what lessons you have learned
about Public and Patient Involvement forums over
the last four years. Is there anything that you think
you have not covered so far?
Ms Grant: There are many lessons at diVerent levels
and I would say again we are on a learning curve. We
are just at the beginning of a long journey with this.

Q110 Mr Amess: You could never have expected this
change so quickly, could you?
Ms Grant: No. I have said a number of times that,
even if we had been left to ourselves, it would have
taken five years for the system to really mature and
start to show some serious results, and to start to
move from just monitoring services towards
involving people in service planning and
commissioning, and at a strategic level, which is
really what we need; we want people involved when
the big decisions are taken that shape our NHS and
associated services. That is where you want to get to
but you have to take people from where they are.
That is what we have learned and whatever
ambitions we might have had as a board and I might
have had as a Chair, I have to say, when you get to
the grass roots, people are not ready for a lot of the
fancy ideas that we might have and you have to take
people there gradually. That is a big lesson. The
other lesson is that really, if you are serious about
involving people, it costs money, and if we really
mean what we say about the importance of patient
and public involvement in our National Health
Service and our social care services and if it is as
important as everything else, we have to resource it,
particularly if you are using volunteers. They expect
to have their expenses paid, they expect to be trained
and they expect to have administrative support for
all that they are doing. It cannot be done on the
cheap. This is one of our concerns about what is
being proposed. We feel that it is almost being set up
to fail because of the level of resources.

Q111 Mr Amess: Just before I bring in your two
colleagues, I want to get to the inner workings of all
this. You have mentioned these lessons. In terms of
the relationship with the Government, do you think
they have been interested and have really been
listening to what you have just articulated to the

Committee, or do you feel that you have been paid
lip service to and have not really been taken much
notice of?
Ms Grant: I think it is fair to say there are times when
one has felt that patient and public involvement has
not been high on the agenda, and it has been diYcult
for us to find a helpful and critical friend at the level
of the Department.

Q112 Mr Amess: I think we understand. If I could
ask your two colleagues to give us a concrete
example of where these Public and Patient
Involvement forums have led to a specific service
improvement, can you think of one particular
campaign, one particular meeting that really did
change things?
Mr Taylor: I can certainly oVer that. I have given
that in my evidence as well. That is in relation to the
way forums have worked together. We have brought
two forums, one PPI forum from the PCT and one
from the acute trust, together with the two trusts as
well, so the local authority took a lead in bringing
them around the table and said, “What is it we are
going to do? Everybody wants to do something
about out-patients. What is it that you want on the
table?” We found that a very positive experience in
seeing that the PPI forums operated as eyes and ears,
people who could gain information, bring it back to
the Scrutiny Committee and the Scrutiny
Committee could make a judgement on what it was
to be proceeded with. What you found out of that
was an excellent example of both partnership
working, proper roles for each of the individual
agencies engaged, and the outputs of it have been
things that can be monitored. I can say to you that I
know the trusts involved, very particularly St Mary’s
trust, have been very pleased with the outcome of
that because it has helped them do their job
properly. Just finding the way in which you can get
them to agree those terms in which it would work as
a project was helpful, and it has had positive
outcomes for each of the parties, including Scrutiny,
because a duty was placed on Scrutiny as one of the
recommendations of the outcomes of that, how we
would perform our role. I hope that helps you.

Q113 Mr Amess: So it may not have been headline-
grabbing but, in terms of avoiding unfortunate
headlines, it has worked well?
Mr Taylor: I would go further than that. The way in
which good decision-making works in the public
sector is if you have confidence between the
organisations, if you have some degree of equity,
however that is framed—the independence issue
falls into that as well, which leads to reputations. If
the reputation of the organisation engaged is strong
enough, it will listen to you. They do not need a
framework if the reputation is strong enough but, in
order to get to the reputation, what you need is a
framework of both legislation and also an ability to
perform. I think that is a critical element.

Q114 Mr Amess: Thank you. I wonder if the
Director of Health Link can think of any example.
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Ms Manero: Yes, Health Link does work with
patients forum members through our general patient
and public involvement work, and one of the
projects that we undertook was with two acute
trusts’ patients forum in London, where we were
trying to develop new methods of patient
involvement which permitted people from
marginalised groups to have an influence on the
quality of health services without having to join a
forum in that formal way. We did a joint project with
forum members, who, right at the very beginning of
the forum, when they were very new to it, undertook
this project, which involved them working with
homeless people to monitor A&E services.

Q115 Mr Amess: Where was that?
Ms Manero: This was at the Whittington Hospital
and Homerton Hospital patients forums. Even
though they were just starting up, they were very
new, they were willing to undertake something very,
very diVerent and actually quite challenging, and it
was independently evaluated, and very positively so,
and we were able to get changes in the way that A&E
services are provided to homeless people as a result
of that project. That was an example of using the
framework that Barrie has referred to for patient
involvement and tacking on to it another process
which would enable people who were not going to
engage in that kind of process to get involved so that
you could address a significant health inequality.

Q116 Dr Taylor: Can I start looking at the future
and the design of LINks? The Bill is desperately
vague and one civil servant said to me that the whole
point of having it vague was so that things could
change, but we certainly need some things written on
the face of the Bill. Elizabeth, you have described
LINks—and we do like this—as “an amorphous,
fluctuating group of people, groups with no
leadership and little accountability.” I would like
each of you in turn to tell us your ideas of the basic
design of LINks. We know that you told the Bill
Committee that PPIfs should not be abolished and
that, if they have to be abolished, they should evolve
with LINks and that PPI members should stay in
LINks. Tell us how you would design LINks.
Ms Manero: As I see the purpose of LINks—and I
cannot acknowledge that I am totally signed up, to
use the vernacular, to this purpose, to the need for
this change anyway—it is to broaden patient and
public involvement. I totally accept the principle
that there should not be an elite of people in the local
community who are able to influence the Health
Service and others who are not. That is a principle
which I think we would all acknowledge but with
LINks, the proposal is to have a very, very large,
“perhaps thousands of people”, involved in the
Health Service. My worry about that is that it
focuses on a process; it focuses on broadening a
process rather than refining an outcome, because if
you have thousands of people all saying the same
thing, I am not quite sure why that is better than
having a very focused approach, with a number of
people who are trained and supported, one of whose
obligations is to go and consult more broadly in the

community. If a smaller group of people can achieve
something that everybody wants, I am not quite sure
why we need everybody to be involved in the
process. That is my main beef with the whole LINks
proposal. If I were designing it, I would suggest that
all the existing members of patients forums should
automatically be placed at the heart of the new
LINks. There is in the current Bill set-up no heart to
the LINks. That is the diYculty. There are large
groups but on the face of the Bill there is no core of
people who are trained, who are subject to
governance requirements and who can provide
leadership to a LINk. So my diYculty—and the
expression you have described exemplifies that—is
that I do not know where the middle of it is, I do not
know where the heart of it is, I do not know how it
is to progress.

Q117 Dr Taylor: What you are saying, without
putting words into your mouth, is that there should
be a central group made up of people with
experience who could then link outwards to other
groups, disability groups, young people groups, and
feed in, but there has to be that central core.
Ms Manero: Yes, which is actually how Health Link
operates, because we have a network of 120 ex-CHC
and current patients forum members with whom we
work. They have the statutory rights and the means
of access into the Health Service, to discussions and
to monitoring and to so on, and we have a network
of about 15 or 20 groups of voluntary sector
organisations who work with refugees, asylum
seekers, homeless people and so on, and so we can
bring the two together and match the legal powers
and rights with the broader perspective of people
with health inequalities.

Q118 Dr Taylor: That fits extremely well with the
suggested design my own Chair of a PPIf has put
forward.
Mr Taylor: Let me give you my reservation to start
with, which is about the way in which I think
currently we have a very good network of voluntary
sector networks both in specifics and also about the
general. I have a little bit of concern from the local
authority point of view that what we might be
putting into place is something that I think currently
exists in a good format within their terms, and if you
look at the evidence I have presented, you will find a
series of agencies that are already in forums, are
already in networks and they are very targeted. My
worry is that what is likely to happen is that some
local authorities may well find this government
initiative and ability to try and form a link, fund it
and you may well find that local authority reviews
how it is currently working with its existing
structures with the voluntary sector. So if, for
instance, the monies that have been floating around,
which is about £150,000 for LINk, a grant—I believe
it is a three-year grant that is being proposed—what
you may well find then is local authorities reassess
whether or not they are actually funding those other
networks that currently exist. That is a reservation.
It is not the way forward, obviously. My real
concern is to ensure that a proper framework exists
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between the agencies so LINks need to have an
explicit role in legislative form. Otherwise, I think
the agencies between them will have a real problem
about relating to one another. I believe there are
probably amendments to be placed on the Bill,
which is trying to bring into place the local
authorities and the Health Service together, to see
whether they will be assessed together. I cannot see
anything in the Bill which helps you see what the
legislative framework might be for LINks to
respond to local authority service areas. It is
disappointing really. It could actually be improved
by making sure that that exists. There is a lot of
discussion about how you relate this to health but it
still does not relate to the joint agenda of the two
coming together, and we know that that is the big
commissioning role that is changing. I would say
that to me would be critical. So duties and
responsibilities should be framed in legislative form
so that they can work well together, and then the
way in which you really see the ability to do
monitoring, from whichever agency it is, and joint
work. I would go back to seeing how they work well
together, personally. That is my real keenness.

Q119 Dr Taylor: Would you agree as a sort of design
idea with Elizabeth’s idea of a central group that
feeds out into the others as a way to go?
Mr Taylor: Yes, but let us not fool ourselves as to
what exists already. Honestly, I just think there is
already a large amount of that going on.

Q120 Dr Taylor: This is exactly what PPIfs are doing
at the moment, is it not?
Mr Taylor: That is right. We cannot ignore that.
That is really good work. It is not to be understated
and obviously, what we were trying to do from
Scrutiny, although I would say scrutiny is probably
in its infancy still—it is only three years old itself, is
it not? There what you have is a certain diYculty in
trying to make that work well.

Q121 Dr Taylor: The good PPIfs have already
formed their own LINks.
Mr Taylor: Of course they have, yes.
Ms Grant: I will not repeat the points that Elizabeth
and Barrie have made, with which I completely
agree. Nobody would argue with the objectives
which the Government has laid out for LINks.
Indeed, they are ones that we actually put forward
to the Department some time ago and actually ones
which in the very early days we wanted to put into
practice. We wanted to build something which we
called “Our Health”, which involved a group of
people around the forum, who were not forum
members but who nevertheless wanted to be
involved in some of those aspects and they could be
formally belonging to this link. At that time that
proposal was pretty much rejected by the
Department as not being the direction of travel that
was required at that time. We were not resourced to
develop that at that time but now it seems the
emphasis has shifted back to this idea of networking,
and we agree with it but I think one has to look at
the practicalities. I have to go back to the question

of resource and I think it is very important that
members of this Committee understand that there
will not be LINks in every town and village. There
will be one, in many cases, per county. One would
want to map all the ambitions that are stated for
LINks against the reality of the number of
transactions that a LINk would have to be engaged
in to be eVective. If you take, for example,
Hertfordshire, there would be one LINk for
Hertfordshire. How many people? Over a million
people. There are two PCTs, six or seven trusts and
another 20 or so independent hospitals, 186 GP
practices, and the LINk is supposed to be able to
collect the views of all of those people, a million
people in that particular county, about their needs,
about their experience of all these services and to be
the main conduit whereby all those views should go
back to commissioners, to providers and,
importantly, the regulator. At £150,000 apiece, it is
very hard to see how those tasks could even be
attempted, to be quite frank with you, and it is very
important that people understand the scale of what
LINks are being asked to do. I go back to my earlier
remark, because we know from our experience how
much all this costs, that unless there is some serious
attempt to address this resourcing issue, LINks are
going to fail. We have at the back of our evidence
given you an outline of the very basics that we think
a LINk would need in order to start to be eVective.
They will need an oYce, they will need a couple of
administrators to do all the things that the LINks
would require to make sure that the money is spent
appropriately, to make sure that LINks members
are supported, that they get their expenses, for
example. Two or three people sitting in an oYce in
Watford is not going to be able to do that for
Hertfordshire, to be perfectly candid and frank with
you, and I think it is my duty to say those things.

Q122 Dr Taylor: It is absolutely clear that you all feel
the existing system should be refined and built on
rather than just abolished and started again.
Ms Grant: We would be in favour of development
rather than scrap, have two years further gestation
to grow capacity, and then start again. The point is
that that two years is going to be a critical two years
in the context of system reform, particularly in the
context of commissioning, which it is said that
LINks are going to be focusing on. By the time
LINks get to be functioning, one is concerned that a
huge number of huge commissioning decisions will
have been made and contracts will be let which are
for five or 10 years and from which the public has
been by and large excluded. I am sorry to say these
things. We want what comes next to work, believe
you me, because we do not want to see all the
capacity that we have grown, and worked extremely
hard under diYcult circumstances to develop,
wasted. We want to see it come to something, we
want good things to develop from it and we are
particularly concerned about what this does for the
public involvement agenda. We have personally
gone out and said to people “Please get involved. If
you get involved, you will see some results and there
will be some change as a result of what you do.” If
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that does not happen, there are a lot of people who
will be very disillusioned and will say “I’m not going
to get involved in anything like this again.” This is a
cross-governmental issue. It is not just about health.
We really need to think about the messages that this
sort of chopping and changing sends to those people
who could potentially be very useful, active citizens.
Mr Taylor: I would just like to add a couple of
things and also to support what Sharon said. You
have some evidence before you from Hampshire,
1.4 million people. How a LINk is going to operate
in that arena will be very intriguing to see. You
took Hertfordshire, which I do know a little bit
about because of my background. There used to be
four CHCs in there. Each one of those was
£150,000. That would have been £600,000 in the
pot to start with. Let us put it in perspective in that
sense. The one other thing I would like to add into
what would happen with Scrutiny is that I would
make sure that there is a place at the table inside
Scrutiny. I do not think that is quite clear enough.
I know that a number of PPI forums, for instance,
have mentioned that they are unsure about the
relationship. I am not. I am very clear that the roles
are identified and what is in place is an ability for
them to be present inside Scrutiny but I think there
should be an opportunity for them to be there.
Dr Taylor: Thank you very much. You have given
us a lot for our report, I feel.

Q123 Charlotte Atkins: Barrie, you were talking
about the OSCs. I want to explore the relationship
between LINks and the OSCs. Do you think, for
instance, that the local authority, through its
Scrutiny Committee, would take on board
criticisms from a LINk, say criticising their social
care? How do you think that would work? A lot of
the evidence we have had indicates that people are
concerned that local authorities might pressurise
LINks.
Mr Taylor: That would not be my experience. My
experience is that, in a grown-up democracy, you
take evidence and you accept that for what it is.
What you ask individuals, as you are asking us, is
to provide back-up as to why that exists in that
way. If someone has a view which says they have
a criticism of X, Y or Z, you just want to
understand where that comes from and that can
easily be accommodated inside what local
authorities are used to. They are very used to
dealing with fairly contentious people on the
ground. I can point to a few local meetings I have
attended with residents where I have had total
criticism of what is going on within the authority
but I am able to put that in perspective, to take it
and use it rather than seeing it as just a negative
response. There is no fear with people who are used
to operating the process—like yourselves really.
You will see a lot of things come to you which
sound very critical but you do not just accept the
criticism; I am sure that what you accept is also the
positive and what you are looking for is the two
ends really. I do not think Scrutiny just sees critical
issues; it does see positive contributions as well.

Q124 Charlotte Atkins: Do you think that the
Overview and Scrutiny Committees are working
well? Obviously, you are bound to say “yes” because
of where you are coming from.
Mr Taylor: Not really.

Q125 Charlotte Atkins: Do you think generally that
they manage to be apolitical rather than party-
dominated?
Mr Taylor: Funnily enough, I have seen quite a few
because I do get engaged with other authorities over
scrutiny and how it operates. I would say it is
variable. Some authorities have put a greater
emphasis on priority, on how it works, and where
that has happened they have done some extremely
good work. Early on, for instance, Newham did a
tremendous piece of work on tuberculosis. I have
recently been to watch Tower Hamlets. As you
know, Tower Hamlets has a mix of four main
parties. I can say to you the way in which I have
observed what has gone on in there is very positive
from each of the parties. It is not negative. It is
challenging, of course, but in broad terms it is
actually a political process where you have
something which is coming through that can be used
in both policy terms and also on occasions where
you need to see redress take place in service areas.
You have that as well.

Q126 Charlotte Atkins: Before I bring in your
colleagues, do you think that OSCs really have the
capacity to follow up on LINks reports? Do they
have the capacity both in terms of money and
expertise?
Mr Taylor: I will start by saying no. To me, resource
is about not just the physical resource, like the
£150,000 I mentioned for LINks. It is about how you
engage with resources. It is getting partners round
the table. I have recently been party to a major thing
that is taking place between Hammersmith and
Westminster. You may know about the Academic
Health Science proposal that is being put up there.
That has inside it a number of agencies but of course,
they need them to be around the table. So it is not
one person or one institution that is having to drive
it. My support inside Scrutiny, whilst it might be
modest, and in some areas is even less modest, is
going to be supplemented, and the way it will be
supplemented is that between us, as local
authorities, we will submit that we need somebody
with an independent viewpoint drawn in to help us.
Between us we will make sure that that works. It is
how you find ways of doing it really. I would love
more resources to make it work well, obviously, but
that has never frightened me as the Chair of
Scrutiny. What I have done is, internally to the
authority, made sure I have the right people around
the table and they each want to contribute—it is
positive in that sense—and then, when you have
particulars, as I mentioned earlier, about the PPI
forums, then again you will see from the evidence
that has been submitted the PPI forum could put
£2,000 on the table because they have development
money but when it came to it, I said all partners are
going to be equal to this. Everybody put the same
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money in so essentially we moved from £2,000
project to £10,000 with more opportunity. So whilst
yes, I would love some more resources, I think most
Scrutiny Committees would tell you the same, I
would not say it is the only way of thinking about it.

Q127 Charlotte Atkins: That is very helpful, thank
you. Elizabeth, would you like to come in on that
issue?
Ms Manero: On the issue of social care?

Q128 Charlotte Atkins: On the whole issue of OSCs
really, whether you think they are eVective and how
they would work with LINks.
Ms Manero: The diYculty with OSCs when they
were established was they were suddenly given a job
that someone else had been doing for 30 years and
expected to perform to that same degree of
sophistication, which was really not realistic. It was
not adequately resourced. I do not think there were
adequate resources for staYng, for staV to be
trained, for members to be informed and have the
capacity to understand what they were supposed to
be doing. That was a significant diYculty. Because
the whole CHC thing went away at the same time as
well, there was not any support from the patient
involvement side of the situation that could have
helped the Scrutiny Committee. So they had a
diYcult start. I think it continues to be patchy, as
Barrie has indicated. I think there is some excellent
work that does go on in Scrutiny Committees. I
think there are two significant weaknesses to the
system. One is that, in my opinion, it is a missed
opportunity that scrutiny does not have a role on
health rather than health services because, if you
look at the rest of the local government agenda, the
local strategic partnerships, the local area
agreements, Community Empowerment Networks,
there is a golden opportunity there for local
authorities to provide real leadership on health,
which you got with the power of wellbeing and so on.
It seems to me to be somewhat of an anomaly to then
give them the power to scrutinise the Health Service
when actually they do not leave the town hall for
that purpose, and those who currently, and
hopefully in the future, will have the right to go into
the Health Service to talk to patients and to talk to
staV, they are the ones who are scrutinising the
Health Service. I think there needs to be a
realignment of the way that those functions operate.
I think the second diYculty is with the right of
referral which Overview and Scrutiny Committees
have on contested reconfigurations. It is absolutely
right that they should have that right. It used to be
with the CHCs and I think it should be with the
elected oYcers locally, but the diYculty is when that
right is exercised, it is not clear what criteria operate
for the Secretary of State to go and seek advice from
the independent reconfiguration panel. It is very
diYcult for the citizen to track: first of all, if the
Scrutiny Committee does not operate a health
scrutiny system, which they are not obliged to, as it
is not a duty, then they may not respond to the
consultation concerned at all. So I, the citizen, may
have nowhere to go to get my interests represented.

If they do have such a system and they do respond,
and they do refer, again, I the citizen do not know
what is going to happen to that referral when it gets
to government level and why that happens. There
are gaps in the accountability chain from the local
level to the national level which pass through
scrutiny, as they should, but I think they need to
be fixed.
Ms Grant: I would support everything that Barrie
and Elizabeth have said, but if I could just add a
point, obviously, there are two sides to this
relationship and I look at it from the point of view of
forums currently and possibly LINks in the future.
People have to learn to use that relationship,
members of the public who are involved as forum
members or LINks members have to learn to use
that relationship and they require a lot of support in
order to get the best out of that relationship and to
learn how to use it to its best on behalf of the local
population. We have had to do a lot of work with
forums to support them in that relationship but if we
are not there or there is no equivalent body which
deals with training across the board or can take
advantage of the eYciencies that would come if you
provide training to all forums or all LINks, then it is
hard to see how that is going to be achieved where
the driver is for LINks members to be properly
equipped in order to get the best out of that
relationship. As in so much else, if you take out an
overarching body, you end up with 150 diVerent
kinds of training and support, it is not very eYcient
and neither will you get the learning being shared
from one LINk to another on this issue as on so
much else, or any national conclusions being drawn
about how it is all working. It is all going to be done
very much at a local level and it is hard to see how
the best is going to come out of it in that very
localised context.

Q129 Dr Naysmith: Councillor Taylor, you are
aware that the Government is keen for the LINks to
focus on commissioning, and that has come up
already this morning, but that could mean that
LINks will focus less on monitoring and on
inspection and seeing how services are developing.
Do you think that was the Government’s intention?
Mr Taylor: The Government is being driven by the
commissioning agenda essentially. That is my
understanding about where all this proposed change
is coming from. From my understanding about how
currently people are engaged inside that process, as
I say, they are already inside the commissioning
process. Even in the joint commissioning areas they
are inside the process. Hopefully, what they are
seeing is an opportunity to do something bigger, and
I would put one point on the table, that local
authorities currently do not have a duty to assist
citizenship. They do not have an ability to be there
to act as a gateway to citizens’ involvement in any of
the decision processes. What we have there is the
LSPs missing out on an opportunity to place a duty
on the local authority to allow citizenship to take
place. It would not matter whether it was LINks,
PPI forums—I would take you into other areas,
education, law, et cetera, and what seems to me is
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that the rest of the Bill I have gone through appears
to be trying to do that at a local level but still has not
gone far enough in seeing that the local authority
should have this duty of engaging local people and
trying to give them ways in which they can be
empowered to become good citizens. That means
engaging with duties and responsibilities in both
levels and, going back to the way in which
commissioning would operate, they would need to
understand how best the process operates. In
Southend, for instance, I know there has been a
training process about stronger voices—you will
know the outcome of all the consultation that has
taken place—when there has been a seriously good
piece of work taking place there between the
commissioners, in this case the PCT, and the local
authority with the voluntary sector to try and make
people more informed and more able to act as
citizens. What I think I am saying to you is that there
is a need still for a duty to be placed on the local
authorities to make that process work well.

Q130 Dr Naysmith: You are convinced that we need
both processes and we need LINks to be involved
in both?
Mr Taylor: Yes, I think you cannot avoid that.

Q131 Dr Naysmith: Perhaps I could ask Elizabeth.
You have stressed the importance of inspection, and
clearly that is important, but the expert working
group which recommended LINks recommended
that LINks should not have a right of access. What
are your views on that?
Ms Manero: Yes, I saw that the Commission had the
same view in its evidence to the expert panel that the
visits could be dispensed with. My view very strongly
is that, in terms of public services and the
relationship between the citizen and public services,
there has to be some sort of interface other than the
media. There has to be some sort of way for local
communities to engage with those who provide their
services, in particular their health services. I see the
visiting rights not as inspection but as the
furtherance of a dialogue and relationship between
the community and the Health Service. To give you
some examples of what I mean, if you have a forum
or a LINk made up of people in the local
community, who may be from diverse ethnic groups
because that is the make-up of the local community,
that forum will be able to go into services, they will
be able to assess the cultural appropriateness of
those services for the people in that local
community. As I said in my evidence, if you are
going to exclude forums or LINks from actually
going into NHS premises, you are saying that the
views of the population on the Health Service are not
relevant if they are using the Health Service at the
time. The views on the fact that they are waiting for
an hour in a dirty waiting room are irrelevant
because you are not allowed to go and talk to them
when that is happening to them. It just does not
make any sense to me. I also see that very close
relationship between the community and the Health
Service as a means of avoiding undue inspection,
because if you have regular meetings with your

patients forum, if you have representatives on your
board from your LINk or your patients forum who
will influence the decision-making, policy-making,
strategic decision-making, service design of the
organisation, then it is more likely that the outcomes
for the patient will be appropriate, that the
standards will be met and that inspection will be
lighter and less necessary. I think that local
relationship, that interface, is what we need to forge,
and the monitoring visits are part of it, as is the
commissioning but I also think that commissioning
and monitoring are not diVerent functions because
anyone who commissions a service and enters into a
contract against design standards is a fool unless he
checks whether those standards are being met. So I
see the two as linked together.

Q132 Dr Naysmith: How do you think
commissioning should be carried out then? Should
there be representatives on the commissioners from
LINks or should it be some way of finding out what
the view is and making sure that the commissioners
know about it?
Ms Manero: There is a number of aspects to
commissioning. There is volume, which is a technical
matter, which the PCT, as commissioner, will need
to do based on the statistics and the information that
they have, how many people they have that want this
and how many they have that want that. Around
that core there will then be the manner in which that
volume of activity is to be provided, where it is to be
provided, and I think it is that aspect in which one
needs involvement from the local community,
because you cannot possibly make decisions on
behalf of others about, for example, the priority to
be given to skills in dealing with people with
dementia in the acute sector, for example. We have
had people working with carers in dementia saying
to us “We do not want relatives to be treated in acute
hospitals where the nurses do not know anything
about dementia and think people with dementia are
just stupid.” That is a very important quality
standard which should be put into commissioning so
that X volume of activity for older people is
commissioned by the PCT but the way in which care
is delivered covers those sort of standards.
Mr Taylor: I mentioned earlier the Academic Health
Science Centre. Inside that already, at the early stage
of planning, are the PPI forums, and you would
hope that would be the case because what they will
be engaged with there is both process and quality of
change in the broad sense. One of the big
complications we have with this at the moment in
LINks terms is how you deal with strategic change.
Where is it that voice goes that should exist inside
that process? What I think I am saying to you is,
there is an example there of having to make sure that
people are inside at an early stage. I have always
worked on doing it before things become formalised.
You are wasting your time taking an issue forward
unless you understand how the agenda is
progressing, and that means all of the parties. I
would say that early involvement by whatever it is,
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whether it be LINks or whether it be PPI forum
members, is critical to the way in which good
decisions come out at the other end.

Q133 Dr Naysmith: Sharon, how do you think
commissioning should be achieved?
Ms Grant: We are at the very early stages of starting
to look at exactly how that can be done.
Commissioning is a highly complex process at one
level, and we are not here trying to turn patients and
the public into experts but we are going to try and
find a level at which the public can usefully engage
and influence the way in which commissioning is
carried out. We have just started to do that. As I
said, we are on a journey here. The first phase of the
forums’ life has been very much the emphasis on
monitoring and review but we are starting to move
on to the issues about commissioning, strategic
planning, et cetera, and some of the forums are
starting to get involved, are doing some early work
in involvement in commissioning. We need to take
our time over that and to learn lessons from that
experience. It is not something that can be rushed.
It also needs resourcing. We are asking members of
the public to spend an awful lot of time to influence
decisions which aVect all of the people in their
community, big decisions, and we need to look at
how that is done. So we are at the early stages and
it should be the next step in the development of PPI
that, whatever entity exists, we do start to look in a
serious way and take evidence and learn from it
about how this can be achieved.

Q134 Mr Jackson: Under the current proposals
there is to be no national voice, guidance or
centralised training, unless the LINks decide to set
them up themselves. How do you think that will
work in practice?
Ms Grant: You will have everything done 150 times
over, if you want a straight answer. First of all, it is
not very eYcient in terms of best use of the resource
that is available for PPI and secondly, it does not
make for consistency. We have talked about
chopping and changing of direction on PPI and I
think this is one of them. One of the drivers behind
the move to the system we have now was the need
for some kind of uniformity, for there to be a
recognised entity at every local level in which
patients and the public could have a say on health
and social care. We now seem to be moving away
from that, which is worrying, and it seems to be the
objective that we do not have consistency, that we
let a thousand flowers bloom. Whether that is
helpful to members of the public, not to have
something they can recognise, I think is a very
debatable point. So there are issues around
eYciency and consistency which arise if you take
out any kind of national body to which LINks or
forums can relate. One of the arguments that has
been put forward for abolishing CPPIH is that
there will be a cost saving but if you actually look
at the sums, it will be very small indeed, we reckon
about £1 million, because the Commission exists

and it has to be kept going as an organisation, and
I think that saving might start to disappear quite
quickly once things get top-sliced oV of what is left.

Q135 Mr Jackson: Following on from Dr
Naysmith’s point, is this more cock-up or
conspiracy, in your opinion?
Ms Grant: I could not possibly comment.
Mr Taylor: The point about it being fragmented is
exactly the point I would make. The potential is
that you will get a fragmented process in which
there will be variable sets of standards and the
likelihood is that, should there not be some sort of
co-ordination or base the standards sorted out, for
membership, the way in which the membership
appointments process will operate and how then
that member is expected to perform, that is when
you are going to start to see a complete
fragmentation because individual agencies,
individual LINk organisations will take their own
direction, which will not help the process of either
the public knowing what to expect or to be engaged,
which goes back to my previous point about
citizenship. You need to have that base expectation
placed on what it is that members would do. The
point about having a voice, the voice will occur
anyway. If you look at the voluntary sector at the
moment, it does already have voices through
diVerent pressure group activities and so on, so
taking away a national voice which is co-ordinated
formally I do not think adds much. In fact, if
anything, it adds confusion rather than adds to
the value.
Ms Manero: The issue about a national voice is
actually quite a diYcult one, because there are two
types of national voice and it is a question of
deciding which one you need and how to do it. Do
you need a bottom-up national voice? That means
that a LINk can be confident that, if they agree with
all the other LINks in their region that they want a
particular issue taken up on their behalf nationally
because they do not feel they can resolve it locally,
that would be a bottom-up organisation which is
led by its members and accountable to its member
LINks, which I think is necessary. The top-down
type of national organisation, which is what the
Commission is currently, is one which
performance-manages the patient forums, deals
with their governance, their training, their
standards and so on. I think the LINks proposal
seems to be fragmenting the latter top-down set of
functions and devolving it to local authority level,
which is possibly one way to go. I did not think it is
ideal because of the diYculties that have been
mentioned earlier on about conflicts of interest and
so on, but it is a way to go. But we do not have
anything at all as a national organisation, which I
think is the most extraordinary proposal. It is not
a reform if you take something apart and only put
something back to replace half of it. I think there is
a very significant gap and I think the public will
want to know why on earth, if the Health Service is
doing so marvellously and is never in the press why
do we need a national voice to speak up for
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patients? Clearly, we do not need it at all! I do not
think anybody would recognise that argument and
it is not one that I recognise.

Q136 Mr Jackson: The next question is about
hosts. You have decided to provide a lot of the
forum support organisations yourselves rather
than contracting out to voluntary organisations or
the private sector. Is that because there are no
suitable organisations to do this particular job?
Ms Grant: That is a recent development. We have
taken some of the forum support in-house, as it
were. That was not in the plan but neither were a lot
of things that we did not know when we started this
approach what a diYcult ride we were going to
have. As you know, we have had several abolition
dates and it has been very diYcult to plan. The fact
that we have had to do that has been a function of
the uncertainty about our future. It has been very
diYcult for forum support organisations because
we have had to say to them “We will extend your
contract for six months but we don’t know what’s
going to happen after that. We might be renewing
it, we might not,” and in those cases some of the
forum support organisations have taken their ball
away. There has not been the incentive for anybody
new to start to develop that capacity, which is a
terrible shame. So the fact that we have taken it in-
house has been a function of the uncertainty in the
market around the need for all this in the future.
Interestingly, what is being proposed in the LINks
system is a continuation of the approach that we
adopted from the outset, which is to use not-for-
profit organisations to undertake the support work,
and obviously we had teething problems but we
think it is now working very well. Crucially, we
involve the forums themselves in the assessment of
tenders; 40% of the marks about performance come
from forums themselves, which takes me on to
refute very mildly the characterisation that
Elizabeth gave our organisation. There are some
things that we have to do because it is in the statute,
but we have tried very hard indeed not to make this
a system which is controlled from the top from the
outset, and we are very clear that forums are
independent organisations. We do not
performance-manage them as such. We overview
their performance and try to support them in
performance-managing themselves but, at the end
of the day, they are independent and if they do not
want to do any of the things that we suggest, they
do not have to. We try very hard to be a listening
organisation. A lot of the resources which we are
told we are wasting are spent on just doing that
listening, having local and regional events, hearing
what people are saying, hearing what direction they
would like to go in and trying to respond to that in
whatever way we can, given the resources that we
have. We have never actually had any resource to
be the national voice. It was supposed to be one of
our functions but all the money we have had has
had labels on it which basically says it is for forums.
We have never had any policy team as such, or
maybe for a very brief period, and we have never
had the capacity that we ought to have had to

advise the Secretary of State, as is our duty, and to
gather evidence on best means of patient and public
involvement. If we had, then we might be moving
forward with a firmer evidence base than we have at
the moment.

Q137 Mr Jackson: The job of the host seems to be
more sophisticated than that of an FSO. Do you
think local authorities will have trouble finding
reasonable quality hosts, or indeed funding them?
Ms Grant: In some areas there might be some travel
across from organisations that are already FSOs
but probably not in all. I think they will have to
grow it, which takes me back to this point about
delay and transitional issues. It will not be just
sitting there waiting to be taken oV the shelf. It has
to be grown. There are issues around if it is the local
authority commissioning, is that going to be
entirely independent, particularly as they are
supposed to scrutinise the local authority itself in
terms of their commissioning of social care? There
are lots of issues around that. You will have to have
150 simultaneous commissioning processes,
tendering processes going on at the same time in
order to make sure that every LINk is supported,
and if it is anything like our set-up period, it will
take some time for the host to learn what their
function is, and it will take time for them to
undertake the necessary community development
work to grow LINks as an organisation and to
decide how in that particular area, going back to Dr
Taylor’s point, it is going to be structured and
governed, et cetera. There will be all these processes
going on separately at a local level without any
overall co-ordination guidance or advice, which is
the kind of thing that we do now but that is diVerent
from performance management.
Mr Taylor: It will come back to variability again.
Let us assume that local authorities have some
grasp of knowing what it is they are going to expect
from the LINk host. Competition will then exist
between agencies as to what they will propose for
that. My point with that is that they may well be
starting from a very low baseline of not knowing
what it is they are going to expect. I think Sharon’s
point about having to then grow that experience
and expertise may take a good time, which is one of
the bits about fragility, the point going back to how
fragile you may make the existing framework, and
you may well be into two or three years’ worth of
development to make it work well. There are no set
standards and it could be that the LINk host comes
forward and says, “I think it looks like this,” and
then local authorities will have a complete morass
of proposals, some of which may look good but
there will be no basic standards set for them; they
will be interpreting for themselves how that
operates. I think there is a serious complication
there as to how best that is put into place. No
guidance.

Q138 Dr Naysmith: Can I just ask a quick question
of Elizabeth Manero which is related to what we
have just been talking about. I was going to ask it
later. Why does the National Health Service
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commission you to undertake work rather than
giving it to forums? Do you think that it might
change when the LINks are set up?
Ms Manero: I think mainly because most of what
we do relates to national policy-making and
strategy.

Q139 Dr Naysmith: And, as Sharon just said, they
do not have a national policy-making set-up.
Ms Grant: Can I just comment on that? One
observation that it is worth making is that the
Department of Health is obviously a huge
Department, and I think there are lots of things that
go on in diVerent bits of the Department which are
related to PPI, and I do not think all parts of the
Department are PPI-conscious yet—which is not
surprising because most people are not. There is a
lot of money that is spent which, when you look at
it, you think “That is PPI. Why isn’t this all co-
ordinated and why isn’t there a serious overview of
all that is done? Why don’t we map everything that
is done in the Department that has to do with PPI,
look at it in the round and see whether we can’t do
it better?” I think that will be a useful exercise for
somebody to be doing before there is further
seismic change in the system.

Q140 Chairman: What part did you play in the
review that Harry Cayton took forward last year?
Ms Grant: As I think I have mentioned in the advice
that we have given, we were not included in the
panel of experts that made that report.

Q141 Sandra Gidley: This is a question initially to
Barrie Taylor. You obviously do a lot of work with
black and minority ethnic communities in
Westminster, and in your written evidence you
found that 90% of ethnic minority organisations
wanted to get involved in health consultations but
two-thirds of them said they found it hard because
of lack of money and 29% because of lack of staV.
Will the same problems exist with LINks or will
there be ways of improving this?
Mr Taylor: The reason I gave that experience is that
I think that is a diVerent model. It is very similar to
Elizabeth’s involvement with strategic interests on
a London-wide basis. What happened there was
that two PCTs decided that they would assist that
process. I do not see that going away because they
have equally a need to be informed about how to
engage, and engaging local citizens is back to my
basic point about citizenship really. LINks will
have the need to search out hard-to-reach groups
and the BME communities will be one particular
way in which they will do that. Already though that
does exist both in terms of what I have described
there, BME health forum, and also within the
voluntary sector, which already co-ordinates
another forum, which is a BME forum. So there are
two separate models running there. It would not
surprise me if what has to happen there is that
LINks would engage with the two models and make
that work well, so drawing upon their experience

but not being able to have what I think is important
to them, that status of being independent of the
agencies so that they can express their own views.

Q142 Sandra Gidley: I am surprised you
highlighted money as the major problem. What are
the other barriers to engagement?
Mr Taylor: That is their work. I promise you that
has come straight out of one piece of work where
they were looking at what the word “consultation”
means, and that is what came back from that
experience. They showed how the institutions did
not do two things: one of them was understand
culture and how to respond to culture, and the
second thing, how to engage very small voices on
some occasions inside the decision-making process.
I think the point about drawing on the experience
that they have can be done through voluntary
sector networks but it does not oVer enough
because it does not oVer that voice at the table. If
you go back to this, what I would hope would be
inside whatever comes forward was showing that
there is a voice at the table but also showing that
there is a need to engage BME communities as one
end; what was discussed just now, which is about
commissioning, some of the commissioning
processes that are for very small interest group
areas who may need a much wider arena to get their
voice together. It is going to be very complicated. I
think that is hard work, so the sorts of things, a
strategic point or a national even, I would say were
critical to that. The experience that they have come
up with is good but you cannot transpose that
straight into the LINk process.
Ms Grant: One of the aspects of the current
proposals that concerns me, and I know the rest of
my board, very greatly is the fact that one would
have expected this proposal and this major change
to be the subject of some kind of analysis from the
point of view of diversity. In fact, there is a legal
requirement that it should be looked at from the
point of view of race and disability. To the best of
my knowledge—in fact, I know that that has not
taken place and if one of the main objectives of
patient and public involvement is to address these
enormous inequalities in health status that we still
have in this country, particularly from the point of
view of black and minority ethnic populations, then
I think it is very undermining that we are facing a
reform in the absence of such an analysis and such
an assessment. We would have something to oVer
to such an exercise. I think we have done
reasonably well in the circumstances in terms of the
numbers of black and minority ethnic members of
forums that we have been able to achieve. It has not
been helped by the uncertainty but there is potential
and there is no doubt that members of the black and
minority ethnic communities do want to be
involved. They are very aware of the health issues
that there are out there and they do want to be
involved, but we have to make it possible for them
to be involved and we should not be heading into a
system where there is a lot of doubt and uncertainty
about whether they will be able to. My suspicion is
that, where a PPI is done well, it will continue to be
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done well under LINks, but where it is done badly,
and that is often in areas where there are very mixed
communities and where there are serious
disadvantages on a number of fronts, it will
continue to be done badly, or less well than it
should be.

Q143 Sandra Gidley: Do you wish to add anything,
Elizabeth?
Ms Manero: I think really Barrie has reflected this.
There are already networks in existence informally
that people have set up of their own volition and
those are the ones that will work best because they
have set them up for themselves. In addition to that,
we have the Community Empowerment Networks,
which have been very well evaluated and found to
have contributed hugely. So I do not understand
really why we need another network. I think the
function of patient involvement can be tacked on to
existing networks and communities in the way that
those communities have set up for themselves.

Q144 Dr Naysmith: Sharon is saying that in some
areas there are not these networks and they do not
exist. How are you going to get them involved if you
do not set something up?
Ms Manero: To give an example of a way in which
one can engage with people who do not have what
we might call networks, we have done work in care
homes, talking to people, care home residents, who
do not speak English with interpreters. They have a
network, which may be very small, that is, their
own family; they will talk to their own family with
confidence and they do not like to talk outside their
family necessarily. This is what we are told. So there
are sizes of networks. One can become very
obsessed with this network business. Basically,
what we want to do is talk to people, find out what
they think, make sure that everyone else thinks
roughly the same and do something about the
result. So that is what we are doing. The whole
debate about patient involvement has been dogged
by an obsession with structures, and now we are
moving on perhaps, I suggest, to an obsession with
networks. What we are talking about is
communication. As Barrie says, we are talking
about citizenship, communication with people and
we are talking about the interface between a valued
public service and the people who use it. I think we
need to keep hold of that.
Ms Grant: I think it is very important when we are
talking about these issues about networks that we
do not see everything from a London-based
perspective. In London there are a lot of networks.
It is a diVerent kind of place. If you go to other
areas, that is not necessarily the case and there are
not necessarily the networks. We have to think
from the point of view of the nation as a whole on
this these points.
Mr Taylor: You could be forgiven for thinking the
legislation was framed for boroughs.

Q145 Sandra Gidley: You have raised an interesting
point actually. I am just trying to think how this
would work in Hampshire, where in my
constituency there is a very low incidence of BME
but in Southampton, just down the road, it is
relatively high. If you have an organisation based in
Winchester, I cannot see how that will be very
focused on minority populations, which a lot of the
people involved in that organisation have no
connection with.
Mr Taylor: Does that not lead you back into the
local authority duty of engaging people as citizens?
My view would be to ensure, regardless of LINks, a
way to making sure that people are engaged, either
voluntarily or through the formal structures, that
they are assisted by a local authority which has a
duty to ensure that they have that choice.

Q146 Sandra Gidley: I can see that councils such as
Southampton that have a diverse population are
trying that. I cannot see any evidence of that
happening at the county council, where the scrutiny
body is likely to lie.
Mr Taylor: My point with that is to say actually, if
there were a duty placed on the county council to
ensure that they had as part of their responsibility
under the LSP process—that is the best way I can
put it at the moment—that they have a duty to
ensure their citizens were engaged across the board.
Health is one; it is not the only one. If they were put
into a position where they had to put in proper
frameworks for governance, which would also
assist; if you put those LINk bids out, you need
some sort of framework in which you are expecting
the bids to come back. One of them will be about
how the membership is going to function and you
can do that, I think, in a number of ways.
Ms Grant: I think you have made an interesting
point, and it is the kind of thing which might have
come up had there been a thorough assessment of
what is proposed from a race and diversity
perspective. It is also an example of the sort of
situation where the sharing of learning between
forums or LINks, mediated through some kind of
superior body, regional or national body, would be
very important, and is most eYciently done in that
way. There are issues of eYciency around areas
where there are small BME populations but where
there is still a need, and there is a need to
understand how that is best met. There are a lot of
lessons that can be learned from what is done
elsewhere but somebody needs to make sure that it
happens, or there will not be anything.
Chairman: On that very positive note, can I thank
all three of you for coming along this morning to
give evidence to the Committee. We are hoping that
before the Bill that has been referred through all its
stages to have reported to the House about our view
on the current situation. Thanks once again for
coming along.
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Q147 Chairman: Good morning. Could I welcome
you to what is the second evidence session of our
inquiry into PPI. I wonder if I could ask you for the
record to give us your name and the position that
you hold.
Dr Day: I am Dr Albert Day. I am the Chairman of
Harrogate and District NHS Foundation Trust,
North Yorkshire.
Ms Adams: I am Mary Adams. I am Head of Public
Involvement at North Somerset Primary Care Trust,
and I formerly chaired the National PALS
Development Group.
Ms Coote: I am Anna Coote. I am Head of Engaging
Patients and the Public at the Healthcare
Commission.

Q148 Chairman: Many thanks for coming.
Congratulations, Mary. I understand you have
travelled from North Somerset today. One or two
Members have found it diYcult to travel from other
parts of London, so you have done very well. Could
I just ask an opening question really to all of you.
From your experience of the diVerent models of PPI,
what elements have contributed most to improving
patient care and local service performance?
Ms Adams: The Patient Advice and Liaison Service
has had some impact on improving patient care,
primarily, I would say, within acute hospital trusts,
where that relationship is easier to actually deliver if
you have good commitment from the organisation
concerned.
Ms Coote: It depends entirely on the circumstances.
I think what really matters is people locally having a
sense of responsibility and preferably a duty to
engage with patients and the public as appropriate
and have a very clear idea of what it is they want to
engage about and what they can negotiate on and
what they can change as a result of what people tell
them, know who they ought to be talking to and
know which are the right methods to adopt. Really,
it is about understanding the context and what you
are trying to achieve and doing the right thing
accordingly, rather than what is the right institution,
what is the right organisation. You asked me the
most important thing
Dr Day: I would say history in our case, because we
have had historically an extremely good relationship
with our Community Health Council, and a very
good relationship with our patients forum, and we
add to that the change with foundation status that
brought us the board of governors, the three
working together, each of them being given, as it
were, a licence, permission and encouragement to
get involved, which makes a very rich mixture.

Q149 Chairman: I wonder if I could ask each of you
to give one good example of where you think PPI
organisations have contributed to commissioning
decisions and in the process improved public
confidence in NHS planning and decision-making.
Do you have anything that you know of locally
where that has happened?

Dr Day: I can give you an example through the
board of governors, where we would want to discuss
and do discuss our annual plan with them every year,
but we had an energetic debate last year about our
strategic direction. We are a relatively small acute
trust but, nevertheless, we always say we punch
above our weight, and we needed the governors to
help us with designing a new service. We call it the
CAT team. That is a way of rapidly assessing acutely
ill medical patients in our acute trust, and it involved
a re-design within the hospital. That can be highly
contentious, as you all know. It meant changing the
use that we put some of our beds to. In fact, that
CAT team, following discussion with the board of
governors and the PPI forum, is extremely
successful. It has resulted in fewer patients being
admitted, more patients managed close to home,
which is what everybody is after, and a really win-
win situation. I think that was a very smooth ride,
largely because the patients forum and the board of
governors were brought in at an early stage and
engaged in a real discussion about it.
Ms Adams: I am just thinking of a fairly recent
example in North Somerset Primary Care Trust,
where there was a desire to bring the district nursing
services and community nursing services together
into centralised localities, and take the service out
into the community in a way that would support
community nurses better by enabling them to cover
sickness and annual leave and so on. There was not
enough involvement with the local community on
this issue, and so this plan had advanced quite a way
and was taken to the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, and there was an impassioned member
of the public who appealed to the Committee to re-
look at the decision, or to the PCT to re-look at the
decision, and in fact that ended up with a working
group set up for the rural communities, where
people were able to give their views on this particular
decision-making process, and that has now really
influenced the Primary Care Trust to pull back from
just going ahead with that decision and to re-think
and involve people and take work forward with the
rural working group to look at the issue again. That
was a very practical example of how involvement
with people can bring in their perspective and add
weight, and really slow things down a little to re-
think where perhaps something in the past would
have sped through without that perspective being
included.
Ms Coote: From the Healthcare Commission’s
perspective, there are many examples but if I can just
use one, one of the things that we have to do, and I
think it is very important for the whole of the
business of engaging patients and the public in
decisions about health and healthcare, is to provide
information about the performance of healthcare
organisations. For example, the results of our
annual health check. We do this through our
website. The website has to be useful, accessible and
relevant to the people who are going to use it and will
benefit from the information so that they can help to
make decisions, and participate in decisions anyway.
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Our website leaves a lot to be desired still but what
we did was we recruited a panel of people, using
social research techniques to be broadly
representative, and we convened that panel and
asked them what they thought about the website as it
stood and how it could be improved. They were very
critical, quite rightly, of the website and made very
specific suggestions as to how it could be improved
so that it would be more useful to ordinary people:
get rid of the jargon, make it more easily navigable,
and organise the information around questions that
really matter to patients. We did that and it is better.
We still have a long way to go. We reconvened the
panel to ask them what they thought about what we
had done, and we will reconvene again. This is a
method that we will use increasingly to try and
ensure that all our material that provides
information to patients and the public will be of a
high quality. It is a very diVerent approach but I
think it gives you a sense of what can be done.

Q150 Dr Taylor: Can I focus on some of the existing
structures for the moment, particularly PALS and
ICAS. PALS, you have already said, Mary, have
had a marked impact in some acute trusts. The
evidence we have had has been fairly critical—mind
you, critical evidence is much easier and more
frequent than positive evidence—about lack of
independence and really, failure to work closely with
forums. What are your comments on those
regarding PALS?
Ms Adams: Just to answer the point of criticism, they
were never intended to be independent. They were
set up to be impartial. There was quite a lot of
discussion around whether or not PALS could be
independent because, of course, they are employed
by the trust so they cannot be. I think PALS oVer
themselves up to people as impartial and
independent from clinical care-giving, so that they
are a safe place, if you like, for people to discuss the
care that they have received with someone who is not
directly involved with delivering it. In terms of the
success they have, I would just say that Sharon
Grant earlier had the expression “a thousand flowers
blooming”, and that is really what happened to
PALS. It was great to give them the sort of freedom,
if you like, to grow as many models as possible but
in that sort of structure some fail and some do very
well. The University of the West of England in
Bristol, who have been evaluating patient advice and
liaison services will say that where they have had
very good commitment from their organisation and
they are really given space to bring patient feedback
to the board at the highest level and action is really
taken to improve things, then they work very well;
where that is less eVective, you might as well not
have them there; they can do more harm than good
in some respects.

Q151 Dr Taylor: Can you give us any idea of the sort
of the proportion of PALS that have been able to
have feedback direct to boards?
Ms Adams: I cannot, no. I think that will probably
come out of the evaluation by the University of the
West of England, but I do not have any statistics.

Q152 Dr Taylor: Am I right with an impression that
PALS have been one of the first targets of economies
because of deficits?
Ms Adams: I would say that is a fairly true
assessment really. There are certainly a couple of
patient advice and liaison services that were
threatened with closure, certainly, and as a national
group—we are a national PALS network and an
incorporated not-for-profit body now—try to keep
abreast of what is happening, and certainly PALS
workers have come to us expressing their
uncertainty and fears that they are a soft target
because they could easily be removed.

Q153 Dr Taylor: You have said that in some areas
they work direct with boards. What about working
with forums?
Ms Adams: In some areas they report to boards, and
they do work with forums indeed, yes, in some areas,
and that relationship is good. Certainly for the
future I would like to have seen reports going to the
forums as a matter of course. I think there is so much
inconsistency in how the relationship between PALS
and forums has been managed.

Q154 Dr Taylor: So if we get LINks, one of the links
the LINks should have would be with the PALS
organisations?
Ms Adams: Absolutely. I think so, yes.

Q155 Dr Taylor: Moving on to ICAS, comments we
have had that it is inconsistent across the country,
poorly publicised, access poor. Who can speak on
behalf of ICAS? Obviously, on the Healthcare
Commission you get things from ICAS late on?
Ms Coote: We only deal with complaints that have
not been resolved, second-stage complaints. I
cannot give you a view on ICAS, I am afraid.

Q156 Dr Taylor: So nobody can tell us how ICAS
has linked with forums or things like that?
Ms Adams: I can only talk about the link between
PALS and ICAS, and that is, I would say, quite a
robust link because PALS services will refer clients
onto ICAS as a matter of course to support them
through the formal complaints process, because that
is the exact thing where PALS cannot help them
because they are not independent. I think it works
reasonably well from my experience in my area.
However, there have been waiting lists and delays
for people getting this support.

Q157 Dr Taylor: It should be one of our
recommendations that they do work closely with
forums or LINks or whatever we have?
Ms Adams: Yes, indeed.
Dr Day: Can I come in on the point that you
mentioned at the beginning, which is a good
example. If I can feed on what you are asking about
PALS, in our case we use PALS as a rich resource
because they have three functions as far as I am
concerned. They feed immediately back to the front-
line staV in order to resolve areas of concern—let us
not call them complaints even at that stage but
queries of all sorts. They are a fixer; they fix
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problems quickly and eYciently and they give
patients and staV confidence because they are in that
position. They are trusted by both. That is good. The
second thing they do is yes, they do collect data and
they do report to the board of directors in a
foundation trust but also, crucially, to the board of
governors of a foundation trust. Very good feedback
because in that they can say as a result of X, Y and Z,
we have made the following changes and that again
gives confidence to the members and to the public
that their voice is being heard. I cannot speak about
ICAS because we actually have very little that gets as
far as a serious complaint that is not dealt with
through our complaints procedure, and that liaises
with the ICAS service rather than PALS.

Q158 Dr Taylor: As a matter of interest, do you
know oVhand how many PALS staV you have in
your foundation trust?
Ms Adams: We have two.

Q159 Dr Taylor: Is there just one acute hospital?
Dr Day: Yes.

Q160 Chairman: Two of the three examples that I
asked for and was give earlier really provided
something that is entirely consistent with current
statutory guidelines in terms of strengthening
accountability. Is the real issue here the local
management’s will to implement PPI’s decisions?
You describe an example there where you have very
few complaints and PALS is an eVective tool in your
armoury, as it were, to get things done. Is this issue
a lot of time about will at local level as opposed to
the framework is not there?
Dr Day: Absolutely, I could not agree more. Where
it is the strategy of the board in any NHS
organisation, the board of directors in a foundation
trust, they have to have that high on their agenda,
just as they would have risk management. It is an
eVective part of the strategy of the organisation. If
you are trying to be a member facing the
organisation, as we are, then to ignore that category
is foolish.
Ms Coote: One of the important ideas behind the
shift towards the LINks was initially—I do not
know if this has got lost—the idea that, rather than
setting up an “us and them” arrangement, one
emphasised the point that trusts themselves should
take their responsibilities seriously to engage with
patients and the public and that they should be the
ones that really felt it was their duty, that they did
not just have to respond to a body that was there in
the community but that they had to do it, they had
to make it happen and it was very important not just
because it was a good thing in itself but it was
actually good for them to achieve their objectives as
providers of healthcare. There was potential for the
Healthcare Commission to regulate the
performance of trusts in relation to how they do
patient and public involvement, so to shift the
emphasis from there being a body there in the
community that is supposedly speaking for the
community to the trust taking responsibility much
more fully, and then being regulated for how it used

its responsibility, how it deployed its responsibility.
This is perhaps another discussion but I think it is
quite an important point.

Q161 Sandra Gidley: This is a question to Dr Day
because it is relevant to foundation trusts. Monitor
has suggested that many boards of governors have
not yet “found their feet”, I think was the phrase
they used, and the BMA has said that foundation
trusts are a failing area in terms of PPI. Obviously,
you can probably only answer for your own but
would you agree that PPI in most foundation trusts
is inadequate?
Dr Day: I could not disagree more. I could not
disagree more. I can only speak personally, as you
are absolutely right to say. When we applied to be a
foundation trust, the real reason we wanted to do it
was to improve and build on PPI. It had other
attractions as well but that was the key one for us. It
was to take the temperature of the local population’s
wishes and to refine and develop where we are in
health in our locality, using that voice as a main
lever. In order to do that, we had to design our own
structure, our own board of governors because that
is the way the Act allows us to do it, thank goodness.
We set up a small board of governors with a public
majority on it, an elected public majority, and we
determined that first of all, it would be called board
of governors and secondly, it would be a board and
it would govern. Therefore we set up a whole raft of
work streams, with people on the board designing
them and feeding in from ideas that we already had,
so that at the end of the second year—we have just
finished our second year as a foundation trust—we
can actually hold our heads up and say the board of
governors have made a real diVerence to health in
our locality and actually, they feel great ownership
of it. One way that you can say “Where is the
evidence for that?” is to look at where is the support
for the work the governors are doing, and I would
say the first and obvious statistic is to look at the
membership numbers. We have about 15,000
members and they are all opt-in members; they are
not people who have been placed in membership;
they have all chosen to be members of a
foundation trust.

Q162 Sandra Gidley: Has that number increased?
Dr Day: It is increasing. I have to say that we are
being cautious in the rate of increase simply because
it needs support and management, and it would be
very easy to go overboard and fall into the same trap
that private businesses have, which is over-
extension. So we are increasing our membership
year-on-year and gently in areas where we perceive
a need to do it. In terms of real engagement, and the
BMA’s view, for all I am a medical doctor, I would
disagree with profoundly. I think that actually it is
one of the best success stories.

Q163 Sandra Gidley: But not all trusts have that
number of patients linked with them. What
diVerence has the increased numbers actually made
to them? How involved are these members?
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Dr Day: We engage them passively by my giving
them communications, and I do that regularly,
informally and formally. We engage them by way of
traditional things like questionnaires, telephone
surveys, we do exit surveys, and all the marketing
tools, for want of a better phrase, that any
organisation that is interested in feedback will do.
We have at the moment a bank of just over 2,000
individuals who have actually elected to help us.
They have written in and said “We are interested in
this area, that area. Would you like our help?” and
therefore when we are trying to do development
work in a particular area, let us say respiratory
medicine for the sake of argument, we know that we
already have a ready-made, large cohort of members
from whom focus groups can be selected. Another
example: publications. We often get in the Health
Service allegations that we have NHS-speak and
that we have our own internal language and we do
not communicate well with patients. We must
address that, and one way we do address that is by
looking at our publications and our patient
information. We use members specifically as reader
groups for that, so we might design a particular, let
us say, an orthopaedic hip replacement piece of
advice. We then give it to our readers group from our
membership and say “Is this actually user-friendly?
Is it in terms that are comprehensible? How can it be
improved?”

Q164 Sandra Gidley: It sounds to me as though
LINks will not have much impact on what to do.
Dr Day: Frankly, it will not. I do not want to make
that too much of a negative comment because we
have a very good patients forum and I would be very
sad to see that disappear. If LINks is its successor
body then let us grab, as I have said in my evidence,
the very best of the Community Health Councils and
the patients forums and put those into LINks and
build on it. Let us not reinvent the wheel. Let us grab
what we have got which is good.

Q165 Sandra Gidley: Once all hospitals become
foundation trusts, will LINks be redundant to a
certain extent?
Dr Day: No. There are still going to be
commissioning groups, and I see a very important
role for LINks, particularly in commissioning
groups, but I have to say, and I have said it, that for
me and eYcient board of governors will perform as
well as LINks will in commissioning.
Ms Coote: The thing about an opt-in board is that
people who do not think about getting in touch will
feel that their voices are not valued and will not opt
in, so I think the board membership model for the
foundation trusts is a really valuable one. It needs
development and sometimes it is very good and
sometimes it is very, very poor, really a bit like any
kind of arrangement, and it will probably apply to
the LINks and to the forums, but it needs to be
supplemented by some special eVort to reach out to
groups who are often most vulnerable to ill-health
and whose voices are seldom heard. The FT board
process does not actually fix that problem, so it does
need to be one in an armoury and I think that a

possible strength of the LINk model is (a) that it can
easily incorporate FT boards, as it can PALS, and
also that it can reach out proactively to groups in the
community that would not necessarily come in to
join a forum, an FT board or indeed have anything
to do with PALS.

Q166 Sandra Gidley: Do you think there is potential
there for perhaps doing more work, such as in the
last question in the last session where we were
talking about reaching out to black and minority
ethnic communities?
Ms Coote: Yes, and we do this ourselves. We have a
network of seldom-heard groups around the country
who represent diVerent kinds of groups, but it is not
by any means perfect and it will need a lot of
refinement. With all of these things, I think stability
and some sort of long-term security for a set of
arrangements from now on at least is really essential
so that we can identify what is wrong, work on it, get
it better and let people get accustomed to what needs
to be done in each local community, especially if it is
going to be quite a diverse set of outcomes, which I
actually approve of. I do not think we should have
some sort of national uniformity, I think it is about
evolution and diversity, but that requires patience
and learning, an exchange of information and time
to pass for these things to work, and it is the same
with the FT boards as it will be with anything else.
Ms Adams: I see the LINks very much as being for
a geographical area where the members of the
foundation trust are for an organisation, so it is quite
diVerent and I think you need both and they can
complement each other. Also, as well as the point
about stability, there is a point about maturity
because I think we will just begin to see overview and
scrutiny committees mature and become really
eVective and with patient forums too, just given a
little bit longer, I am sure it would have continued,
the same for the patient advice and liaison services
linked to that would have been a bit more resource
and a bit more support perhaps from the
organisation, so it is this sense of maturity; it takes a
long time to relationship-build within an
organisation or across the community to get the
trust of the people that you are trying to support, so
the time is very critical.
Dr Day: Yes, I would certainly agree with that.

Q167 Charlotte Atkins: I would like to address my
question first to Dr Day. It seems to me that, of the
issues that the PPI forums address, cleanliness is an
obvious example. Surely this does not require some
sort of unique patient perspective. It should be
something, should it not, that is dealt with by clinical
governance? Why are patients getting involved in
that? Is it not just a way of, to some extent, trusts
side-stepping their particular role in clinical
governance?
Dr Day: To answer your question, if you stand
outside any of the large supermarkets in the UK on
a Saturday afternoon and say to the people coming
out of the supermarket, “What is the management
for?”, they will look at you as if you are from another
planet. If you stand outside that same supermarket
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and say, “Tell me about hospital cleanliness”, they
are all experts. I think in a sense that answers your
question because people are very, very interested in
what they think they can influence. Perhaps I can
sort of develop that and say that in our trust we have
what we call “medicine for members” sections and
we asked our members what they wanted to talk
about. No surprise, the first top two were, yes,
cleanliness and the second one was car parking. If we
leave the other topic for a bit later on in this
conversation, cleanliness is something where I think
we need to give the public assurance that, yes, we are
connected at the top of the organisation with what
is required where there is an objective assessment by
experts such as a PEAT assessment. But outside of
that, then we want the members and the members of
the public to know that actually we are taking it
seriously and engaging them in it, and telling them
all about it seems to me a logical way of doing so.

Q168 Charlotte Atkins: So what you are saying
really is that it is more to keep the patient forums
happy rather than actually to aVect your
management?
Dr Day: We are sitting in a comfortable position
from what I would dare arrogantly to say is a good
standard. Where those standards may be open to
question, I could well see that the patient forums
may very well want to be more assertive in what they
do and I would not blame them for that, I would
welcome it.

Q169 Charlotte Atkins: Well, certainly the patient
perspective might be, given that we have increasing
hospital infections and although obviously hospitals
have significant targets to get down infections, that
it is still a problem and it is a problem which clinical
governance is failing to meet.
Dr Day: Well, again in my own trust, which is one I
know intimately, our figures for MRSA and C.diV
are exceedingly low, such that the Healthcare
Commission usually does not take much notice of
them in our annual returns because the numbers are
so low. Nonetheless, it is a very important issue and
the hospital prevention and control of infection is a
very high priority, but of course cleanliness in
hospitals is not just about preventing infections, it is
a lot more than that.

Q170 Charlotte Atkins: Anna, would you like to
come in?
Ms Coote: I do think there is a sort of danger of the
whole thing being reductive, that there are scare
stories in the media about hospital cleanliness and
aligning cleanliness and MRSA which, as you have
recognised, does not reflect what is actually
happening there, so people get alarmed about it and
then they think they should go in and inspect
hospitals to see if they are clean or not, and I do not
know that that is really the best way to get the results
that we all need. I suppose what I am arguing for
really is, rather than favouring allowing patient
forums or whoever they might be, LINks, to go in
and inspect for cleanliness, to have a much more
informed dialogue between whichever groups are

interested and need to be involved in whether or not
a hospital is clean or whether or not there are
infections in the hospital and the people who are
responsible for clinical governance in their hospital,
so you get a kind of mature dialogue rather than a
kind of set-piece, reductionist, good photo
opportunity for the local press. That is what we need
to be working towards really, so I think you are
getting at something quite important there.

Q171 Charlotte Atkins: Clearly what we want is
patients to be able to provide their patient
perspective, and clearly should they not be focusing
on areas where the patient has a particular
perspective to oVer and things like cleanliness,
infections and so on are not necessarily their area of
expertise?
Ms Coote: I think there are lots of areas where
patients do not necessarily have direct experience,
but where, if they are properly informed, they will
have an important perspective that will be helpful
and that they probably should be involved in, so I
would not like to see any interaction between, say, a
trust and the public being limited simply to where
patients have direct experience; it is about making
sure that people who are involved in discussions
about what is happening in that trust are properly
informed and that their perspective is respected, so
it is a bit diVerent from what you are suggesting, I
think.
Ms Adams: I think as well that, when you are in that
relationship and you have patients and the public
coming in to look at something like cleanliness, there
is a reciprocal role because it is an opportunity for
health staV to educate people around infection and
to take that message out in a public health way into
the community. Very often, if you work with
members of the public and ask them how best to get
the message out, they can suggest things that could
be helpful to put the message out, so it is not just a
one-way street, it is not just about inspections, but
using the opportunity of that relationship that you
have got which I think can be helpful.

Q172 Dr Naysmith: I have a series of questions for
Anna and, just before we start, could I say welcome
back to the Committee and I hope that she finds the
experience this time a bit more worthwhile than the
last time she was here as an adviser, if you recall!
Ms Coote: Of course. How could I forget!

Q173 Dr Naysmith: Talking about the general
powers of inspection and so on which some people
think LINks should have, your organisation, the
Healthcare Commission, in its evidence seems to be
backing oV and suggesting that the powers of
inspection would be a duplication of your work. Is
that the reason why you are not so keen on it?
Ms Coote: Yes, only if we are absolutely determined
and committed to involving local people in our
follow-up enquiries as part of the annual health
check and in our special reviews, so I do not think
that the Healthcare Commission can stand in for
patients and the public, but, rather than having two
sets of opportunities for patients and the public to be
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involved in inspections and enquiries, it would be
more sensible for it to happen through the enquiries
that the Healthcare Commission conduct.

Q174 Dr Naysmith: Do you think they could help
you identify the trusts that you need to look at a bit
more closely and go in and inspect?
Ms Coote: Indeed, yes, and we do that anyway
through the annual health check because we have
been inviting patients and public involvement
forums, overview and scrutiny committees and FT
board members to put in their comments as part of
the annual declaration, and they help us to identify
the trusts where we think there is a risk and where we
need to conduct follow-up inspections and
enquiries, so that is the first point of our connection
in the annual health check with patients and the
public.

Q175 Dr Naysmith: So you think that you will be
able to incorporate the new LINks in a similar sort
of way just as easily and just as well?
Ms Coote: Yes, and I am not suggesting it is going
to be easy because we do not know what they are
going to be like. We have set up two test sites, one
in Leeds/Bradford and one down in the south-west
peninsula, where we are working with local
communities to set up local networks so that we can
learn from that experience how we can best work
with the LINks when they come in to play. We were
doing that anyway actually before the LINks came
in because we realised that just working with the
forums and the overview and scrutiny committees
did not really get us connected with all the diVerent
interest groups and the communities that we needed
to be connected with, so we were already working to
expand our reach. We hope that this experience will
help us to get a bit ahead of the game so that, in our
next year’s annual health check, we will be ready to
work with the LINks rather than the forums. The
diVerence is of course, or I hope the diVerence is that,
rather than the LINks being there in the community,
saying, “We are the patient voice. Come to us. We
can speak for the patient in the community”, they
are a network, a sort of junction box or a sort of
facilitative mechanism, so it is not quite the same
process as just going to the forum and saying, “Tell
us what you think”, because we will need to know
that the LINk has actually brought in the views of
those organisations that are part of that network
and I think that makes it more inclusive.

Q176 Dr Naysmith: I am still not quite sure whether
you want them to have the powers of inspection or
not.
Ms Coote: I personally do not and the reason is
because I feel the virtue of the LINk mechanism is
that it is not a kind of entity in itself, a body that feels
it speaks for the community, and I think that, since
there is another way in which patients and the public
can be involved in inspections, if you say the LINk
can inspect, who is going to do the inspecting? If the
LINk is a network, it is not really a body that is
designed to carry out an inspection, but it is a body
that is designed to identify, and provide a conduit to,

all the interest groups in the community, say, an
open invitation to participate in follow-up enquiries
as part of the regulatory process.

Q177 Dr Naysmith: I know that you employ very
highly qualified staV and so on to do these
inspections and sometimes contractors for
individual things that you are looking at, and it is
obvious that LINks and forums can duplicate that,
but, in my own experience, I have seen forums, and
presumably LINks would be able to do the same,
going into hospitals and looking at catering and
looking at cleanliness and going round and speaking
to patients in waiting rooms and looking at wards
and producing very valuable stuV. You would not
want them to lose the right to do that, would you,
even though they are not going in with experts?
Ms Coote: Although our staV are of course highly
skilled, I do not think they would be doing their job
properly if they did not—I am going to get into
trouble now. Anyway, what we are trying to
persuade our colleagues to do is to build their
capacity to work with patients and the public when
they go in to carry out their inspections, so it is not
a matter of there being one sort of professional type
of inspection and then you get the public coming in,
but the way in which a good professional will carry
out an inspection will be partly through involving
patients and the public in that process, so it is not a
kind of either/or, these are not opposing things and
what we are trying to do is bring them together.
Ms Adams: I would actually agree with Anna on
that. I think it would be a very good way to have
better involvement in the inspection process led by
the Healthcare Commission rather than having two
separate structures. However, I think where it is
important is actually doing surveys, LINks doing
surveys, like the exit polls and so on, making sure
that that happens for particular services so that they
are getting that information and are feeding it into
relevant bodies and not so much the inspection,
which I think needs to be done carefully and with
support, and I think it is quite sensible to put it all
together.
Dr Day: One of the criticisms of inspections is that
they tend to be flagged up in advance and one of the
criticisms that comes from the public is, “Why don’t
you make snap inspections, the orderly oYcer-type
inspection?”

Q178 Dr Naysmith: Good forums do.
Dr Day: Indeed, but we would lose that, would we
not, if we went down the route that is being discussed
at the moment?
Ms Coote: They are not always flagged up in
advance though, the inspections carried out by the
Healthcare Commission.

Q179 Chairman: Just on that, Dr Day, how feasible
is it to have eVectively two bodies that are statutorily
responsible for inspecting a workplace or a patient
ward? It seems to me that you have got the potential
for it not being done at all and then a bit of finger-
pointing, or is that too simplistic? The idea that the
Healthcare Commission is statutorily responsible
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for the inspection, would it not be confusing if
somebody else had the responsibility of doing that as
well? Would there not be the potential for great
confusion about who is responsible for the
inspection of hospitals?
Dr Day: They are diVerent roles though, are they
not, because the Healthcare Commission has a more
strategic, central role with grading performance and
so forth, whereas the immediacy of, in our case,
members, board of governors and our current
patient forum, the responsibility is actually to the
board of directors and we want to hear now
immediately, this month, today what is going on and
sort it out.

Q180 Chairman: What about the issue of foundation
trusts or LINks, or whatever takes shape in the next
few months, having the right to ask the Healthcare
Commission to come into areas where they have
concerns about it or does that happen through the
annual check?
Ms Coote: They register their concerns and then, if
their concerns are reflected in the results of the
annual health check, yes, they would trigger an
inspection.

Q181 Dr Taylor: Is it not just a question of words?
The Healthcare Commission is the inspecting body,
but surely forums or LINks need a right of access
just to go and look and talk to people? They are not
doing a formal inspection, but they need to go and
follow up comments that they have had from people,
so surely they must have a right of access, and that
is not an inspection right, it is a right of access just
to get the feeling of the place and take opinions?
Surely that is allowed or must be allowed?
Ms Coote: I do not see why there should not be a
duty on the trust to listen to, and respond to, the
members of the local LINk, but why a right of
access? Why not a duty on the trust to act in
partnership with local people?

Q182 Dr Taylor: Surely because this is an
independent group coming in and the trust is not
independent.
Ms Coote: Well, this is the critical distinction, in my
view. An independent body with rights of access and
rights of inspection becomes—

Q183 Dr Taylor: I am not saying rights of inspection.
Ms Coote: Well, rights of access, I do not think you
can really distinguish between the two. Once you
have a body that is independent and has rights of
access, you have an organisation that has the status
that says, “We speak for the patients. We are there
for the patients”, not a network. This might just be
my own view, but I have always seen the LINk not
as a body with independent rights and status, but as
a facilitative mechanism, as a conduit, so that it is the
place where the trust goes in order to be able to reach
out to the community. Then the duty is on the trust
to ensure that it has good relationships, that it does
listen, that it does respond, and it is the duty of the

Healthcare Commission to make sure that it does
that. However, that is one way of saying it and
others, I know, diVer, but that is the way that I see it.

Q184 Dr Naysmith: One part of the expertise that I
was talking about earlier is that you do polling, you
use expert polling to try and get opinions about—
Ms Coote: You mean, the Healthcare Commission
carries out the patient surveys?

Q185 Dr Naysmith: Yes.
Ms Coote: Yes, we do that as well. That is one of the
ways in which we engage patients and the public in
our work.

Q186 Dr Naysmith: Is there any point in having
forums or the new organisations, the LINks, doing
something that you do with experts and trying to
find out what the patients think? In a way, it seems
unnecessary.
Ms Coote: If the checks and balances are right so
that you have the duties, the monitoring, the
checking and the regulation, I think not. I have
always been in favour of building up the sort of will
and the capacity of trusts to see that it is in their
interest to have excellent relations with local patients
and the public because that is the way you are going
to get good results. If you have got this constant “us
and them” without a proper, informed dialogue
between them, you are not going to get the best
results, but I worry that what we are going to end up
with, if we are not very careful, is simply forums in
another guise. The reason why I resist the notion of
giving the forum or the LINk statutory rights is that
it then becomes a kind of local entity, a body, an
institution, rather than a network that serves as a
conduit, a sort of junction box between the trust and
all those other interests.
Dr Naysmith: Are there any other areas of
duplication or potential duplication?
Sandra Gidley: Between the LINks and the
Healthcare Commission?

Q187 Dr Naysmith: Yes, is there anything else?
Ms Coote: Not that I can think of oVhand.
Dr Day: It is the case that Monitor has laid quite a
heavy burden on foundation trusts to demonstrate a
number of things. It seems to me, to pick up the
point that has just been made, that it would not be
diYcult for Monitor to require foundation trusts to
demonstrate the ways in which the public are
brought into dialogue, and that might serve the
purpose, it might break the deadlock if there is one.
Ms Coote: There is also this other thing going on
about reducing the burden of regulation, so in
another part of the forest there are people saying,
“We must reduce the things that are regulated and
the powers of the regulator”. Of course in the
Healthcare Commission nothing is allowed to stand
still for more than a couple of years and it will
shortly be merged with the Commission of Social
Care Inspection and the standards that we check the
trusts’ performance on are going to be reviewed and
possibly changed, so it is important, internal
vigilance. Setting up the idea that the regulators can
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ensure that trusts do the right thing as far as patient
and public involvement is concerned makes it very
important for us to keep an eye on what goes on as
regulation changes to ensure that that capacity is
retained, otherwise we will end up with nothing on
either side.

Q188 Mr Jackson: This question is really aimed at
Mary Adams. Can I just draw your attention to the
particular evidence that you gave about LINks:
“Care will need to be taken that influential
individual/group agendas do not divert the LINks to
become a single issue pressure group”. What
evidence do you have that that has ever happened in
particular?
Ms Adams: That is diYcult!

Q189 Mr Jackson: Can you also expand on how you
think that might happen in the future?
Ms Adams: I can give you an example from North
Somerset in that we have a particular pressure group
which comes to every public consultation,
everything, and always raises the issue of wanting a
DEXA scanner in the local hospital, for example, so
it is how much weight is given to that particular view.
It is a very genuine view and it should have its place,
but in LINks, if you have a couple of really
dominant people or organisations that take over,
then you are not going to get the kind of community
interest and balance that I think is needed, so there
needs to be some way of making sure people are able
to express their particular issue, but also that it is
balanced across the needs of the whole community.

Q190 Mr Jackson: How do they take over if they are
just having their say at a public meeting? I do not
understand how that works.
Ms Adams: Because undue time and attention can be
given to a particular person. If it is not managed
carefully, say, you are meeting for an hour and the
person gives vent for 30 minutes, then that does not
give much space for others, so that is a really sort of
practical way of looking at it. That can happen
where people who find it more diYcult perhaps to
contribute are not given the time and space to do so,
and that is as much about how those situations are
managed and the skill levels and facilitation that
exists. It is an issue. With the patient forum as well,
my experience is that we had one member of our
local patient forum passionate about one particular
area of service and it comes up over and over again
and everything that could be done to address the
issues has been done, the PALS service has been
involved, formal complaints procedures have been
involved, but even though everything has been
oVered, all the information has been oVered, it does
not prevent the person from continuing to raise the
issue over and over again. That is very diYcult for
the chair of that forum to manage in a forum
meeting, so it is happening and it is quite a diYculty
when it arises and there is no clear way of being able
to limit that person’s contribution. You want to
encourage their enthusiasm, their contribution, but
you do not want it to dominate and take over when
other people need to be heard as well.

Q191 Mr Jackson: Would your co-panel members
concur with that experience?
Ms Coote: Absolutely. That is why it is so important
to try and make sure that the LINks that do come
into being are inclusive and that they are not just a
small group of people with fixed views, and that can
be a problem. A network organisation which has
members who go right across all the diVerent
interests and all the diVerent kinds of communities
in an area is, I think, less likely to fall victim to this
sort of problem than an organisation that is there to
speak for the local community which is really what
the forum was. Some forums were really excellent, so
I do not want to suggest they were all like that by
any means.

Q192 Mr Jackson: Is it not a discretionary issue
though? Sandra Gidley was talking earlier about
groups that are in the process and she focused on
BME groups. What is the diVerence between an
excluded group and a group that feels excluded,
comes along and is a bit of a pain in the backside,
frankly?
Ms Coote: Well, it depends what you are coming
along to. One of the things the LINks will have to do
will be to listen to all these diVerent interests and
create some kind of a synthesis of views that will be
then fed back to the trust. I think it certainly does,
as Mary said, depend on how meetings, if there are
meetings, are facilitated, but also who is invited and
how you record what people say and how those
views are fed back.
Dr Day: From the board of governors’ point of view,
which picks up precisely the same point, they are
representational across the piece, elected, and they
come from diVerent constituencies. That guards
against entryism, but it also safeguards the fact that
the membership is properly represented on the board
of governors, and that is actually, to my mind, a
great strength.

Q193 Chairman: Do you envisage that LINks at
some stage would have direct influence on
commissioning?
Ms Coote: I would imagine so. It would be very
important that it would on commissioning by the
Primary Care Trusts.

Q194 Chairman: Well, yes, obviously. It just seems
to me, leading on from what Stewart said, that you
have strong voices around tables and weak voices
around tables in these situations, in my experience,
and it could be the case that a patient organisation,
a patient group, who are very verbal to us, when
national decisions are taken or not taken, in our
casework, in our postbags, I could well envisage
being very strong at a local level and having a major
voice on what money is or is not spent in a particular
area. Do you think there is any great danger that
that could happen with LINks or indeed with PPI
forums because at the moment some of them
actually sit on commissioning groups inside PCTs?
Ms Coote: It would not be possible surely for a
commissioning organisation to do a good job of
commissioning services for the local community
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unless it listened to all the diVerent groups in that
community about what their needs were, so it would
need to do that anyway.

Q195 Chairman: And priorities?
Ms Coote: Well, then it has to make its own
decisions about priorities, but it can also do that
through an extended dialogue with those people. It is
not just about carrying out a survey and saying, “Oh
well, this is what we’ve heard. Now we’ll go away
and make our minds up”, but you can continue to
have that conversation over a period of time and, if
there are some voices that are louder than others,
what then you need to do is to develop the abilities
of the people in the commissioning trust to be able
to handle that degree of—

Q196 Chairman: You do not think there is a danger
of any undue influence?
Ms Coote: No, no more than there would be now or
that there was with the CHCs. If you are going to
listen to a community, you are going to get some
loud voices and you have to be able to manage that,
whatever the circumstances.
Ms Adams: This is exactly what makes it locally
based and I think the LINks are going to be essential
to the commissioning process in Primary Care
Trusts. This is going to be hopefully where the PCT
can get the support from the whole range of diVerent
views that it needs in order to inform those decisions.
We forget that the public, patient and user
perspective is but one third of the whole because we
need to listen to the staV and the clinicians who are
delivering the service and also to the managers, so it
is getting that balance right, it is the whole picture,
and it is about not giving undue weight to any
proportion really and keeping balance throughout.
Dr Day: I would agree with all of that. I think the
important thing in some areas, for example in North
Yorkshire where there is a large rurality issue, then
not to listen to a voice coming from, if you like, a
bespoke background would be to miss quite a
considerable and valuable asset.

Q197 Mr Amess: I have to say, listening to the
evidence this morning, I am getting more and more
doubtful about all these changes and where we are
going and the reason for it, but anyway, there we are.
Can you just remind me, North Somerset Primary
Care Trust, who are the Members of Parliament that
you serve?
Ms Adams: We have John Penrose and Liam Fox in
our area.

Q198 Mr Amess: You suggested that the
membership of LINks be restricted to three years.
Can you tell us why you thought that?
Ms Adams: It is just this idea of keeping freshness.
Maybe if there is some sort of board group,
whatever, if it is going to be a network, there might
need to be some sort of board group, but I think
particularly in that situation. I am just thinking of
the people that might come forward and what they
are like. Most people are going to need to go through
some period of understanding what they are dealing

with. Most of the members of the public that I go out
to do not know what a Primary Care Trust is and I
have to start at a very, very basic level, so, if we are
looking at the local community and drawing them
in, we have got to give them a period when they start
to understand what it is they are dealing with and
contributing to. Then I think they can be usefully
productive for a year and then I think, in terms of a
third year, they can be supporting other newcomers
so that you have a sort of buddying system to help
people along. I think in that way, if you limit it to
three years, you will always have a kind of freshness
so that people do not become institutionalised and
become the kind of usual suspects that always are
there contributing. It is a way of limiting that from
happening.

Q199 Mr Amess: So you want to get shot of them if
they become absolute bores and a bit of a nuisance?
It is probably not a bad idea!
Ms Adams: If they become too professionalised, if
they stop being as lay in their perspective as they
might be.

Q200 Mr Amess: Not go later?
Ms Adams: Exactly.

Q201 Mr Amess: I have got to use all these terrible
expressions here! You suggest formal relationships
between LINks and OSCs and PALS. How would
this work in practice and should LINks monitor
PALS?
Ms Adams: I think that was the sort of original idea
for the patient forums and I do not think that was
a bad thing personally, although there was a lot of
nervousness about that at the time. I certainly think
that PALS should report to LINks and to overview
and scrutiny committees and share the intelligence
that they are gathering from the coalface, as it were.

Q202 Mr Amess: What would be the structure for
that reporting, do you suggest?
Ms Adams: I think they need to be given themes, the
issues that are coming up, hot topics and where they
have been able to be the catalyst to start service
improvement happening.

Q203 Mr Amess: Who would give them the themes?
Ms Adams: The PALS from their data. I think they
are in a prime position to gather it in. I think that
could be helped by having a national core set of data
where people were collecting all of the same
information that could be shared and some sort of
national case management system. I think that
would be crucial because at the moment they are
collecting diVerent things against diVerent
categories, so there is great confusion, I think, and in
terms of helpfulness of data, it is not brilliant at the
moment. I think particularly for Primary Care Trust
PALS, they are in a good position to collate the data
from the providers that they are commissioning
from, PALS data and complaints, and pull it all
together and then put that as a sort of complete
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report into a LINk which the LINk could then take
on to an overview and scrutiny committee and have
it in that way.

Q204 Sandra Gidley: Some of the existing forums
have carried out a lot of work in the public health
field, things like smoking cessation and encouraging
exercise, and it all suggests, I suspect, that those were
good things, but should that sort of thing actually be
a part of public and patient involvement?
Ms Coote: I certainly think it should. It is an integral
part of the health system, after all, to ensure that we
do what can be done to prevent illness, given that
85% of illness is avoidable, so it is very important. In
fact, one of the problems is that, because people tend
to follow the media agenda which almost invariably
focuses on hospitals and things like cleanliness and
they think that looking at the health system means
seeing whether the local hospital is clean, I think
there should be much more emphasis on getting
local people to take an interest in what is being done
to prevent illness and improve health.
Dr Day: I would agree with that. I keep mentioning
our Board of Governors because it is so active and
in fact it is active in those two areas as well and,
although we are a hospital trust, our Board of
Governors is very keen indeed on extending our
influence into the community, working with our
local PCT. Our Board of Governors put together
two initiatives to deal with fitness and to deal with
healthy eating as well, so I do not think it is just the
purview of the PCT, but I do agree with you, that it
is not easy to see how a patient forum, for example,
could influence that other than by reiterating the
received wisdom.
Ms Adams: I think the public health agenda is
absolutely crucial and, I would imagine, particularly
for Primary Care Trusts, their public health
directorates working very closely with the LINks to
be putting their messages out across that network for
onward transmission, if you like. In a way, we are in
health wanting this network to come together with a
view of taking from them their views and there
should be some means of giving back and, if that
giving back is in terms of improving health, then that
is a pretty good thing to be doing.

Q205 Sandra Gidley: I am actually a big supporter of
public health initiatives, but I have sat here this
morning and listened to, from all the witnesses, a lot
of, “LINks could do this, they could do that. There
is the potential for this, there is the potential for that,
but it could be diVerent all around the country”, and
it seems very, very nebulous at this stage. What
would you each say were the three things, the three
important, practical areas, if you like, for LINks to
focus on so that people who are sceptical about this
process can actually see some benefit in the short
term and the longer term possibly?
Ms Adams: I think they should listen, as a principal
thing, to all the people contributing to them. I
cannot emphasise that enough, that their key role
would be to listen and really get the views and

opinions particularly from people who are harder to
get views from, so there needs to be that outreach
work.

Q206 Sandra Gidley: Do you not think people are
listened to all the time, but it is just they never seem
to think that they are actually heard?
Ms Adams: That is number one, that the listening bit
is important. The next step in that is acting on what
they have heard, absolutely, taking action. It is no
good listening, listening and listening and not doing
a thing about it. It is absolutely crucial then to
translate that into action and use all the routes
available to do that. Then the next step, the third
important thing, is to tell people what they have
done because, if they listen and are active, it is really
important to get back and tell people.

Q207 Sandra Gidley: Are there three particular areas
that you think are important to listen to, act and
communicate on?
Ms Adams: I think it is so varied and it depends
where you are coming from. In terms of coming
from the Primary Care Trust, then commissioning is
the key activity, so it will be all of the views around
service plans and service redesigns, so those are
particular issues, and also in terms of how well are
the providers doing at providing the services that we
are commissioning, so those are two particular areas
to focus on.
Ms Coote: Things that they should focus on, I would
say identifying local needs, helping the local trust to
identify the needs of the local population, number
one; secondly, providing access to the relevant
groups out there in the community to help design the
services to meet the needs, depending on what
experience those groups have; and, thirdly, to
identify areas of concern and risk which may occur
in the community, but have not been spotted or have
been avoided by the trust. If you see the LINk as a
network and almost a process rather than a thing or
a body or an entity, the key thing that the LINk does
is give the trust access to the voices in the community
and to the experience in the community that it needs
to hear, so that is what the LINk will be doing
ideally, but then that dialogue that occurs needs to
be informed. It is not just a matter of local people
saying, “This is what I need”, it is a matter of making
it possible for local people to have an informed
discussion with the commissioning trust, for
example, about what they think they need, what is
available, what can be done, what are the
possibilities so that you are gradually building trust
and building knowledge between the two.

Q208 Sandra Gidley: I remain to be convinced, I
have to say. Dr Day?
Dr Day: I am struggling! I am going to sound like a
cracked record because most of what I have heard
from a lot of people this morning is a function of the
foundation trust, of the board of governors and I am
struggling because I am trying to think of what
added value I can look for. The best thing I can say
is that, if LINks are working well, as I think
somebody said earlier on, a sort of amorphous,
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dynamic creature, well, it is drawing information
from a whole series of areas which, within the
provider area, we may not have access to, so, for me,
the best thing is to be able to tap into another
resource that has got antennae going all over the
place. Earlier on, we were talking about national
voices and there is a very active plan for the
governors nationally to meet and to do precisely
that, so I can see no merit in having two things doing
precisely the same thing, either one or the other; to
me, it is which, but not both. If the LINk is going to
be an eVective help for the patient on the ground in
an acute hospital, then it has got to have very reliable
data which is replicated and which is reliable and not
anecdotal and certainly not one of the loud voices
being heard exclusively. That is the best I can oVer
you.
Ms Coote: I think in the foundation trust where you
have got an active board of governors that you see
as your main resource, as it were, for listening to
patients, but you also know that, because they are
opt-in members, they may exclude or just not
involve some interests that ought to be involved,
what the LINk ought to be able to do for that
foundation hospital is to provide them with access to
a range of other groups that would not necessarily be
included in the governors because they would not
have opted in.

Q209 Sandra Gidley: But, if people do not engage,
they do not engage in other groups anyway, so I
think this is pie in the sky.
Ms Coote: Well, no, it is not that people do not
engage ever, it is just that they do not think of it or
they feel intimidated or whatever it might be. If you
take a proactive stance and you go out looking for
people, you certainly find them and you certainly
find they want to get involved and that has been our
experience at the Healthcare Commission, so I am
just saying that there is quite a useful synthesis here
between the board of governors for a foundation
hospital and the LINks providing the extra voices
that would not be included just through the process
of being an elected board member.

Q210 Chairman: I mentioned earlier about the
potential for undue influence in terms of the
potential membership of the LINks or the levels of
activity within a LINk organisation and one thing
that the Bill currently does not say is anything about
whether hosts, as opposed to LINks, are to be
private companies or come from the voluntary
sector. When we were taking evidence last week,
Harry Cayton, whom you will all know or know of,
suggested that a local branch of possibly a mental
health charity which was also involved in social care
provision would be possibly a good host. Do you not
think that there is potential for a straight conflict of
interest if that were to be the case?
Ms Coote: Yes, I have heard Harry say this and I can
see what he is getting at because you often have local
groups who are very experienced at doing this kind
of thing and it is really just another possibility. I
think the ideal would be to have a consortium. If you

are going to go for local voluntary organisations of
that kind, it is not to have one, but possibly to ask
them to form a consortium which would avoid them
simply dominating the scene. If that did not happen
and you did get the local mental health charity and
everybody else felt excluded, they would start to
complain and then you would have to kick in via the
regulator to say that this just will not do, but I think
a consortium rather than a single interest group
would be a better idea.

Q211 Chairman: That is on the basis that we think
you can have a consortium because organisations
are there, but of course we do not know what is
going to be the membership of the LINks, so we will
not know whether there are organisations to actually
form this consortium.
Ms Coote: The other point there is that, if the host
body is merely a host and the focus is on the links out
to the other organisations in the community and it is
incumbent on the host to make sure that those voices
are located and heard consistently, and I think they
will have to report in as to what they have done every
year, according to the draft legislation as I have seen
it, then I think that would possibly get over it. I think
the danger will be if the host body becomes like the
LINk, “We are the LINk”, and what matters most
is getting those channels of communication open
across the community.

Q212 Chairman: Do you have anything to add,
Mary?
Ms Adams: I think there is potential for a conflict of
interest if you are providing services and operating
as a LINk in almost the same way as a Primary Care
Trust, a commissioning body, also provides services
and there is a similar sort of conflict of interest, but
I think it can be separated out in the way that the
contract is set up and it would have to be very clear
what the host organisation was being contracted to
provide and how they must separate their provided
services out of that contracting arrangement and
how they would do that.
Dr Day: It is terms of engagement, I agree.

Q213 Chairman: It just seems to me that, in the
scenario that was painted to us last week, you are
trying to say, “Well, it does not really matter because
the chief executive of the Primary Care Trust won’t
take anything into account where one of the local
charities, providing health or social care services, is
actually the secretary of the host and brings
everybody together”. It is diYcult to imagine that
they are going to be divorced from the knowledge of
that, is it not? Do you not think so?
Ms Coote: I find it very hard to think what degree of
a problem that would be. I think it is possible to
oVset that problem through having very clear terms
of engagement and agreements.
Chairman: Which is not in the Bill, so the Bill needs
to be looked at?
Mr Amess: This is another disaster, folks!
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Q214 Chairman: I think it is important. It may be in
the Bill if we could get some guidelines about what
should happen here, but at the moment we are just
asking questions about what may be as opposed to
what anybody, including the Government, says
should be and this is the great diYculty that we are
going to have for the next few weeks and months on
this Committee. Is there no help about what should
be in the Bill in terms of hosts or restrictions?

Dr Day: Surely, in any organisation, you set up a
register of conflicts of interest and that would be
number one in capital letters, would it not?
Chairman: Fine, I do not think we can pursue that
any further at all this morning. Could I thank you
very much indeed for coming along and giving
evidence. Hopefully you have a safe journey home
and hopefully you get back to North Somerset today
and Harrogate!
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Members present:

Mr Kevin Barron, in the Chair

Mr David Amess Mr Stewart Jackson
Charlotte Atkins Dr Doug Naysmith
Mr Ronnie Campbell Mike Penning
Jim Dowd Dr Howard Stoate
Sandra Gidley Dr Richard Taylor

Witnesses: Mrs Jennifer Beesley, former Chair, Great Yarmouth PPI Forum; Ms Penny Robinson, Chair,
United Bristol Hospitals NHS Trust PPI Forum; and Mr Barry Silverman, Chair, Southwark Patients
Forum for Primary Care, gave evidence.

Q215 Chairman: Good morning. Could I welcome
you to the third evidence session we are taking in
relation to Patient and Public Involvement. Could I
ask you to introduce yourselves and your
organisation?
Mr Silverman: I am chair of the Southwark Patients
Forum for Primary Care.
Ms Robinson: I am chair of the United Bristol
Hospitals Trust Forum.
Mrs Beesley: I am the former chairman of Great
Yarmouth PPI Forum.

Q216 Chairman: Could I ask a general question to
all of you? What have been the best and the worst
things about the existing public and patient
involvement arrangements, do you think?
Mr Silverman: We have a job to do but there have
never been the financial resources to allow it to be
done and that has an impact on recruitment because
you need to go out and make people aware that you
exist, understand what you do, and that leads to a
healthy recruitment. Without those kinds of
financial resources and without the support, which
there has never been, those things have faltered.
Ms Robinson: I would absolutely agree with that;
recruitment has been a real problem. We are a small
forum. On the other hand, I think being a small
group makes us more eVective in many ways in that
we can work together eVectively, and one of the most
eVective things we have done is we did a stroke
report for our local hospital, and they took on board
all our recommendations and have started to
implement improvements in the service. We feel that
we have a very good relationship with them and that
from the hospital’s point of view we work well
together, but we are very constrained by the finance
as to what we can do.
Mrs Beesley: I think the best thing that our forum
has done was our GP survey. That was the most
wonderful experience, meeting the public. We did
687 individual questionnaires and we evaluated
1,477 comments, which was the patients’ perception,
and we learnt such a lot. That was the best thing in
the forum of working together as a team. I agree
with my colleagues that the amount of work that we
should be doing and could be doing is sad because
we have not got enough members and it is very

diYcult to recruit. The public does tend to have this
apathy and they think the Government should do
everything concerning health, and that is very sad.

Q217 Chairman: Maybe that is the answer to my
next question but what has been really the biggest
problem that you have faced and how could you fix
it, as it were? Presumably it has been recruitment as
far as you are concerned.
Mrs Beesley: Yes.

Q218 Chairman: How could you fix it?
Mrs Beesley: By getting the public aware of us more.
You can talk to people and they have never heard of
the PPIF. They all still know the CHC but they have
not heard about the PPIF. When you ask your
support organisation: “Can we advertise to try to get
it in the paper?”, it is always “There is not enough
money”, so apart from knocking on doors I really do
not know the answer. I would like to see more put
into recruitment.
Ms Robinson: I think one of the things we have
found diYcult is not knowing what our future is
going to be. We had only just got up and running
and got ourselves organised and we were promised
that whatever happened to the CPPIH we would still
exist as forums, and we had got our heads round the
idea we were going to be combined in Bristol and
work from the PCT, and then all of a sudden we were
told that we are no longer going to exist and it is
going to be a LINk instead. Every week somebody
threatens to resign and we only stay because we are
friends, you know, and people say “Oh, don’t go”. It
has been very disheartening for people looking
towards the future. We do not know what we are
going to be doing next year or the answers to any
questions we address. We just do not know what
form really LINks is going to take.
Mr Silverman: I think the uncertainty cannot be
underestimated. If you take organisations out in the
country, like we are, with three years ago the
Commission going to be abolished, from the
moment the Commission was going to be abolished,
for whatever reason, it put a question mark over
forums and whether there was going to be change.
The Commission was going so that meant there was
going to be change. Now, as far as the trust is
concerned that you relate with, you can hardly be
surprised if a Primary Care Trust or a hospital trust
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is uncertain what its relationship should be or
whether the organisation it is interfacing with is
going to be changed, and I am absolutely certain
that although we did not experience direct problems,
what you say to people and the seriousness with
which they treat you must have some bearing on
what they think you can do or cannot do. There has
been this uncertainty now for years, not just in the
last few months, and where there has been criticism
of some forums I instinctively believe that maybe
their ineVectiveness is due to the uncertainty. You
have to drive very hard in the present situation to get
the recognition knowing that, in fact, all the time
there is really this problem of legitimacy. For
example, the Southwark Trust has never disengaged
with us but it began to set up a shadow network of
consultation and was never tired of saying: “Well, of
course, you are not the only PPI.”

Q219 Mike Penning: Good morning. Thank you for
joining us. Can I ask all of you how you feel the NHS
has integrated or worked with you as a public forum,
and whether there have been problems within the
NHS? We have discussed the public side but how has
rapport with the NHS been?
Mr Silverman: Well, speaking from direct personal
experience, when I joined the forum I think it is fair
to say that it was fairly inactive. We were not in any
sense rejected by the Primary Care Trust but, if you
like, they set up a patient experience group and they
often put consultations to their own experience
group and not to the forum, and the forum did not
react. When I became chair I set up rattling the bars;
it was necessary to create change so we found an
issue and rattled the bars with it by saying to the
Primary Care Trust: “Look, consultation does not
begin when you have decided what to do, it begins
right at the very beginning”, and we chose as our
example when trusts were asked to make plans to
become commissioners and not providers, and this
was going to be if it was in the public interest. So we
asked for a meeting and we said: “Before we go any
further, could you please put in front of us for
consultation the criteria for what public interest is”,
and that was the beginning of our dialogue that
brought about change. Now, all this time—and I
want to be absolutely fair to the Southwark Trust
because, as I said, they have never rejected us—at
board meetings we were treated pari passu with non
executive directors; we questioned from the
boardroom table, we got answers and we could join
in the debate. It was not just a question of question
and answer. If we did not like the answer we were
given we could ask supplementary questions, so
always we had this recognition. Now, as I said in my
evidence, which you may want to question me on, we
have a protocol that embeds us in the trust, and my
point to the Committee today is that you have to
have two things: one a trust that is prepared to
recognise public and patient involvement in a formal
sort of way, and, secondly, it cannot exist without
what I call embedment—that is the ability of public
and patient forum members or its equivalent to be
part of the trust; to sit, as one of my members does,
on the Practice-based Commissioning Committee,

or the Nursing Improvement Committee or
whatever, and to be there at the table, so that as the
ideas are discussed before decisions are taken there
is a public and patient involvement.
Ms Robinson: I would like to speak in praise of
United Bristol Hospital Trust because they have
always had a good attitude to PPI and they came
halfway to meet us from the very beginning. Almost
every month we get a representative from the
hospital at each one of our forum meetings, but most
frequently it is the head of nursing, the chair, the
chief executive who really goes out of their way to
keep in touch with us and we find this sorts out a lot
of problems at the initial stage. I would also like to
say that not only has the Trust been very welcoming
and responsive to what we do, and they have asked
us to continue, whatever happens with LINks they
say they want us to have the same powers we had
before and they want us to help them still with the
hospital, but one of the things that forums can do is
support hospital staV when they visit. It is not just a
question of patients. Often staV take us on one side
and say: “We have been pressing and pressing for
this, we would really appreciate it if you could put a
good word in”, and we do find sometimes that tips
the balance.
Mrs Beesley: When I became chairman of Great
Yarmouth Forum there had been no contact
previously with the PCT, they did not have any
regular meetings at all, so I set about setting up
meetings with the chairman and the chief executive.
We did have a place on the board but it was not as
good as it could be. I am very proud to say we have
had some wonderful work done with the PCT and
the Chairman has listened to everything we have said
and asked even down to when the GUM clinic had
a 17-week wait in Great Yarmouth. We mentioned
it to the chairman and the chief executive and they
worked very hard and we brought that down to 48
hours. I am sad to say it has reverted back now to
just an occasional meeting with the new PCT and
PPIF but the work is there to do and we should be
working with the PCT. Since leaving I have been
asked to join their new PCT/PPI group within the
PCT which I will do and I hope I will get them to
work again. We were very lucky, we were on
practice-based commissioning and I was very
honoured to be asked to be on their transition board,
so we did work very closely with them and I think it
is imperative. Barry is extremely lucky but you have
to work with these people and work together in
partnership but as the critical friend. It can be done
and it should be done, and I would encourage
anybody to go and do this work with their chairmen
and chief executives. It is very rewarding and I was
very pleased.

Q220 Mike Penning: Briefly, you have kindly cited
successes in the excellent work you have done with in
the NHS and pushing everything that has been done,
but you must have had some problems. Can you give
an instance of where you have basically hit a brick
wall?
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Ms Robinson: One of the few things we welcome
about the LINk arrangement is the extension into
social services. We were doing a survey into delayed
discharge and we discovered that 60% of the delay
discharges were due to problems with social services
not being able to find places for elderly people, but
we simply hit a brick wall with social services—
partly because they are so understaVed and they
have a lot of part-time staV and it is very diYcult to
find anyone to answer our questions, but basically
we have no jurisdiction with social services and we
had to abandon the project because we had satisfied
ourselves that the hospital was doing everything it
could do; it was simply a problem at the other end
which we could not do anything about.
Mr Silverman: When we have run into a brick wall,
and may I say an understandable one, if you are
faced with executive directors who have financial
imperatives, and they are in a bit of a blind panic
about meeting them, then it is not surprising that
they stonewall like crazy. For example, last autumn
the Southwark Primary Care Trust introduced what
it called a minimum waiting time initiative, which I
think happened in other parts of the country at the
time when there was capacity in the NHS service to
carry out operations, they said to Guy’s and St
Thomas’: “We know you can do this in four months
but you are not to do it sooner than six months”. We
made inquiries as to whether that was OK and we
were told there was nothing stopping them doing
that within the legislation and they were meeting
government targets, and no matter how we threw
ourselves at that particular problem shall we say ears
were not listening—except in one respect. There was
going to be a period over Christmas when there was
going to be almost like a holiday and they realised
that, in fact, on our say-so this was a bad thing and
changed it but the whole principle of this initiative
maintained. I think it is fair to say that at the present
time good change in the Health Service is planned
which we want to support, for example, the
increased work in primary care at the expense of
acute care, is likely to be damaged because it is being
mixed up with the financial imperatives, and instead
of saying: “This is good for you for these reasons”,
we as a forum are saying to the Trust: “Look, why
not put down all the good things that come from this
change so we can help you to convince the public
that these are good things. Separate out the financial
matters”, but unfortunately it is going over to the
public as: “We are in debt, we must save money and
we are going to do these things”, and it is hardly
surprising if the public are going to cock a deaf ear
and not believe that there are real benefits to come
from the changes.

Q221 Mike Penning: Mrs Beesley? Any
disappointments?
Mrs Beesley: Yes. Palliative care. In Great
Yarmouth we had no palliative care facilities. It was
the worst in the Eastern Region. I managed to get a
palliative care bed through a lot of nagging, I am
sorry to say, in the local GP unit. That was my
biggest sadness. Because of budget constraints Great
Yarmouth had £3.5 million taken from them last

year and they are now up to £9 million yesterday at
the board meeting, so money is a very big factor and
my concern is it will aVect patient care. Palliative
care and end of life is something that I am very
passionate about, I believe it is not your quantity of
life but your quality, and people should be able to get
that towards the end of any illness, and not just
cancer. There is motor neurone, MS, Parkinson’s—
it is very important, and the restraints that are put on
PCT to not being able to put money into these
services is a disaster, I think, when you have people
having to die on acute hospital wards. So that is my
only obstacle. Otherwise the PCT has done
everything we have asked them to and I have been
very grateful for that.

Q222 Mr Campbell: Sharon Grant said last week
that most problems with forum support
organisations have been resolved. Would that be
right?
Ms Robinson: We do not have a problem with our
forum support organisation. We find them very
helpful.

Q223 Mr Campbell: But have there been any
problems in the past?
Mr Silverman: We did have problems. We had one
organisation which, quite frankly, did not support
us at all and was more concerned, it seemed to us, to
use the forum network to sponsor its one series of
seminars and whatever. Now they were changed in
the last round and we are now serviced by an
organisation called the Shaw Trust. Again, and this
is very important, it depends upon who you get as
your support oYcer because the first support oYcer
we had, quite frankly, did not deliver what he was
supposed to, we complained, there was a change and
we have a brilliant service now within the resources
that are available. Our allowance in time is roughly
about 12 hours a week, and if you want to be a
proactive forum engaged on a lot of fronts, as we are
rapidly beginning to be, then it can be
overwhelming. There just is not enough support
resource to do the job properly.
Ms Robinson: I would agree with that.
Mr Silverman: It comes back to the point I made
earlier which is that, if PPI is going to take place, it
does not matter whether it is LINks or whether it is
forums, there has to be adequate financial resource
to back it up to allow it to happen, to make the
public aware of it, and the more the public become
aware of it and the more things come inwards, the
more support you need in order to go outwards.

Q224 Mr Campbell: It is like everything else that is
set up, it always takes time—in fact, years in some
cases. It is going to take years before this new
government LINks organisation gets set in cement
and works.
Mr Silverman: It is going to be another period of
absolute uncertainty as to what it is all about, and to
some extent at least there is something happening
now. In our evidence we have suggested there should
be a return to what was, I believe, a proposal by the
Department of Health in 2004, which is that each
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new organisation should be tied to a Primary Care
Trust—well, that has been abandoned. Now, if you
have a group of people, virtual or otherwise,
thousands or a small group—whatever it is because
we do not know—sitting around a table raising
issues, doing research and then writing letters to
commissioners, three months later when the replies
come back in people have forgotten what the
original question was. There is no substitute for
being involved and engaged with a Primary Care
Trust and I know the Department of Health are
saying that they cannot follow the patient journey.
Well, what are commissioners about if you are not
following the patient journey? The Primary Care
Trust is going to be commissioning right across the
spectrum, and it is a golden opportunity with
commissioning to allow public and patient
involvement to engage with the Primary Care Trust
at the point commissioning takes place, not writing
to them arm’s length, at third hand.
Ms Robinson: I do think this business of change with
LINks is going to make it very diYcult for the forum
support organisations. They are supposed to
become a host organisation; they have only had a
three-year contract. They are on six-month
renewable contracts at the moment; they all fear for
their jobs, and any new organisation is going to start
again from scratch and is wasting so much
experience and so much good practice that I cannot
see that there is going to be a smooth transition, and
I think it is very hard on the forum support
organisations who have been doing a good job
within, as you say, terrible financial constraints.

Q225 Mr Campbell: That is what I wanted to hear.
Regarding the host organisations, is there enough
quality in those?
Mrs Beesley: We had the same support organisation
as Barry Silverman, and the reason why I am a past
chair is I could not stand it any longer. The support
was not there. We did our GP survey ourselves. The
lack of support that we had was unacceptable. But in
neighbouring Norfolk, when I was asked to go over
there to present our survey to them, the support just
bowled me over. We were a small group but when
you asked for work to be done, weeks later we were
still nagging. You asked for minutes to be done so
you could check them; you ask again and again.
Inexperienced staV I found was the problem, the
inexperience of the FSO’s assistant—a lovely person
but had no knowledge and had not done anything
like this before. When it comes to LINks I feel very
strongly that not all PPI is bad; there is some good
and some wonderful work being done out there but
before they dismantle it and start LINks, whatever
is going to happen, someone should really look at
what has been done that is good, and I hope you
people will be able to do this, and put that into
LINks. I believe LINks could be good because you
are going wider and you are going to be looking at
diVerent sectors, more of the voluntary sector. My
only worry is it could be too big and not manageable.
If you take a county and bring all of the voluntary
sector in, it could be unmanageable. I hope it is not
but that is my biggest concern.

Q226 Mr Campbell: It is a danger?
Mrs Beesley: It is a danger.

Q227 Chairman: Do you have any view about this
issue of hosts, Penny and Barry? About who it could
be? It could be a local charity.
Ms Robinson: It is not so much who it could be as
how they are going to function. There does not seem
to be any real grip of the governance arrangements.
We asked who they are accountable to and they said:
“We are all accountable to all the members of the
PCT”. How does that work in practice? It really is
very diYcult for anyone to see, if it is going to
involve thousands of people, how it is going to be
organised. It will put a greater burden on the support
organisation than there is at the moment. The wider
you go I think the more disseminated, dissipated, the
whole eVort is going to be and there is not going to
be the room for the close focus that is the only thing
that produces results. When they talk about
involving thousands of people, when we started as a
forum we contacted all sorts of organisations, but
they have their special interests and a narrow remit.
They were not particularly interested in doing
anything with us, and I cannot see how that is really
going to change.
Mr Silverman: In essence that is the essential
argument. If people active now knew what LINks
was intended to be, because there are so many
descriptions of it, then you might be able to form a
view as to how it could be made to work and make
positive suggestions, but because that does not exist
it is diYcult. Now, we know that local authorities are
to go out and obtain a so-called host organisation
which is going to help to form the new organisation.
I mentioned in the present support arrangements a
Shaw Trust who in our area alone have about 35
diVerent forums to support, so they have the
economy of scale and a senior management team
with the quality you would expect from a volume of
work. Now, if each local authority is going to
employ some separate organisation so that there is
no central organisation, it is diYcult to imagine, for
example, twenty local authorities getting together
saying: “We will, in fact, do one joint tender”, so
there are going to be lots of little local organisations
which, by definition, because of the amount of
money that is involved in one organisation, will be
of relatively low quality. So there is great uncertainty
out there and I would say, with respect, that the
question has to be asked—and I hope you, ladies and
gentlemen, will ask it—why? If you look at the
evidence put in front of you, particularly the
evidence from the Commission, when you look at
the Bill it does not seem to matter where you look
but some part of the powers that exist at present are
being chipped away. Regulations are promised to
put some of these powers back but we do not know
what those are going to be. We do not know for
certain whether the present ability to look at a
provider in the private sector will exist. What about
questions of commercial confidentiality when you
ask for information? Indeed, would it be possible for
a foundation trust to refuse to provide information
on the grounds that it was commercially
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confidential? Whatever the new system is going to be
can it actually deliver the information that should be
delivered and which the legislature described should
be delivered? Is it going to work, because it is so
amorphous and vague? It is all very well saying: “We
want this to develop as local people want it to be”
but this kind of thing just does not happen. There
has to be a framework in which local people can
make it work, and there has to be some regional and
national engagement between these organisations so
that a message coming out in one place is joined
together with the same message coming out from
other places.

Q228 Charlotte Atkins: You clearly are concerned
about the transition over to LINks. Obviously Barry
has already indicated to some extent what you think
would make LINks more eVective. Can I give the
others the opportunity to say what they think the
key factors are which would make LINks eVective?
Ms Robinson: I am here representing other forums as
well in Bristol but at a meeting beforehand I think we
agreed that really we cannot see what is wrong with
the present set-up with the extension into social
services, or the idea that perhaps forums would join
together. We do not want to lose our expertise with
our hospital; we have tried to engage wider groups
and we do not see how it is going to happen. I do not
think I have any very positive suggestions to oVer
because I feel that the present system, if it was
encouraged and developed and better resourced, if it
just widened its remit a little, would be far more
successful than dismantling everything and starting
again from scratch.

Q229 Charlotte Atkins: You said earlier that
members of your group were leaving, or wanting to,
and you were persuading them to stay, despite the
fact you said you had a very good relationship with
the hospital and the hospital said they wanted your
group to continue, come what may?
Ms Robinson: We are worried about the question of
financial independence. When the hospital said:
“We would be quite happy to fund you to continue”
we threw up our hands in horror and said: “We
would not be independent if you were to fund us”,
but we are waiting to see what is happening about
LINks before we maybe opt out or maybe do
something separate with the hospital. But the
question of funding is crucial as far as we are
concerned.

Q230 Charlotte Atkins: Clearly funding has been a
key issue for you in your evidence. How much
money do you think it would take and how can you
ensure value for money?
Ms Robinson: I worry about money being ring-
fenced. I think it should be if it goes via the local
authority. I am not a financial person but I think we
certainly need some kind of budget for advertising
because the whole thing is simply not going to work
if people do not know we exist.

Q231 Charlotte Atkins: Advertising to encourage
people to come forward?

Ms Robinson: Yes—well, national press. Whatever.
Nobody knows what forums are and if they do not
what forums are after three years how are they going
to know what LINks are when they are first set up?

Q232 Charlotte Atkins: So what would the purpose
of the advertising be? Just to get yourself
recognition?
Ms Robinson: I think so, yes. Also, we have some
diYculty with our local press who tend to only like
bad stories about the Health Service and a forum
doing a little bit of good work is not news in the same
way as a postponed operation or some kind of
hospital scandal is.

Q233 Charlotte Atkins: You have noticed!
Ms Robinson: Yes. We have noticed!
Mrs Beesley: I believe if the CPPIH was cut down to
a minimum, at least they are theoretically supposed
to be independent, and I say that with tongue in
cheek, and if the PPIF had a broader remit to involve
social services and especially to get more people in,
that is the 64,000-dollar question in that you can
lead a horse to water but you cannot make it drink,
and you really have to make them want to do this,
and the support is very important. If the PPIF stays
as it is or is with LINks, the key is the support not
only to the PPIF forum but the next body up. If you
have LINks and it is going to be County Council led,
and many years ago I was a County Councillor so I
know they top slice, they will top slice if their budget
is a bit short, I am positive of it, hand on heart. You
cannot take something to Overview and Scrutiny
when all they do is send it to a working party, I
watched Norfolk Overview and Scrutiny in the last
three years and it goes to working parties and it
never comes back. It is only the last year since we
have had a new chairman that the PPI or any
member of the public can actually speak. Before you
used to sit there for three hours and nobody was
allowed to speak, so there are lots things that have
really to be put right—whether it is LINks or a
continuation of the PPIF. I can only speak for my
own area but I would like to see LINks but with a
bit of the PPIF. I am sitting on the fence, to be quite
honest, because I would like to see a much broader
canvas of consultation with the public, but it has so
many pitfalls. I do not envy the person who has to sit
and make the final decision.
Mr Silverman: It does not matter what the
organisation is called, whether it is a forum or
LINks. As I stressed, and as the Department of
Health once thought too, that organisation needs to
be tied to the commissioners which is going to be the
Primary Care Trust. Just addressing the question of
social services, I am a trustee of a local charity and
80% of our funding comes from public sector
commissioning. Quite frankly, as a member of a
LINks, if I was involved I would be extremely
hesitant about challenging the commissioners, and I
think there is going to be some real conflict of
interest in a situation with local charities. I am sure
all of you have seen a report published about what
has happened to local charities, particularly smaller
ones, and how trustees have lost control and have to
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do what their funders want, and I promise you, if
you are sitting on a LINks, you are not going to be
upsetting your commissioner.

Q234 Dr Naysmith: I wanted to ask questions on the
role of commissioning because it is quite clear that
the Government thinks that should be an important
part of the LINks agenda, and you sound as if you
have some reservations about it, Barry. In a way it
could be a way for the public and patients to
influence more than anything else, if you are actually
involved in the process of commissioning, buying
the service and looking at the quality right at the
start, so why is it you feel your reservations?
Mr Silverman: I only have reservations about local
charities being involved with LINks if they are, in
fact, themselves providers and, if they are small
charities, highly dependent on the commissioners.
But I take your point absolutely, and this is what
Southwark Patients Forum said in its evidence, that
there is no substitute for working directly with the
commissioners. As I said, one of my members sits
with the GPs on the practice-based commissioning
committee, so he is there right at the very beginning
to engage in the controversies, and they are engaged
at the present time in Southwark, as I am sure in
other places, in demand management. There is an
attempt from what I have seen of the evidence, quite
rightly, to weed out a certain amount of consultant
referrals, where people have been going to hospital
year after year after year to be told: “Yes, your
operation of 10 years ago is OK”, so many things
can be done and that is being rooted out. To the
extent any of it is going to impact badly on a patient
we have a forum member sitting alongside the
doctor who can raise it at that moment and not when
it becomes a published fact.

Q235 Dr Naysmith: So you have positive good
experiences of being involved in commissioning?
Mr Silverman: Yes. Wherever a commission is
involved we can have a member. For example, we
have a member on the Public Health Delivery
Committee to make the public health objectives
work. Wherever there is a committee working and
making it happen, if we wanted a member on that
committee there would be no obstacle under our new
arrangement with the trust having that.

Q236 Dr Naysmith: So really the reservations you
have are just about if there were people involved in
the LINk who had a conflict of interest, basically?
Mr Silverman: Yes. Again, as we said in our
evidence, it is important first to have a group of
people who are interested and prepared to do study
and subject themselves to training, that is very
important. Secondly, you have to give them freedom
to act, and the proposal I put to our forum which
was adopted was that each member takes
responsibility for a certain number of briefs and
studies them, and is accountable to the rest of the
forum for what he does in that area. That allows us
to go across the breadth of the PCT and deep down
into it because all of us cannot go, for example, to all
the meetings of the Nursing Improvement

Committee or the Urgent Care Committee, or
whatever. I go to the Governance Committee which
brings together a whole range of other committees
and their reports so I can not only read those reports
but I can join in the discussion at the Governance
Committee to the extent it impacts on patients.
Actually, I am not restricted at all but I try to make
my points from the patient’s point of view. So it is
involvement with a particular trust that is important
at all levels of its operation, not a group of people
sitting in the middle writing letters and asking
questions and doing research.

Q237 Dr Naysmith: Could I just welcome Penny to
the Committee? She represents the various PPIs that
I get involved with now and again and I know
everything she said is absolutely accurate and they
do some very good things, and I agree with her when
she says that it is a great pity that more people are
not involved and that the public do not know a bit
more about what we are doing, but that is only by
way of a beginning and you can say something in
answer to my real question, which is what do you
think about getting involved in commissioning, and
have you got any experience of it?
Ms Robinson: Because my experience lies with the
hospital trust it is a little bit diVerent. We can
influence things but there is this theme that we just
need a wider involvement. Obviously it would make
sense to start at the lowest level and work up, I mean
from the patient at the PCT level, and I realise that
things are changing. The problem with volunteers is
that only certain sections of the public have the time
and the energy to devote to this kind of work, and it
does end up with people who are retired, and I hope
this does not give us a narrow view. We tend to focus
on older people but then so do hospitals, so we
represent quite a large amount of the population.
But I do think with these new LINks the assumption
that they are going to be thousands of people pining
to join in is optimistic, because in my experience
people only want to work with health if they have
had very good or bad experiences. If you are an
ordinary member of the public you do not want to
know about it because if you have been in hospital,
unless it was a tremendous or a horrendous
experience, you want to forget about it and get on
with your life.

Q238 Dr Naysmith: But the point about this and
LINks is that you will collect the patient’s
experiences and feed them into the commissioning
process.
Ms Robinson: As we do at the moment, I think; this
is what patients’ forums do. How much of it we can
do depends on the funding and the numbers
involved, I think.
Mrs Beesley: We were a PCT/PPI forum and we had
people on practice-based commissioning, and it was
a great help because we could put the patient’s
perspective forward. We also did lots of other
committees linked into the hospital, like coronary
heart disease, strokes, the older people network—a
lot of other committees that were linked into the
PCT, and we encouraged people from the Disability
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Forum and people from the MS Society to join our
forum. Also Social Services had a youth group in
Great Yarmouth at the Great Yarmouth College,
and we just persuaded two members to join us but it
did not get oV the ground because of the
reconfiguration, and it took us over a year of
coaxing and cajoling because, as Penny said, we are
older than we look. I am retired and working harder
now than I did before, but it is important to try to
encourage the PPI or a lay member of the public to
go on to these commissioning boards.

Q239 Dr Naysmith: So you are suggesting you are a
little bit in front of the game? You are doing what
LINks is supposed to be doing?
Mrs Beesley: Yes.
Ms Robinson: Yes.
Mrs Beesley: It is like re-inventing a wheel with more
spokes, if you can understand what I mean. LINks,
if you really look holistically over the PPIfs, it is
there but it needs just a little bit more added to it.

Q240 Dr Naysmith: But if you cannot do everything,
and we have heard this morning about all sorts of
other things you are going to be able to do now
involving social services, or LINks are going to be
able to do, like commissioning and so on, what
should the priorities be with the new LINks
organisation, because they cannot do everything?
Mrs Beesley: I believe, if you are going to do LINks,
you should put the eVort and the resources into it,
have good procedures, protocols, governance, and
get on with it and put all the eVort into it and make
it work. Do not accept no for an answer but make it
work, and if people do not perform and succeed, ie
FSOs, et cetera, get rid of them. Be brutal. If you
really want true public participation, do it—do it
eVectively and properly. Sorry to be blunt.
Ms Robinson: I think this has already been said but
we do not want any dilution of our statutory rights.
They are the basic minimum with which we can
function. We must be able to go into premises and
see what is going on. Whether you call it inspections
or visiting or whatever, we have to be able to go and
talk to people.

Q241 Dr Naysmith: The trouble with talking about
inspection is it gets you confused with other
organisations.
Ms Robinson: Yes, and I know the Health Service is
inspected to death. The previous forum I was on the
chairman said: “Do you realise we have had 104
inspections this year?”

Q242 Dr Naysmith: Visiting rights?
Ms Robinson: Yes. The ability to talk to staV, to talk
to patients, and the right to have a reply to a letter
within 20 days.

Q243 Dr Naysmith: You gave that very good
example of the stroke report that the Bristol Trust
Forum did, which I thought was excellent.
Ms Robinson: We did a lot of research on that. Joan
Bayliss leading it did an enormous amount of
research on it and what really heartened us, when we

were visiting the General where they do
rehabilitation work with stroke patients, was that a
senior physiotherapist said to us: “You do not know
what this means to us. Of course the public come in
and say that we do wonderful work and call us
angels but we do not normally get people like you
who are well informed, who can fight our corner,
who can say ‘You are doing wonderful work here
but you could do much better if you had another
member of staV or these facilities’”. She said that it
was fantastic to think there were people fighting for
them who were not necessarily employers, and it is
very diYcult for staV, I think. Even if you are not
fearing for your job you have your promotion
prospects to think of. If you rock the boat, if you say:
“This is not as it should be”, what is going to happen
to your job? They can talk to us, they see us as
independent and reasonably sympathetic, and staV
are very frank with us, and I think we do do valuable
work in supporting the staV to enable them to give
patients a better service.
Mr Silverman: I would like to address one point
which is this. There is confusion creeping in about
this question of inspection, whether you call it that
or not. What is proposed, the ability to enter and
observe, is not right either. You do not just inspect
a premises, you inspect a service. For example, we
call it an inspection and use the inspection facility to
inspect patient choice, or the nursing service, which
is more than just, in fact, going to a premises and
looking at it and discussing things with the people
there; it is looking at a particular provision and
looking at the various components. For example, we
are presently looking at out-of-hours. Here on the
one side the Treasury wants everybody to work a
24/7 lifestyle. On the other hand, getting GP and
primary care services out-of-hours is, shall we say, a
diYcult area. We are looking to see what the service
delivery is in that area and what is actually delivered
and how it is delivered, and we will carry that back
through the GPs and through the Primary Care
Trust. So we are looking at all the components of
what people should expect during what is ordinarily
described as out of five o’clock time. Again, and I do
not see how this can be covered by a LINks, we have
been simulated in Southwark by the Race Equality
Council, and my members and myself went to their
health conference where the issue that arose was that
there was a cultural and religious need amongst
some communities to be able to choose a woman
doctor, and when we made some inquiries we found
this was not just a religious and cultural issue but
there were certain women’s diseases where many
women, whatever their race might be, found
themselves more comfortable and a woman doctor
would understand better what they were describing,
and I am sure I do not need to go into particular
situations. My wife was able to inform me about
these things. Now, we are looking at the right of
women to choose the gender for access. For
example, what practices have women doctors? Are
those women doctors of equal seniority to the male
doctors if you choose a woman doctor? If a practice
does not have a woman doctor, how do you find
one? If you do find one, and that woman leaves, is
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there a duty to tell the patient that that is so? If a
woman is referred to another health professional,
how does she ensure a woman? We have talked to the
Healthcare Commission. What about patient
choice? There is no pathway through patient choice
that gets you along to a woman doctor, so we are
trying to find funding—and this is very important—
to do some research on woman’s attitudes into the
gender of the health professional they need. Now,
these are things which you do not do as a big
amorphous group. There are eight of us in our
forum; two have taken responsibility to make this
happen and we will make it happen until we get
something we can take to the PCT and it should be
an influence on commissioning.

Q244 Mr Amess: I need you, please, to give me very
quick answers because I have to ask a Trade and
Industry Question so starting with you, Jennifer,
Harry Cayton, the Patients Tsar, said PPI should be
fun. Is it? If it is not, how can you make it fun?
Mrs Beesley: It is a nightmare!
Ms Robinson: It is not when you work with the
right people.
Mrs Beesley: You asked for a short answer!

Q245 Mr Amess: Are you two falling out?
Mrs Beesley: No. You asked me; I gave you my
answer. It is a nightmare and that is why I have gone.

Q246 Mr Amess: Next, if LINks are less
bureaucratic and meeting-orientated, do you think
more people would be engaged in them? Penny?

Witnesses: Mr Nigel Edwards, Director of Policy, and Mr David Stout, Director, PCT Network, NHS
Confederation; Dr Brian Fisher, PPI Lead, NHS Alliance; gave evidence.

Q248 Chairman: Good morning, gentlemen. Could
you introduce yourselves?
Dr Fisher: I am a GP in south east London and I
am PPI lead for the NHS Alliance.
Mr Edwards: I am director of policy for the NHS
Confederation, the membership organisation for
the organisations that make up the NHS, including
voluntary and independent sector providers.
Mr Stout: I am the PCT Network director within
the NHS Confederation, providing a network of all
the PCTs across the country. I should say that I
am four days into the job. Previously I was chief
executive of Newham Primary Care Trust in East
London, where I was chief executive for the last
six years.

Q249 Chairman: A question to all of you: do you
think clinicians and managers take PPI seriously
enough?
Dr Fisher: I think their intentions are good. They
would like to; they see the importance of it. Over
the last 10 years or so in the NHS it has become
clear that clinicians are hearing much more clearly
what local people are saying to them, but I think
their remains a real deficit in clinicians and
managers responding to what local people are

Ms Robinson: I cannot see how you can organise
things without getting people together to talk about
things, and if that is a meeting people are going to
have to come to some meetings. At the moment we
have an arrangement whereby we draw on people—
they do not have to come to meetings, we can ring
them up and chat to them. I do not see it is really
going to be very diVerent, or has to be, from the way
it is now.

Q247 Mr Amess: Barry, briefly, have you tried to
involve people who are representative of your
community, particularly people who are not usually
heard? Can you give the Committee an example of
some sort of pioneering invitation you have sent
some organisational individual?
Mr Silverman: Yes. On the issue I described a
moment ago, we are using the two local voluntary
organisations who have a databank to reach out for
people to contact us if they have a view on woman’s
access to health professionals, and we have just sent
out the inquiry. We do not know what the input will
be but there are two databases out there with two
charities and we are using that to try to get some
views as to whether it is a problem or is not a
problem.
Chairman: Could I thank all three of you for coming
along this morning. Hopefully we will be reporting
to the House and the Department about our
thoughts on this before the Easter recess. Whether or
not it will influence the current Bill that is going
through or any regulation that flows from it we will
have to wait and see, but we hope it does. Thank you
for attending this morning.

saying to them, so listening has improved but
responding to that has not improved and there is
evidence for that.
Mr Edwards: I would endorse that and have not
very much to add to that, to be honest.
Mr Stout: I would also agree. From a
commissioning perspective which, from a PCT end
of things, I should probably focus on, PPI is
fundamentally about doing the job properly. Do we
always get it right? No. We know we need to
improve.

Q250 Chairman: How far do you think it is their
fault and how far is it a reflection on the work done
by the local PPIs? Do you think they do take it
seriously in some parts of the NHS as opposed
to others?
Dr Fisher: It is very variable. There are some areas
and some sectors that have done fantastic work, and
you have heard some of them already, but it is very
patchy. I would not say it is the clinician’s fault
exactly but it is quite scary, actually, both being a
clinician listening to what local people are saying
and being a manager listening to what they are
saying. It is not an easy process and it threatens one’s
control, one’s power, and I do not think it is
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recognised how delicate a process that can be. So it
is a challenge, it needs to be managed, and clinicians
need to be supported to understand and respond to
it.
Mr Edwards: One of the issues about this whole
policy area that has been of some concern to us is the
tendency to confuse two related, but quite diVerent
sets of functions. One involving patients in talking
about their experience and how we can improve that
and make it better, and talking to the public, which
may be more about the overall design of services, the
setting of priorities, perhaps a more general set of
questions. They require quite diVerent mechanisms
and have quite a diVerent focus. There has been a bit
of a tendency in the way that policy and machinery
has been constructed to confuse those two. The
public, if they are not currently using the health
services, may be quite diYcult to engage because
they have other parts of their lives to be getting on
with. Those of us who work in health services may
think it is most important but members of the public
are interested in a whole range of other functions,
and diVerent mechanisms need to be found. Both in
policy terms and sometimes in terms of mechanics
we have not been clever enough about devising the
mechanisms that particularly target the right group
for the question we are trying to answer.
Mr Stout: That is absolutely right, and there is also
a distinction between patient and public
involvement in providing services and the patient
and public involvement required for commissioning
services and, again, there are some distinctions on
how that could and should operate. Historically,
perhaps, we have rather muddled those up and not
made those distinctions as clear as they might be.

Q251 Chairman: At a previous inquiry session, Dr
Day from the Harrogate Foundation Trust told us
that PPI must oVer: “very reliable data which is
replicated and which is reliable and not anecdotal
and certainly not one of the loud voices being heard
exclusively”. Do you agree? Do PPIs provide this?
Dr Fisher: I agree that the data on which
recommendations from local people are made
should be as robust as possible. There are lots of
diVerent ways of getting that information; there is a
huge amount of national and international data on
things that patients would like in general; the Picker
Institute delivers a lot of information about that, for
instance. There are lots of surveys that have been
done in similar populations to the ones in one’s own
PCT. So there is quite a lot of robust general
information on which you can base decisions. If you
are talking about very local issues with one
particular hospital or cluster it is much more
diYcult, and this issue of representativeness is really
diYcult. I would suggest that getting representative
information from local people is a chimera, really. I
do not think it is possible to get it. You have to work
on the best data you have which I have to say is what
we do a lot in any case in clinical areas. If you are
listening to what GPs have to say, for instance, you
are not necessarily getting a representative sample.

But it is really important not just to listen to the
loudest voices, and there are simple ways of making
sure those are not the only voices you hear.

Q252 Chairman: You did say that you should have
the data and the data is available, but the real
question is do they, in practice and in your
experience, have the data as opposed to it being
available and they should have it?
Dr Fisher: Yes, it is available. A good PPI forum or
a PPI part of the PCT should be able to get that
within 15 minutes. It is not diYcult to get it. The
King’s Fund will provide it; lots of places will
provide the data. Again, even if you provide it you
could provide a very eYcient set of information to
the PCT. But I would like to make a point about
practice-based commissioning in that you might be
able to provide to the practice-based commissioning
group but at this point there is no onus on them
necessarily to have to do anything about it. The data
is important, but however good the data is there is
still another question about whether people respond
and whether they are in any sense accountable.
Mr Edwards: I would agree with that point of view.
You might well use anecdotes to inform hypotheses
that you then go and test and collect the data. It
would be probably unwise to discount all useful
anecdotal evidence. It can be a very useful source. If
it is all you rely on, however, you are likely to run
into quite severe diYculties and you should then
perhaps go and test this. And it may be that some of
these anecdotes and stories that you pick up may
point you in directions that are well worth
investigating, even though you may find there is
nothing there.

Q253 Chairman: Do you think you have seen
evidence where PPI has used data as opposed to
could use data?
Mr Edwards: We certainly heard evidence from the
previous witnesses. I think there are some issues
about the rigour you need to do the sorts of studies,
such as the quite impressive sounding one we heard
described, which are methodologically demanding
as well as having some quite significant resource
implications but, if these are important questions
that either providers or commissioners should be
asking, then it might well be that if there is an issue
about, for example, waiting times in a genitor-
urinary medicine clinic and the need to go and find
user opinion, a commissioner or provider that was
presented with some early signs that there was an
issue would be well advised to go out and research
that properly themselves, maybe through helping
the patient’s forum or the PPI machinery to do that.
Mr Stout: We need to be clear who is responsible for
what. To expect PPI forums or LINks to do
everything that your question suggested I think is a
little unrealistic. To expect PCTs and commissioning
services, as Nigel says, to undertake eVective review
of data and get hold of information having been
alerted to a problem by a PPI forum or a LINks is
entirely reasonable. On the other hand, getting down
to a very local scale and talking about PPI in the
sense of “I am a patient; you are my clinician”, then
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my anecdote is important. You want the patient/
clinician relationship to be absolutely based on
anecdote; you want big commissioning decisions to
be influenced by the stories you hear and then
followed through with a slightly more robust
objective assessment. We are in danger of doing
what we said earlier and seeing PPI as one thing
when it is many things.
Dr Fisher: There are data crunchers that should be
available to LINks or PPI forums. Public health in
the PCT, I understand—and I still have not quite
grasped all the bits of LINks—that the local
authority should be providing statistical support
and so on, so there are people around to do it.

Q254 Chairman: Do you understand LINks? Is it
more than a concept in your view? You mentioned it
together in passing there between PPI and LINks.
Dr Fisher: Yes, I think it is. I suppose the way I feel
about it is that I can see what is required; I can see
the functions that need to be performed; and I can
see how they ought to be performed. What the name
or the title is for this I am not really bothered, but
there are serious characteristics of a good patient
and public involvement service that LINks could
have a good handle on if it is resourced adequately
and supported adequately.

Q255 Chairman: And presumably has the ability to
get the data and everything—
Dr Fisher: Obviously that is the easiest bit. The data,
I think, is the easiest.

Q256 Chairman: Do you understand this, Nigel? Do
you think this is a read-over in terms of what PPIs
are doing now as opposed to what LINks will be
doing at some stage in the future?
Mr Edwards: Perhaps I can respond to that in a
couple of ways. When you read the guidance on
LINks there are some interesting questions about
governance and leadership and how they are going
to operate and exactly what they are going to do, but
we have taken the view that public and patient
involvement is now such a key part of what both
commissioners and providers have to be doing that
what we should be judging them on is the
eVectiveness of how they do that rather than their
compliance to a particular structure and model.
People should be able to develop appropriate
mechanisms, because what may be appropriate in,
for example, David’s old patch in Newham may be
very diVerent from what you might want to do in a
rural county council such as Norfolk, which we
heard about earlier, so people need to be held to
account for the eVectiveness of what they do, and
not just their compliance with structural
arrangements. There is one other point which is
worth making, which is that while LINks are
commissioner-focused and local authority-focused
and we would absolutely support that and it is in line
with the way that much of the healthcare reform is
going, hospitals and other providers are not going to
stop doing public and patient involvement. It would
be extremely foolish of a trust to say, like the Bristol
one we just heard about, “I have an eVective

mechanism for engaging the public and I am now
going to dispense with it because there has been
some other change in some other part of the forest”.
The other point that is really important to make is
that, as the number of foundation trusts grow, there
is built into their governance the mechanism of
governors and members, and we have all been very
taken by how foundation trusts, their governors and
members have really taken that model. Perhaps to
some extent to a level of involvement and
engagement that was not fully anticipated by some
of us when the policy was first introduced. So there
are other dynamics as this process is evolving other
than just the LINks. The LINks potentially could
add some real value to that by providing over-
arching structure and some input into
commissioning but there are all of these other
mechanisms too and we need to be encouraging
providers and using methods like the Healthcare
Commission standards and their inspection process
to ensure that people are being able to demonstrate
that they are fully engaging their local public and
their patients.
Mr Stout: The direction of travel with LINks seems
reasonably clear and has clearly been evolving over
time and I think sensibly evolving. There seems to be
an eVective dialogue that says that when LINks
started as an idea it was pretty vague but I have to
say it has become quite a lot clearer to me over the
last few months and the direction of travel seems
right. Clearly some of the devil is in the detail and the
specification for what LINks has to do is pretty
critical. I absolutely agree with Nigel and I do not
think that specification should be saying how to do
it, but what should be clear to the local authority
commissioning the host organisation is what it is
they are supposed to be commissioning? What is the
output we are trying to get out of this? The more that
is defined clearly, the more eVective LINks are likely
to be. But on direction of travel I think I am
reasonably clear where it is going.

Q257 Chairman: Nigel, you mentioned Bristol. It
was mentioned earlier about the funding of the
forum and the question of independence, whether it
was funded by the hospital trust itself or by some
other body. What is your personal perception of
that? What do you think the public’s perception of
that would be?
Mr Edwards: It might be worth distinguishing
between foundation trusts, who have patient
involvement at the heart of their governance, and
non foundation trusts, of which there will be an
increasingly shrinking number, of course.
Foundation trusts, I guess, have to treat their
members and governors as sovereign. In other
words, they have to respect their independence.

Q258 Chairman: Yes. This is not a foundation trust.
Therefore there is a question now about if a change
takes place now in terms of who is supporting and
resourcing and funding that particular forum, if that
is not on oVer in a few months’ time, is there a
question mark about its independence or, indeed,
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the public perception of its independence if it
becomes supported and resourced by the trust itself
as opposed to some other organisation?
Mr Edwards: That is an interesting question. I am
not sure to what extent the public are aware of how
these organisations are currently funded. They are,
of course, still funded from the Department of
Health. I think I am back to my “by their acts shall
ye know them” philosophy here which is that you
will be able to tell whether these organisations have
some form of independent voice from the way they
behave. There is clearly an issue, if I am a trust and
I have a patients’ forum which I am funding, I think
it is hard to present it as independent, but if I want
it to be eVective and if I do not treat it as though it
has the ability to challenge me to make statements
which may not be awfully comfortable, then I
suspect that what we will find is that people will vote
with their feet, and you will very quickly not have an
eVective patient involvement mechanism. So, we are
a bit short on cast iron guarantees of independence,
I will give you that, but in terms of the imperative for
organisations now to make really sure of the growth
of choice and so on and much more local scrutiny
and accountability, you would be very foolish not to
have a system which allows you to get a clear
independent voice in addition to LINks perhaps
within your own organisation.

Q259 Sandra Gidley: The PPI forums are supposed
to oVer a unique patient perspective but many of
them have found themselves dealing with issues such
as hospital cleanliness, infection control and feeding
patients. Is that not really using PPI as a substitute
for good clinical governance?
Mr Edwards: If you look at the sort of polling that
Angela Coulter has done and MORI have done on
patient experience, the sorts of things that come very
high up the list as important to patients, as I am sure
you will all be aware, are precisely some of those
issues. You failed to mention car parking which is
one of the other ones that frequently comes up.

Q260 Sandra Gidley: I do not think car parking
comes under clinical governance.
Mr Edwards: No, but we should record it as being a
key strategic issue in many places. Is the acid test not
whether this is an issue that is of concern to patients?
The thrust of your question is right. You should not
be using this mechanism as a substitute for your own
internal management systems, but I think on the
other hand it is quite legitimate if this is an issue
where patients and the public have very strong
views. We know that hospital cleaning comes fourth
in the list of how would you choose your hospital
under the Choice regime and infection is third and
the public should be given an opportunity to voice
that. A recent and, I thought, rather impressive
example of where foundation trusts have involved
their patients in this was where one of the foundation
trusts in Cheshire did a poll of its members on
visiting policy and had 5,000 responses. That was
visiting policy in respect of controlling infection by
not having too many visitors visiting the hospital.
That was a really big engagement because this was

an issue that was important to patients, but you
could have argued that that was just a simple
operational control of infection issue so why were
they involving their patients? I think I would be led
by where patients want to take you but not let it be
a substitute for your internal management systems.
It is quite a diYcult question.

Q261 Sandra Gidley: Is it not the case though that a
hospital is either clean or it is dirty and it should be
fairly obvious to the staV? I am digressing slightly
and we will get back to the point, but it strikes me
that this is something that patients should not need
to mention. It should be a given. Patients should not
need to have this top of the list of things they
investigate.
Mr Edwards: This is true, except that one of the
things I have always noticed when being shown
hospitals in this country and overseas is that coming
to them with a fresh pair of eyes and with a slightly
diVerent perspective you see things that the staV
have ceased to notice. It is very easy to become
habituated to things and when you come to them
afresh you say, “How on earth has this happened?”.
It is not just a matter of whether it is clean or dirty;
it might be, “When do you clean it and what impact
does that have on the patient’s day?”, if you start
cleaning at six in the morning, for example? There
are some quite legitimate questions and that fresh
pair of eyes I think is quite valuable.

Q262 Sandra Gidley: Dr Fisher?
Dr Fisher: Just because it is called clinical
governance does not mean that it should not have a
patient user input, and in fact it is essential that it
does. If you are looking at rheumatological services
you might want to look at how the urethra trexate is
dealt with or the drugs and so on are dealt with, but
you also want to know are patients improving, to
what extent, what are their views on it, and it is
perfectly legitimate to be thinking about patient
views as part of a clinical governance process. I think
it is essential, and there are again a number of
techniques that can be used to define good practice
from the patient’s point of view and to be used as a
performance monitor for clinical work.

Q263 Sandra Gidley: That sounds very positive so
far.
Mr Stout: If you stop listening to the patients—why
would you stop listening to patients? I agree, if you
were wholly reliant on that as the only way of
knowing what was going on that would be pretty
worrying, but to deny that listening to patients is a
good thing seems an odd approach.

Q264 Sandra Gidley: You say, “If you stop listening
to patients”, which is quite interesting because
Tesco, for example, is a very successful organisation,
presumably because it gives the public what it needs,
people go back, yet they do not seem to need
customer involvement networks and forums in this
way.
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Mr Stout: What Tesco’s does is that it can analyse
your spending patterns as an individual consumer
and make oVerings on that basis. They have sources
of data which are testing people’s opinions and I am
pretty confident that they do find ways of getting
their customers’ views that help them run their
organisation. Do they use the techniques the NHS
use? Possibly not. Are there things we can learn
from? Almost certainly yes.

Q265 Sandra Gidley: So the NHS perhaps should be
looking to what Tesco’s does?
Mr Stout: I would not solely focus on Tesco.
Dr Fisher: I think what the private sector does
actually is quite important, not that I know very
much about it, but my understanding is that Nike,
for instance, does use quite a lot of group work and
does go out to kids on the street and ask them what
they want and also, “Look: this is a model. What do
you think? Would this work for you?”, so I do not
think that is in principle very diVerent. You are
talking about face-to-face work with people. You
have to go out on the streets to get people whose
opinions you want. In fact, I think the LINks
approach, which I see as potentially having a
community development kind of feel to it, could be
extremely useful in that regard, and I see the far
more diVuse nature of LINks, the possibility that
you would be working with a range of voluntary
groups which would have outreach approaches to a
range of diVerent people, as extremely positive. It is
one of the things, I think, that CPPIH wanted to do
in the end but was not able to. I think this example
of the private sector is very apposite.

Q266 Dr Taylor: What really bothers me is that we
are hearing all the good things and we are not
hearing any of the bad things. We have heard that
patient and public involvement forums can be fun if
you work with the right people. In your submission,
Nigel, you have got under section 3, “Why are
existing systems for PPI being reformed after only
three years?”, and you say that forums and the
Commission have achieved a great deal but that the
successes were not consistent across the country.
Can you tell us why they were not consistent? What
we have heard is from very good, eVective forums
and we all in our own patches probably know how
good our own forums have been, and the key has
been the collusion, the working together, between
the forums and the trust, the board members, the
chief executive, so what has been going wrong where
it has not been working?
Mr Stout: I will happily give a perspective and I
cannot say I can speak for every PPI forum that has
not worked well. Some of the root causes of the
problems in some PPI forums, and it is worth saying,
as you have already said, that some work very well
and some work less well, is partly the speed at which
the whole process was set up. The shift from CHCs
to PPI forums was done, on the face of it, in quite a
hurry with perhaps less detailed planning for what
exactly these forums were there to do. So there has
been some degree of ambiguity about role and
function. There are clearly some issues around

support, as we heard from some of our colleagues
earlier, in that the support for the PPI forums when
put in place was pretty variable, and certainly my
experience in London was, as you have already
heard from Southwark, that it was not very eVective,
certainly to begin with. You had members joining
these organisations who were not quite clear how
they were going to work and then becoming
disillusioned and leaving and a constant turnover of
membership, which obviously does not lead to very
eVective development of the sorts of partnerships
you are talking about. More latterly, I think the
point raised again by our colleagues from the PPI
forums earlier about the uncertainty about the
future of these organisations for a relatively
extended period has not helped any of that. With
that kind of starting point you can perfectly
understand why the successful forums will have been
based on individuals who managed to overcome all
of those hurdles and in some parts of the country
that simply will not have happened. I think those are
the sorts of things that have led to diYculties.

Q267 Dr Taylor: So would you agree with a lot of
people who have spoken to us that we should not be
abolishing the whole thing; we should be building on
what we have got?
Mr Stout: If by abolishing the whole thing we threw
away all the learning and the people who have got
involved and suddenly drew a line under that and
said, “We are not interested in your work any more.
Thanks very much for the last three years”, it would
not be a good idea.

Q268 Dr Taylor: Is that not what we are risking?
Mr Stout: I think there is a risk of that. What I would
be looking for in order for this to work eVectively is,
as far as one can, to minimise that risk by welcoming
existing forum members into the new structures and,
which I think is happening, having a proper debate
about how the new structures will be set up rather
than rushing straight into it. I grant you there is a bit
of a conflict there. The longer you take over setting
up the new structures the more uncertainty you
create and potentially the more people walk away, so
I think we have to have a balance there. I would hope
that we can build on the good experiences in setting
up the new structures and recognise that the world
of the NHS has changed over the last few years.
Foundation trusts did not exist a few years ago and
we did not have half a million members of
foundation trusts, and you cannot ignore that and
say, “Oh, well, we will leave PPI forums as they are”.
I think we are looking for it to evolve in positive
ways rather than having a complete hiatus from one
system to another, which is perhaps how you could
categorise the CHC to PPI forum shift.

Q269 Dr Taylor: Should the eVectiveness of PPI
involvement—and you have said it has got to be a
key part—be a part of what the Healthcare
Commission inspects upon? If we had hospital
standards still should it be one of the standards?
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Mr Edwards: There is something in the standards. It
is rather unspecific in terms of how it is measured. I
understand that these standards are due to be revised
in line with our policy position on this, which is that
people should be held to account for the
eVectiveness of their involvement and then it would
make sense for the Healthcare Commission to be
talking to all of the people involved in patient and
public involvement to test the eVectiveness of that
and whether people feel that they are adequately
involved, that they have a voice and that they are not
just listened to but that they feel they have some
impact on decision-making and the quality of
services, yes, absolutely.

Q270 Dr Taylor: So that should be one of our
recommendations to come out of this report?
Mr Edwards: I think it would be in line with the way
the NHS is moving. The NHS is moving, as you
know, slowly from a top-down target driven system
to one which is more based on standards. The
advantages of a standards-based approach is that it
would then impose that standard on all NHS
providers rather than just those that happened to be
NHS bodies, so it would also include independent
sector treatment centres, social enterprises and a
variety of the new bits of the architecture that is
starting to emerge and I think it would be entirely
consistent with that. If what we are saying, and,
David, I do not know if I am reflecting your views
here, is that to be an eVective healthcare
organisation, whether a commission or a provider,
you really need to have very good mechanisms for
understanding what the public you serve and the
patients who use your services feel about what you
are doing and what direction you want to take, then
why would you not want to be measured against that
for how eVectively you do that? I think that is
perfectly reasonable.
Mr Stout: I have to say I absolutely agree with that;
that must be right. I guess the question is, what are
you measuring? What we would like to move away
from is measuring the process, a tick-box mentality,
to a rather more sophisticated measurement of it,
but that it should be part of the assessment must be
absolutely right.
Mr Edwards: It is not, “You have a committee”. It
is, “The people who are involved report that they
have a positive experience of having been involved
and can point to examples where they made a
diVerence”, rather than, “Show me the minutes”,
which has been a bit of a tendency for quite a lot of
the regulatory machinery that we have had, which
has been very interested to see the paperwork but not
measure the output.
Dr Fisher: You were asking two questions. One I
think was about fun and one was about eVectiveness.
In terms of fun, I think one of the diYculties that the
previous witnesses described was that essentially this
is about committee work, that is, hard graft, and
what is important about the possibility of LINks is
that we are looking again at a much more diVuse
process and that this idea of not exhausting people
is really important, not exhausting clinicians in
doing all this work, not exhausting managers and

not exhausting the public and the patients, so
dipping and in and out of this stuV is really a vital
part of the process. We need to develop techniques
and approaches for not only harvesting people’s
opinions but also getting the change that does not
involve people in years of hard graft, and I think
there are ways of doing that. There are examples
through various approaches that make that more
likely to happen than not, so this idea of dipping in
and out and brief liaisons I think is quite important
as a mechanism of approach.

Q271 Dr Taylor: Can you point us to some of those
approaches?
Dr Fisher: I can give the Committee information if
you like.1

Q272 Dr Taylor: That would be helpful.
Dr Fisher: I can send you that. The other thing about
eVectiveness is really crucial to this debate. I would
entirely endorse what has been said about the
Healthcare Commission. I work on their Expert
Reference Group in trying to get these standards to
be as meaningful as possible, and in my view it is
about change. You need to be able to demonstrate
that you have not only listened but you have also to
some degree changed as a result of what local people
have been telling you, and that seems to me to be the
key bit that needs to be in the standards. There needs
to be a legal change in my view that puts an onus on
healthcare organisations to respond to what local
people are saying. This is the sort of theme I have
tried to say a couple of times, that, looking at the Bill
that is going through, it is extremely weak and I
would urge you to make it stronger. I am not a
legislator, I do not know what it should look like in
detail, but there should be a demand on healthcare
organisations to respond within a certain time to
local recommendations. That response needs to be
proportionate to the recommendations. No-one is
saying they have to do everything that local people
say; that would be entirely wrong, but there needs to
be a clear debate with the people that are making the
recommendations and that does not appear in my
view in the Bill.

Q273 Dr Taylor: The word “nebulous” has been
used to us on many occasions, and you used it indeed
in your written submission. Certainly we have taken
that point absolutely. Moving to overview and
scrutiny committees briefly, Nigel, can I clarify one
point in your evidence because you are saying on the
third page under “Statutory Powers”, “It is essential
that the powers of LINks are defined in law”, and
you go on to say that they should not have powers
of inspection because it is duplicating what overview
and scrutiny committees mean. Surely you meant
the Healthcare Commission.

1 Ev 121
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Mr Edwards: The Healthcare Commission.

Q274 Dr Taylor: So that is a misprint, is it?
Mr Edwards: Yes, I think it is.2

xxxxxxQ275 Dr Taylor: Thank you very much for
clarifying that. The next bit is that even if we take
that for the Healthcare Commission and not
overview and scrutiny committees you are
diametrically opposed to the NHS Alliance, because
the NHS Alliance says,—this is LINks—“They
should sit on all key trust committees and have a
right of inspection”. I would argue with the word
“inspection”. What we are trying to push for is that
they must have a right of entry, of visitation, of
assessment, and we have had the points from the
lady from Bristol that one of the real values is that
staV can talk to forum members and use them as
allies and they can be more free talking to them than
members of the trusts themselves. Do you still feel,
as the NHS Confederation, that the LINks should
not have a formal statutory right of entry, not for
formal inspection but for assessment and talking to
staV and patients?
Mr Edwards: There is a diYculty here which is that
as more organisations move towards foundation
trust status they will have their own very extensive
internal arrangements already in place for doing
precisely that. If LINks are focused on the local
government commissioning agenda it seems to me
that the obvious solution to this is that they will need
to form very close linkages to the patient and public
involvement mechanisms that exist within the
providers and that the proper mechanism for doing
that is through the providers’ own arrangements.
LINks would want to draw that information in and
work through that machinery. I just see a real hazard
here, first of all, of cannibalising a relatively small
number of people. We already have a bit of an issue
in some areas where, if you have a mental health
trust and an acute trust, there are a limited number
of people you want to get involved in this way. We
have cannibalised people’s willingness between
diVerent and overlapping, and often maybe
unhelpfully overlapping, bodies. We really need
LINks to be focusing on the whole area and on
commissioning policy, but also working closely with
the PPI arrangements within providers, within
surgeries or within hospitals, to draw that
information in, to draw material to their attention
where that seems appropriate, but not to try and
replicate it. That may well mean from time to time
that it is entirely appropriate for them to go and visit
a provider, and there are some split views among
some members, I think it would be right in saying,
but it is not immediately clear to us why you would
not want to have this type of organisation coming to
visit you and talking to people.

2 The witness later confirmed that in the NHS Confederation
written evidence, under the heading Statutory Powers, the
reference to “Overview and Scrutiny Committees” should
read “Healthcare Commission” (Ev 171 HC 278-II
2006–07).

Q276 Dr Taylor: So the Confederation view is that
there ought to be right of access to provider units,
certainly for assessment if not visiting?
Mr Edwards: With this proviso, that they need to be
working closely with the PPI arrangements within
that provider and working through them where that
is at all possible, simply to ensure that we do not
replicate the vast numbers of inspections from the
statutory side coming at you, remembering that
some of these large providers may well be liaising
with a very significant number of LINks. If you are
University College Hospital or Guy’s and St
Thomas’, the number of organisations you might
end up dealing with is very large. We have some
caution about this and we want to see it perhaps
contained in a framework which gets the people who
are involved in patient and public involvement
talking and working together in a way that leads to
some co-ordination. That is more the issue for us.

Q277 Dr Taylor: Are you saying that the LINks
members involved in commissioning should not be
involved in assessing provider units?
Mr Edwards: Not quite, no.
Mr Stout: I would not be as distinct as that, I do not
think, because part of commissioning is
performance management and part of performance
management is getting patient and public feedback,
so to imply there is a whole diVerent cadre of PPI
experts does not sound quite right to me.

Q278 Dr Taylor: Do you want to add anything, Dr
Fisher?
Dr Fisher: No.

Q279 Jim Dowd: Brian, in response to Richard’s
question just now you described the current Bill as
“weak”, and Richard said “nebulous”. “Weak” is
probably one of the more weak descriptions, if you
like, of the Bill that we have receive so far. You
mentioned the responsibility and firming up the
responsibility on healthcare organisations to be
involved in patient involvement. Do you define a GP
surgery as a healthcare organisation?
Dr Fisher: Yes, I do.

Q280 Jim Dowd: If you do how do you see the
interface between the patient and the user at GP
level?
Dr Fisher: I think there are a number of approaches
that could be tried. Again, the fundamental problem
is that a practice does not have to do anything really.
We are encouraged to do a survey and we are
encouraged to respond to the survey results, but we
do not have to, so again accountability at every level
is really very weak. There are lots of examples of
practices doing really good work and there are
examples of patient participation groups, there are
examples of patient panels, there are examples of ad
hoc work with local organisations, local voluntary
organisations and so on, so there is a range of
options that practices can use, and there are some
wonderful examples of practices responding very
rapidly and sensitively to local opinion, so yes, there
is quite a range.
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Q281 Jim Dowd: Where those exist is the diVerence
between the service they provide to their patients
measurable against those practices that are less
enlightened?
Dr Fisher: You mean, do they provide better care?

Q282 Jim Dowd: Does it have an eVect? Other than
involving people does it have an eVect on the service
provided?
Dr Fisher: If there is a general question, “Does PPI
aVect services in general and what do we know about
it in primary care?”, the evidence is moderately weak
that PPI in general makes a substantial diVerence to
services, and I do not think there is any evidence that
PPI improves the outcome of care so that you get
better cardiac outcomes or something like that. My
understanding is that there are a large number of
apocryphal examples where things have been
changed but if you are looking at controlled studies
and so on there is very little data that would help you
come to any very firm conclusions about it.
Mr Stout: An absence of data does not mean it is not
happening. It just means it is hard to prove.

Q283 Jim Dowd: Yes, but on that basis nothing is
happening anywhere. You cannot prove anything
other than saying, “We have not got the
information”. It does not mean it is not happening.
Mr Stout: That is my point.

Q284 Jim Dowd: It might be that the reason we do
not get the information is that it is not happening.
Mr Stout: Both could be true; that is right.
Jim Dowd: It does not get us much further forward
then, does it?

Q285 Dr Stoate: I hope you are not right because
otherwise it might make us all feel with all this PPI
stuV that it seems to aVect outcomes, not one job,
which actually is alarming.
Dr Fisher: I do not think studies have been done.

Q286 Dr Stoate: I just want to go on to say that I
hope studies prove that it is not just a waste of time
and I hope that we do show some genuine
improvements in patient outcomes. I accept that the
danger is not there yet but I certainly hope someone
out there is trying to gather information and will do
so as time goes on to ensure that this does make a
diVerence.
Mr Edwards: Outcome is only one bit of what we do,
and the process of care and how you experience the
process of care is very important. You should
probably really be having this conversation with the
next witness who is the expert on this. It does seem to
me that we can point to quite a lot of examples where
using user experience to change the design of the
process does produce some very good improvements
in people’s experience of it. The four-hour wait,
which was a target with many problems and which
was based on listening to patients, has certainly
made a major impact on people. We can see it
because patients have voted with their feet and gone
to A&E in much larger numbers. While outcome
may be a debate, it is almost as important that we

also get people a really good process of care. Having
had a good process of care with a good outcome but
then being treated very badly, rudely, having waited
and not been kept informed, not having been treated
with dignity, not having your pain controlled, all the
things that we know we do not do very well will not
be a great success, I think.

Q287 Dr Stoate: That is a fair point. It is just that I
have worked in the NHS for a very long time and we
have been extremely good at changing structures, we
have been moderately good at changing process, but
we actually have not been particularly splendid at
changing outcomes, but that is slightly oV the
subject of what I wanted to bring on. I really want
to come back to Brian. In your answer to Richard a
minute ago you said you liked the idea of a more
nebulous structure where people dip in and out.
That seems to be where you are going, so my
question is around this suggestion that LINks are
more to be set up as information-gathering networks
rather than representative organisations in which
people sit on endless boards and bodies. Initially I
thought that might be a weakness but are you saying
that might be a strength?
Dr Fisher: No, I do not see them really as just
information gatherers. I think that would be a real
mistake. The essence is what we have just been
saying: change needs to happen and if it does not it
really is a waste of time. Just gathering information
is not suYcient. We need structures that are integral
to these healthcare organisations and can make a
diVerence, not so much integral but independent,
but they are in there. One way or another they are
involved with PCTs, they are involved with hospitals
and they make a diVerence. Hospitals and the
healthcare organisations have to listen to what they
say and they are involved in making a diVerence.
Just gathering information I think is not suYcient.

Q288 Dr Stoate: Are you then saying that they
should be representative organisations that have
seats on boards?
Dr Fisher: It would be nice.

Q289 Dr Stoate: Is that what you are saying?
Dr Fisher: I think diVerent places will want to
operate in diVerent ways. What I do not want to see
is the example, which I found rather shocking,
actually, that the PPI forum from the previous
witnesses explained, that they turned up and the
patient public involvement forum that they took
over had had no contact with a PCT at all. How can
that be? What kind of an arrangement is it where
that is possible? I would like to ensure that that is not
possible to happen, that a LINk would have to be
listened to, would have to be involved. How they do
that I guess is up to the particular arrangement. In
reality things happen in committees. I guess people
would have to be on committees and be there to
some degree, but there are other ways of doing it,
there are other ways of influencing decisions, and in
particular, if I could emphasise the practice-based
commissioning aspect, which at the moment in my
view is a sort of Bermuda Triangle for patient and
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public involvement; there really is very little
happening in it, we need to get LINks engaged in
there, and I think the structure of practice-based
commissioning is diVerent from PCTs and is likely to
be rather more diVuse. I see committee work as
maybe less important in there but I would not want
to presume to say that this is how everybody ought
to do it. In Southwark it might be diVerent from
Southampton.

Q290 Dr Stoate: That makes me even more worried
now because we are going straight back to either
some postcode arrangement where some areas do it
well and some areas do it badly, or even further back
to the old Community Health Councils where there
were clearly extremely good CFCs and there were
clearly extremely ineVective CFCs, which is why the
Government started the process in the first place.
The worry I have got now is that if you are telling me
that each area has to invent its own wheel and have
its own structures, its own circumstances in its own
particular way then we are getting absolutely
nowhere very fast indeed and spending lots of money
in the process.
Dr Fisher: I do not agree.

Q291 Dr Stoate: What I want to see is a structure
where everyone knows where they are, everyone
knows exactly what their responsibilities and rights
are and everyone knows that if they do move from
Penzance to Nottingham they are going to get a
similar level of representation, but you are saying
that is not going to happen.
Dr Fisher: I do not think so. I hope what I am saying
is that the first part of that last paragraph of yours—

Q292 Dr Stoate: Perhaps we can check with the
shorthand writer what that was.
Dr Fisher: No, I am serious. The standards should be
the same everywhere. What people can expect
should be the same everywhere. The degree of
involvement should be the same everywhere. The
outcomes should be the same everywhere, but how
that gets done I think is up to the local community.

Q293 Dr Stoate: I am still very concerned that this is
going to lead to more postcode arrangements, I
really am.
Dr Fisher: I think if you end up structuring
everything to the last degree you will end up
stifling it.

Q294 Dr Stoate: Do the others agree?
Mr Edwards: Yes.
Mr Stout: Yes.
Dr Fisher: And I think there is an obsession with
structures that has stopped a lot of things
happening.
Mr Stout: It comes back to the rights and
responsibilities. We should not confuse sitting on
committees with PPI. It is perhaps one means of
delivering it and there is nothing wrong with it, but
if that is all we mean by PPI it is very easy to tick that
box and it might make no diVerence whatsoever. I
would be really careful about defining PPI in terms

of that kind of structural solution. I would be much
more sympathetic with Brian’s approach about
being clear what we expect PPI forums to deliver,
not the fine detail of the means of delivery.

Q295 Dr Stoate: Have you therefore got any
practical suggestions for this Committee on how
they might be set up, because again I need some
clarity? I am not suggesting we have uniformity
necessarily, but we do need clarity; otherwise it is
going to be too easy for individual areas to say, “We
have sort of done that up to a point, and it is good
enough for us, and there you go then”.
Mr Edwards: There are a number of key events in the
commissioning calendar, for example, if we just take
commissioning for the moment, where you need to
be able to demonstrate, for example, the publication
of the PCT’s prospectus which is where it will set out
its plans for the next year, where the Healthcare
Commission or some other body could easily put a
dipstick in and say, “Did people understand this? At
what point were they consulted? Was the first time
they saw it when it came out? Can you demonstrate
to me a process?”. I think you can actually hang oV
the number of these events in the calendar, the
number of tasks that the various organisations need
to do. Foundation trusts have a similar calendar.
Other healthcare organisations will be doing the
same thing. We are now required to do things which
need to have the clear involvement of the public. I
think you can go back and test the outcomes of that
very simply.

Q296 Dr Stoate: It is just that the use of the word
“dipstick” when it comes to health management may
have more than one meaning!
Mr Edwards: It was not perhaps the happiest use of
that word.
Chairman: You will have to excuse him; he is a
doctor.

Q297 Dr Naysmith: Choose and Book and Payment
by Results, both of which are coming in at a faster
rate in various parts of the Health Service, obviously
have financial eVects on provider trusts. It has been
suggested that this could lead to trusts being overly
responsive to those patients who choose to or are
able to make choices and change providers. Some
people have suggested that LINks needs to be given
enough power to stand up to this kind of choice.
What do you think of that in this kind of rapidly
changing scenario? Would LINks have a role in that
sort of thing?
Mr Edwards: One would hope, and David and Brian
may well have a view on this, that as patients move
through systems which have been well designed,
which basically are intended to make sure that
clinical need is the determinant of how you move
through the system, one of the key jobs for the
commissioners is to ensure that that continues. I am
slightly sceptical that many trusts will have the
ability to be quite that nuanced in how they respond.
The systems do not particularly allow them to do
that. There may be some issues about some
providers; for example, if you operate a stand-alone
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surgery centre there may be some reasons to only
take certain types of patients. I think that is
something that commissioners have to deal with. I
am not sure that LINks are necessarily the
mechanism I would be using. I would say that is a
mainstream commissioning responsibility that most
providers, particularly foundation trusts and NHS
trusts, are unlikely to want to do for a whole number
of reasons, not least, to be honest, that if we were
that able to control the way our clinical workforce
behaved many of the other problems we have would
not exist.

Q298 Dr Naysmith: What function do you see LINks
performing in this, if any at all? None at all?
Mr Edwards: In relation to choosing?

Q299 Dr Naysmith: Yes, the one you just mentioned,
with an independent provider, say, beside an acute
trust?
Mr Edwards: I would like perhaps to defer to David
on this. An obvious point of input is at the point at
which the PCT is talking about its commissioning
intentions and saying, “I am intending to buy
surgery from this particular provider, and part of the
deal, you will need to be aware of, is that it will not
take people above anaesthetic score level three, and
there are certain restrictions on what it is able to do
but here are the details of it and we need your input
from the public and the various other people
involved in the LINk to tell us about this overall set
of intentions that we have got”. Before you even
decide to make the contract, you want to be
involving people through the LINks and indeed
other mechanisms in the reasoning behind your
decision-making and why you have chosen to take
that. Then, as David says, as part of the
management of the contract you might well use
LINks and a variety of other sources, not least GPs
and their own machinery, to get feedback on the
performance of that provider. Is that correct, David?
Mr Stout: Yes, you could characterise
commissioning very simply as a cycle which starts
with a strategy that you are setting out in your
patient prospectus, goes through to planning, how
you are planning to implement that strategy;
through procurement, who you are selecting to
provide the services and then performance
management, and I think there is a role for patient
and public involvement in absolutely every part of
that process. In the Choose and Book scenario, in
which you are talking about the procurement end,
perhaps who is on the Choice menu for your local
patch (while we still have a Choice menu, that is), I
think it is perfectly reasonable to ask the question of
the PCT, “How do you involve patients and the
public in making that decision?”, and a good PCT
doing its job will be able to say, “We have used these
particular mechanisms and LINks”. Again, I do not
think we should see LINks as being the only means
of PCTs delivering patient and public involvement
because it overburdens LINks a bit, but it would be
one of the processes we would use, I think. We would
go to the LINks organisation and say, “We are going
through this process. Can you help us in the selection

process around procurement?”, or whatever, and see
how the commissioning process could be populated
by eVective PPI forums in every development of it.

Q300 Dr Naysmith: Dr Fisher?
Dr Fisher: I would agree with that. I think what you
are asking is, should LINks be involved in individual
consultation level issues, so in terms of Choose and
Book for someone who chooses their hospital it
usually happens within a consultation and does
LINks have an impact on that right kind of
intimate level.

Q301 Dr Naysmith: Should it have?
Dr Fisher: I would, I suppose, see it as mainly about
collective approaches, so I think it would have less
impact on that. On the other hand, there are some
things that we know make for better outcomes,
shared decision-making between doctors and
patients, record access we think is going to be very
important in the future, so there are a number of key
things that really matter at an individual level. I
suppose I have not really thought it through in a
great deal of detail but LINks should be saying, “We
would expect patients to come away from practices
feeling that they have been part of a discussion,
shared decision-making. We would expect patients
to have access to all their data when they want it”,
and that is to some degree part of the questionnaires
that practices fill in at the moment. There are ways
of gathering that data, although it is not terribly
easy, but I would not see it as the main job of LINks.
I think they could be saying, “This is the degree of
standard that we would expect locally”, and they
could check on it from time to time but that would
not be the main focus of their work.

Q302 Dr Taylor: I have one or two questions about
the consultation process when you are talking about
major service changes and hospital reconfigurations.
From the manager’s point of view how useful are
consultations?
Mr Stout: A consultation on its own, if you have not
done before it, is almost certainly not going to be
very useful at all because it is often too late by the
time you have got to that stage. So I think a formal
consultation, consultation with a big “c”, so to
speak, needs to be the product of quite a lot of initial
discussions and dialogue and involvement leading
up to it. Seeing consultation as a stand-alone process
is unlikely to be very successful and is indeed quite
likely to cause diYculty. For me, when there is a
formal requirement to do consultation, it is
absolutely reasonable and right that you should
build on a process that has gone on before.

Q303 Dr Taylor: And who should you involve in the
pre-consultation?
Mr Stout: Everyone who has an interest, within
reason, obviously. It sounds a bit idealistic.

Q304 Dr Taylor: Do forums or LINks or whatever
have an absolutely key role in that?
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Mr Stout: I believe so, yes. This goes back to my
commissioning process, that is the strategy in the
commissioning process if you like. In devising your
strategy I would expect there to have been dialogue,
involvement, whatever the right verb is, with the
local community in developing that strategy.

Q305 Dr Taylor: During the Deficits report we heard
that it is very diYcult for trusts because if they have
to make certain economies they have to make certain
reconfigurations so they have to go into a
consultation process to achieve the end they need
because they have to make the economy.
Mr Edwards: There is an issue here in which the
system that has been set up, the so-called reform
system with payment by results and foundation
trusts and a range of new providers, does require a
level of agility and speed of adjustment which is
somewhat at odds with the consultation
arrangements. We are saying to people, “Please
behave in a highly responsive and rapid way”. This
leads us onto a very interesting problem with a
definition of the word “significant” in the Bill. If I am
producing the same level of healthcare but I am
managing to do it with fewer beds is that significant,
because you might well argue that you should judge
me by what I am producing rather than the means of
production? You do not ask a factory how many
units it produces. You ask, “Does this product do
what I want?”. There is a bit of an issue here where
we have a collision of a wish to involve people, as
David says, in strategy and when you are thinking of
things when you perhaps have time and space to
create that strategy this is not a problem, but if we
have a much more fast-moving world in which
people have to respond to choice—if all of your
orthopaedic patients decide to go to the hospital
down the road for their operation of choice, in a
sense there is a very interesting question about to
what extent you need to consult because actually the
patient has already told you very clearly what they
think of your orthopaedic service. You may want to
consult about any changes that you then need to
make to other services around that as a consequence
of that and you may want to talk to the public about
whether as a public they are happy to see that, but to
think that you would be asking people to run a
service which had no patients for a considerable
period of time is something that I think some of our
members would wrestle with and say, “Well,
actually, we are consulting people who have already
told us what they think in no uncertain terms”.

Q306 Dr Taylor: So, going back to the word
“significant”, should we be trying to change it, delete
it, or what word should we put in instead?
Mr Edwards: I think “significant” will do and maybe
it is the guidance that is the issue here and it might
be helpful to have some worked case studies. I know
the civil servants have wrestled with this too. I am
afraid that even raiding the thesaurus there was no
immediately obvious better word. From our point of
view, “significant” must relate to a change in patient
experience or convenience, so saying that I produce
the same amount of healthcare but I have moved

from Grantham to Lincoln would count as
significant if it makes a big impact on patients, but if
you change the GP practice between one practice
and another or between a GP practice and a private
company, for example, as we have seen recently in
north east Derbyshire, as long as the same
experience is there that probably does not count as
significant. It is a really quite slippery concept and I
think we may run into trouble with it as time goes on,
but we are, whatever happens, stuck with this
collision of policies in which there is rapid change
required and there is a need to consult the public and
I think people will need some help thinking that
through.
Dr Fisher: There are two points here. Section 11 says
you should be involving people in everything. I have
never quite understood where the “significant” idea
comes from because we should (not that anybody
does) be involving people at all levels in a much
broader way, so that is one point. In South East
London we are involved in a very large
reconfiguration that is going to continue for a while.
I think that for the first time we are developing quite
good consultation around this. The thinking has
been going on for a year before it has gone out to the
public but there are enormous amounts of decisions
still to be made. What I think is interesting about it is
that in our patch we are faced with serious financial
issues and that is being made absolutely clear to the
population, and what we are discussing is how we
manage that, and that is absolutely right. That seems
to me just so and it is very hard and we have to do it
together.

Q307 Dr Taylor: With the Government talking
about devolution and local decision-making is
there pressure from the Department of Health for
reconfigurations that will save money and perhaps
at the same improve things? Is there pressure or is
devolution real?
Mr Edwards: I am not aware of any direct pressure.
The pressures to reconfigure come from a variety
of sources and the department is not really one of
them. You will be familiar with the Working Time
Directive and changes in medicine. That is a
very interesting question. My experience of
reconfigurations, which is perhaps another debate,
is that they very rarely save money. They may
prevent the need to spend more and they may
release some resources but they are often being
done for reasons not directly connected to financial
pressures. I think actually think there has
been some department nervousness over
reconfigurations over the last five or six years. To
some extent we have had a bit of grant cropping
recently, partly because of that. Far from it really.
The incentives for the department are actually
rather the reverse. They would rather have less
noise than more.

Q308 Dr Taylor: Changes to the consultation
process: you have already said it is vital to start
them before the formal consultation. Are there any
other improvements you could oVer?
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Mr Stout: The key thing on consultation and on
engagement generally, is being clear what you are
engaging on, being very clear what is poor
consultation and what is not and not pretending.
That is the thing that irritates people most, when
they have gone through a whole exercise, taken
personal time to contribute to it and then
discovered that they did not really have any say
whatsoever because that was oV limits. I think the
general rule of doing these things properly is being
as clear as you possibly can be about what it is that
you are willing to talk about and what is beyond
the power of the consultation, if you see what I
mean.

Q309 Dr Taylor: Brian said we were getting better at
listening and not necessarily better at acting on the
results of what we have heard. Is there any chance
that we could improve on acting on what we have
heard at pre-consultation?
Mr Stout: Yes, and I suppose to some extent you can
judge that by the eVectiveness of the consultation
after the pre-consultation phase, if you like. We
should be able detect whether those sorts of
improvements have been made. Can we get better at
it? Yes. Does that mean we respond to every single
point made? No, you are never going to do that, are
you? Consultation is not about responding positively
to every single comment because that is usually
impossible, but having the transparency to
demonstrate that you have listened and fed back your
rationale for the decisions you are making I think
again is part of doing it well. It is not just listening,
noting the comments and then making your decision.
It is listening, noting the comments, responding to the
points and then making your decision. It is fulfilling
that whole cycle.

Q310 Dr Taylor: Transparency, honesty and no spin?
Mr Stout: Yes.

Q311 Chairman: Given that the consultation process
has been gone through down at local level where it
should be with PPIfs or whatever we have in future,
are you happy that the department or politicians in
the department have a right to intervene at a late
stage in this process?
Mr Edwards: They clearly have a right by virtue of
where they are.

Q312 Chairman: Should they have a right?
Mr Edwards: I think the rules that Richard just laid
out are probably quite good ones to apply right the
way up and down the system as well. There have been
some examples where sometimes those interventions
have seemed to run quite counter to both logic and
local opinion and, therefore, I think we should be
asking whoever does intervene to be willing to be held
to account for the same tests about is it fair, is it
logical, is it transparent and is there no spin, which
I think were your words, Richard. That seems to me
to be a sensible test to apply. It is quite diYcult. There
needs to be some arbiter in the system. Sometimes,
however much consultation you do, however much
involvement you have, it is quite likely that in some

cases people will still be substantially dissatisfied with
the decision that you find yourself having to take and
I think some referral up the system is the expectation
one has of working in a system that is funded by the
taxpayer.

Q313 Chairman: An expectation?
Mr Edwards: I think so.

Q314 Chairman: Because it has been around, but you
have also said that it can be illogical from the point
of view of the reconfiguration.
Mr Edwards: I think that is for the independent
panel.

Q315 Chairman: I do not want to put you on the
spot, Nigel. Could you send us an example of where
you believe it has been illogical and maybe the
Committee can comment on whether it is an
expectation and should remain one?
Mr Edwards: I will.

Q316 Chairman: Brian, do you have a view on this?
Dr Fisher: I am not quite sure what you are asking.
If you are asking can you keep politics out of local
decisions the answer is no, I do not think so.

Q317 Chairman: Local decisions have been taken by
all these stakeholders in these local decisions but the
current system has a right, if it wants it to be triggered
by an individual, to intervene in the decision of that
consultation process.
Mr Stout: I think that right comes in when it has been
challenged generally, does it not?

Q318 Chairman: If you are going to close a hospital
ward in Rotherham I would expect I would get to
know about it. There is one about to be closed, for
very good reason, which I wholly support, but if I
did not I would have the right to have a say-so as a
representative. Should I have a further right than that
as a politician? Should I have the right to influence
somebody who has a right to intervene in this process
at a late stage and send it to an independent panel?
That is two rights.
Dr Fisher: Yes, two rights do not make a wrong.

Q319 Chairman: Does it make a right? Is it right?
Mr Stout: You were talking about yourself as a
constituency MP in the first instance and then you
were talking about the Secretary of State in the latter.

Q320 Chairman: But any referral at a late stage in
any hospital reconfiguration is done after all the
process of consultation has taken place and it is done
on the basis of if somebody in the department thinks
it ought to be, not on the basis of this consultation
process that everybody has been involved in, happy
with it or not, or happy with the decision or not. I
am just trying to get a feeling for whether, if people
out there who are involved in it—and particularly,
Nigel, your members are involved in this on an
ongoing basis, as it were,—are happy when they
come to these decisions in consultation with all local
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stakeholders, somebody then has the right to
intervene at a later stage, not that they have done in
the past but should that right continue?
Mr Edwards: Yes, I think I would apply Richard’s
test. I think that, in terms of the legitimacy of the
types of decisions that are being made, having some
kind of challenge if there is a real suspicion that a
mistake has been made, because there have been a
couple of mistakes made in the past, is not such a
bad thing. Taken from an entirely insular provider
perspective, it would be nice to be allowed to do
whatever one liked without any kind of interference
at all. I think the reality here is that everyone
recognises that these are services that are set up to
serve the public and they are funded by the public. I
think the point is that there should be a clear set of
rules about at what point you intervene and that
where possible that intervention should come much
earlier in the process than it currently does. It tends
to be rather late in the day and in some cases
intervention is already in many ways too late because
staV have started to leave, consultant posts cannot be
filled. I can think of one particular example where,
despite the Secretary of State’s intervention, the
service eVectively fell apart and all the Secretary of
State did in that particular case was keep a service
that was probably dangerous continuing to run, so it
did not actually achieve what he had set out to do in
the first place. I think earlier intervention using rules
with the advice of the Independent Review Panel
seems like a good compromise to keep the system not
subject to capricious intervention but subject to some
external scrutiny and some assistance on rigour.

Q321 Chairman: But is that not done already when
people go to law for judicial review against
reconfigurationdecisions?Wehavehadtwo lastyear in

Witnesses: Professor Angela Coulter, Chief Executive, Picker Institute, Ms Frances Hasler, Head of User
and Public Involvement, Commission for Social Care Inspection, and Mr David Wood, Chief Executive,
Attend, gave evidence.

Q323 Chairman: Could I welcome you and apologise
for the lateness of the hour in terms of this session.
It is now good afternoon and not good morning.
Could I ask you individually to say who you are and
the organisation you come from?
Mr Wood: I am David Wood. I am the Chief
Executive of Attend, which is probably best known
as the umbrella body for Leagues of Friends. We are
also leading a partnership of organisations that
support volunteering in the NHS and providers of
training to a huge range of organisations of people
who support volunteers.
Professor Coulter: I am Angela Coulter. I am Chief
Executive of the Picker Institute, which is an
independent research and development charity
which specialises in measuring patients’ experiences
and trying to use that knowledge to improve the
quality of care both at the bottom of the service and
also right up to policy level.
Ms Hasler: I am Frances Hasler. I am the Head of
User and Public Involvement at the Commission for
Social Care Inspection, which is the body that

relation to that,which is eVectivelyan independentway
of challenging it. Is that not the way of challenging the
decision?
Mr Edwards: We challenge the process, whereas what
the Secretary of State and the independent panel
might be doing is saying, “Have you actually got the
right answer here?”. It is quite possible that you could
be judicially reviewed, found that you had an entirely
proper process but had a very bizarre and perverse
solution, so I think it is probably worth thinking
about these two bits of this separately, doing the
proper process and getting the right answer. If the
question is about intervention on whether the answer
is the correct one, many of the interventions have
come too late in the day and could and should be
made significantly earlier. Last minute intervention is
generally unhelpful and on the whole should be
discouraged, but it would be hard for us to argue
from where we sit that the Secretary of State does not
have some rights in this.

Q322 Chairman: I think I hear what you say on
that analysis.
Mr Edwards: With foundation trusts there is a
slightly diVerent settlement, of course, which is that
they have a licence which sets out what they have to
provide and if it is not on the licence then the
Secretary of State cannot direct it, and to some extent
some of these things are being put slightly more
beyond the reach of the intervention powers of the
Secretary of State, and I think that may be helpful.
Chairman: Can I thank you all very much. I am sorry
for the overrun on this. Hopefully, and I know you
heard this earlier, we will have the report out before
the current Bill has passed through all the stages in
Parliament, if not in the House of Commons in the
House of Lords. Thanks again.

performance assesses the social care function of 150
local authorities and inspects and regulates round
about 28,000 registered services.

Q324 Chairman: Could I ask a question to all of you
about the current situation? My postbag as a
constituency MP has far more issues around health
in it, sometimes on what is happening nationally on
health as opposed to what is happening locally on
health, than it does on social care. Is there a danger,
do you think, that the issue about social care is going
to get drowned out when LINks comes into being,
and that inevitably we are going to be dominated by
what dominates the agenda at any one time? Do you
feel there is a danger that this might happen and
could it or should it be avoided?
Ms Hasler: This was a concern for CSCI from the
beginning. We are very much as an organisation
completely driven by what matters to people who
use social care services. One of the reasons why we
are quite enthused about the current plans for LINks
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is that the idea of having a much wider reach-out to
the community and the community development
model that Brian was alluding to before in the sense
that it would not be necessarily a narrow, small
group of people getting involved, means that there is
much more capacity to involve the range of people
who use social care services, and again the idea that
people could dip in and out of active engagement
with the LINks would fit very well with people who
use social care services. There are still some
concerns, I think. One of the things we know is that
a lot of the people who use social care services are the
sorts of people that regularly get left out of rather
more general representations—people with learning
diYculties, older people in residential care homes.
Those sorts of people are quite often passed over in
a more general consultation exercise, so whatever
duties are given to LINks there needs to be a very
strong requirement that all of those equality
dimensions, including things like age and diVerent
sorts of impairment, are part of the duty to go and
reach out to.
Professor Coulter: There is indeed a risk. However,
most service users and patients do not actually make
this distinction. If you start in your inquiries from
where ordinary people start, they do not think about
the divisions between these diVerent organisations
or structures or methods of funding. If LINks are to
have a role in this, and I must say that members of
this Committee have been asking some really good
questions this morning, then I do not think the
answers to most of those questions is LINks.

Q325 Chairman: Which creates a problem, Angela,
I have to tell you, but carry on please.
Professor Coulter: As Frances said, LINks are
supposed to have a broader focus but they are going
to have very tiny resources, they are going to have
very little in the way of support as I see it, and these
issues are so much more important. It is going to be
incumbent on the statutory organisations to make
sure that they go and, for example, consult the
people who are seldom heard, the people who have
multiple needs that span health and social care.
Hopefully LINks will be in there too but I really do
not think LINks are going to be the answer to all
of this.
Mr Wood: The only point I would want to add to
that is that I do not think, from the public and
certainly the volunteers I deal with, that the
perspective would be that there was any distinct
delineation between health and social care. More
traditionally, I think, people see health as hospitals
or GP surgeries, and with the way in which health is
delivered as it moves out into the community people
are increasingly confused. I think it is seen as an
amorphous delivery anyway. Yes, there may be
some issues about things being lost but I do not think
from the general public’s perception that that is
particularly an issue.

Q326 Sandra Gidley: This question is for David
because I want to talk about volunteers. Numbers
are dropping so how do we encourage volunteers to
come forward (a) generally but (b) to take part in
LINks in some way?

Mr Wood: I think that the type of volunteer is
changing and the way volunteers oVer their
volunteering opportunity is changing. Yes, we are
seeing a significant drop in the traditional volunteer.
I am frequently stereotypically described as being in
charge of the jam-and-Jerusalem, twinset-and-
pearls sort of style, and actually there is a huge
amount of volunteering that is going on in diVerent
fields of volunteering but they are not attracted to
the repeat volunteering that happens week after
week on Tuesday at four o’clock, so we have to think
of ways to attract people in a diVerent way. The dip
in and dip out style is very important. I look at my
own volunteering. I volunteer for various things but
I am asked, for want of a better word, to do
consultant volunteering: you go in and you help on
a particular project for a short time. We do not even
call it volunteering; we help. That is what we want to
do, we want to help change things, we want to make
things diVerent. The sort of model you need is quite
flexible in that you will have a core of people who
will be regularly supporting a particular initiative.
What we have heard already today is that the paid
staV support of that is deemed to be important
because people do not necessarily want to do lots of
the boring admin that goes with it, but you also have
a network of people who have lots of skills and
enthusiasm to support diVerent bits of the initiative,
things that press their buttons that they want to get
involved in.

Q327 Sandra Gidley: So it is targeting, and how do
those people know what they want to volunteer for?
One of the problems with the PPIs is that they very
often sit in a remote place and nobody knows they
are there. There are others that do it much better, I
would add. How are volunteers going to engage with
LINks? How do we encourage that? How do they get
to know about it?
Mr Wood: I think there is a huge confusion because
everything is initials, is it not—CHCs, PPIs, PALS,
PFIs? If you are out there in the world and you may
have lots of skills that you want to contribute you do
not understand what all of these are and you do not
know how to engage, so actually what you do is you
just get overload and you switch oV. There is an issue
that we have heard touched on a number of times
today. It is not only about advertising volunteering
opportunities. It is also about raising the awareness
of the public about what the point of LINks and PPI
forums is. What are they there for? What diVerence
do they make? I think that, significantly, people do
not understand that. They just think they are a
group of people who are a bit busybody-ish who are
interfering and they do not see the genuine
contribution and diVerence they can make. I think it
is about an overall awareness and changing things
frequently. In the voluntary sector two or three years
is frequent. It takes a while for people to understand
the change and for volunteers to contribute.
Frequent changes of the nature that we are
experiencing actually put people oV.
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Q328 Sandra Gidley: Would you say that with the
change from CHCs, PPIs, now LINks, there has
been a loss of people because of that or are you
talking about diVerent sorts of change?
Mr Wood: I think there is a loss of understanding, if
that makes sense. People may have understood what
they thought the CHCs did. Whether they did it or
not is another issue. They may also have started to
develop, because I have to say that increasingly we
are seeing some local newspaper bits about what the
PPI forum is saying, and each time you change that,
in terms of it being an opportunity that you might
think you might want to become involved in, you
water down people’s sense of, “Why would I want to
support that?”, because each time you change, in the
volunteer’s view, particularly if they are
volunteering, there is an evaluation that there is
something wrong. It is making a judgment.
Although that may not be the judgment, my whole
experience of working with volunteers is that they
read it as an implied judgment that somehow it is an
evaluation that their volunteering is not good.

Q329 Sandra Gidley: Or that they were wasting
their time?
Mr Wood: Yes.

Q330 Mr Campbell: Professor Coulter, your work is
focused basically on patients rather than public
involvement, so why is it that patients’ involvement
in the past has not been done better?
Professor Coulter: It is diYcult to answer that but I
think the answer probably lies mainly in the
professional realm. What is most important to most
people who use health and social care is the
relationship they have with the people who are
providing them with services. They want quite a
number of things from that, including involvement
and participation. Patients want to be involved in
their own care like most people do. They want
information about what is happening, they want to
be told about the side eVects of their medicines. They
want to be involved in decisions about the best form
of care or treatment for them. They want to have the
options set out for them. They want people to listen
to them, all of those things. That is patient
involvement, that is real participation. We have
heard a lot, and it is an important issue, about the
extent to which people do or do not want to get
involved in hospital friends or in sitting on LINks or
PPI forums or whatever. That is a real problem
because it is only a tiny proportion of the population
that does want that, but actually the vast majority of
the population wants an active involvement in their
own care. I would say to you that I think that is the
starting point for PPI, and I hate the initials but that
is where it should start, and that indeed is where it
starts for most people. As you heard this morning,
one of the impetuses that makes people go and join
a PPI forum, and hopefully in the future a LINk, is
that they have had either a very good or a very bad
experience and they are concerned about other
people either avoiding that bad experience or more
people having the good experience. It is altruism that
motivates people and, thankfully, there is a great

deal of that around still in this country even if there
are barriers to getting involved in formal things. At
the patient level or at the service user level, however,
what we want is a diVerent kind of relationship with
professionals. There is a lot of evidence that in this
country we are doing really badly there. When you
compare the extent of involvement and the extent of
support for involvement that we get in the NHS, it is
worse than in other western developed countries.
This is one of my frustrations with this whole debate.
We focus endlessly on structures. In my view the
abolition of the CHCs was a major mistake because
although they could have been improved, and
indeed they themselves had a review just before they
were abolished to say, “We want to improve and
make ourselves more eVective”, they were abolished
and we have then been reinventing and reinventing
things and we have taken several steps backwards. In
the meantime the thing that is really important to
everybody in the country, which is having a much
more equal partnership relationship with the
professionals that you are dealing with, has not been
looked at at all. People talk about PPI but they
forget about the “p” bit, the patient bit, the first “p”,
and concentrate all the time on the second “p”, and
that is a mistake.
Chairman: I think Sandra is trying to get in here.

Q331 Sandra Gidley: Yes. I agree wholeheartedly
with what you are saying but what you are talking
about in many respects is the individual
relationships that form your experience, which is
something that, whatever structure we put in place,
we will never address.
Professor Coulter: I want to disagree with that.

Q332 Sandra Gidley: Do please, but it seems to me
that for the problems you are describing the solution
is way back. It is in training and attitudes of health
professionals to the patient, not something that we
can deal with easily once people have entrenched
ideas.
Professor Coulter: That is where I disagree. In fact,
yesterday the Government published a White Paper,
which is one important step towards dealing with
that, and that was about the regulations for health
professions and the introduction of regular
recertification, for example, especially if that
includes patient feedback on their experiences,
which we were assured by the Chief Medical OYcer
it does. That is exactly the kind of mechanism that
could make a big diVerence to everybody’s
experience and arguably a much bigger diVerence
than setting up yet another new set of committees.

Q333 Mr Campbell: Will LINks improve it?
Professor Coulter: Will LINks improve it?

Q334 Mr Campbell: That is not what you said first
oV, of course, but I have got it down here so I have
got to ask you anyway.
Professor Coulter: I think LINks could make a
diVerence to this area that I am focusing on, which
is the individual relationship, but I think what
LINks will have to be aware of—and I am sure they
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will be aware of because certainly the PPI forums are
and you heard it again this morning—is that they
tend to come from a very small sector of society. It
is the people who have the time. Other people with
more problems in their lives just do not have time to
sit on committees or to do some research into what
patients think about their practices or whatever.
That does not matter. It is really great that we have
got those people who are willing to sit on these
committees but they need to make sure that they are
in touch with everybody else who is never going to
come anywhere near a LINk, who would rather die
than be on a committee, and the way we need to do
that is to be provided, because I do not think they
can gather it themselves; I think it is not feasible,
with good information and good data on what those
other people think.

Q335 Mr Campbell: That was my second question,
by the way, will they collect that sort of data and use
it wisely?
Professor Coulter: I do not think they should collect
it. I think it would be a terrible waste of time to have
them collecting it because it already exists. For
example, in this country, which is unique in the
world, we have a national patients’ survey
programme. Every single NHS organisation has to
survey their patients on an annual basis. There is
quite a bit of public money spent on that programme
and it is terribly badly used. Some of the PPI forums
know about it and use it rather eVectively because
they take the results for the particular trust or
organisation they are interested in and say to the
chief executive and the board, “Here are some things
you are doing well, here are some things you are
doing badly, what are you going to do about the
things you are doing badly?” That should be their
role. In those surveys what we see is that time and
time again patients are saying, “I didn’t have enough
say in decisions about my care. Nobody told me
about the side-eVects of my medicines. I wasn’t given
well co-ordinated care when I was leaving hospital.
The GP kept me waiting for hours”. Those are the
kinds of things that when you have it across the
whole country, and these are huge surveys, we have
got data on more than a million patients, you have a
really good starting point for having a constructive
discussion, hopefully, with the organisations you are
looking at. Since those surveys get quite a good
response rate, including from the groups who, as I
say, would not dream of coming to a committee,
from people in disadvantaged groups, people from
minority ethnic groups and so on, they are all
represented in these surveys, there is a lot of meat
there that can be used to ensure that the LINks have
access to a much wider view than they are ever going
to be able to be in touch with face-to-face.

Q336 Mr Campbell: So all these surveys of patients,
and data on patients, going to LINks would be a
complete waste of time?
Professor Coulter: No, I am saying they all must go
to LINks. I am saying that LINks should not do
them themselves because they are already done and
paid for.

Q337 Mr Amess: It is a shame really you have been
allocated this particular session, I blame the clerk
really because, Professor Coulter, when you said
that we were asking the right questions but LINks
were not the answer, I thought that was marvellous,
and I wholeheartedly agree with what you said
about CHCs, so why we are really continuing with
the questions I do not know. Mr Wood, how can
LINks ensure that contributors’ views are put across
properly? Is there any need for some kind of
facilitator role within LINks?
Mr Wood: I think it depends on the sort of people
you want involved in LINks. If we genuinely want to
engage a broad cross-section of the community, if we
want to have professionals, people who are busy,
oVering their expertise into these particular groups
then I think you are going to need some sort of
facilitation to make it work. I think I already alluded
to the fact that increasingly people want to see basic
admin duties done for them. There was a time when
we had a fiercely independent voluntary sector who
fought oV any concept of a paid member of staV
working with a group of volunteers, but increasingly
we are seeing much greater professionalisation of
that role to make sure that people’s contributions
are properly valued, any issues they might have are
taken account of, so a proper contribution. To do
what we really want them to do, which is perhaps
bring their expertise to the table, so that happens we
increasingly need to have that facilitated in some
way, shape or form.

Q338 Mr Amess: I am sure you are right, a paid
person will be needed to pull this all together.
Ladies, are there other types of training needed for
those who are involved in LINks and have you got
any ideas how this could possibly be done?
Ms Hasler: The facilitation that is needed, and
whether it is training I do not know, is helping to
map people through what can be changed and how
it can be changed. A lot of people know what they
want to be diVerent in what they are getting,
certainly in social care circles people have quite
strong ideas about what they like and they do not
like, but what they do not really know because it is
not very simple is what are the levers of power, what
makes things change and what is stopping things
changing because sometimes it is local policy,
sometimes national policy that is the sticking point.
One of the functions of a LINk as far as I can see is to
help people to have a place where they can sort that
particular one out and they can know where they are
going. Certainly in social care changes have come
about because people who use the service have said,
“We don’t like what we have got, we can think of
something better” and then they have to work out
how they can make that happen. Some of those have
now become mainstream ideas. Direct payments
was one that was developed by disabled people and
is now a mainstream government policy.
Individualised budgets, a very similar notion, was
developed by the parents of people with severe
learning diYculties and it is now becoming
mainstream social care policy. What has made it go
in both cases is a few people who have helped those
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people with those ideas and passion to do something
diVerently to direct their passion at the place where
the change could happen. To me that is one of the
things that LINks should be doing. Sometimes
surveys are what you need to get a sense of where
you should be going but you could have done
surveys for years and years and not come up with
direct payments as your answer. Letting people do it
and try it and showing that it worked was the way
forward. Some of the things that LINks should be
involved in should be shortening those lines of
communication between people who use services
and want to have a say in them and want to change
them and the people who can enable those things to
happen. I see that as the bridging. There may be
some training. Taking part in committees is a real
minority sport, so some people will want to do that
and are very good at it but other people will want to
do what they see as more practical things. There are
lots of people already doing all sorts of things in the
voluntary sector and what they want to be able to do
is to link that up to what is happening locally that
they can influence.

Q339 Mr Amess: We hate committee work!
Professor Coulter, given your scepticism could you
possibly come up with any training ideas?
Professor Coulter: Yes. I agree very much with what
Frances said in answer to this but I think co-
ordination is more important. One of my concerns is
that the LINks will all be terribly fragmented. We
already have a huge number of patients’
organisations, for example, but the whole scene is
fantastically fragmented. I think they will need to get
together with others, both to maintain their
strengths, to help them develop creative ideas that
might, for example, lead to real service
developments, which is very important, but also
because sometimes they need to perhaps lobby you
and need to exert some influence at a policy level and
if they just remain fragmented that is not going to
happen.

Q340 Mr Amess: You do not see yourself as a
trainer?
Professor Coulter: As a trainer of LINks? Certainly
in the Picker Institute we have indeed worked with
patient and public involvement forums to help them.
For example, we can help them with what the
evidence says about what works and what does not
work, about what patients say to us because we are
doing research with patients all the time. We are very
happy to do some of that but we could not do it for
all of them.

Q341 Dr Naysmith: The LINks proposals involve
the relatively new idea of having external hosts for
what are at the moment rather nebulous
organisations but it is definitely there that that is the
proposal. This has raised the prospect of potential
conflicts of interest. How can this be avoided if, for
example, social care providers are encouraged to act
as hosts? Do you think that is a danger? Frances?

Ms Hasler: You would need to be able to build some
very eVective Chinese walls if it were provider
organisations that were taking on this role, but there
are lots of examples within the voluntary sector. The
voluntary sector is quite good at being both a
provider and a lobbyist, it is part of the tradition
within the voluntary sector. People in the sector who
have both of those roles are very clear when they are
doing one thing and when they are doing another.
There are various models where diVerent sorts of
voluntary organisations have acted as a host or a
hub for places. The Council for Voluntary Services
model is one that already exists where many CVSs
will provide a home for all sorts of activity within a
particular locality, so there is one model that is
already there. For example, in this borough the CVS
used to provide a home to the Health and Social
Care Forum that existed. There are ways that can be
set up. There are a number of social enterprise
providers now that are in the business of this sort of
work, broadly speaking you could call it advocacy,
I suppose, and a number of them are interested in
this sort of a role. I think there will be ways of
commissioning this in a way that does remove
conflicts of interest and generally speaking we would
have to make it absolutely clear that if you were a
service provider organisation as well as an advocate
organisation that was a clear and above board and
on the table issue. People in all sorts of places have
to declare an interest.

Q342 Dr Naysmith: Do you think having the
administration located in an organisation like that
provides any benefits rather than a forum or a PPI
having its own secretariat and so on?
Ms Hasler: It ought to provide benefits of
continuity. One of the things about setting up lots
and lots of small independent organisations,
independent of any other organisation, is that you
do not get any of the benefit of using the expertise of
the bigger body, or you have to go out and shop for
it, if you like. One of the ideas of thinking that LINks
would be hosted by existing organisations was it is
just a lot easier to get something oV the ground if you
have got a solid base for it and you are not having to
go out and create it. We have heard a lot already
about the diYculties of having to keep on creating
and recreating organisations and I think everybody
would recognise that. Certainly the loss of impetus
from voluntary board members when they have
worked really hard to set something up and then it
has stopped, I know from my own experience, is very
real. LINks need to be created in a way that can be
pretty fast oV the ground and going and people
seeing a result for their input, I hope.

Q343 Dr Naysmith: David, you have probably got
experience of this sort of thing.
Mr Wood: Yes. One of the things I would say from
inside the voluntary and community sector is we can
very often suVer from what I would describe as
“mission drift” because we chase after money. In
anything we are setting up there would have to be a
proven track record, a history of working in the area,
all those things, a rigorous selection method is going
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to be important. We have already heard today about
some of the issues where perhaps selection has not
been as good as it might have been. Anything that is
done with LINks is going to have to hit the ground
fast and eVectively because you cannot mess about
for a couple of years and then find you have chosen
the wrong one. I would certainly make those as
overriders. In terms of conflicts of interest, I am
thinking of the sorts of organisations that might
have a conflict of interest and I would overplay on
top of that the mission drift: are they a provider who
has suddenly decided to become a host organisation
for a reason which may be financially driven? I
would want people to have some proven track
record or proven experience if they were going to
become a host organisation. I would have thought
that would remove a lot of the possibility of conflict
of interest.

Q344 Dr Naysmith: So you think that could be a
danger if what you are suggesting does not happen?
Mr Wood: Yes.

Q345 Dr Naysmith: It is not really a patients’
question but do you have anything to add?
Professor Coulter: I think the big problem is going to
come with commissioning. If there is a real hope that
LINks are going to have an influence on
commissioning, and I would imagine that ought to
be one of their most important functions, then there
are real potentials for conflicts of interest, yes,
depending on who the host organisations are. This is
the actual model for PPI forums and it has not
worked brilliantly, so it is going to be terribly
important that the lessons from the PPI forums are
learned and avoided with LINks.

Q346 Dr Taylor: This is really to Frances. We have
heard a lot about rights of access, or the opposite,
and in your written submission you were very, very
cautious about rights of access. Can you expand on
that a little bit?
Ms Hasler: Yes. We expressed caution rather than
opposition because it is about how it is done and why
it is done rather than saying there should be no rights
at all for people other than ourselves to be going in.
Social care takes place in people’s homes, either in a
residential care home or in their own private homes,
which is very diVerent from the vast majority of
healthcare that people have been talking about
today which takes place in public spaces, so one of
our concerns was the absolute control of this ought
to rest with the people whose homes are being talked
about. It is very important that you can control who
comes in and out of your house and have a choice.
At the moment, inspectors are able to go into what
are eVectively people’s homes, residential care
homes, under a very well-defined brief. Inspectors
have got particular powers for particular reasons
and they are very well-defined. One of our concerns
is what we have seen at the moment in proposals for
LINks is not particularly well-defined. The other
concern is we are working very hard in CSCI to fulfil
the aims of government of actually making
regulation simpler and perhaps lighter touch. We are

a bit concerned about anything that is going to look
and feel to providers like more inspection. In the
proposals that we had seen it was not very clear how
this would look and feel diVerent from inspection
from the provider viewpoint, or indeed sometimes
from the viewpoint of people who live in care homes.
One of the things we know from talking to people is
that they can quite often feel they are the ones who
are being examined when someone goes in.
Although that is not the intention of inspection it
can often feel that way, and we are working quite
hard to try and make it not feel that way when we do
our work. It was a real concern that we had not got
clarity about the parameters of this and how it would
be diVerentiated from what we do. We think that
institutions that are open to lots and lots of
community involvement are safer, better
institutions; closed institutions can be places where
we do not know that people are safe. It is not saying
that people should not be able to go, particularly at
the invitation of people who live in services, to visit
and to find out their views, but it is about being very,
very clear about why they are going. We have
introduced what we call “experts by experience”
who are people who have experience of using social
care services who go along with the inspector as part
of the inspection process and they can give a very
good view of the service. Importantly, they are also
able to give voice to the people in those services in a
very direct way. If we could develop more things
along those sorts of lines we would feel a bit more
reassured but we have not seen anything like that in
the proposals thus far. It was not about having that
expert by experience voice, which is what we would
be supporting.

Q347 Dr Taylor: Are your experts by experience the
successors of the lay inspectors you used to have or
do you still have lay inspectors?
Ms Hasler: We do not have any lay inspectors who
are not experts by experience, if you see what I mean.

Q348 Dr Taylor: Experts by experience are by
definition lay people?
Ms Hasler: Yes, they are people whose qualification
for working with us as far as we are concerned is they
have some experience of using a social care service
and they want to work with us to help improve
services, so they are people with learning diYculties,
they are older people, people with physical
disabilities, carers of older and disabled people in
some cases, who will join particular parts of the
inspection process so that they can talk to people
who use services, sometimes they assess the
information that is provided to people who use
services, and when doing residential care they will be
looking at the environment and talking to people
about how they experience the environment of the
service. They are doing something very similar to the
lay assessors, it is not a dissimilar role, but there are
bits of it that are diVerent. The way that we use their
reports, for example, is diVerent.

Q349 Dr Taylor: The residents would find them
easier to talk to than the inspectors themselves?
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Ms Hasler: That is what some of the residents have
said to us. We evaluated this work when we piloted
and one of the comments was, “Thank you for
sending someone who understands me”. A number
of the experts by experience are really good
communicators. For example, a number of them as
a habit just carry around picture-based
communication cards for people who have learning
diYculties, or some of the people with sensory
impairment who go in have got their own
communication aids. Going into an older people’s
home that is not particularly set up for sensory
impairment, sometimes the staV do not know what
the state of the art stuV is and if somebody goes in
from the community with state of the art
communication equipment, that is really valuable to
the people who live there and to the staV because
then they can find out about it.

Q350 Dr Taylor: One of the points that our first
group of witnesses made was that it was very useful
for staV to have people they could talk to who were
not part of the oYcial inspection structure. Is there
anything similar in social care or could LINks
members fill that gap, if it is a gap?
Ms Hasler: There are a number of routes for staV to
raise concerns already. In our own work we do talk
to staV and the experts by experience sometimes talk
to staV as well. From my perspective LINks would
not necessarily be representing the staV viewpoint. I
do think there are a number of bodies that do
represent the staV viewpoint and individual
members of staV have got very many diVerent routes
into raising a concern or giving feedback on how the
services are run. What I would hope is when we are
talking about reconfiguring services, staV have got a
voice in that. Particularly frontline staV know a lot
of what works and what does not work and a well
run service will use the intelligence from their staV to
help them model what is going to work. I would
hope there are good routes but I am not certain
LINks are the right focus for that.

Q351 Dr Naysmith: I do not think the witnesses we
had earlier were suggesting it was staV concerns
about their conditions, it was things that people had

been recommending would be improvements for
patients that were not getting appropriate attention
and they had already raised them perhaps and this
gave them an extra way of making sure that
something happened.
Ms Hasler: I would hope that LINks are taking the
ideas and intelligence from a wide part of the
community and from the staV if they see themselves
as part of that general feed-in. I think it would be
strange if a LINk said “We are not going to listen to
what you have got to say because you work in a
service” because frontline staV have very often got a
lot of very, very good information. I would not
privilege their view above the people who use their
services because, coming back to your conflict of
interest point, there are also evident conflicts of
interest sometimes when change is being mooted if
staV do not see that as being in their particular
interest. You need to be able to have something that
is very clear, that LINk is there to speak for the
people who use the services and the general public. I
do think staV have got other sorts of mechanisms to
put their side of what they want. I agree, when
people have got ideas to feed in I would like to have
them from everywhere.

Q352 Dr Taylor: Just to finish, I think you said it
might be possible for residents to invite LINks in.
Ms Hasler: I would like to hope it would be. Again,
in open institutions, and many, many care homes are
very open to the local community and very vibrant,
and sometimes you go to some care homes and no-
one is at home because they are all out doing things
in their local community, in those sorts of places
there are already good links. I would hope people
who live in care homes would sometimes want to
influence the commissioners of services through the
LINk and that is one way they can do it.
Chairman: Could I thank you all very much indeed
and, once again, apologise for the lateness of the
hour. I do not know whether it is going to have an
influence or not on the legislation that is currently
going through Parliament but we are certainly
hoping to have our report published before it
finishes its journey through Parliament and it may
indeed influence what is likely to take place. Thank
you very much indeed.
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Q353 Chairman: Good morning. Could I welcome
you to what is our fourth evidence session of our
inquiry into patient and public involvement in the
NHS. I wonder if I could ask you to give us your
names and the positions that you hold, please.
Ms Morris: Yes, I am Candy Morris. I am the Chief
Executive of the South East Coast Strategic Health
Authority.
Mr Stein: My name is Richard Stein. I am a solicitor
and partner with the firm of Leigh Day & Company,
based in Clerkenwell.

Q354 Chairman: Welcome. If I could ask a question
of both of you, could you provide examples where
public consultation under sections 7 and 11 have
been done well and some where they have been
done badly?
Ms Morris: In terms of an example where I think it
has been done in a first-class way, the development
of a service model and changes to services for renal
and vascular users across the whole of Kent and
Medway was a first-class example of sections 7 and
11.
Mr Stein: Unfortunately, I do not have any
examples of where it has been done well, and that
is not—

Q355 Chairman: Your involvement is a bit of a way
down the road from that.
Mr Stein: That is not because I am claiming that
none of them is done well, but obviously for people
to come to a solicitor to tell the solicitor that they
want the most strenuous arguments to be made
about how well something has been done just does
not happen, so, if I seem rather negative, that is just
the perspective I get from where I sit.

Q356 Chairman: So when consultation is done
badly, is it due to a lack of will, a lack of skills or a
deliberate attempt to manipulate the result? What
are the critical factors for eVective consultation?
Mr Stein: I have been involved in examples of all of
those. There are examples where, in the excitement
usually of some awful budget crisis which has just
been discovered or some nice person from the
Strategic Health Authority or Department of Health
cutting a chunk out of the budget, there is a
response, “We need to do something now”, without
thinking, without doing anything and drastic
changes are made, so those are the first category,
without thinking. There are some where it is much

more manipulative where there is a feeling, from
where I sit at least, that it seems as though the views
of the public really are not going to be welcome, “It
is clear that the views of the public are not going to
help because we already know what we want to do,
and we just have to find a way of getting through the
process without shaking up the local community too
much”. Then the third situation is where possibly
there is a lack of understanding, there is an attempt
to engage, but a lack of understanding of what is
required and, in a way, I think those are the most
interesting ones because they are the ones where
people might feel unhappy that, despite having tried,
they were later criticised for having got it wrong.

Q357 Chairman: Candy, could I ask you what you
think the critical factors are in eVective
consultation?
Ms Morris: It needs to be genuine, it needs to be
respectful in terms of dialogue between all parties,
patients, the public, clinicians, managers, and local
government, so a genuine dialogue with a respectful
exchange of views, working through the evidence
together and trying to find mutual solutions together
as opposed to going in with a predetermined answer,
so everyone being open to change and learning and
taking time during the pre-consultation period,
during the discussion and pre-consultation, actually
to work with people hard, and this is hard work, to
develop that approach, to have evidence of where
people have changed following listening and to
design a process of communication and engagement
together as opposed to telling people what the
process is.

Q358 Chairman: Do you think that there is any sort
of pressure from above, from the Department, in
terms of doing consultation well because it does look
like a bit of a patchwork quilt when we look around
at where there have been serious question marks
about the consultation? Is it because it is not driven
down from the top, as it were?
Ms Morris: As far as I am concerned, the Strategic
Health Authority is the overall leader of their local
community, so in my case across Kent, Surrey and
Sussex, and it has the prime responsibility to ensure
that Primary Care Trusts and those with whom they
work have really eVective arrangements in place not
simply for major consultation exercises, but for
living and breathing public and patient engagement,
so working with people every single day for small
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changes and for big changes, so I see that as one of
our key roles, and some things work well and we are
learning all the time how to do it better.
Mr Stein: If I could say something about that,
unfortunately, obviously only in the limited
circumstances I am aware of, that is not the
experience, and I think that is important because it
means that the public do not necessarily feel that an
appeal to the Secretary of State or through the
process of referrals to the Secretary of State that they
are going to get any change on what has happened
with the local acute or Primary Care Trust. In my
experience, if things have ever come to court, the
Department is there backing up what has been done
on the ground willy-nilly. I know you are aware of
the example in Derbyshire last year around the GP
practice in Langwith and Creswell where it was clear
that the need to involve the community was one
which the community themselves had been crying
out for which was not done. That would seem
exactly the kind of case where one would hope that
the Strategic Health Authority or the Department of
Health would have said, “Hey, this is a good
example where better practice would have been so
and so”. Rather than that, they were in court doing
everything that they could do to try and bolster what
had happened locally, so, from my perspective, they
are all in it together and there is not really a pressure
to introduce, to support or encourage that culture of
involving patients through the whole process.

Q359 Mr Amess: Ms Morris, we understand that the
recent public consultation in your area highlighted
the negative eVect the discussion document had on
staV morale and apparently it greatly upset the local
residents. Do you accept that and, if you do accept
it, in hindsight how do you think you could have
conducted the whole process in a better way?
Ms Morris: Let me say, first of all, that at the
moment public consultation in my area has not
started, so we are still, and have been for the past 12
months or so, in a very extensive discussion,
engagement and pre-consultation phase in
accordance with section 11 through a whole series of
arrangements with stakeholder forums, working
with local people and staV through co-design events
and through deliberative events. To return to your
point about the discussion document and so on, one
of the eVects of section 11, however well it is
undertaken, is that engaging rightly patients and
staV, communities, local government, voluntary
groups and so on right from the beginning of a
process which lays out the reasons why change might
need to happen, what the benefits are, what the risks
are and trying to work together on solutions over a
long period of time means that everything is out on
the table and nothing is oV the table for a long period
of time, so it is not possible right at the beginning to
say, “But of course this place will be all right”, or,
“Of course that place will be all right”, because,
otherwise, you are not actually undertaking section
11 properly. Many people welcomed the discussion
document, I have to say, and I think it is a
consequence of engaging properly rather than
improperly.

Q360 Mr Amess: So how do you respond to the
charge that a number of people feel that you are just
paying lip service to this whole process, their views
are not going to be listened to and in fact minds have
already been made up?
Ms Morris: The evidence, and I think the evidence I
submitted included some quotes from people who
had been involved in some of the co-design events,
deliberative events and so on, is that those people
who are directly involved do feel listened to, do
welcome the opportunity to understand the issues,
to be listened to, to have the dialogue. There is
evidence in the past that some consultation has had
one predetermined answer. The case in Surrey and
Sussex is simply not that. Even where there might be
agreement on service models or on clinical models
for change, there will be a whole range of ways in
which those service models and clinical models could
be provided, so consultation will be genuine and
people will be listened to, but the important point is
that that is the end of the process and the 12 months
before that of working with people is the absolutely
critical stage of a section 11 arrangement.

Q361 Dr Naysmith: Sometimes there is a situation
where you are consulting where there is going to be
a loser at the end of it almost inevitably if you are
talking about merging two clinics or something or
two units and one side is going to be left without
something that it has currently got, so right from the
start there are going to be people who feel that they
are going to lose out. Then, at the end of the
consultation, what they then do is pick over
everything that has happened in the consultation
and try to find fault with it. Now, that seems to me
inevitable, although not all of them are like that of
course and sometimes you are talking about
expanding services and so on, but in that situation
how can you cope with that and how can you make
absolutely certain that does not happen?
Ms Morris: I do not think anyone can make
absolutely certain across a community, and let us
talk about West Sussex, for example, of three-
quarters of a million people, that everyone is going
to feel at the conclusion that this is better for them
as an individual. The important part of the work in
all of the engagement and laying out the evidence,
the tensions and the choices that people have to
make is working with people not only as individuals,
but as citizens, so with civic responsibilities for the
wider community for what will provide the best of
health, great care and great value for money as a
taxpayer across the whole of a particular
community, being able to work through what is
acceptable, what is aVordable, what is clinically
sustainable and so on. Our experience is that, if you
actually have a well-informed, collective dialogue,
by which I do not mean the didactic approach,
people have great contributions and suggestions to
make for how things might be better, but they also
understand the sorts of trade-oVs that need to be
made to get great care for three-quarters of a million
people which is clinically sustainable, aVordable and
acceptable.
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Dr Taylor: I think I should probably inform the
Committee, Mr Chairman, that I was closely
involved with Richard way back in 1998 after the
absolute mockery of the consultation that took place
in Worcestershire.
Jim Dowd: A lawyer and a doctor!

Q362 Dr Taylor: Really my question is: why did
section 11 come in, what is the point of it, is it to
make the best decision, is it to make the least-
unpopular decision, is it to improve confidence in the
NHS? General comments, why did it come in?
Mr Stein: Well, I think it came in because there was
an understanding that consultation in the old sense
was an incredibly frustrating process for people on
the receiving end. There would be huddles of public
servants working out the kind of answer they wanted
and then the best time, usually over Christmas or the
summer holidays, to sneak out the consultation and
then get the right answer. What, I think, section 11
helped to do, and the way I have characterised it in
my evidence, was I think there was real optimism
around the Millennium that, with all the new money
going into the NHS, there was actually going to be
a hope that people would feel positive about it, they
would be able to feel engaged with changes which
were going to be delivering what they needed,
wanted, expected and hoped for. In that climate, to
say, “We want patients not only to be given an
opportunity to comment at the very end”, when it
was too late to do anything, “but to be engaged in
the process as a whole” was something which could
be very positive because it would improve the service
itself, but it would also make people feel, as they had
done with the NHS when it was created, that it was
theirs, they shared it and they owned it in some kind
of way, so that was, I think, the basis on which, in a
completely laudable way, the provision came in. It is
very general as a provision, it is almost idealistic and
it could be argued that it is naı£ve, but I am really
pleased to hear that people working in the NHS feel
that it is possible. When it gets more diYcult is when
you do not want to hear what the people have to say
because you know that they are not going to tell you
that they like any of the things that you are
proposing.

Q363 Dr Taylor: So, in a way, you thought that it
was brought in in a mood of optimism when there
was plenty of money about and nobody thought
they would have to make diYcult decisions?
Mr Stein: No, not that there would not be diYcult
decisions, but that they would be in a climate where
they were positive. Clearly, there would always have
to be choices, but they would not feel like the kind of
choices that are made in a crisis. I was doing these
consultation cases, like the one in Kidderminster
and earlier in the 1990s, and there was a period when
I was not involved in any of them at all, but now I
am just completely inundated by communities really
so worried about what is happening to their NHS.
They feel that it is being sort of destroyed from
around them and they just do not know what to do
about that.

Ms Morris: I have a slightly diVerent take on it. My
view is that, as patients, as local residents and as
taxpayers, the public and patients have both a right
and a responsibility to contribute to their future and
their children’s future and how their money is spent
in the most fair and wise way for themselves and for
the wider community, so I believe that. I believe also
that, as a public servant, I have a responsibility, as
does every public servant, to enable that to happen
in a really strong and purposeful way. Before section
11 came in and now, in a single organisation, in a
single hospital, there will be some fantastic examples
of where there has been really good work directly
with patients, changing the model of care, listening
to people, altering things and so on, loads of
examples, and I shared some of those with you in my
evidence, but in the same organisation you will find
something completely diVerent. Therefore, section
11, by giving that duty, has ensured that we all up
our game and that in the Strategic Health Authority
I can performance-manage and I can develop the
capability and capacity to eventually get everyone to
the level of the best.

Q364 Dr Taylor: Richard, you pointed us to the
document Strengthening Accountability, so do you
really think that the law and the guidance has been
absolutely clear on what should happen with section
11 consultation?
Mr Stein: I think that the trouble with section 11
itself is that, when you get the Department of Health
lawyers in court picking through it and trying to
make it say that it does not cover things like the GP
contracting process in Derbyshire or currently that
it does not cover the need to consult about
introducing an ISTC as part of a development in the
Bristol area, then you could say that it is not clear,
but the intentions are very clear from the guidance. I
have been in really extraordinary situations, usually
when I am trying to disagree with government
representatives, where they rely on their guidance
for the interpretation of the legislation. What
happened here in the case last summer in Derbyshire
was that they were saying, “We don’t need to look at
the guidance. The guidance doesn’t help”. Now,
what they mean is that the guidance gives the wrong
slant on where they now want the legislation to be
which is restrictive rather than expansive, but I think
it is very clear. I think it means that the spirit that
Candy was talking about is that you do not start to
say, “How can I avoid having the public involved?”,
but you try and work to involve them in your work.
In that climate, there might be marginal things that
you do not involve people in, but I have never been
approached by somebody who wants to challenge an
insignificant change in the NHS. Almost by
definition, if they are insignificant, then they are not
concerning people.
Dr Taylor: I just want to read out one sentence from
it which really puts it all into perspective, I think:
“The overall aim of section 11 is to make sure
patients and the public are involved and consulted
from the very beginning of any process to develop
health services or change how they operate. This will
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lead to patient-centred care and improvements in the
patients’ experience”, so thanks for pointing that out
because I think that has it all really.

Q365 Chairman: Candy, do you think, not as a
lawyer but in your position, that actually section 11
is clear and the guidance is clear?
Ms Morris: Yes, I do, and the reason I do is the
emphasis really on the word “planning”. As
communities and citizens as well as patients who
directly experience healthcare are involved with
Primary Care Trusts and indeed with local
government in commissioning services, so planning
the services for the future as well as for today, then
that covers everything. It covers the ISTCs and it
covers the whole caboodle about what the future
best arrangement for improving health and
healthcare should be, so I think it covers everything.

Q366 Dr Naysmith: The thing about ISTCs is that
they come from the centre rather than from the
Strategic Health Authority. Is that not right? Is that
not the case?
Ms Morris: Certainly phase one and phase two of
the ISCT programme was nationally commissioned,
that is certainly the case.

Q367 Dr Naysmith: The point is that the local
changes tend to be run by the Strategic Health
Authority or the local health community, whereas
ISTCs, where would they fit in?
Ms Morris: But they were commissioned in
discussion with local Primary Care Trusts and the
strategic health authority, they did not just suddenly
appear, so there was dialogue locally about whether
or not additional capacity was needed.

Q368 Dr Naysmith: Do you think individual ISTCs
are discussed with the local health community?
Ms Morris: Sorry?

Q369 Dr Naysmith: Do you think the individual
ISTCs, not just the national plan for them, are
discussed with local health communities, or should
be?
Ms Morris: I am not sure they were in phase one
adequately. As always, the NHS is a real mosaic of
good and less good practice, so I know, from my
own experience, that there was good local discussion
in some parts of the South East Coast and in other
parts there was less good discussion with the public
and patients as well as with local GPs and others
about them, so, as always, people have learnt from
that, and it is having this as part of daily life and
always talking through what the opportunities
might be.
Mr Stein: As you, Chairman, will be aware, there is
a case currently involving this very question in front
of the courts—

Q370 Dr Naysmith: I am going to avoid talking
about Bristol because I am a Bristol MP.

Mr Stein: Well, my understanding was that,
provided we talked about the policy of the Secretary
of State and how that was applied rather than in any
way looking—

Q371 Chairman: If you want to talk about the
ministerial decision in relation to that case, Richard,
then that is fine, but I would not want you to go
beyond that.
Mr Stein: I think the point is very important, given
I understand your Committee has looked at ISTCs
and one of your concerns is the lack of consultation
on them and then the comment from the Minister in
response that there would be consultation. The
position here is that there was development of a plan
for the healthcare in the whole of Bristol and there
were big disagreements about how it ought to be. At
the time, unbeknownst to anybody, there were these
plans for a range of ISTCs to be developed in the
Bristol area and there was no consultation on them.
In fact, my understanding is that the view that
Candy has taken is one that was canvassed, but the
clear direction came from the Minister that one does
not consult before the conclusion of the contract on
ISTCs. I think that is wrong in law, but the reason
why it is important that it is also wrong in policy
terms is that clearly, even though the ISTCs might be
commissioned at a national level by the Department
of Health, the way that they impact on the provision
of healthcare is obviously local. For example, in the
Frenchay case, the Minister previously said that he
was happy that the way the service was going to be
delivered, with a downgrading of this hospital, was
all right, and that was without any mention of the
ISTC being involved. Now, I do not know whether
that meant that the Minister had considered the
ISTC as part of the picture, but the local health
people and the stakeholders had no idea about the
ISTC and, given the impact it would have on all the
other local healthcare facilities, I think it is caught by
section 11 and, if there is any realistic involvement of
patients, it must be caught by section 11.
Ms Morris: I am not going to talk obviously about
the specific example about which I know nothing
anyway, but I think what, amongst other things, it
highlights and it goes back to is this importance of
section 11 relating to planning and commissioning.
At the moment, the private sector, for all sorts of
things, and Boots could set something up tomorrow,
is without the same sort of section 11 and section 7
responsibilities that the public sector has, so I am
just pointing out that dichotomy of why the
involvement of people in commissioning, practice-
based commissioning in Primary Care Trusts, is so
important for the planning of services.

Q372 Charlotte Atkins: I would like to go back to the
case that Richard raised about the GP surgery in
Derbyshire where the contract was originally
awarded to the US-based United Health Europe in
early 2006. First of all, could I ask, Candy, whether
you think that should have been caught under
section 11 and whether, under the revised section 11,
you would expect that a change like that should
involve public consultation?
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Ms Morris: In terms of section 11, my view is that,
working with local people, GPs and so on, section 11
actually applies to all those sorts of situations.
Formal consultation under section 7 is a diVerent
matter. There is a question in my mind, which I have
not got an answer to, of where the bar is set for
section 7, if I can put it that way, because section 11
is really applied in a first-class way as normal life
because things change every single day in the NHS,
so then in a way section 7 becomes less necessary,
except maybe for the really major proposed changes.

Q373 Charlotte Atkins: For instance, the
reconfiguration of PCTs, that did not involve section
11, did it? It was completely exempted and there was
no requirement, as such, to impose section 11 in that
situation.
Ms Morris: It was viewed purely as an
organisational change with no impact on services.

Q374 Charlotte Atkins: Which is plainly ridiculous
in a situation in my patch, for instance, where the
proposal was to have six PCTs merged into a super,
StaVordshire-wide PCT. Clearly that would have an
impact on services.
Ms Morris: I cannot comment on your patch.

Q375 Charlotte Atkins: No, but if you had a mega-
change like that, then it would not just be
administrative, it would actually have an impact on
services, would it not, and, therefore, it should be a
section 11 situation?
Ms Morris: In fact, although it was not formally
done under section 11, there was quite wide
consultation on the organisational change.

Q376 Charlotte Atkins: Sure.
Ms Morris: If you go right back to it, anything I do
from minute to minute could have some sort of
impact on services today, tomorrow, directly or
indirectly, so there is a judgement call as to the
nature of that.

Q377 Charlotte Atkins: Also in fact with things you
do not do as well. I understand that in the
Derbyshire GP case, actually one of the surgeries
had been empty for some years, so actually the
people locally were not getting a service from that
GP. Is that what you understand, Richard?
Mr Stein: I think the ones that were currently being
operated were notionally open, although, if you had
looked at the building, you would not have
guessed it.

Q378 Chairman: My understanding is that one of
them had been empty for 18 months to two years.
Mr Stein: There were two. There was the one in
Creswell and the one in Langwith which were both
open, although the one in Langwith, if you looked
at it going past, you would not believe it because the
windows were boarded up and the letter box was
boarded up because people kept putting burning
things through it, but the two which were actually
supposed to be operating were notionally open. In a
way, to reduce it to the contractual issue, which is

what the PCT and the Department of Health tried to
do, was not right because what you had was a
situation where there had been a failing practice for
18 months or two years with patient involvement,
patients in the local GP/patient consultation group
from the local parish council, from the local
community group all writing to, and contacting, the
chief executive of the PCT, saying, “Hey, we’ve got
a problem with our surgery. We need to work out
what we can do. We’ve got locums, we’ve got terrible
buildings. They don’t turn up. It doesn’t work”, and,
if you are invited by people to come and discuss with
them, you do. What happened there instead was that
the PCT decided they had a problem because they
had heard about it from the patients and they went
away and thought they would sort it in the way that
they would sort it without going to the patients. I can
understand there are situations where you would
say, “Where do we find the people to consult who
care about this thing?”, but when they are banging
on your door and writing to you and you do not
respond to their letters, in a way, I think it is to
trivialise it by saying it was a question of whether it
was being let to a local GP under one type of a
contract or whether it was being let to the largest
American healthcare provider that does not have
any base for providing healthcare in the UK at all;
that is not the issue. The issue is that those people
have asked to be involved and, almost by definition,
when patients have got something to say, that
should be a major trigger for listening to them, and
I am sure, from the way Candy has been talking
about it for her, that it would be, and that, I think,
was the central issue there.

Q379 Charlotte Atkins: You would hope, would you
not, that the PCT would have noticed themselves
that they had a problem, given that they have a
requirement actually to monitor what GPs are
doing? The fact that it was boarded up and looked
as if it was deserted would suggest that there was a
significant problem which they should not have
needed patients to tell them, but clearly this was an
issue of a failure of public and patient involvement
in health, it was not just an issue of section 11.
Mr Stein: The patients had been trying to develop
their view about how to deal with the problem and
what they were outraged by was the fact that the
PCT chose to deal with it in a completely diVerent
way. They had identified local GPs who were willing,
and able, to take over the practice and who had a
track record, and a number of them had tried to
move to this GP practice, but the rest of her partners
had said, “Look, we can’t take all the people from
there over to our practice, otherwise it will distort
the way our practice works”. They were amazed
that, all of a sudden, rather than them banging at the
door, saying, “Hey, we’ve got a local answer. There’s
someone with a track record locally who wants to
deliver the service whom we want to deliver the
service”, there was an announcement just before
Christmas where, instead, they get United
Healthcare, with no track record of delivering GP
services and definitely none delivering GP services in
ex-mining communities in Derbyshire, who have
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been parachuted in by the PCT. That seems to be a
complete mismatch between the people delivering
the service and the people who themselves have been
working out the answer that they want.
Ms Morris: If I can give a contrasting example from
Medway of a large number of single-handed
practitioners, a number of them due to retire, there
had been some issues around practice and so on and
the local primary care trust has worked with local
patients, local patient groups, the PPI forum, as it is
now, with local government and so on to develop a
specification really, a sort of model of what a first-
class service looked like for this particular area and
these two or three communities, and then they have
agreed that they are going to go out to the market,
so open to GPs, but also open to other companies,
so they have agreed what they want to achieve, the
sort of model that they want to have for the local
communities and the local people, so, as I said, the
NHS is a mosaic, but people are learning and
improving all the time.

Q380 Sandra Gidley: We have already heard that the
guidance is apparently not worth the paper it is
written on, and I just want to probe a little about
when a change is significant and when it is not. If you
have a hospital closing, that is clearly significant,
but, if you have got a ward closing, which can be
done by stealth, as outlined in your evidence, some
would say that is actually quite significant, but there
may be a diVerent judgement call there. How do you
decide what is significant and what is not?
Mr Stein: “Significant” and “substantial” are two
words that we need to be clear about because, in
relation to the obligation to go to the overview and
scrutiny committee under section 7 and the
regulations, there the requirement is that it has to be
a substantial change, which has been imported from
what used to be the position with community health
councils, so “substantial”, you could consider it as
something meaty. I am not even convinced that
closing a ward in a two-ward hospital would not be
substantial, but “significant” is one of those words
that I can just see the barristers playing with now
because the opposite of significant is insignificant, so
how trivial is something that is insignificant? It is
almost everything and, therefore, other than
showing a wish to try and narrow down the scope of
the thing, but I suspect unsuccessfully, I think it
creates the wrong kind of spirit, and I think it is a
shame. The ‘substantial’ point, as Candy says, is
important, but not everything should go to the
overview and scrutiny committee and not everything
should have the formal panoply of a formal
consultation document and all the rest, but, in terms
of section 11, to add “significant” seems to me to
have the wrong spirit about it because it seems to be
about trying to decide what you do not have to do or
trying to find an excuse for not doing it rather than
just, whenever it comes to mind, you do it.

Q381 Sandra Gidley: Presumably some things are
significant to a very small number of people?

Mr Stein: Obviously then the implications are that
you consult with them. If there are 20 patients who
use a service that you are planning to get rid of, then
you involve those people very easily. The diYcult
question is, as I have in a case, where there are people
across the whole of England who use this specialist
service, and the usual bodies that you go to, like the
local patients’ forum, would obviously be an
inappropriate place because most likely they would
have no understanding and unfortunately, given
how they tend to be quite caught up in their own
hobby horses, it would not be one of theirs, so it
would not get a proper hearing, but, if you know
who the 200 patients are, it is pretty easy, is it not?
You just send them a letter, saying, “Hey, look, we
think this service is no longer one which we should
be running in this way and the PCTs are no longer
prepared to fund it. We’re thinking about what to
do. What do you think?” So “significant” is one of
those words where, if you take the flip side and you
do not do anything on the insignificant things, well,
I do not know what they are.
Ms Morris: There is no black or white to this, is
there? It pinpoints for me or points up again the
importance of having people who use services,
members of the public, patients forums, whatever, as
part of the normal business discussions of a trust or
a primary care trust every single day, so it is working
with them and early discussions with overview and
scrutiny committees which can enable people to
work through whether something, even if it is quite
big, is substantial or significant under the terms of
the Act. For example, a ward might close, but the
service continues, the service improves, but that is
not how it will feel if people have not been party to
the discussions, decisions and understanding around
that right from the beginning, so, as always, I say it
is less about the word and more about the process of
engagement that has happened right from the
beginning, which section 11 is about.

Q382 Sandra Gidley: Do you think there is a risk
that too many consultations could actually take
place and that they actually become devalued?
Ms Morris: I certainly think there is a risk, and there
has been evidence of this, that you could have in one
part of the country three or four consultations going
on about diVerent elements of an overall health
service and so on and, at the same time, maybe local
government is consulting on something with
somebody else, and that does lead both to
consultation fatigue, but also, rightly, can lead to a
sense of, “Where is the overall sense of where this
community is going?” I think we will see substantial
improvement in that with the LSPs, local strategic
partnerships, the health and well-being sub-
committees, the local area agreements and so on, so
I absolutely agree that there can be too many
consultations at once. However, for me, that again
highlights the importance of talking and working
with people in local communities as citizens as well
as patients just being part of normal business and
not having big, formal consultations unless there
really is something very, and I use the word,
“significant”.
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Mr Stein: The thing about the relationship and the
good faith and the trust that the community has in
the NHS bodies is so important. We are in a world
where we all think we know the way that we used to
have our healthcare and that was the way that was
great and it was all perfect the way it was, we all
know that, and then the awful NHS want to do
terrible things, they say that it can be done in the
community, we do not need hospital beds, our
community hospital or cottage hospital is not
necessary and we can go to the DGH in the town and
be supported in the community. The real diYculty is
that in lots of those cases I do not think we can get
anywhere near whether that is right or wrong
because there is so little faith in the reasoning why
the local NHS bodies are doing what they are doing
that you do not see beyond the fact that it is those
people trying to destroy our Health Service to the
point that maybe, every now and then, there is
actually something positive which is going to
improve the service, so, for me, that is critical, that
we can get beyond the distrust. You mentioned the
use of stealth to try and close facilities. That is a big
problem, from where I sit, for the people I deal with
who see, rather than a decision to close a community
hospital which will be consulted on properly, a sort
of whittling down of the service. The mechanisms
are that you stop appointing staV, you do not have
any agency staV, you then cannot support the two
wards, so you close one of the wards, you move the
beds out, even though it is only temporary and it
could be opened again, you then find that you are
relocating staV to other hospitals and, not
surprisingly, when someone goes on maternity leave,
you then have to close a few more beds and, hey
presto, before you know it you have got a hospital
that is closed with no consultation. There was a case
last summer about Altrincham Hospital where that
happened where, I think, there were 12 beds, two
wards, the hospital closed with no consultation, a
case was brought, and in September the judge said,
“Yes, that’s wrong. That shouldn’t have happened
without consultation, but now it has been closed for
that many months without consultation, I’m not
going to force them to open it again while they
consult”. I do not quite know where we have got up
to today, but they were going into really detailed and
long-winded consultation because, as far as they
were concerned, they had managed to close their
hospital by stealth, so the focus groups and all the
rest of it were things they were perfectly happy to be
involved in. That kind of cynical stuV, I think, just
means that we do not trust them when they tell us
that what they want to do is in our interests.
Ms Morris: I absolutely agree that trust is key in this
and it is terribly easy to destroy and very hard to
build. That is one of the reasons we are having such
a long sort of discussion and pre-consultation phase
and working on deliberative events and so on to lay
out the dilemmas that Richard has actually referred
to. These are dilemmas not just public servants,
doctors and managers are grappling with, but they
are dilemmas for citizens and patients as well
because, to use one of the examples, people with
long-term conditions do want to be treated in their

own home or in the community, they do, but they
also want, as do I, access to first-class acute services,
specialists, heart units, whatever, when they need
them. They also want to ensure that every penny is
used to maximum eVect, is spent wisely and fairly,
and these are the things we need to work through
with people, but you cannot do it unless you work
with people on the dilemmas and actually work it
through.

Q383 Sandra Gidley: So will LINks improve
engagement?
Ms Morris: Yes.

Q384 Sandra Gidley: I am talking about when it
comes to diYcult decisions.
Ms Morris: A quick answer is yes, LINks will help.
Providing we have got the right sort of agreements
between LINks, local government, health and so on
with local communities as to how LINks best want
to work, want to use themselves, and we can support
them doing that, then they will enable a reaching out
into local communities through other groups and so
on, building on the networks of groups that are
already there. They will enrich what practice-based
commissioners can do, they will enrich the dialogue
and engagement arrangements the primary care
trusts and others have.

Q385 Sandra Gidley: Do you think there is a big,
untapped potential of people just waiting to be asked
and who have not got involved up to now because
involvement in PPIs is very, very low? I struggle to
see that we are suddenly going to have this explosion
of interest.
Ms Morris: Let me lead on your second point
because I think you are absolutely right. As always,
there is a risk that you set up a structure, CHCs,
PPIs, LINks, and you say, “Right, they can go and
do that now and we don’t have to bother anymore
with our day-to-day work directly with patients and
the public because they’re going to do it”. For
meaningful engagement, they are a support, they can
enrich, they can maybe reach out more to some of
the seldom-heard groups than the NHS have been
good at doing, but they are not the perfect solution
in the sense that they can do it all. Therefore, in
terms of whether there are people out there, our
experience in the South East Coast is that, providing
you use expertise from companies, social enterprises
and so on who are really skilled at reaching out to
people who actively want to get involved on one
scale or the other, then people are there, but we need
to be really careful that we do not expect everyone
to get involved in everything to the same level. Some
people might want to get involved in, I do not know,
scrutinising a patient information leaflet or helping
to develop it for something, some people will want to
be much more actively involved in influencing much
wider change in terms of commissioning and so on,
some people will want to be involved in a particular
condition because they have got it or they are a carer
or something, and I think we need to be smart and
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respectful of what engagement really means and not
abuse people’s time or have the same sorts of
mechanisms for all circumstances.
Mr Stein: It seems to me that it is obvious that there
is a huge potential of people who are interested in the
NHS. The issue which seems to provoke
demonstrations in middle England like nothing else
is what the NHS is doing to the local hospital. I have
been involved with a number of community hospital
and cottage hospital groups where there are people
who are involved in committees, who raise money,
who volunteer, who do all kinds of stuV, and
whether they feel it is worth getting involved in this
function, be it patient forums, LINks or whatever,
will really depend, I think, on factors which are not
necessarily addressed by the changes. The main one
is whether they think they are wasting their time or
not because unfortunately my experience, which is
again usually when these things do not work very
well, is that there is a handful of busybodies, to be
rather blunt, who have their own obsessions that are
not necessarily the ones that most people care about
and who, understandably, are the kind of people
who, when you have to have meetings with them, are
not really helping at all. In that situation, it is a spiral
of decline. They will end up being there, but they will
not have anything to say, so you will not involve
them. There are lots of people in the community who
will give their time and who have the skills and the
expertise to make a valuable contribution. What the
NHS needs to learn to do is to make it feel worth
their while, and I think that is back to section 11. If
you do section 11 properly, loads of people will want
to come and get involved, clearly not everybody all
the time, but I think that that is one of the critical
factors and it is about empowering and encouraging
which I am not certain the Government is very keen
to do at the moment because I think it is diYcult. If
people are going to be complaining about all of the
kind of service reductions around the place, the idea
that you organise them to be able to do that is
something which is sort of problematic. It is not a
good time to be looking to really give the power to
all of those groups in middle England who are going
to go around making their lives diYcult.

Q386 Jim Dowd: Is it not the case though, in some of
the things you have been involved with where there is
a closure or something like that happens, that people
will engage in the particular in the way that they just
will not engage in the abstract? If you just say you
want to talk about health service provision in the
area in a kind of amorphous way, that just does not
engage them, whereas, if they have got a concrete
proposal, normally antagonistic to their interests, as
they see it, people are much more animated about
that. Is that not just a universal truth and it is
irreconcilable?
Mr Stein: I think that is about what you do as the
person who is responsible for trying to involve the
community. It is the kind of thing that happens in
local government, it happens in all areas where you
are trying to have a good involvement of the
community in consultation. You have to engage
people at the right time, as Candy said, but, if you do

it right at the point where you are going to take the
horrible decision, but you have not involved them
previously, that is right. I think that there can be a
large interest in quite focused questions, so you
cannot just say, “What do you want the NHS in your
patch to be like?” because we do not know the
answer and, frankly, that is one of the times and one
of the ways we can have the wool pulled over our
eyes by the NHS people. They have got all the
wonderful jargon, all those kinds of budget things
where we look at them and we say, “I do not know.
Do we like their proposals, don’t we like their
proposals?”, and they tell us they cannot do
anything diVerent. If you really want to involve
people, it is up to the people who are responsible for
the consultation and who are responsible for
involving to make it possible for people to make
choices or have a view, whereas you can equally do
it in a way where you can exclude them very easily.
Ms Morris: First of all, in terms of our co-design
events across Surrey and Sussex, actually
campaigners have been involved, deliberately
involved, we have invited them in with the primary
care trusts and so on into the co-design events and
we have not tried to exclude them because they have
a legitimate part to play. Secondly, general
amorphous questions, you are right, are neither
helpful nor purposeful, but working with local
people about, “What would a healthy and safe start
to life look like to you and your families? What
would a dignified way of living with a disability look
like?”, there are ways into this and it is possible, so I
do not think it needs to be always the very concrete
in terms of a particular service because you can
describe it diVerently.

Q387 Jim Dowd: How do you accommodate the
well-known and verifiable fact that in any proposed
change, not just in healthcare, but anywhere else,
those who are disadvantaged by it are
disproportionately more articulate, more insistent,
more well-organised and more noisy than those who
benefit from change who are largely silent?
Ms Morris: In terms of noise, there are diVerent
ways of having to handle this. There is the
importance of having, although you have to have
public meetings, but actually organising meetings in
a way which you have developed with local people in
a way which is going to be of most value so that the
unheard can be heard as well, they have their
opportunity and confidence to be able to say things,
having a real sense in the process and an audit trail,
there is probity to everything that has been worked
through with local people, there is fairness, there is
accountability to the wider health community and
an accountability for finding solutions, so it is about
the fairness, the probity and the integrity of the
process, holding each other to account, enabling the
unheard voices to be heard in a respectful way, but
the question, “Will the noise not be there?” or “Will
they always outweigh the beneficiaries?” I think will
be there.
Jim Dowd: So the answer is yes. Yes, indeed, you are
probably right. Richard, if I can come to you, you
used the words “significant”, “substantial” and all
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the rest of it, but there is only one significant
judgement in the health service and that is the care
that the individual receives and their judgement of it,
everything else is relative and that is the only
significant. Surely though the insertion of the
words “significant”, “insignificant”, “substantial”,
“insubstantial” and, the gold standard of them all,
“reasonable” is simply a device put into legislation
to keep lawyers rich?

Q388 Chairman: Yes or no?
Mr Stein: Thanks, Jim! I am really pleased you gave
me an opportunity to answer because I know one of
the questions is: how do we manage to keep all of this
out of the courts? Firstly, I do not think they go to
court very often. They go maybe once or twice a year
and that is testament, I suspect, to the fact that the
NHS is doing it right in most cases, but the thing
about the legal stuV being involved, most of the time
it involves me writing one letter, saying, “Oy, you’re
doing it wrong. If you don’t do X,Y and Z, we’ll see
you in court”, and that is the end of it in huge
numbers of cases, so I do not think those are ones
where you would necessarily want to keep the
lawyers out. The question really then for me is the
alternative because I think the court in judicial
review would say if there was a credible alternative
to judicial review and we would not get a look-in, so
the poor lawyers would stay poor. The position is
that there are the referrals to the Secretary of State,
there are the appeals to the Secretary of State to do
something and, unfortunately, in my gang and with
the people that I work with, that has no credibility
whatsoever, and most of the things they do not like
are driven by the Secretary of State, so to appeal
against their implementation locally to the Secretary
of State will not deliver anything, and that is a real
shame because that is potentially a mechanism.
Unfortunately, it is true even in terms of the bad
application of section 11, as I have said before. You
do not find that the Secretary of State says, or
through the strategic health authority, if that is the
way it would happen, “Oy, you can’t do that. Go
back and do it properly”. It seems to me that if there
was some kind of function which was not a legal
one—and the independent reconfiguration panel is
an interesting idea, although, frankly, it seems to be
more an idea than anything else, and it can deal with
diYcult projects but my understanding is that it has
only dealt with a handful, it is completely up to the
Secretary of State when she refers to it and it is then
up to the Secretary of State what she does with its
recommendations—if there was something that was
more properly independent and was there on a more
regular basis and was more robust so you could
actually go to it and it could deal with the things in
the timescale that they needed to be dealt with
(because it takes months even to get a response from
the Secretary of State), then again I think that would
be a way that you could keep the lawyers out. Clearly
if it was done properly it would be a good thing. We
are only able to get in there if things are going wrong;
if everything is doing fine then we do not get a look
in, as it should be.

Q389 Jim Dowd: What do you define as “doing
fine”; you mean people agreeing with you, that is
when things are doing fine?
Mr Stein: No, I represent people who come to me
who are unhappy about stuV.

Q390 Jim Dowd: You are not a moral vacuum,
surely, Richard?
Mr Stein: What a suggestion! I think I am lucky in
that I manage to agree with the cases that I bring in
this area and I do feel that they demonstrate
breaches of the way it ought to be, both ethically or
in policy terms and the way it is legally, so we win the
cases and it is good that we win the cases because I
think they are actually helping to improve things. I
remember a case we won which had caused a
problem that should not have been caused, where we
were shaking up things that were not working
properly, and it feels as though that is a safety valve
that is worth having.

Q391 Mr Campbell: Richard, you pointed out in
your evidence that the level of PPIfs is very low
because of financial restraint within Health Service
organisations. I have listened to what you have said
in your last answer about people being involved, but
is this the only reason?
Mr Stein: Because of resources?

Q392 Mr Campbell: Because of money?
Mr Stein: No, I do not think it is the only reason. I
think in a way the bigger reason is that people that
you want to be involved do not feel that it is a
worthwhile use of their time.

Q393 Mr Campbell: I was just thinking that your last
answer answered that.
Mr Stein: It is not that they are not interested but
they think to go along to the meetings and the
framework and the way it operates is not going to
make it worth their while being there because they
will not be heard in a significant or appropriate way.

Q394 Mr Campbell: Talking about the financial
situation within the Health Service, obviously it is
bad when they have not got the money; is it good
when they have got the money?
Mr Stein: I think the way that I have put my rather
polemical piece together is that I suggested that
would have been a good time to have changed the
culture. If you change the culture when you have got
the good times, then you have got it in place so you
cannot easily reverse it when the bad times come.
Obviously that is not true about Candy at all. The
fact that we are agreeing about how the culture
ought to be indicates that it happens in her area. The
problem is that certain bits of the NHS did not adopt
the culture in the good times and now they are in the
bad times they are going to be struggling and
fighting and kicking all the way to avoid doing it,
unfortunately.
Ms Morris: Much as I would like to, I would not
want to give the impression that everything is perfect
in the South East Coast because it is not, we are still
going along the journey in the same way as the rest
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of the NHS, but thank you for that praise. I think it
is resource-intensive, by which I do not mean that
people are not doing engagement well because they
cannot aVord it; what I mean is that to do this well
and meaningfully certainly takes investment, not
simply of money but in terms of time, dedication,
building skills, capability and so on and so forth, so
that it really is as mainstream as doing cataract
operations or something. However, I do not think
that resources can be an excuse not to try to do it as
well as you can.

Q395 Dr Naysmith: Two or three fairly quick
questions to Candy to draw this to a close because
the Minister of State is waiting outside to come in so
we had better do it fairly quickly. From all we have
heard this morning there is a duty on all NHS
organisations to involve patients and the public. Are
they evaluated eVectively on this? What kind of
evaluation takes place of an organisation’s ability to
do that?
Ms Morris: As the performance manager of primary
care trusts and trusts we certainly, through self-
assessment and then performance management
discussions, assess in our work with the
organisations against particular criteria, so how well
are they doing and what is the evidence: can you give
us an example of something that has changed in the
past month as a result of good patient and public
involvement? We do that in the same way as we
performance manage anything else. Of course there
is also independent evaluation through the
regulator, the Health Care Commission, and the
standards.

Q396 Dr Naysmith: Specifically on public and
patient involvement?
Ms Morris: Yes, it is one of the core standards.

Q397 Dr Naysmith: Can you give any examples of
what you do to make sure the staV that you are
responsible for evaluating understand this and know
that it is looking for public participation in the
decision-making?
Ms Morris: Yes, I have in my organisation a senior
person who is directly responsible for developing
our own approach to patient and public engagement
but also for developing and using the assessment
framework which is used with trusts and primary
care trusts. When we have our regular performance
meetings we have a chart with a whole range of
criteria, they will self-assess and fill them in before
hand and we will use them in board meetings to work
through and so on. Then there is publication of the
annual PPI report, so there is a whole range of
mechanisms.

Q398 Dr Naysmith: Do you think this is universal
throughout the NHS or is it unique to you?
Ms Morris: I am sure it is not unique to us. I would
suspect that we all have slightly diVerent
approaches. There are networks of our senior
oYcers, both within the patch across the trusts and

primary care trusts but also around the country, so
that people can learn from each other and keep
improving the way in which things are done.

Q399 Dr Naysmith: A slightly more diYcult
question to finish oV with. I was intrigued in your
written evidence with the suggestion that there
should be certain kinds of consultations/decisions
that should be taken out of this kind of consultation
that we have been talking about where there are
safety matters, and a clinical unit has to be changed
or closed for safety reasons and there really is not
much choice. I imagine you mean something like an
accident and emergency unit that is no longer safe
for 24-hour seven day a week staYng and the
colleges are saying something like they are going to
withdraw recognition and you want to rebrand it
into something diVerent. Is that feasible and
possible?
Ms Morris: I do not know, is the honest answer. To
return to one of the very first questions that
sometimes consultation is viewed as a sham, one of
the reasons is because sometimes, frankly, it has
been, because if there is a situation which is actively
dangerous for patients, however big or small scale
that might be, it would be irresponsible not to deal
with that straight away and the notion of waiting
three months while patients continue to be put at
risk of harm, I would not see it in common use, I
should say, but I do think maybe sometimes—

Q400 Dr Naysmith: I think Richard is going to
disagree with you.
Mr Stein: Not at all. Firstly, I was going to say
within the provisions of overview and scrutiny
regulations there is a provision that says that if there
is a risk to the health or safety of patients or staV
then no consultation is required. Obviously in a
sense it is usually an emergency measure—and what
is referred to in the guidance is an infection where all
the staV have got a bug or all the patients have got a
bug and clearly then you need to close the ward—but
usually if there is a longer term crisis, I have been in
cases where the fire certificate has been the excuse.
This seems to be standard: old crumbling cottage
hospitals that you want to close but you do not really
want to consult because the locals are going to go
do-lally. You say, “We cannot get a fire certificate,”
but then that is a question of money. You have got
a plan to close the hospital in five years’ time, how
much is it going to cost for the fire doors, is it worth
spending £70,000, £80,000 £100,000 to be able to
achieve a certificate? What does the Fire Brigade say;
is it reasonable to hold on for a couple of months
while you consult on that? That seems to be a case
where there is no imminent danger and to use that as
an emergency reason for not having a consultation
does not seem right to me, and in those cases what
has happened is the trusts have taken legal advice
and backed down, so they agree.

Q401 Dr Naysmith: Even where we are talking about
a clinical situation, it is always possible to say if you
coughed up some money for a couple more staV this
situation would disappear. Is that not right?
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Ms Morris: No, that is certainly not always the case
and there is plenty of evidence for some things such
as the fact that staV have to be able to see a certain
number of complex cases a week or a year or
whatever to keep their skills up and so on. So these
things are never straightforward. What is
important—and it goes right back to the heart of
section 11—is these should not be surprises, these
should be things where the dilemmas and situations
are laid out with people, including the community
hospital example.

Q402 Chairman: Could I just clarify one thing. You
said earlier that PPI would be one of the core
standards that the Health Care Commission would
look at. Is that your SHA core standards? My
understanding is that it is a not a national standard
that is laid down.
Ms Morris: The Health Care Commission do as
part of their health check with primary care trusts
and trusts have a standard and they test against
that for public and patient engagement. The SHA
itself as an organisation is not inspected or assessed
by the Health Care Commission so we do not have
a core standard in that sense.

Witnesses: Ms Rosie Winterton MP, Minister of State for Health Services, Mr Harry Cayton, National
Director for Patients and the Public, and Mr Meredith Vivian, Head of Responsiveness and
Accountability, Department of Health, gave evidence.

Q405 Chairman: Could I first of all apologise for
the lateness of the hour; we were expecting to be
finished a bit earlier. I was going to say welcome
but it is welcome back to two of the witnesses that
we have with us today to this inquiry, our fourth
and I think final session in public. I wonder for the
sake of the record if I could ask you to give your
names and the positions that you hold.
Ms Winterton: I am Rosie Winterton, Minister of
State at the Department of Health.
Mr Cayton: Harry Cayton, National Director for
Patients and Public.
Mr Vivian: Meredith Vivian, PPI policy lead at the
Department of Health.

Q406 Chairman: Thank you very much. Again
welcome. Could I ask a question to Rosie.
Witnesses to the Committee have suggested that
there are two diVerent models of LINks. One is a
PPI forum core of volunteers who actually go out
and do work on behalf of the LINk, as it were, but
the other model we have had is that it is a network,
a solar system if you like, where a group of people
are there for the NHS to consult. What do you
think is the shape of your model of the LINks at
this stage in the debate?
Ms Winterton: I think it would be a mixture of the
two. First of all, we would expect that there would
be volunteers on the LINks. We hope that there
will be many, many more people involved than are
currently involved in the patient forums. We see the
LINks as very much representing people from the
local primary care trust area matching over with
the social services local authority area as well. We

Q403 Chairman: You do not have a core standard
but you are saying the other NHS organisations do
have a national core standard on PPI?
Ms Morris: You are worrying me now. It might be
a developmental standard rather than a core
standard.

Q404 Chairman: We seem to be having the debate
here among ourselves at the moment so thanks for
not clarifying that, we will clarify it elsewhere, but
could you check?
Ms Morris: Yes I will do that and I will write to
the Committee.1

Chairman: My understanding is that it is not a
common national core standard and it is maybe
something the Committee might want to look at in
the next few weeks. Can I thank both of you very
much indeed and apologise for the lateness of the
hour of the session. Hopefully we will have our
report out into the public domain in the not-too-
distant future.

1 Ev 131

would hope that what would be happening in a
successful LINk is that the people involved in the
LINk would be scrutinising the spending
commitments of primary care trusts, how people
are able (or not) to access services, but at the same
time if for example a PCT was proposing a new
reconfiguration of services that, yes, they would
consult the LINk. Really it is increasing
immeasurably the amount of consultation that a
primary care trust (and by the way the social care
side as well) would be doing in the provision of
services so that it would be more of an iterative
process. So, yes, volunteers going out from the
LINk and talking with local people about how they
feel services are delivered both on the health and
the social care side, and seeking the views of where
people think services are good or perhaps where
they think services are bad, and being able to
promote those views with overview and scrutiny
committees, and having the ability for primary care
trusts to respond to what their views are. If they
criticise a service and suggest it should change, the
PCTs will now have a new duty to respond to what
the LINks say, but, as I say, if there is a
consultation by the primary care trust on a
particular provision of service we would expect the
LINk to respond to that as well.

Q407 Chairman: How would the LINks relate to
the PPIs that are actually involved and embedded
in some NHS trusts, PCTs in particular? We took
evidence from PPIs that have got members sitting
on commissioning boards. Is their role not to do
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the duty that you say the LINks would go along
to this organisation and do? I am not sure how
clear this picture is.
Ms Winterton: When you say PPIs, do you mean
the patient forums and they are also on the PCT
boards?

Q408 Chairman: Yes.
Ms Winterton: Well, the way that we would
imagine people on a LINks operating, the way we
would like to see it, is that for example under the
new ways that primary care trusts operate with
their stronger commissioning role we would expect
them to be issuing a prospectus of how they intend
to commission services, how they have assessed
local health and social care need, how they then
intend to spend the local budget, and we would
expect to see the LINks looking at that prospectus
saying, “Well, we understand why these local
decisions have been made,” perhaps they may say,
“We do not think from the work that we have done
(ie looking at the needs of people from BME
communities perhaps or people with mental health
needs) that the way the PCT is commissioning the
services is adequate and we would like them to
consider whether there is more that they could do
in the commissioning of those services.” So we
want them to have that kind of independence to be
able to challenge how services are provided but at
the same time, before that, we do want to make the
NHS much more focused on how it involves
patients and the public in general. What it is not
doing is in a sense what can happen at the moment
whereby the NHS can say, “We have decided we
are going to do something and we are now going
to go and consult the public.” What we want to do
is have a much more engaged process with
interested local people in how services are being
delivered, how they might be improved but what
the consequences of service changes might be. In
terms of a conflict of interest, if there was seen to
be one between what a local LINk member might
do and whether they might be involved in a
commissioning process as well, we would certainly
expect in a sense the governance structures of a
LINk to be able to make sure that any conflict of
interest were dealt with eVectively and there was a
mechanism if people felt that perhaps there was a
conflict there.

Q409 Chairman: We do not know at this stage
about the actual powers that LINks are going to
have, although things are being clarified a little bit
in terms of the shape of these at the moment, but
if we are going to have what I described earlier as
the two models—and you said it is going to be a
bit of both—those two models would need diVerent
powers, as it were, in terms of how they relate to
one another and relate to the issue of the National
Health Service. Do you think that that is feasible,
that everybody would understand that a LINks and
the people involved in LINks would have a
diVerent type of power to an organisation that they

might want to go and talk to that was involved in
youth work or BME youth work or diVerent
aspects of that?
Ms Winterton: I think the two scenarios that you
described, Chairman, were first of all how a LINk
might operate on a day-to-day basis, when you
talked about the volunteers who would carry out
the work, and then a diVerent, not so regular
occurrence, where there might be a reconfiguration
of services. In the first I instance, if it is general
work, a LINk will have the power to request
information in regard to services provided through
the commissioning process. It would have the
power, if it decided to look, say, at how stroke
services were being delivered, and if it said, “We do
not think that stroke services in terms of the
rehabilitation are good enough locally and we
believe that the PCT ought to make some changes
to this,” the PCT with the new powers that we are
giving to LINks would have a duty to respond to
what the LINk had said and also to say why it was
not perhaps going to do what the LINk had
suggested or why it was going to do it, so there is
a duty not just to look at what the LINk has said
but also to respond to what it has said. At the same
time there is a new power when it comes to
reconfigurations that the LINk can refer a
reconfiguration to an overview and scrutiny
committee and it can say, “We do not believe that
the changes which are being recommended have
been, for example, consulted properly on or are in
the best interests of patients,” so in that respect
there are two separate new powers which will
enhance the ability of LINks to scrutinise the
services. One is on-going and the other is where
there are particular changes that a PCT, and I am
sure all Members here are very aware of these at
the moment where there could be a lot of
controversy about particular services changes, so
we are giving extra powers in those circumstances.
Chairman: We will move on a little bit although I
may come back at some stage. Charlotte?

Q410 Charlotte Atkins: You seem to be giving
LINks a huge range of tasks. Given that the people
involved with LINks are really going to be the
people who are involved with the PPI forum, and
the average size of a PPI forum is something like
10 members, are you not perhaps giving LINks a
range of tasks they cannot possibly manage?
Ms Winterton: I do not believe we are because what
we are not trying to do is dictate from a national
level every single thing that a LINk has to do. I
hope Members found the tender specification that
we sent helpful because the feedback I have had is
that people want us to be a bit more specific and
want an idea of what this looks like. We would
expect the board of the LINk or the executive,
whatever it decides is the most appropriate model,
to decide the priorities that a LINk would be
looking at. What we want to do is to say that this
is about widening the number of people who are
involved in patient and public involvement. Whilst
I accept that you might say, “Yes in our area there
are 10 people involved in the patient forum of the
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local hospital,” there will also be 10 people in the
mental health trust, 10 people in the diVerent
forums that are around. As you know, every single
trust has to have a forum at the moment. What we
do want to do is say, “Look, why can we not get
many, many more people involved?” We want to
give the ability to base this at PCT level so that it
is possible for people on a LINk, instead of being
tied to a particular trust, to actually look at what
happens to patients. If you are a stroke patient, for
example, you are going to be interested in what
happens to you and if you get taken in an
ambulance to an accident and emergency
department, if you get a scan within a decent
amount of time, if you have to go on to a stroke
unit what happens there, and if you come out what
the rehabilitation services are like. So it is giving
the LINks the ability to look from the point of view
of the patient as to what happens to them during
that journey, going through all the diVerent stages
of care, which means that they have got much
greater power over that patient journey and what
they can look at, but it involves also the social care
side. As you know, that is another new power we
are giving to LINks, but it is up to the local LINk
to decide what it wants to prioritise. We are not
saying you have to look at every single thing. We
do want them to produce an annual report as to
what they have done and we do want to say, “These
are your new powers which we believe are much
extended,” but we do not believe that within that
it is necessary for them in every diVerent part of
the country to do exactly the same thing.

Q411 Charlotte Atkins: We have been talking and
receiving evidence from quite a few PPI forums and
what they have said to us is where people drop out
it is because of lack of support and lack of money
so given that the LINks are going to be taking on
a range of tasks even though they are going to be
prioritising, how much do you think this is going
to cost and how much money are you going to be
making available to LINks, because clearly this is
a very important role within the NHS and it cannot
be done on a shoe string?
Ms Winterton: I absolutely agree and one of the
points that has been very often made to us by
patient forums is that they feel that not enough
money goes to the front-line. We know at the
moment that for example something like £16.5
million goes out to forum support organisations to
assist with servicing their patient forums. On top
of that there is about £9 million that currently we
spend on the Commission on CPPIH. What we
want to do is put that money out there at the front-
line so that it is going direct through the local
authorities to the LINks themselves. That will
increase the amount of money which is spent on
servicing the LINks themselves and enable them to
just make what we believe will be a better use of
what are quite considerable resources that are
going into supporting patient and public
involvement.

Q412 Charlotte Atkins: Do you think that is going
to be enough, because obviously the objective of
the LINk is to involve more people? For instance,
you suggested I think that there should be
interpreters, documents should be translated, there
should be Braille available, a whole range of things
to make it possible for people who are more
diYcult to reach to be reached. This all costs a huge
amount of money. Given that it does cost money
to reach people who are not normally volunteering
for these roles, if we are really going to make this
work it is going to cost much more than the
forums.
Ms Winterton: We have to be careful not to fall
into a trap of saying it is all too diYcult to do and
it is all going to be terribly costly and therefore let
us not even start at all. Frankly, there will be a lot
of money going out to local authorities and
through them, as we know, to contracts with a host
organisation, and we have got some very good
examples of where people can involve others in
patient and public involvement without in a sense
making it enormously expensive. We have got a
meeting tomorrow in Durham where 120 people
are coming along to discuss how they want to get
involved in patient and public involvement. We
know there are voluntary organisations out there
it all our constituencies, whether it is Rethink, the
Alzheimer’s Society or Age Concern, all of which
would be interested in contributing to the process.
That does not have to be enormously expensive,
but I would still say that we at the moment
certainly have £9 million more to spend on that
involvement when we have set up the new LINks
than we had previously.

Q413 Charlotte Atkins: All I would say really is
that if you are going to involve people who are not
involved already, then you need to give those
people confidence, and certainly what we are
picking up is that there is a demand for some sort
of training and support over and above what there
is now. We have talked to people who are involved
with CHC, involved with PPI forums and no doubt
will be involved with LINks. If you want to get
more people involved—younger people for instance
or people who perhaps are working—then it is
going to be more expensive in some ways to get
those people involved because at the moment these
organisations are largely made up of people who
perhaps have got some time because they are
disabled and not working or other people who have
taken retirement.
Ms Winterton: Yes and, as I have said, first of all
there will be extra money going to the front-line. It
will be for individual LINks to decide how much
training is necessary. I would venture to suggest,
but I will ask Harry if you do not mind to come
in here, that certainly if people are on a board then
it may be that there are particular bits of training
that are necessary. I think we have to be realistic.
I do not envisage a problem. For example a LINk
might say to the local Age Concern or Alzheimer’s
Society, “Why don’t you as an organisation join
our LINk so that all your volunteers and all your
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interested people become part of that?” The idea
that you would then train every one of those people
would be, first of all, unrealistic and, secondly,
probably unnecessary. I do not want us to be
saying let us put lots of obstacles in the way of
people becoming involved in this because we all
know organisations in our constituencies that are
interested in health. I have groups of cancer
patients who are involved with the local trust, who
work extremely hard. I would not say they have
had enormous amounts of training. They are very
good and have a lot of experience but I would say,
“For goodness sake, that is exactly the kind of
experience you would want to bring to a LINk.” I
would say do not let us put lots of obstacles in the
way of this, let us be very open and say we know
as Members of Parliament there are thousands of
people in our constituencies who are interested in
health issues. Some of them will want to dip in and
out of involvement in a LINk. They might not want
to go to a meeting if a LINk decides to have a
meeting every month but they might say, “Look, if
there are issues coming up about cancer care I
would really like it if you could maybe e-mail me
and let me know what is happening because I
would like to be involved in this.” Do you know
what I mean? The idea that you would have to train
every individual is over the top.
Mr Cayton: I think we should avoid trying to over-
professionalise volunteering. I think there is a
danger of building a structure that is over-
professionalised, over-formalised. I think I spoke to
the Committee the last time I came about some of
the work that is being done in Newham in the East
End with the Muslim communities where the real
resource comes from the people themselves; they
are the resource. The requirement of those who are
engaging with them is to go out and engage and
listen and be there and it does not require very
much more than a willingness to listen and an open
mind and the active support of the community
themselves. So what we are trying to do with LINks
is tap into the strength of the voluntary sector and
its willingness and wish to be involved. There will
be certain costs that at times LINks will want to
take on. They will want to have specific community
meetings where they might well need interpreters
and those costs will need to be met. If you think
that not only are we releasing funds from the whole
system and all the tiers that we have currently got
and putting that into the front-line but we are
reducing the number of forums to LINks, therefore
you have got added value and added leverage from
all the money going straight down to the front-line.
There will never be enough money for some people
to do all the things that they want but we think that
there will be suYcient money for these LINks to
start oV and be eVective.
Ms Winterton: Remember we are going down from
398 patient forums to 150 LINks and that releases
a lot more for the kinds of activities that Harry has
spoken about.

Q414 Sandra Gidley: Do we have a figure on how
much money will be available? I am not clear on
this at all.

Ms Winterton: Certainly at the moment—and
Meredith might like to clarify these figures—there
is something like £16.5 that goes out to the forum
support organisations. I believe there is £9 million
that is involved in the Commission for Patient and
Public Involvement and we want to put both of
those together to go out direct to the new LINks.
Mr Vivian: There is a total sum of £28 million
currently available and, as the Minister said, it is
split up in terms of direct support and then there
is going to be infrastructure and bureaucracy on
top of that.

Q415 Jim Dowd: You say that you would like that
to go straight to the LINks. What is the pathway
for it going to the LINks?
Ms Winterton: It goes to the local authorities in a
grant that is not ring-fenced but is targeted and, as
I understand it, the diVerence is that it means that
everybody locally knows the money is available to
be spent on the LINks. They have a statutory duty
to then contract with a local organisation to service
the LINk. So they will say, “We have X amount of
money to spend on establishing a LINk to cover
the Lewisham area and interested organisations,
please come forward and tell us how you would
provide that.” What we have done for the
Committee is to give the kind of specification that
we hope eventually to issue to local authorities to
say this is what the LINks should do and these are
the kind of duties they need to perform and
therefore you need to get from the local
organisations how they would take on the contract
for servicing the LINk, and we are discussing with
local authorities the amount of money that each
local authority would get, dependent upon the
usual things—their population, geographical area
and so on.

Q416 Sandra Gidley: Can I come back to funding.
There is £28 million available and you mentioned
extra money available in the future but you did not
quantify that. Are you able to give a rough idea?
Ms Winterton: What I said, sorry, perhaps I did not
make myself clear, is that at the moment £16.5
million goes out to forum support organisations
and £9 million is spent on the Commission for
Patient and Public Involvement. That £9 million is
money that in future (because we will be abolishing
the Commission) will go direct to local authorities
on top of the 16.5 and then there is some other
expenditure I believe on things like the centre.

Q417 Sandra Gidley: So there is no new money
for this?
Ms Winterton: No, there is no new money on top
of what we are already spending but what we are
doing is putting the money that is currently kept
centrally out to local people. One of the things that
the patient forums say to us very often is that they
would like more money at the front-line for them
to be able to have access to so that they can expand
their involvement activities rather than having a
centralised system.
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Q418 Sandra Gidley: That is fair enough but the
Commission in their evidence to us say that the
budget required to deliver even the local LINk
proposals gives the budget a requirement of £64
million?
Ms Winterton: Well, what I can say is that we
believe that patient forums have done a good job
with the resources that are available. We are
intending through this process to increase that by
over a third. As Harry said, people will say there
is never enough money. What we have to do is say,
“What is it that the forums are working on at the
moment, what can we add to that?” If we can put
£9 million more into their work then we believe that
that is a good contribution to increasing their
local activity.

Q419 Sandra Gidley: So you think the
Commission’s figures are wrong then, do you? You
seem to be expecting a lot more output for very
little extra resource, I have to say.
Ms Winterton: I would say that £9 million more is
quite a lot extra because it is, as I say, well over a
third more money going direct to people to be able
to spend on patient and public involvement. Also,
as I have said, the number of patient forums
themselves goes down from 398 into the LINks of
which there will be 150, so a lot of the duplication
actually ceases and can be put, as I have said, more
into servicing people on the front-line because if
you have within an area, and I certainly as I say
know that within Doncaster we have got the DRI,
we have got the mental health trust, we have got
what were three PCTs, we have got the ambulance
trust, and if you are merging that into one
organisation not only are you bringing all that
expertise together, but you are also bringing the
ability to use the money more eVectively. Do Harry
or Meredith want to add anything?
Mr Cayton: I think the point about economies of
scale is a strong one. It is always possible to add
up all the things that you might possibly want to
do and come out with a headline figure. That is
what people do when they are applying for grants.
What any decent organisation does is look at the
money it has got available and does the best that
it can with those funds. I believe that the kind of
sums we are talking about are adequate. I would
not say they are riches beyond the dreams of
avarice but they are adequate for a good
organisation to run a decent service, and I am sure
that as time goes on we will look at the product
that comes out of LINks and think about whether
the resources are indeed the resources that they
need.

Q420 Dr Naysmith: One of the things that is bound
to happen, I suspect, is that a national organisation
of LINks will get set up and each of the LINks will
spend some of that £9 million to set up a national
support organisation, will they not?
Ms Winterton: We do have the NHS Centre for
Involvement which is looking at what it can do to
help support best practice in terms of the work of
LINks and to give advice as to what has been

successful and where there might have been
problems. If LINks, as we have said, wish to set up
a national organisation then they have the ability
to do that but I have to say that in a lot of
consultation and in a lot of experience I have had
talking to people from patient forums we have had
quite a clear message that what they really want to
get away from is a big national organisation
because they want something that allows money to
go direct to the front-line.
Mr Vivian: Can I make two very quick points
about funding in the long term. We do have a
Comprehensive Spending Review which is
underway at the moment so in the long term of
course funding for LINks will be part of that
exercise and we cannot pre-empt that. The other
quick point, just to reiterate what the Minister said,
is the thing about LINks is that they will build on
the resources that are already in the system so they
will not rely purely on central money being
allocated. They will be able to build on these
resources and the flexibility of local organisations.

Q421 Dr Taylor: Minister, I am still puzzled about
this £9 million. We have been told that the PPI
itself is now acting as a forum support organisation
so is some of that £9 million—well, it has
commissioned some of the forum support
organisation.
Ms Winterton: It let the contracts, yes, that is what
it did.

Q422 Dr Taylor: So is some of that £9 million going
direct to forums?
Ms Winterton: To local authorities.

Q423 Dr Taylor: Direct to forums.
Ms Winterton: The distribution system is that the
central funding goes out to local authorities.

Q424 Dr Taylor: I do not mean in the future, I
mean now.
Ms Winterton: Now?

Q425 Dr Taylor: Is it really 16.5 million as the total
amount available for the forums at the moment?
Is some of that £9 million not already being used
on forums?
Mr Vivian: It is something of a moveable feast
because £28 million is the total pot. The original
contract was 16.5 and, as you rightly say, in a small
number of areas the contracts have not been re-let
and there is in-house provision from the
Commission for Patient and Public Involvement in
Health itself instead of the Forum Support
Organisation, but at the same time the
Commission’s premises are being reduced because
obviously we do not want them to have premises
after abolition so the fixed financial position is not
the same as it was a small number of months ago.
However the proportions are still the same, that
round about £9 million of the £28 million supports
the Commission and its activities and the
infrastructure of it as an organisation rather than
going towards the direct support of patient forums,
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but of course everything the Commission does is to
support forums. What we are saying is that the
majority of the money should be able to get into the
front-line rather than supporting big infrastructure.
Dr Taylor: That has clarified it.

Q426 Sandra Gidley: We have talked about
financial resources but it is quite clear that
proposals will place a huge burden on the hosts.
We have received quite a lot of evidence to say that
some of the support organisations have not done a
very good job. What makes you think that the
number and quality of staV will be up to the task
that you are proposing?
Ms Winterton: It will be for local authorities in the
process of letting a contract to ask organisations
how they intend to have high-quality staV and how
they intend to service the LINks themselves. This
is why it is a good idea to have the process going
through a local authority who can then tender out
and look at all the bids, if you like, that are received
from diVerent organisations and decide which
oVers the best quality of services.

Q427 Sandra Gidley: And do you think this will be
an improvement on the previous system because
there was eVectively a tender process before and it
has not worked very well.
Ms Winterton: I think where it will be an
improvement is because there will be fewer
contracts. At the moment obviously there are a
wide number of organisations and I think it will be
easier to oVer a service in the way that we have
described it, based on a geographical area and
being able therefore to have quite enhanced
resources. Rather than each little patient forum just
having a little bit of money, you will have one
LINk with considerably more money. I suspect that
that will make it much easier to have a more
coherent approach to getting other people
involved.

Q428 Sandra Gidley: And how is this going to be
monitored?
Ms Winterton: The local authorities obviously who
have great experience in contracting out this way,
very often with voluntary organisations, will be
monitoring the contract themselves. We at national
level will be continuing to monitor the process itself
because there will be a report to Parliament
obviously on how progress is going, and there is the
local monitoring of the actual contract, and we will
at national level obviously be wanting to make sure
that the system works.

Q429 Sandra Gidley: Okay. Local authorities are
going to host the organisations. There has been
some concern expressed that if they are social care
providers themselves there could be conflicts of
interest. How will those be avoided?
Ms Winterton: That is why we have made the
organisations themselves independent of local
authorities so that the local authority role is simply
to let the contract and make sure that the terms of
the contract are being implemented. What we did

want to do was to make sure that LINks do have
the power to look at social care as well as health
care because of the way that social care and health
care increasingly work together. I do not think the
history of organisations that receive money via the
local authorities that somehow they then never
criticise the local authority. I think our local
government colleagues would feel that they are well
capable of keeping their independence.
Mr Campbell: Creative accountancy they call it!

Q430 Sandra Gidley: A final question: to go back
to the resources and the abolition of the national
body, understandably there have been concerns
expressed about this. Is there not a role for some
sort of overseeing body that can help to monitor
and spread best practice as well?
Ms Winterton: That is what we are having.

Q431 Sandra Gidley: That will eVectively be the
structure?
Ms Winterton: As I say, the National Centre for
Involvement will be doing exactly what you have
described in terms of spreading best practice and
being able to give advice to the new LINks
organisations about good ways of operating.
Mr Vivian: It has an additional £2 million on top
of the existing £28 million, just to say that that
resourcing is an additional factor.

Q432 Chairman: Minister, could I just go back to
this issue of hosts because the local authority
actually holds the purse strings and passes the
money through when the system is set up, and it
has been put to us that there may be a conflict of
interest if the host was, let us say, a local charity
but was also a social care provider. Obviously the
local primary care trust and the local authority can
contract jointly with local care providers for social
care and it may be that there could be a conflict
of interest. The information we have seen from the
Department up to now says eVectively any
organisation can be a host. It has been put to us
that there may be a conflict of interest if it was a
local social care organisation, say one of four, that
contracts with the local health and local authority
to provide social care and that may essentially
influence the minds of people involved in the local
authority and in primary care trusts who are joint
commissioning social care services one way or the
other. It does not mean to say it could be positive.
It might be that they have had a row and it could
be negative. There is a potential conflict of interest
because the host is a local player in the wider health
community. What do you say to that?
Ms Winterton: I would want to be very clear that
there should not be that kind of conflict of interest.
If somebody was a direct service provider, the
LINk is likely to be investigating the services and
I think we do need to be absolutely clear in the way
that the contracts would be let to make sure that
any worries about conflicts of interest were dealt
with. I would want that to be part of the
discussions that we are having with local
authorities as to how they would manage that
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situation. I think it is important to remember that
there are always going to be certain local interests
that will enter into the equation and I would not
want, for example, in terms of membership an
organisation which was providing services for
people with mental health problems to be banned
from joining a LINk because they were providing
that service. However, that is slightly diVerent to
the host organisation.
Mr Cayton: It is not an unreal issue but I would
want to suggest that there are some checks and
balances because in order for any organisation to
be accepted as a host organisation it will need to
demonstrate that it has engaged eVectively and can
engage eVectively with a very wide range of
membership. It will be accountable not to its own
board but to the board of management of the LINk
so there will be a proper governance structure that
will ensure that the support organisation, as it were
(and we would call this a support organisation in
the same way to some extent that the forums now
have support organisations) will be directly under
the control of the LINk membership and will not
be acting in its own interests. I think there are some
checks and balances built into the system and it is
incumbent on us to make sure that we get the rules
and the governance structures right so that the
whole community is keeping a control of the LINk
and it cannot be hijacked by any particular
organisation.

Q433 Chairman: I am not saying that it might be
that organisation that does the hijacking, it is the
eVect of any joint commissioning that may be done
with that organisation. The people who are
commissioning might be more aware of that
because of their hosting LINk than other social
care providers in the community. You are looking
at this at this stage, Minister, from what you
have said.
Ms Winterton: Of course, yes.
Chairman: You may redefine it a little bit more
before we get there.

Q434 Mr Campbell: Chairman, can I just read out
what my Northern Tyne Patients’ Voice said on this
issue. It said: “Once it is independent”, that is the
new LINk obviously, “there needs to be a clear
firewall”, firewall they call it, “between the local
authority, commissioners and providing services”.
Ms Winterton: Can I just ask Meredith to come in.
Mr Vivian: I think the thing to bear in mind here
is the lines of accountability. The host is
accountable to the local authority for delivery of
the contract but it is also accountable to the
membership of the LINk so, in essence, the local
autohrity cannot tell the LINk what to do, it
cannot constrain it and, indeed, the LINk is able
to hold the local authority to account. The LINk
can actually say to the local authority, “We want
information about this particular issue about social

care” and the local authority will be required to
provide it and be required to respond to the
recommendations of the LINk. There is no direct
line between the LINk and the local authority, the
firewall you have just described is precisely what is
in place.
Chairman: We will watch this space with interest in
the next few weeks, Minister. Could I move on to
Dr Naysmith.

Q435 Dr Naysmith: Minister, a typical local health
economy would take in over 100 GP practices, four
or five trusts, one or two primary care trusts, a mix
of private providers and probably dozens of social
care organisations. Certainly that is what the
picture would look like in Bristol. That is a pretty
complicated set-up really. We have probably
already established this morning that you would
expect LINk organisations to specialise a bit and
prioritise the tasks. Is that what you would want
them to do? Then I am going to go on to suggest
various ways that this might happen, but I just
want your view first.
Ms Winterton: What we have said is we do want
LINks to be able to decide themselves as to certain
issues around organisation. Whilst we want to see
a proper governance structure in place so that there
is accountability, if in Bristol you had members of
the LINk who said, “We would really like to
specialise in mental healthcare”, or “We would
really like to specialise in local GP services”, if that
was how local people felt they wanted to operate,
it is absolutely fine for them to do that, we would
not stand in the way of that. We very often talk
about primary care services and secondary care
services but for most people this is just the health
service and they are interested in what happens to
them when they are ill and need treatment. It may
well be that in Bristol you might have people who
are saying, “Actually, the way we want to operate
is to look at what happens to the patient” and, as
I said earlier, what happens to the stroke patient
when they go through accident and emergency and
are eventually sent home at the end of it or what
happens to the mental health patient, and from my
experience one of the things that mental health
patients complain about is the fact that their
physical healthcare needs are not taken care of.
Some areas may say, “We want to start oV from
the point of view of the patient and what happens
to them” and that will cover a whole range of
diVerent areas but, frankly, that is what happens to
people. When people are looked after by the health
and, increasingly, social care services, they do have
lots of diVerent interfaces. What they want to know
is how to weave their way through that and when
they are weaving their way through it whether they
are looked after well from start to finish, frankly.

Q436 Dr Naysmith: That is very interesting because
one of the things that happens certainly with good
mental healthcare units, and also with progressive
GPs, is they have patient groups and in mental
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health services they have user groups. Would you
anticipate that these would get involved in LINks
and would it be one way of doing it?
Ms Winterton: Absolutely. I think I used the
example earlier in my constituency where there is
a group of people who do a lot of work in terms
of supporting cancer patients, a group that raises
money, service users who give feedback to the
clinicians and so on. They might want to continue
with their organisation but they might say, “We
would all like to become members of the LINk so
if you are looking at the issue of how cancer care
is provided locally, we are one of the people you
come and talk to about it”, but all of them may
not be interested in getting involved in every single
investigation the LINk undertakes. It is about
having that flexibility, a way of saying, “When we
are discussing with the local PCT how they are
commissioning services, we have a whole group of
people we can call on to assist us with that. We are
really representative of local people’s views”, and
very often, I suspect, particularly patients and
carers who are very likely to want to be more
actively involved than others perhaps.

Q437 Dr Naysmith: A more radical suggestion that
has been put is that in areas where the acute trusts
are foundation trusts, the LINks might focus on
commissioning and leave the councils of the
foundation trusts to focus on service delivery. Does
that make sense to you or is that a bad idea?
Ms Winterton: One of the reasons why we wanted
LINks to be based at PCT level in the way that we
are suggesting was because when you have a
stronger system of commissioning that we are
asking PCTs to undertake and strong LINks
between PCTs and local government, if you have
an organisation which can say, “Look, you are the
PCT, you have decided that in the local area these
are the particular healthcare needs and you are
deciding to spend the budget in this particular way
and commission this service, that service and the
other service”, the LINk will have a very, very
powerful ability to be able to say, “Are you doing
that in the way that local people want you to be
doing that”, as opposed to the argument you used
of the foundation trust. Yes, the foundation trust
is a provider—

Q438 Dr Naysmith: But it has a council.
Ms Winterton: The council will want to be involved
in the governance of what is being provided and in
many of those decisions. I believe the people on the
LINks will have the ability to say, “Yes, it is
interesting that the local foundation trust has got
a stroke unit and many of our people go there, but
we are concerned first of all about whether it has
got very good facilities but, secondly, when people
leave the stroke unit is there good liaison with the
local authority so people can be looked after when
they come out of the stroke unit”. There may well
be members of foundation trusts who also want to

be on LINks themselves, that is not a problem, but
we want to make sure there are not any conflicts
of interest if, for example, the local LINk feels very
strongly they want to look at particular services,
that there is not any brooking of that because
people are worried that it might be critical of
their trust.

Q439 Dr Naysmith: Contacting hard to reach
groups is one of the tasks that are going to be done
by LINks. Given that is often quite expensive and
quite hard to do, should that not be a function of
the trusts themselves?
Ms Winterton: First of all, in terms of the duties
that there are on primary care trusts to make a
proper assessment of local healthcare needs and the
fact that they are expected to look at health
inequalities, and health inequalities usually aVect
people from hard to reach groups and the primary
care trusts are expected to make a proper
assessment of what is happening locally, yes, they
would have to do that. I would hope that a good
LINk and a good primary care trust would be
working together on that issue. I would say very
often what I find, going back to the issue of mental
healthcare, is that mental health service users will
very often have quite good contacts with local
voluntary organisations coming forward to them,
perhaps sometimes more than coming forward to
statutory organisations. If a LINk was working
well I hope it would have service users and people
who are members of, and in touch with, local
organisations like Rethink or MIND, and I hope
they would become members of the LINk so they
would be contributing to the process whereby the
LINk says, “That is interesting. You are telling us
that you do not feel that the mental healthcare
services are reaching out enough at the moment to
help people within the community. PCT, what have
you got to say about that?” and the PCT has a duty
to respond to that and say, “We are trying to do
that by doing X, Y, Z but you make a fair point
about why do we not have greater contact with the
local Rethink and MIND organisations and we
have invited them in to discuss why people are
facing these problems”. At the same time, I would
hope in making their assessment of local healthcare
needs the PCTs should, particularly if they are
going to deal properly with health inequalities, say,
“We are going to target this group of people
because we believe that this group of people are not
getting healthcare which is why they are coming
forward in terms of mental health when they are
really quite ill, not at the earlier stage, or this group
of people from the BME community are coming
forward very late with diabetes because we have not
got the services out there. How do we make sure
that we are engaging more with these communities
to get them access to services earlier?” All in all, it is
a kind of general approach. You cannot necessarily
pigeonhole things and say, “That is the job of the
PCT, that is the job of the LINk”. If a LINk is
going to be eVective it has to be working closely
with the PCT. It is an iterative process, if you see
what I mean.
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Q440 Dr Naysmith: It might be a good idea to give
the LINks the task of ensuring that the PCT does
this job properly and overseeing this aspect rather
than saying that they should do it.
Ms Winterton: That is why we are saying that we
want the PCTs, in a sense, to publish a prospectus
saying, “This is what we are doing and this is why
we are doing it” and for the LINks to have the
ability to question that. Harry, do you want to
come in on that?
Mr Cayton: You will probably think I am an
incorrigible optimist, and I am, but I do not quite
accept the proposition that engaging with hard to
reach groups is always expensive. To give you
another example, Westminster has just won one of
the health and social care awards for its health
service work with homeless people and that is work
that is providing primary care services in the
community to homeless people. It is perfectly
possible, because we know where homeless people
are in the community, to go where they are rather
than expecting them to come to us. It does not cost
me, for instance, any more to walk up Whitehall
and go to the homeless services in Trafalgar Square
and meet people there and talk to them about their
health needs and their preferences than it costs me
to go anywhere else, it is a matter of will and
engagement and going where people are rather than
expecting them to come to you.

Q441 Dr Naysmith: I forgot to ask you something,
Minister. One of the things that some of our
witnesses have said to us is currently forums, and
previously community health councils, may have
spent a lot of time in collecting information that
was a bit unnecessary, often the information was
available if statistics were made available and what
the LINks should do is make use of information
that is already available. Would you agree with
that?
Ms Winterton: Probably a mixture. My feeling is
that we do have quite massive amounts of
information collected but whether we use it as
eVectively as we ought to is rather diVerent. I think
there is an opportunity in the changes that we are
making to the NHS particularly to look at issues
around health inequalities and why some people do
not come forward and get healthcare treatment. On
the other side of this, going back to the expense
point, what you will find very often is if you do not
get out into those communities then people will
come forward when they are much more ill,
therefore much more expensive. Getting caught on
the expense thing, we have to qualify it by saying
everybody knows if you get to somebody with a
mental health problem early before they become
very, very seriously ill and have to be taken into
inpatient care, in the longer term it is less expensive.
The issue of information is absolutely right. On the
joining together as we are getting the ability to look
at health and social care, could we make better use
of the information that local authorities gather?
Very often we collect quite a lot of information
about morbidity rates and hospital episodes and
things like that but if you are really looking at

healthcare needs it is more a question of
amalgamating some of the information that is out
there. I would not like to say to LINks “you can
only use this information”, because they might say,
“Yes, but we would like to go and have our own
views, thank you very much. We would quite like
to go out and survey people on your estate in the
Hyde Park in Doncaster about what they feel about
the services. You may be saying they are fantastic
but we think we would like to do our own work”.

Q442 Mr Campbell: The evidence we have taken so
far is that the PPIs work well when the health
service takes it seriously; where it does not, it has
not worked. The question is can we reinforce the
health service to get involved? Should it become a
core standard?
Ms Winterton: That is exactly why we are doing
things like strengthening section 11 and giving the
LINks the power to be able to say to the NHS,
“This is our view” and the NHS then has to
respond by saying, “Yes, we understand this is your
view and this is what we are doing about what you
have said”. There is not only a duty on the NHS
to consult but there is also the ability to give LINks
extra powers to be able to demand answers,
frankly. I think that is exactly what you are
describing. If people feel that somehow patient and
public involvement is quite a nice added extra if
you have got time to get around to it then it does
not work. What we have to do is say that this is
building patient and public involvement absolutely
into the way the NHS works and that is for very
good reasons. First of all, we know that if patients
are involved at a personal level in decisions about
their own healthcare they are more likely to
continue to take medication, to continue to look
after themselves, to take responsibility, to go back
to healthcare professionals if what they are being
treated with is not working properly, but on a
wider level we know people care very deeply about
the National Health Service and the way that
services are provided, and will continue to want to
take an interest in that even if they have become
better. Very often people want to stay involved,
they have appreciated what has happened to them,
but they also have a wealth of knowledge about
what happened to them and how it could be
done better.

Q443 Mr Campbell: They also want the health
service itself to be more eVective with the new
LINks in this case.
Ms Winterton: Absolutely.

Q444 Mr Campbell: Sometimes they get adrift and
do not get involved.
Ms Winterton: And then they get in a tangle
because in a sense what has happened is they have
not talked to people about what they are proposing
and will sometimes change services and wonder
why people do not understand what is happening.
This is about building into the way we deliver
services a proper system of consultation with the
public. When we are spending £90 billion on the
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National Health Service people expect, particularly
at local level where we are now devolving 80% of
the budget, and want to know why decisions are
made about service provision and how eVectively
what is their money is being spent. That is really
what we are trying to do with getting these
organisations up, running and eVective.

Q445 Mr Campbell: Just one more question. Is
there any money for advertising LINks?
Ms Winterton: What we would expect when the
host organisation puts forward its proposal to a
local authority as to how it is going to build up the
link is that it may be it includes a budget within
that for advertising. It may say, “Look, what we
intend to do is first of all we are going to go and sit
down with people who were involved in the patient
forums and we are going to say to them, ‘what have
your experiences been in terms of getting others
involved’” and they may say as a result they are
going to email every voluntary organisation locally
that is interested in health and say, “Have you
views about joining a LINk? Would you like to join
it?” or they may say, “We are going to put an
advert in the local paper and this is the budget for
putting an advert in the local paper saying to
people, ‘we are now setting up a LINk, why don’t
you come and join it?’” It will vary from area to
area as to how people feel they want to use a budget
in terms of advertising for people to join.

Q446 Chairman: Minister, if PPI—patient-public
involvement—in an NHS trust was a core standard
then it would be something that could or would be
inspected by the Healthcare Commission, is that
the case?
Mr Vivian: Core standard 17 of the healthcare
standards is an explicit reference to section 11, ie
that NHS organisations must seek the views of
patients and the public and take them into account
and the Healthcare Commission does assess against
that explicit standard.

Q447 Chairman: That is across the piece?
Mr Vivian: Across NHS organisations.

Q448 Chairman: It is not just when things are about
to change or services are going to alter?
Mr Vivian: That is across the piece, absolutely.

Q449 Chairman: We had some information that
maybe that was not the case.
Mr Vivian: I can furnish you with information
on that.

Q450 Chairman: Whilst I am mentioning
inspections, there has obviously been this debate
going on for quite a while now, Minister, about the
powers currently of forums and the right to visit
versus inspect and the conflict between a statutory
body that has these statutory responsibilities and
rights to inspect as opposed to the current forums.
How do you think that is going to evolve with these
changes that are taking place at the moment?

Ms Winterton: Well, as I am sure Members know,
this was something which the patient forum
responses to our consultation were extremely
concerned about, that we were removing the right
to inspect. What we have done is to say that the
new LINk organisations will have the right to enter
and view, what was the first word?
Mr Vivian: Enter and view the carrying on of
activities.
Ms Winterton: Enter and view the carrying on of
activities. The reason why we have put it in those
terms is we are very clear there are certain
organisations which are inspection organisations,
that is the Healthcare Commission, and we do not
want to mix up a statutory inspection with what we
imagine LINks would like to do, and I go back to
the stroke example. If a LINk was looking at what
happened to a person when they went through the
system they might want to go into the stroke unit
in a trust and say, “We would like to have a look
at the stroke unit, to talk to staV” and so on, to be
able to make an assessment of what services are on
oVer and what people think of them. Obviously
that is rather diVerent from saying, “We’re going
to conduct an annual inspection of the local trust”
because, frankly, that goes into the Healthcare
Commission scenario. What we do want as well is
to make sure that they will have a power to say to
the Healthcare Commission, “We are concerned
about a service in a particular area. We want to
make you aware of that and we want the
Healthcare Commission, if it is looking at an area,
to take the views of the local LINk” so when they
are making their statutory inspections this is not
about leaving the LINks out of it but making sure
there is a distinction between what you see in the
statutory inspection and what a LINk can do. I
think people got very exercised as well because, in
a sense, everybody on a patient forum went
through the Criminal Records Bureau checks to
make sure they could enter. What we have said is
that if we envisage what we want LINks to do is
to expand the number of people involved, it is
unrealistic to say that every one of those people
would be Criminal Records Bureau checked and
every one of those people would have a right to
enter any premises. We have had to say there will
be limits to the number of people who would have
that kind of right and how that would be exercised.
I hate to start putting all of these caveats on but
we have also had to be very careful about rights to
enter places where people live. Local authorities
and others would be concerned if we said that,
given we have widened the powers to look at social
care. We are not talking about people marching
into a residential care home because that would be
intrusive, we just have to be sensitive about what
can and cannot be expected of people in terms of
the right to enter and view.

Q451 Chairman: That is the diVerence between an
institution and eVectively a home and there are
diVerences in that respect.
Ms Winterton: Yes.
Chairman: Thank you for that.
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Q452 Dr Taylor: Minister, can we move on to one
of the really crucial things that you have done and
that is to establish the early adopter sites, the pilots.
Can we try and find out some facts about these.
Firstly, when do you expect to evaluate these
pilot projects?
Ms Winterton: What we are trying to do from the
pilot projects is to have ongoing evaluations and
learn from them. We are asking them to test out
what works. We are working quite closely with
them. We have not just said, “Go away and report
back to us in six months’ time”. We are saying as
we go through the processes as we are at the
moment in terms of putting together the contract
specifications for local authorities, this is a kind of
iterative process and we want them to look at what
are good models of governance so as to be able to
report back to us on whether, for example, they are
finding that having an executive board that is
elected by all members of a LINk works or it might
be an executive board is decided upon without a
wider election. It is as we go. Remember in the
process that we will have in terms of the legislation
going through and the new LINks coming into
force we are aiming that they will come in by
January 2008 depending on Royal Assent. As we
get the pilot from the early adopters we will be
learning from it as we go along. Obviously they will
not be early adopters beyond 2008 because we will
then be establishing new ones.

Q453 Dr Taylor: The crucial thing to me about a
pilot trial is that you wait for the results before
deciding what you are going to do. Have you not
put it the wrong way round in that you have
decided what you are going to do and you are just
going to watch these go on and not necessarily
change anything? Have you not got to have criteria
for the success of the pilots and then move on
from there?
Ms Winterton: I think this goes back all the time
to the idea that we have to tell everybody from the
centre what they have got to do. I have to say we
are trying to get away from this dictating. That is
why we have called them early adopters really,
because we are saying there is a flexibility here, but
what many people have said to us, and what many
of the patient forums were saying to us, and I think
from your area they particularly said is, “We would
like to have a go at this”. Unfortunately we will not
be able to accede to their request. They were saying,
“You are intending in a few months’ time to set up
these new organisations, why don’t you let us start
the process a bit early so we can give advice to
other areas on how we have done it?” That is
entirely diVerent from saying, “We are going to
pilot this, then make a decision about what works
and tell you all what you have got to do”. Frankly,
we just want to get away from that and say that
to help other areas these are some things that have
happened so far, these are ideas that people have
had locally and we are working with them to be
able to spread best practice in the way Sandra

Gidley was talking about so that when the
legislation is passed and other areas come into it
they have had some practical experiences.

Q454 Dr Taylor: I am struggling with this because
a pilot to me is not you telling people what to do,
it is you going to listen to what they say, to learn
and then suggest to other people that these pilots
have shown this is a good way of doing it or that
is a bad way of doing it. You have got to have
criteria for success and I wonder what these are.
Mr Vivian: Absolutely that is what they are all
about. They are not pilots; pathfinders might be a
better word. They are testing out ways of working.
All of them have been set a set of objectives which
are asking them to focus on particular aspects. The
Minister has mentioned one, what would make an
eVective governance arrangement, and others
include how we can make sure we reach as many
people as possible and are as engaged as possible
with voluntary community sectors, how we can
make sure that what we do is well-known in terms
of communication and visibility, and there are
other issues around how we can make sure the
procurement process is as informed as possible.
Those are the kinds of things that are being
considered.

Q455 Dr Taylor: Have they all been given the same
set of objectives?
Mr Vivian: Yes, they have.

Q456 Dr Taylor: So there are objectives by which
to judge them?
Mr Vivian: Correct.

Q457 Dr Taylor: Would it be too arduous to let us
see what those objectives are?
Mr Vivian: Not at all arduous, I shall do that. Also
you asked about evaluation. There is a formal
evaluation process in place as well. The Minister is
right that it is learning as we go. There is going to
be a baseline taken in April, from memory, about
what the current position is, what people feel about
these arrangements, and then they are going to be
asked in several months time after that, I think
September, when we have had a number of months
activity and see how they feel about it then. There
is an explicit assessment of what is happening.

Q458 Dr Taylor: So the first report back will be in
April to say how they are getting on.
Mr Vivian: In fact, there will be monthly reports
of activity and we can clearly let Members know
about that.

Q459 Dr Taylor: When we went to Medway just a
couple of days ago I was rather surprised to hear
that they had only had one meeting and they were
just planning their second meeting. Is this the sort
of progress that you would have expected or are
they way behind?
Mr Vivian: There are nine sites and they are all
doing things at diVerent stages and in diVerent
ways because they have all been chosen specifically
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because they are diVerent places. I do not think we
have an expectation that they should have reached
a particular milestone by the end of February
particularly but they will all gather steam, I am
sure.

Q460 Dr Taylor: But you can reassure us that the
lessons that are learned from these will be passed
on and I do not say dictate but will at least point
in the right direction?
Ms Winterton: That is absolutely the idea. What we
did not want to do was hold up the whole process
by saying, “We are going to have two years of
seeing how these early adopters get on and then
you can start doing it”. One of the things the
patient forums said to us was they want a kind of
certainty and if you are going to change the system
it is important that people do not drift away from
it because they cannot see what is happening in the
future. The early adopters have been quite
encouraging because they are making sure that
people in the other areas are aware of this. As I
say, I know your area was one that particularly
wanted to be an early adopter because they wanted
to have the opportunity to get going and many
people do see there will be lots of opportunities and
therefore, “Don’t hold us up” is the message we
have got.

Q461 Dr Taylor: So it is not really a pilot trial in
the sense that I regard a pilot trial?
Ms Winterton: If you were implying that what we
do is try this system in seven areas, wait two years
for them to be evaluated and then get on and do
it, that really is not the message we get back as we
talk to members of patient forums. As in your area,
one of the things they were saying was, “We would
like to try this new system because what we do not
want to do is be left in a kind of limbo, we would
rather get on with the new system once the
legislation is through than have to hang around for
a long time waiting for instructions as to what we
do next”. I think that would have meant in relation
to all of the valuable experience that we have from
people who have been on patient forums is they
would have been very demoralised at not being able
to get on with it and they may well have drifted
away.
Dr Taylor: As a general comment, would not a lot
of the reforms have been better if they had been
trialled and piloted before? I do not need an answer
to that, it is just a comment.
Mr Amess: Minister, I am afraid to say I think on
this occasion, exceptionally, you have failed to
charm Dr Taylor. I apologise if I missed your
opening statement. Just before I get into my two
questions, I just want to get this clear. We have had
three such bodies, including the CHCs, and as far
as the Government is concerned the whole purpose
of these changes is that you welcome public
engagement, patient engagement, so you actually
welcome more suggestions, more observations, more
complaints, it is not a way to sort of stifle the
process. At the end of it we are not going to have
the Government suddenly saying, “The reason

things are going wrong in the health service is
because the public and the patients have got it
wrong”. It is not like that at all, it is to eventually
create a Rolls-Royce of a health service where no
unfortunate decisions or mistakes are made in the
future, is that right?
Mr Campbell: Utopia!

Q462 Mr Amess: The dream!
Ms Winterton: It goes back to what I was saying
about building patient and public involvement into
the very way that the NHS operates. As politicians
of whatever party I think we have to be very aware
that the NHS is much loved by the citizens of this
country. There will always be debates about what
is being provided, what is not being provided, why
there are some services in one area and maybe not
in another, but what we have never really got right,
I think, is the ability for people to feel involved in
what is happening in their local area and why it
might be that there are more services dealing with
the eVects of the mining industry in my
constituency and that of the Chairman than there
may be in Mr Dowd’s constituency because there
is a diVerent health profile of the local area. I think
people have not been involved in that decision-
making process and do not feel a transparency
about how decisions are made at local level. Again,
I go back to the fact that when you are talking
about £90 billion, 80% of which is devolved to local
level, even if people do not always get what they
want in terms of what happens locally, if they can
understand and feel involved in some of the
processes of how those decisions have been arrived
at then people will accept it more easily. I think it
is absolutely vital for the future of the NHS as we
see more and more demands on it that people feel
the NHS is something that they truly have an input
into at local level and do not always feel that it is
being done to them from above.
Mr Amess: I very much hope your ambitions are
fulfilled. There is something I am just curious about
in relation to all of these arrangements that you
have put in place. Within the Department is there
some sort of think-tank?
Jim Dowd: They have got a fish tank!

Q463 Mr Amess: Beautiful, beautiful. Given that
these two gentlemen are responsible for it all, and
I suppose Dr Taylor was sort of pushing along this
line earlier, and given that this has been a fairly
quick change from the previous arrangements, are
you going to give it two years, three years or five
years to see if it is a success or will you not put any
time on it?
Ms Winterton: Can I first of all say that there are
many organisations that have helped us to develop
the whole idea of patient and public involvement.
The Commission itself has done a very good job in
helping to develop the patient forums, the members
of the patient forums give us a lot of feedback
about what works and what does not work, and the
Centre for Public Scrutiny has given us a lot of
advice on how overview and scrutiny committees
work. These are all really important parts of the
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equation when it comes to patient and public
involvement. Harry had an expert panel from
whom we took advice in terms of developing the
new proposals. We have got to be very honest that
this is something that we want to see developing
because this is the direction patients and the public
want to see it going in. Let us set up something,
which is what we are trying to do through the LINk
organisations, that does give us structure, does give
some central direction but really says we must
respect the ability of people at local level when it
comes to health services to have strong views and
to be able to develop things as they think are going
to be most appropriate for their area. Very often,
as Members of Parliament, we perhaps think if we
tell them what to do everything will be fine, whereas
actually we have to have a bit of trust in local
people and say, “We will give you the framework,
we will give you the outline, but really get on and
make sure that you are involving people to the best
of your ability but what we say in London is not
necessarily going to work in Lancashire”.

Q464 Mr Amess: You could not put a time on it?
Ms Winterton: No. I would hope that this is
something where we can say, “Right, that’s it”.

Q465 Dr Naysmith: It is going to be Rosie’s
memorial!
Ms Winterton: It would be rather bad news if we
said what we thought we would do is give them a
year. We want to get this right and make sure that
we set up good local organisations that then can
flourish. Harry, do you want to say anything else?
Mr Cayton: No, only to reinforce the Minister’s
point that nice though it might be to think of
myself as a single think-tank there are a huge
number of people involved in this. There was two
years of consultation, the expert panel, enormous
input from the voluntary sector and existing forums
and the Commission. It is not a kind of single
person or even a departmental plan in that sense.
Community health councils lasted a long time and
there is no reason to imagine if we cannot get a
structure right now that it could not last for a long
time again.

Q466 Mr Amess: Thank you for that.
Mr Vivian: An important point to bear in mind
here is that health and social care will inevitably
change over the years to come, that is the nature
of the system. To some extent LINks have been
criticised, I know, because they are not precise, they
are not rigid, they do not say you must have a
certain number of those people and those people
must do certain things, and that is because we want
LINks to be able to adjust to the changing
environment rather than being frozen and then ill-
equipped to deal with changes in the system. That
is precisely the nature of them, to build in a long-
term future for them to be able to adjust and flex
to the system.

Q467 Mr Amess: Thank you for that. Your dog
wants something.

Mr Vivian: It is a fascination with the subject
matter!
Ms Winterton: It was all his idea!
Mr Cayton: A very valuable member of the team
anyway!

Q468 Mr Amess: The main thrust of the part of the
Bill which is going through Parliament at the
moment which deals with these matters is the
improvement of community engagement and
community governance, especially through Local
Area Agreements. How will these aspects of reform
be aligned with the NHS’s duty to involve?
Ms Winterton: In terms of Local Area Agreements,
one of the reasons why we have tried to make sure
that LINks cover social care as well as healthcare is
because of the very way that services are delivered
nowadays where there is, which is what we have
been trying to encourage through Local Area
Agreements, a much closer relationship between
health and social care. Whilst local authorities in
strict terms have their own duties to consult in
terms of social care, we do want the LINks
themselves, whilst not interfering with some of
those separate duties, to at least be able to make
sure they can have information and be able to look
at the social care aspects as well. Do you want to
add anything, Meredith?
Mr Vivian: Just to say that in the Bill currently
before Parliament there is a new duty on local
authorities to secure the participation of local
people in things that local authorities do which is
lined up with section 11 of the Health and Social
Care Act, which is a duty on NHS organisations
to involve and consult. The two elements are being
brought together in a much closer way as a result
of what is contained in the Bill.

Q469 Mr Amess: Thank you. Why does the
Secretary of State decide on so many consultations
herself? Why have so few referrals been sent to the
Independent Reconfiguration Panels? Would the
dog like to answer?
Ms Winterton: We have a very firm structure, as
you know, for reconfigurations. The overview and
scrutiny committees and, as I have said, in the
future the LINks will have the ability to refer to the
overview and scrutiny commitments, will be able to
look at proposals for reconfigurations and if they
believe that there is a serious detriment to patients
or that the consultation has not been carried out
properly then they can refer them to the Secretary
of State who then has the ability to say she either
thinks the local NHS has carried out the
consultation properly and there is not a detrimental
eVect or refers it on to the Independent Review
Panel. Something like 23 referrals have been
received from overview and scrutiny committees
and that is out of hundreds of changes that will
have gone on with local NHS services. I think four
have now been referred to the Independent Review
Panel. In making those decisions, the Secretary of
State obviously receives advice from strategic
health authorities and from the Department. I do
not feel that system is working badly but what we
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are trying to do here, as I have said, is bring about
a system whereby people feel in terms of decisions
about the health services that they are involved at
a very early level and understand the reasons for
the changes. I very firmly believe if the NHS can
engage in that process more eVectively than it does
at the moment you would find fewer referrals
because there would have been more of a consensus
arrived at through the process.

Q470 Mr Amess: As you know, we have received
evidence criticising the system but at least what you
have said balances it. What is the purpose of
section 7 consultation? If the public were involved
in decision-making from the beginning, would it
not be unnecessary?
Ms Winterton: You will have to remind me about
section 7.

Q471 Dr Taylor: Section 11.
Ms Winterton: Oh, 11, that is fine.
Mr Amess: I have to tell my colleagues on the
Committee that I was corrected, there has been a
typo in our brief, unless I have been set up yet
again! This is awkward, Minister, we are advised.
Jim Dowd: Choose whichever one you like!

Q472 Mr Amess: Section 7 apparently and not
section 11.
Mr Vivian: May I just clarify the distinction
between the two. Under section 7 of the Health and
Social Care Act NHS organisations are required to
consult overview and scrutiny committees on
substantial developments or variations. Under
section 11 of the same Act NHS organisations are
to involve and consult patients and the public as
distinct from overview and scrutiny committees in
three things: the planning of the provision of health
services, which is what the Minister says is the early
engagement of activity; to involve and consult on
the developments of proposals to change; and then
involve and consult on decisions aVecting the
operation of services. There are three elements to
section 11, early engagement and then the final
consultation.

Q473 Mr Amess: If you do section 11 well it does
seem to make it unnecessary to move on to section
7. In view of all the cloudiness around this area
perhaps the Minister might wish to write to the
Committee on this matter.
Ms Winterton: In general what we do want to see
is the ability of LINks to be able to contribute to
the process of consultation, a very clear
commitment, and that is why section 11 gives the
PCTs the duty to respond, not just to the LINks
to send them information but they have to respond
to what people are saying, and that is a very clear
steer to the NHS that it needs to get this
consultation process right and it needs to be real
when it consults.

Q474 Chairman: Whilst there has been consultation
based around reconfiguration and that consultation
has said that 80% of the local population do not
think it should take place but it does, does that not
make a bit of a sham of it all?
Ms Winterton: I think it is absolutely right to say
that the reason why we want to improve patient
and public involvement, why we want to make sure
that there is good consultation—You may have
noticed Ian Caruthers put out a report yesterday
which was about how consultation processes
should take place and how the NHS, if it is going
to carry out reconfigurations, ought to be involving
not only patients and the public in why proposals
are taking place, why it is necessary to make service
changes, but also should be involving clinicians
because very often in these circumstances there can
be clinical reasons, perhaps for safety or whatever,
or high quality treatment, also staV involved at
local level, so you are not getting into a situation,
which I am afraid has happened in the past and we
want to prevent happening in the future, where
people start consulting when they have decided to
close something. So what we do is we go out to
local people and say, “Hey, what we thought we’d
do is close this hospital, what do you think of that
then?” and not surprisingly people turn around and
say, “Well, I’m not sure I understand that”.
Whereas if you were saying, “Look, you as local
people tell us you want to see more services in the
community. We are going to provide more services
in the community but that will probably mean that
we are not going to provide that service in the
hospital” and people would say, “Okay, if we told
you we want more services in the community then
our side of the understanding is we can’t expect it
to be provided in the community and in hospital
so therefore, yes, okay, we understand why there is
going to be a service change”. Sometimes we might
arrive at a situation where people go out and
consult, they have got a service in the community
but the bit they are consulting on might be the
closing of something in a hospital. If people have
not got the other side of the argument it is no
wonder they feel they have not really been involved
in the decision-making process and even though
they have been consulted they do not agree. It is
about turning it around so you do not get a
situation whereby 90% of people think this is a
bad idea.

Q475 Chairman: The National Health Service
Confederation told us last week that if the
Secretary of State is to intervene in consultations it
should be done at an earlier stage than it is now.
You defended the system very well when David
asked you earlier, but is it not the case that you can
go through this whole process of consultation and
even through the OSCs in local government as well
but then come to a situation where whilst there is
a voice in the community that is against it, let us
say it could be the local MP, although other people
think by and large they are quite happy with the
system, the knowledgeable system, the educated
system, not just the professionals but their patients,
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LINks and everybody else think this is a great
thing, it goes up to the top because there is a voice
against it and the top decides eVectively to put it
into a system that could say yea or nay to it. Is that
not undermining the whole system?
Ms Winterton: I do not think it is because if we are
going to respect local decision-making then we
have to set up a structure and what we are doing
at the moment through the new LINks, because
they will have this power of referral to overview
and scrutiny committees, is we are building further
down the ability to say “We don’t agree with these
proposals”. It is also important to remember in the
course of the journey that the consultation might
take that what we have found is that if people
undertaking that process and the local overview
and scrutiny committee says, “We don’t agree with
this”, there have been instances whereby the local
PCT, perhaps in conjunction with the strategic
health authority, might say, “Well, we’ll address
that point”, so by the time it gets up to the
Secretary of State, the Secretary of State will be
looking at a whole range of things that have
happened, the overview and scrutiny committee has
said, “We don’t mind them doing this but the
reason why we are referring it on is because we
think that is wrong” and in the meantime because
of the process the position might be, “Actually,
since the overview and scrutiny committee made
that referral the strategic health authority has
worked with the local primary care trust and
addressed that issue, so that particular service is no
longer provided over there where it was objected
to, but it is going to be provided here”. The
intervention, if you like, can indirectly work
because the process means that people will try to
find an agreement so that when it goes up to the
Secretary of State it may well be that there has been
a compromise.

Q476 Chairman: I accept that overview and
scrutiny committees have got people on them and
if you look at planning law there are compromises
when people apply to build X number of houses on
a site that there is an objection to and they are very
well versed in coming to that compromise very
early on in the system. What intrigues me is that
this is way down the road in the system where
eVectively it comes over in the public’s mind and
in the media that I have more power than, or as
much power as, the local consultation body. If they
wanted to advise a major reconfiguration in my
constituency I have the right to go round the corner
and knock on somebody’s door and say I am
against that. That is how it comes over. It is seen
that the power at the end of the reconfiguration is
the power of the Secretary of State who is hardly
an independent person when you think about
running the National Health Service. I just
wondered if anybody has ever thought if you want
confidence in a system, the system you are trying
to grow with these changes, one essential part in
that is people very low down in the system who are
players in this need to know that it is fair and there
is not going to be an intervention. We have had a

number of people who have said to us, not just in
here but on our visits outside, and have said to me
personally, “We’re a bit worried about how we
relate to OSCs because they are political, aren’t
they?” Here you have a situation where you can go
through consultation on a major reconfiguration of
primary or acute sector services and it is still sent
to somebody who is a bit political. Have you ever
questioned that may not be the right way? If there
was a form of arbitration beyond the consultation
process and the decisions of the primary care trust
or the hospital trust, along with the local
community, with LINks in the future and also the
overview and scrutiny committee, have you
considered whether it might be better if it went to
a diVerent form of arbiter than somebody who has
got such a vested interest in running and funding
the National Health Service?
Ms Winterton: There are two things there. I think
one of the great successes of some of the changes
we have made has been the overview and scrutiny
committees because it does make people feel that
their own elected local representatives do have the
ability to look at proposals that are being put
forward and I find that an important part not only
of the democratic process in terms of local
government but also the fact that in the health
service, and you will have local PCT boards that
are not made up of democratically elected people,
we have managed to get into the system a process
whereby you do have democratic oversight. With
the extra powers that we are giving to LINks there
will be another mechanism for local people to think
that a body which works at local level and is made
up of local people can have an input into the
process. Remember, the Secretary of State’s ability
when it comes to reconfigurations is to say, “(a) I
think the consultation process has been adequate”
or “(b) This is going to damage the local NHS but
look at the reasons for that”. Yes, admittedly the
Secretary of State, who is an elected politician, has
to take responsibility for making that decision, it is
a big decision, it is taken on advice, but there is
also the ability to refer on to in a sense what you
are describing, the Independent Review Panel. The
Independent Review Panel has the ability to go
right back to the beginning and look at the whole
thing and decide what they think is the correct
process. It is going to be a balance between local
involvement, political involvement and then a
certain amount of independence, but I would not
like to lose that overview and scrutiny ability at
local level because I think it is quite an important
part of the democratic process.

Q477 Chairman: I do not disagree with you on that
but what decision it comes to is not mandatory.
What the consultation of the primary care trusts
and the current PPIs and the future Links will be
is not necessarily mandatory in as much as it has
to be accepted. I am looking around at the
confidence in the system in its totality. If one or
other of those disagrees, or there is strong
disagreement, it then comes up the chain and the
chain in the end is not independent. You could say
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if the process has not been run well at local level
there is a means of arbitration, and we had a
witness in the earlier session who is that means in
the guise of Richard Stein who will take the local
trust to court on the basis that they did not believe
that the consultation was what the legislation says
it should be. What I question is how can you expect
anybody at any of those levels, at OSC level or at
the local level, PPI or future LINks level, to come
to decisions along with primary care trusts if they
think the final arbiter of that is going to be
somebody who has a vested political interest in that
particular situation, and that is the Secretary of
State. Indeed, you might say that every case that
comes up the chain should be sent to the
Independent Review Panel so there is no political
intervention. I would have thought that might be
a little bit safer than saying the selected ones,
selected by the Secretary of State, will be sent as
opposed to all of them, that it is a form of
arbitration when there is local agreement. Anyway,
I will leave that thought with you and move on.
The last question is simply this: what types of
changes do you think should be subject to
consultation? How do you define the word
“significant” that we have in front of us in this
Committee and in Parliament as well? Do you have
an easy interpretation of that word?
Ms Winterton: We will be issuing guidance with
regard to the word “significant”. What we cannot
do is dictate from the centre as to exactly which
decision has to go to which body. Maybe I should
go back to the point I was making earlier. If, for
example, we said that in planning future services I
and Doncaster PCT would be sitting down with the
local LINk and others and talking about the future
and I said, “Look, you know these wart removal
or vasectomies can now be done . . .”
Jim Dowd: Same thing!

Q478 Chairman: It is a very poor outlook on the
human race, I have to say, Mr Dowd.

Ms Winterton: “. . . can now be done in GPs’
surgeries, therefore we are not going to be doing
them in the DRI any more, we are going to do them
in GPs’ surgeries” and three months after all these
facilities were there we said, “We don’t need to
have that particular ward in the hospital and the
services will no longer continue in the hospital”,
that would not be “significant” because that would
be part of the process that was a natural movement
on from how you had agreed the direction of
services. “You in the community have told us you
want more services in the community, we have
done that, but the consequence of that is there will
be a change in the hospital provision”. If, however,
we said, “We are going to close the wart/vasectomy
ward in the DRI”, they probably do not work like
that, do they, “and we are going to move all the
services and the people of Doncaster will have to
go to Rotherham to have that”, then I think we
would quite reasonably be expected to say that was
a “significant” change. It is really what is the eVect
in terms of what the patient receives in care and is
it a significant diVerence from their point of view.
If it is saying, “You go to your GP’s surgery instead
of the local DRI” then fair enough, but if it is, “I’m
sorry, you have now got to get on a train, get in a
car to go somewhere a long way away”, it would
be a “significant” change. We have to acknowledge
that we cannot dictate every single instance, it
would be impossible for us to try to do that. We
can issue guidance about how to measure
“significant” and we will try to do that from what
it feels like from a patient’s point of view.

Q479 Chairman: Minister, could I thank you all
very much indeed. I have to say to you we are
hoping to publish or agree the report before the Bill
comes out in Committee or before it has finished
its journey in terms of the legislative process. We
hope to have this published before Easter.
Ms Winterton: Thank you. I hope the documents
were useful in terms of trying to clarify it a bit
more. Thank you.
Chairman: Thank you.
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Written evidence
Supplementary evidence submitted by the Department of Health (PPI 01D)

Thank you for your note. To confirm, the NHS Centre for Involvement is delivering a three-year contract
which commenced in June 2006. It will receive £2 million per year for the period of contract.

Its role is to promote and support patient and public involvement in the NHS. It will do this principally
by providing advice, guidance and information on PPI to NHS organisations. It will collect good practice
and make this generally available to all those concerned with a stronger voice for patients and the public.

It will additionally provide advice and guidance to local involvement networks. It will act as a repository
for good practice and make available ideas and approaches for how LINks can go about their work as
eVectively as possible.

I do not think this role could be described as a monitoring role but clearly there will be a degree of
evaluation of practice to enable it to determine whether that practice is good or not.

The NHS Centre for Involvement is fully involved in the work to support the early adopter projects. It will
be carrying out the evaluation of those projects, drawing on lessons learnt and making recommendations for
inclusion in guidance to be produced for LINks.

I hope this is helpful. Please ring me if you require further information.

Meredith Vivian
Department of Health

8 March 2007

Further supplementary evidence from the Department of Health (PPI 01E)

Project Objectives

Project aim

To provide LINks and those organisations responsible for establishing, supporting or working alongside
them with information, advice and guidance on how to maximise the eVectiveness of LINks and
relationships with them.

This aim will be met by undertaking activities which deliver lessons and contribute to the achievement of
the following objectives:

1. Engaging Participants

To enable activities to be assessed and evaluated we must attract participants from stakeholders, and in
particular:

(a) local authority oYcers and members interested and involved in engagement and community
development;

(b) oYcers and members involved in health and social care scrutiny;

(c) staV from NHS organisations, specifically commissioners and those involved in PPI-related
activities;

(d) PPI forum members;

(e) VCS organisations involved in supporting and promoting user and public views in health and social
care also third sector providers; and

(f) members of the public who wish to have a greater say in their health and social care services.

2. LINk Functions

To test out and evaluate in a number of pilot settings how LINks can:

(a) promote the involvement and participation of people in the planning, design and improvement of
local health and social care services—with a focus on diversity and inclusivity;

(b) Map local resources and build a community profile;

(c) collate and analyse the views and experiences of people about health and social care services;

(d) convey findings and recommendations to providers, commissioners, scrutineers, regulators; and

(e) act as a resource for the health and social care system to access views of people in their communities.
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3. LINks as organisations (Form)

To evaluate how LINks can:

(a) attract participation/contributions from individuals, groups, organisations and communities;

(b) what structures LINks might establish to best enable them to undertake their functions and for
those structures to be able to take account of the configuration of health and social care in diVerent
areas and other significant local factors;

(c) determine their structures agreeing governance arrangements at all stages of their establishment
that evolve over time to be fit for purpose;

(d) agree how they can best be “governed”, ie To enable fair and transparent Decision-making,
representation, etc;

(e) determine monitoring and reporting processes and arrangements; and

(f) build upon and reflect the best local practice unique to their area.

4. LINk Support

To evaluate:

(a) what activities the “host” must undertake to bring about the creation of LINks, eg promotion of
opportunities, where best to advertise, what messages work and don’t work etc;

(b) the nature of staYng support necessary for LINk eVectiveness, eg Administrative resources,
community development, analytical and facilitation skills etc;

(c) physical facilities including premises, equipment and their cost etc.

5. LINk Relationships

To evaluate the (I) nature of an eVective relationship and (ii) how best to develop eVective
relationships with:

(a) providers of health and social care also foundation trusts—in particular the relationship with
foundation governors;

(b) commissioners;

(c) scrutiny committees;

(d) regulators;

(e) SHA’s eg submission of Annual Reports;

(f) other LINks, in particular how will LINks work together to be able to contribute to the mental
health, and learning disability services agenda, ambulance services etc—what models of working
are required;

(g) VCS organisations already involved in health and social care; and

(h) others? Eg the public, Local Media, MP’s, individuals.

6. LINk Accountability

To evaluate what kind of accountability systems support confidence in LINks among those involved in
LINks and those who relate to LINKs. Including:

(a) accountability of the “host” to the local authority;

(b) the host’s accountability to the LINk;

(c) the LINks accountability to the population; and

(d) the LINks accountability to the Secretary of State for Health and Parliament.

7. Resourcing

The EAPs provide a useful opportunity to evaluate levels of resourcing, both financial and staYng
necessary to support eVective LINks.

8. Understanding Effectiveness

To provide some insight into what represents success for LINks including:

(a) numbers, diversity and source of people involved and participating in LINk activity or through
contact with LINks involved in service planning, design or decision-making;
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(b) the extent to which people are and feel able to eVectively influence services and evidence of where
input has led to change;

(c) whether it is possible to measure outcomes resulting from LINk activity-what qualitative and
quantitative outcome measures (metrics) might be developed to capture the benefit of LINk’s;

(d) What best models can be identified in relation to how people communicate with LINks—ie through
the web, texting, traditional meetings etc; and

(e) Whether people are influenced to become better, more educated, more informed citizens from their
engagement with LINk’s.

9. Procurement of LINk Hosts

A key area to be evaluated is the process of procuring the necessary support for LINks. EAPs should
discuss with local authorities and VCS organisations how best this should work in practice including key
issues such as the degree of flexibility in the contract.

10. Miscellaneous

There are a number of areas which need detailed consideration and may emerge through the EAPs and
include:

(a) training of LINk members and “host” staV and ongoing support eg organisational development,
preparation of individuals for specific activities in health and social care settings;

(b) development and production of “constitutions”, terms of reference and other protocols to underpin
LINks and those involved in them; and

(c) processes for decision-making eg weighing up priorities for LINk activity.

Department of Health

March 2007

Further supplementary evidence from the Department of Health (PPI 01F)

Patient Support and Empowerment

Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS)

Most NHS trusts and PCTs have a PALS. Their main functions are to:

— provide information and help to patients, their relatives and carers—they are sometimes able to
negotiate speedy resolution of problems;

— act as a gateway to appropriate advice and advocacy support from local and national sources, for
example ICAS;

— provide accurate information to patients, carers and families about the trust’s services and other
health related matters;

— act as a catalyst for change and improvement by providing the trust with information and feedback
on the problems arising and gaps in services;

— operate within a local network with other PALS in their area and work across organisational
boundaries; and

— support staV at all levels within the trust to develop a responsive culture.

Independent Complaints Advocacy Service (ICAS)

ICAS is commissioned by the Department of Health to give people support if they have a complaint
regarding their National Health Service treatment. ICAS:

— helps people deal with the complaints process;

— if necessary refers people to other relevant agencies who will help them to achieve a resolution to
their complaint;

— provides tailored/specialist advocacy according to individual needs;

— provides interpreters for people who are new English speakers or who communicate diVerently;

As an advocate ICAS can:

— give people an opportunity to speak confidently to someone who is independent of the health
service;
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— provide information to enable a person to make an informed decision on how to proceed;

— help people explore their options and the potential outcomes of particular courses of action,
without bias; and

— generally supports people through the complaints process by accompanying them to meetings,
writing letters, making phone calls etc.

The Expert Patients Programme (EPP)

The EPP is a self-management programme for people with long-term health conditions. It gives people
the skills and confidence to better manage their condition on a day-to-day basis. It is available through the
NHS and the wider voluntary and community sector. The programme is aimed at a wide range of people
with diVerent long-term conditions and of varying ages, geographic location and ethnicity.

A network of trainers and around 1,400 volunteer tutors with long-term conditions deliver programmes
locally. The programme focuses on five core self-management skills:

— problem solving;

— decision making;

— resource utilisation;

— developing eVective partnerships with healthcare providers; and

— taking action.

The Community Voice

Patient participation groups

Patient participation groups provide eVective grass roots forums in the community for patients, carers
and health service staV. They promote self-help as a process to enable patients to develop a mutual interest
in their primary health care at the surgery. It is a selection of patients and practice staV who meet at regular
intervals to decide ways of making a positive contribution to the services and facilities oVered to patients
by the GP practice.

Local Involvement Networks (LINks)

Links will:

— promote and support the involvement of local groups and individuals from across the community
to influence the commissioning, provision and scrutiny of health and social care services;

— obtain the views of local groups and individuals about their health and social care needs;

— gather the views of local groups and individuals about their experience of health and social care
services;

— convey those views to organisations responsible for commissioning, providing, managing and
scrutinising health and social care services;

— enable local groups and individuals to share their skills and experience in order to influence the
development and improvement of local health services;

— support people within the community to make their voices heard, including people who find it hard
to participate in traditional ways or do not choose to;

— support the commissioners and providers of health and social care services to engage with the local
community, and in particular those groups and individuals who find the services they need diYcult
to access;

— act as a hub within a network of user-led and community based groups in the area covered by the
host local authority, providing a channel for views and information between these groups and the
local health and social care organisations.

The wider patient voice

Section 11

Section 11 of the Health and Social Care Act 2001 places a wider duty on NHS organisations to involve
and consult patients and the public:

— not just when a major change is proposed, but in the ongoing planning of services;

— not just when considering a proposal, but in developing that proposal; and

— in decisions that may aVect the operation of services.
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The public perspective

Local authority overview and scrutiny committees (OSCs)

OSCs in local authorities with social services responsibilities (county councils, London Borough Councils
and unitary authorities) have the power to scrutinise health services. OSCs:

— have a wider role in health improvement and to reduce health inequalities for their areas and their
inhabitants;

— scrutinise the NHS—not just major changes but the ongoing operation and planning of services;

— are able to call NHS managers to give information about services and decisions;

— report their recommendations locally;

— have to be consulted by the NHS where there are to be major changes to health services; and

— are able to refer contested service changes to the Secretary of State.

The national view

The NHS Centre for Involvement

A consortium of the University of Warwick, the Centre for Public Scrutiny and the Long-term Medical
Conditions Alliance—an alliance of patient organisations lead The NHS Centre for Involvement. It is a
department within the University of Warwick and is committed to supporting the NHS as a whole at local
provider, regional and national levels to lead and sustain patient and public involvement (PPI) in delivering
National Health Services to improve the quality of care and the eYciency and responsiveness of healthcare
organisations. It aims to:

— promote the value of PPI;

— create a one-stop shop for information and advice on PPI;

— build the capacity of organisations, staV and patient-citizens for high quality PPI;

— develop and disseminate practical resources that aid PPI. Generate evidence based models and
examples of best practice;

— identify and maximise learning opportunities at a national, regional and local level; and

— become an exemplar of a responsive and inclusive organisation.

The Healthcare Commission

The Healthcare Commission is the health watchdog in England. Its job is to check that healthcare services
are meeting standards in a range of areas, including patient safety, cleanliness and waiting times. It has a
statutory duty to assess the performance of healthcare organisations—the annual health check, award
annual performance ratings for the NHS and co-ordinate reviews of healthcare by others.

National Patient surveys

The Healthcare Commission is responsible for co-ordinating national survey programmes in England
that cover both NHS staV and recent patients. NHS organisations administer and fund their own surveys,
using standardised instruments and methodologies. Detailed local and national results from all surveys are
published on the Healthcare Commission website.

The Department of Health has also directly commissioned a number of patient experience survey,
including, for example, a “Local Health Services Survey” that was conducted by the Picker Institute in 2006.
Surveys designed to capture patients’ experience of choice and access to primary care are also ongoing.

Department of Health

March 2007

Evidence submitted by Attend (PPI 163)

1.1 Who We Are

The members of Attend (the umbrella body) whose members are best known as of Leagues of Friends
have been supporting the local delivery of health since well before the NHS was founded.

Traditionally the contribution is dismissed as part of the “Jam and Jerusalem” culture. However in 2006,
from a national survey of its members, Attend is able to evidence:
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It has 31,000 active members £47 million was raised to support services. 11,000,000 hours of volunteering
were given which at the national minimum wage is equivalent to £5.35 per hour which equates to a further
£58 million.

Such a contribution is more than just good intentions, and represents both enormous goodwill and
fundamental support to the delivery of health in local communities.

1.2 Is Volunteer Support Enduring?

In the last five years the WRVS have indicated that their numbers of active volunteers has dropped from
95,000 to 60,000. The numbers of volunteers working with Attend has also dropped from 38,000 to 31,000.

Additionally, Professor Colin Rochester from Roehampton University advises us that 75% of volunteers
in health and social care are aged 50 or over, and that they are doing 80% of the volunteering hours. His
conclusion is that younger people are more selectively and less fully engaged in the field (December 2006).

However, while these figures are challenging enough, they hide a significant shift away from the big
hospital institution and greater support of the less bureaucratic, service delivery organisations.

Positively, as part of Health Month (January 2007), Attend carried out a survey of the public in hospital
perceptions of volunteering to support the NHS. The sample set was over 1000 of which 90% strongly
agreed, or agreed that volunteers should support the NHS.

Further 55% of respondents recognised and supported the concept of volunteers being involved in
monitoring of services.

2.1 Issues that Encourage and Discourage Volunteers in Society Today

Volunteers need to feel that their contribution is valued; aspects of this could be highlighted as:

(i) The Opportunity to Make a Genuine DiVerence

If people are to give their time, particularly if they are younger/professionals they wish to see a
direct and tangible outcome for their volunteering. Just being part of committee (which once had
worth and status) is not particularly valued today.

(ii) A clear understanding of what is required

Every time a change occurs a significant cohort of volunteers will choose to leave.

Any change can be seen as a negative evaluation of a previous contribution.

Also if volunteers are feeling disenchanted or undervalued, it is an opportunity to opt out.

(iii) Appropriate Leadership

Leading volunteers and the quality of that leadership is vital to the sense of vision and the
achievement of objectives.

The appointment of the leaders and their ongoing support and training is required.

(iv) Tangible Benefits

Increasingly volunteers are looking for tangible benefits from their contribution. Traditionally,
this has been confined to recognition, but increasing accreditation and recognised training are seen
as vital to support volunteers.

(v) Focused Support

In the “new world” of volunteering, volunteers are less interested in fulfilling infrastructure roles.
Increasingly paid staV are required to work in tandem, fulfilling roles previously carried out by
volunteers such as minute taking, letter writing and negotiation.

3.1 Specific Suggestions for the Future of Patient and Public Involvement

(i) Opportunity to make a genuine diVerence

Currently, there is little public recognition of PPI Forums, and no real understanding of the diVerence
between them and CHC’s.

Alongside there has been other new initiatives e.g. PFIs and PALs all of which crowd into the public
consciousness and add to the general confusion.

If new enthusiastic volunteers, unencumbered by history are sought, the unique selling point of LINks
needs to be clearly articulated.
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(ii) A clear understanding of what is required

Attend has undertaken training for the Department of Health, the Home OYce, the Cabinet OYce and
the Welsh Assembly.

It recommends that the HR model is adopted with clear definitions of each role performed and an
associated person specification clearly indicating skills, knowledge and attitudes.

A rigorous selection and matching exercise should be undertaken.

There should be compulsory induction with core skills training.

There should be a robust review (appraisal) system.

(iii) Appropriate leadership

Attend co-ordinates a training consortium (WRVS, CSV, NAVSM, NIMHE, Red Cross, St John,
Macmillan and Age Concern) to train their volunteer managers. They come from a variety of backgrounds
and some are paid others are volunteers.

This outlines essential skills and techniques in managing volunteers, and oVers and NVQ level 3 and
aYliation to the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development as an outcome.

(iv) Tangible benefits

Accredited training for volunteers which recognises volunteer hours, skills gained will particularly
encourage the diversification of the volunteers group.

(v) Focused support

Providing the appropriate support doesn’t have to be expensive: Attend supports 800 groups on a UK
wide basis with 14 staV, and has a turnover of less than £1,500,000.

A delivery rather than bureaucratic model could produce both and eVective and eYcient support, but also
provide a degree of quality assurance and unfortunately in an England-wide basis.

Attend

February 2007

Supplementary evidence submitted by the Commission for Patient and Public
Involvement in Health (PPI 109A)

Analysis—Budget Required to Deliver the LINks Proposals

An analysis by the Commission on the budget required to deliver the LINks proposals gives a requirement
of £64 million, more than twice the CPPIH budget.

In 2006–07 CPPIH had a budget of £28 million and if all of this money was divided equally between the
150 LINks this would amount to circa £180k each. Our understanding is that a formula will be applied so
LINks that cover a bigger population, ie Manchester, will receive more than LINks that cover a much
smaller area, ie Isles of Scilly.

Based on the Commission’s experience of running Forum Support Organisations (FSOs) a typical LINk
would need to receive a budget of over £424k, and a breakdown of these costs is shown below:

The Cost of Delivering a LINk

StaYng Cost—£ Notes

1 LINk Manager 55k Includes “on costs”
1 LINk Lead 40k Includes “on costs”
2 Administrators 50k Includes “on costs”
1 Researcher 35k Includes “on costs”

£180k
Infra-Structure
OYce accommodation, furniture and 35k 3 rooms, including a small meeting room,
non-IT equipment will be required for a county-wide LINk in

DDA compliant oYces
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StaYng Cost—£ Notes

Computers including maintenance 10k Computers plus peripherals with
maintenance. (This figure makes no
provision for providing access to IT for
other users).

Telephone and postage 13k LINks will have big postage bills! The
nature of the membership will require
regular mailshots as well as web-based
work.

Audit Fees 7k
Legal Fees 4k

£69k
Activities
Recruitment of LINks members, 20k Leaflets, roadshows, interviews, radio
including CRB checks for some members advertising, newspaper advertising, etc.
12 monthly “formal” LINks meetings 20k Hire of an appropriate venue,

refreshments, equality costs eg carers,
signers, translators at meetings, etc. In
context, the signing costs alone of 12 x 3
hour meeting would be £4,320

“Informal” working group meetings x 40 35k Hire of rooms, refreshments, equality costs
eg carers, signers, translators at meetings,
etc.

LINks members’ expenses 20k Visits, attending meetings and reimbursing
all other “out of pocket” expenses.
Members are volunteers and although
giving of their time they cannot be
expected to be out of pocket. We expect
that those members representing
organisations will claim their expenses
from the organisations.

Learning and development and briefings 20k Critical to ensure that LINks members are
appropriately advised to enable
engagement with key issues.

Publicity, publications, public meetings 25k Newspaper notices informing communities
and events of meetings, etc. There is a requirement to

have materials available in diVerent
languages and modes.

Communicating the issues, work and 35k Research reports, LINk annual report,
achievements of LINks newsletters, bilingual services

£175k
Grand Total £424k

Commission for Patient and Public Involvement in Health

January 2007

Further supplementary evidence submitted by the Commission for Patient and Public Involvement
in Health (PPI 109B)

1. At the evidence session on Thursday 8 February, my Chair, Sharon Grant, gave evidence and alerted
the Enquiry to the rationale put forward by the Department of Health for the abolition of the Commission
and her concern about the lack of a Race Equality Statement to underpin the LINk proposal. The purpose
of this letter is to add further clarification on these fundamental issues as they will have a direct impact upon
the LINk proposals that you are closely examining.

2. Regarding the abolition of the Commission the rationale put forward and again emphasised by the
Minister in a response to a PQ response on the 15 January:

Ms Rosie Winterton, The decision to abolish the Commission for Patient and Public Involvement in
Health (CPPIH) was part of the arm’s length bodies (ALB) review about reducing bureaucracy and
getting more funds to the frontline. Therefore, no assessment was made on existing patient and public
participation at that point.

3. At the time of the announcement of the abolition of CPPIH in 2004 the budget was £33 million, in
2006–07 it is £28 million, reducing the amount to the “frontline” by £5 million. The Commission has
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estimated that the true central cost of CPPIH is currently approximately £1.5 million which needs to be
viewed against the “central costs” LINks will occur:

— Local Authority procurement costs for LINks contracts.

— Any Local Authority accommodation and IT charges being applied to the budget award.

— Start up capital for desktop IT etc.

— Redundancy costs of CPPIH staV.

— Landlord costs for early surrender of oYce leases.

— Costs of induction training for LINks members and host organisation personnel.

4. From the list above, (which is not meant to be exhaustive), it would appear that the replacement system
will create more local bureaucracy and may actually reduce the “. . . funds to the frontline”. The
Commission’s spend on its central support functions—the “bureaucracy” is below the average spend of
other ALBs and it sets the governance, strategic direction and operational deliveries of the national
organisation. Attached to this letter is a description of the role of CPPIH. (See Annex A)

5. In the same PQ answer the Minister stated that:
“The Department undertook a major review of patient and public involvement (PPI) during 2005–06.
The PPI review was prompted by ‘Commissioning a Patient-led NHS’ and the White Paper ‘Our
health, our care, our say’ consultation. The review indicated that the current arrangements were no
longer fit for purpose in view of the major structural changes accruing across health and social care.”

6. The review in question commenced 18 months after the abolition of the Commission was announced
and it is only now, in the setting up of Early Adopter sites, to examine whether LINKs will actually work
is evidence being gathered and evaluated to see if the proposals will really work. Again, policy and legislation
is not being built upon from a firm evidence base and Parliamentarians find themselves in a position to need
to legislate.

Race Equality Letter

7. As you are aware, one of the key objectives of patient and public involvement is to address inequalities
in health, by engaging those who are most aVected by them in decision making. In fact, CPPIH has a specific
remit to target the harder to reach groups of our society and help them to engage and give them a voice in
the decision making process. It is of concern to CPPIH that in planning the new system the race dimension
of health inequality is properly taken into account, and that the system in future is built in such a way as to
maximise engagement of all sections of the community. Indeed the DH has a statutory obligation to consider
the race and disability implication of any major policy change.

8. As such we felt it important to know whether the DH had produced a “race equality statement” to
underpin the new proposals. For information I am attaching correspondence that was sent to DH on
5 September 2006. To date no reply has been received to this letter. A follow up letter was sent last week
and if a response is received we will send a copy to you.1

Steven Lowden
Chief Executive, Commission for Patient and Public Involvement in Health

27 February 2007

Annex A

CPPIH CENTRAL FUNCTION

I think the question about what the CPPIH does is more than just a central question. Some of our activities
actually take place on an area or regional basis but are eVectively managed centrally. Specifically they do
not arise from independent local activities be it of Forums or (in future) LINks. These activities support the
following areas which are detailed in our annual report. CPPIH:

— Sets up, funds, staVs and performance manages support to all PPI Forums.

— Appoints all members to PPI Forums.

— Sets quality standards for, and issues guidance to PPI Forums.

— Submits reports to the Secretary of State for Health on how the whole system of PPI is working
and advises them about it.

— Carries out national reviews of services from the patient’s perspective—collating data from PPI
Forums and making recommendations to the Secretary of State and to other bodies and persons
it considers appropriate.

The following table attempts to show the areas in which CPPIH provides service, there are three
categories:

1 Not printed here. CPPIH later received a response.
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— Operations—activities directly involved with recruiting to and supporting forums.

— Governance—activities that help Forums to operate within the appropriate legislative framework.

— CPPIH management—things that eVectively only exist because the CPPIH does.

These are examined in terms of the added value from each activity, the local alternative might be and
potential issues arising. These are classified as follows:

— No overall driver to deliver—activity depends upon local organisations opting to carry out the
activity in co-operation with each other with no overall encouragement or support to do so.

— EYciency—activity can be done locally but is not likely to be as eYcient as a central service unless
a pre-existing similar local service is available. This needs to be balanced against the benefits that
may accrue from local ownership gained through devolvement of activities.

— Consistency—activity will vary on a local basis, perhaps widely.

— Not available—this is unlikely to occur. Local organisations may of course co-operate to do this
but it would be very similar to them creating a national organisation to carry out these activities.

Potential
Category Activity Description Value added Local alternative issue

Operations Best practice Identification of best Bringing together of Co-operation No overall
practice in knowledge across the required between drive to
conjunction with network and making multiple deliver
Forums and it available to all organisations
dissemination to
Forums

Operations Communication to Providing forums Assists forum Duplicated EYciency
forums with regular updates volunteers to see communication

about information of themselves as part of activity
interest and a a wider network.
mechanism for EYciency compared
dissemination of best to a large number of
practice and other local communication
forum activities activities

Operations FSO funding Management of the Good financial Local financial EYciency
(Finance) monies paid out to governance management

FSOs as part of their needed
contract

Operations FSO performance Management of Ensures value for Local performance EYciency
management contract compliance money from management

contracted services needed

Operations FSO procurement Procurement of Consistency of Local procurement EYciency
support services procured services services needed

Operations Help desk Phone and email Consolidated service More resources EYciency
contact point for provides operational available locally or
forum members, eYciency personal reduced availability
other organisations response always
and public available in working

hours

Operations Learning and Provide learning and Consistency of Duplicated L&D EYciency
development development training. activity or

opportunities to EYciency as not a requirement to
support induction of full time task for purchase training
new members and every forum. from external
ongoing organisations if
development available.
opportunities

Operations National activities Co-ordination of Clear mechanisms Co-operation No overall
activities in which for forums to work required between drive to
large numbers of together. multiple deliver
Forums are involved Opportunity to raise organisations
eg Bugwatch, national profile of
Fairtalk, Food national issues
watch. identified by forums.

Operations National reporting Analysis of forum Synthesis of many None Not
activity for reporting individual inputs available
to Ministers,
parliament and
stakeholders
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Potential
Category Activity Description Value added Local alternative issue

Operations Networking Events Bringing together Improved transfer of Co-operation No overall
forums within and information required between drive to
across regions to multiple deliver
share ideas and organisations
develop best practice

Operations Networking On-line systems to Single point of Multiple on-line EYciency
systems enable forums to: reference. systems

— share EYcient
information management and
with each other; support processes

— meet FoI
requirements
and be seen to
operate openly

Operations Parliamentary Provision of National picture and Only local picture Not
information to MPs viewpoint available and viewpoint available
and Peers as available
requested

Operations Recruitment Generating interest National consistency Locally focussed Consistency
in and recruiting to recruitment
forums

Operations Recruitment— Processing Assisting forum Local CRB EYciency
CRB checks information to members to complete processing required

Criminal Records forms.EYciency—
Bureau. Dealing with expertise is required
sensitive check and small number of
failures resources can handle

national requirement

Operations Stakeholder Single point of EYciency of contact Multiple points of Not
relationships contact for national for other contact available

and regional organisations
stakeholders needing
relationships or
communication with
Forums

Governance Code of conduct Provision and Consistency Local code of Consistency
dissemination of conduct process
code of conduct for operate
forum members and
mechanism for
dealing with issues
arising

Governance PPI advice Interpretation to Reference point for Local Consistency
Forums of legislation forums. Good interpretation
pertaining to them. governance in line
Includes legislation with legislative
that aVects public requirements
bodies eg DPA, FoI

CPPIH Facilities Provision and Good governance. No equivalent None
management management of required

Facilities for CPPIH
staV

CPPIH Finance (CPPIH) Management of Good governance. No equivalent None
Management internal CPPIH Value for money. required

Finances

CPPIH HR Management and Good governance. No equivalent None
Management support of CPPIH required

directly employed
staV

CPPIH IT (CPPIH) Provision and Good governance No equivalent None
Management management of IT required

services for CPPIH
staV

CPPIH Planning Overall management Good Governance No equivalent None
Management of CPPIH and required

contracted resources
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Further supplementary evidence from the Commission for Patient and Public Involvement in Health
(PPI 109D)

I have listened to the evidence given by the Minister of State, Rosie Winterton, at your Inquiry on
Thursday 1 March, and feel it is necessary to formally draw you and your Committee’s attention to a
statement the Minister repeatedly made.

In giving her evidence the Minister asserted that by abolishing the Commission £9 million would be
available to the “front line”.

The Commission currently provides services to Forums (the “front line”) through directly employed staV
and through contracts with Forum Support Organisations (FSOs). While the majority of services are
provided locally through FSOs, it is sometimes more eYcient or more consistent to provide services directly
from the CPPIH especially when the capacity for local support is still developing. If FSOs (or future
organisations supporting LINks) were to provide these services instead of the CPPIH we believe the costs
would increase, or the service levels would decrease for the same budget. Clearly contracted organisations
are not going to do more work for the same or less money.

The Minister’s assertion that the CPPIH somehow spends £9 million pounds on “bureaucracy” is
inaccurate and fails to recognise the amount of direct support to the “front line” that the CPPIH provides
in a highly cost eVective manner.

The Commission has estimated that the true central cost of CPPIH is currently approximately £1.5 million
and this is the total of “new money” available to the front line and, as such, this is the true cost of reducing
ALB bureaucracy. This £1.5 million provides the national infrastructure of CPPIH and needs to be viewed
against the “central costs” LINks will occur:

— Local Authority procurement costs for LINks contracts x 152.

— Any Local Authority accommodation and IT charges being applied to the budget award.

— Start up capital for desktop IT etc x 152 LINks.

— Redundancy costs of CPPIH staV.

— Landlord costs for early surrender of CPPIH oYce leases.

— Costs of induction training for LINks members and host organisation personnel.

From the list above, (which is not meant to be exhaustive), it would appear that the replacement system
will create more local bureaucracy and may actually reduce the “. . . funds to the frontline”. The
Commission’s spend on its central support functions—the “bureaucracy” is below the average spend of
other ALBs and it sets the governance, strategic direction and operational deliveries of the national
organisation.

In our evidence the Commission estimated that it would cost over £60 million to have LINks run
successfully and the assertion that this is an overestimate is not borne out by the Commissions experience.
For example, the Minister spoke about a LINk event in Durham that was to be held later that week and
that this was not costing a great deal of money to organise. She was obviously unaware that there were three
deaf people attending, each with their own specialist help, and this is costing £1,200 in addition to the cost
of the venue. While this is still a relatively small amount it needs to be considered in the context that there
will be hundreds or thousands of such events taking place throughout the country.

I have kept this letter deliberately factual and refrained from drawing conclusions. However, given the
experience of the Commission the budget that Local Authorities will receive will be inadequate and will
therefore provide a limited service. This will not satisfy the local population and it will be left to Local
Authorities and Parliamentarians to pick up the pieces.

Dr. Steve Lowden
Chief Executive, Commission for Patient and Public Involvement in Health

6 March 2007

Supplementary evidence submitted by the Healthcare Commission (PPI 107A)

Following our submission to the Committee in January, you asked me to send a letter setting out the main
points the Healthcare Commission would like to have covered in the legislation. They are as follows:

1. The LINks should be clearly designated as networks that facilitate engagement, rather than as free-
standing organisations that represent or speak for patients and the public. They must be inclusive and they
must reach out to disadvantaged and marginalised groups in the community.

2. To keep this distinction clear, the status of the LINks should be expressed through duties on
commissioners and providers of services, rather than through rights invested in the LINks themselves. Each
local authority with social services responsibility should have a statutory duty to set up a LINk.
Commissioners and providers should have a statutory duty to engage with patients and the public through
the LINks.
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3. It should be made clear that the Healthcare Commission has a duty to assess the performance of
healthcare organisations in relation to patient and public involvement, under Core Standard 17 and related
standards. In assessing whether a trust is complying with the standard/s the Commission will consider how
it is working with the LINk. It would be helpful if the legislation referred to a “good practice check-list” for
eVective engagement with which trusts are expected to comply. This list is now being drawn up by the
Department of Health with the Healthcare Commission and the National Centre for Involvement.

4. It is not consistent with the current move towards “light-touch, risk-based” regulation to expose trusts
to multiple inspectors. The healthcare sector is already seriously concerned about the number of
organisations with the right to visit them. The Healthcare Commission is committed to involving patients
and/or the public (as appropriate) in the follow-up inquiries and inspections that it carries out as part of the
annual health check. This can provide an alternative means for patients and the public to scrutinise their
local healthcare organisations, once the forums, with their statutory rights of inspection, are abolished. It
would be helpful if the legislation could confirm that the Healthcare Commission is expected to involve
patients and the public, through the new LINks, in its follow-up inquiries.

I’d welcome the opportunity to discuss these points further with you and your colleagues, if that would
be useful.

Anna Coote
Head of Engaging Patients and the Public, the Healthcare Commission

12 March 2007

Evidence submitted by Dr Albert Day, Harrogate and District NHS Foundation Trust (PPI 156)

Executive Summary

1. EVective PPI gives patients and the public an increased understanding and awareness of local health
decision making, thereby gaining local ownership of strategy and service change. For clinicians and non-
clinical managers alike, PPI is a means of transformational leadership. Developing a constructive
relationship and strong partnership with the local health community through eVective communication is
essential.

2. Models of eVective PPI within Harrogate and District NHS Foundation Trust are explored,
emphasising the value of the Board of Governors and the multi-facetted Quality of Patient Experience
group. I will contend LINks should retain and build on the best of the Patients Forum and its forerunner
Community Health Council namely local knowledge with independence. There is some potential for
duplication as between LINKs and the Board of Governors.

Introduction to Dr Albert Day

3. Dr Day is qualified in medicine and medical law. He was a General Practitioner and vocational trainer
in Harrogate for 20 years and occupational health physician to the Harrogate group of hospitals. He was
a research assistant and hospital practitioner in rheumatology.

4. Dr Day moved from clinical medicine to a career in legal medicine in 1987. He was Head of Medical
Services at Medical Protection Society. He acted as adviser to the ethics committee of the College of
Occupational Therapists. He is a Council member of the section of Forensic and Legal Medicine of the
Royal Society of Medicine, a founding Fellow of the forensic and legal faculty of the Royal College of
Physicians and a Fellow of the Royal College of General Practitioners. He served as a Magistrate in
Harrogate for 16 years.

5. Dr Day was appointed a Non-executive Director of Harrogate Health Care NHS Trust in 1993, and
Chairman in 2001 thus taking a central role in the transition to Foundation Trust status. Dr Day takes a
keen interest in risk management and governance matters. He chairs both the Board of Directors and the
Board of Governors of Harrogate and District NHS Foundation Trust.

What is the purpose of patient and public involvement?

6. A glimpse into the history of health and social care in local communities will inevitably confirm the
depth and strength of ownership and pride that was, and is, present in the minds of the majority as regards
“their” hospital. In planning the National Health Service, as Hansard records, Parliament was mindful of
the need to use and develop local services within the framework of a national service. In Harrogate for
example the archives of the General Hospital and the Royal Bath Hospital are replete with evidence of
genuine concern for the welfare of the population and that the hospital should thrive as a community facility.
There are fascinating minutes of the early managers, then called governors and of the standards they
required for example of the Matron and others.
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7. When Parliament legislated to introduce NHS Foundation Trusts, one of the attractions for me
personally and for my organisation in preparing its application was local accountability, an enhanced
opportunity to draw on involvement from the local community to shape its health service. Harrogate and
District NHS Foundation Trust (HDFT) is totally committed to delivering a high quality acute secondary
care service that reflects the needs of local patients and their carers. The patient experience is our core focus.

8. I believe one element of the success of this organisation is our continuing focus on eVective patient and
public involvement. HDFT can claim huge support and interest from the public, indeed an exemplary record
of PPI.

A Membership Organisation

9. We are a membership organisation. HDFT has almost 15,000 members—about 10% of those whom
we serve have chosen to join. Membership clearly matters to them. The return in our most recent elections
to our Board of Governors, in September 2006, showed that 46% of our members voted. The Foundation
Trust enjoys regular and disparate support from more than 800 volunteers. The Board of Governors
comprises 15 elected and six nominated governors. Elected governors (11) are from public constituencies
and the four staV constituencies. Public constituencies are coterminous with those of local government and
ensure that all areas are represented. The work of the Board of Governors that I consider crucial in our PPI
strategy is described below; it includes activity to balance the geographical and age profile of the
membership.

What form of public and patient involvement is desirable, practical and oVers good value for money?

10. At HDFT we are proud of our strategy for encouraging an increasing number of patients and the
public to become involved in the development of their local hospital. We encourage patients and public
involvement through both formal and informal mechanisms such as patient feedback on the wards or in
outpatient clinics, comments from our membership and our Governors, comments and questions raised
through our public Board of Governor meetings, the PALS service, patient focus groups, patient
questionnaires and surveys, audits, readers panels and the formal complaints route.

PPI strategy

11. What strategy has the Board of Directors to ensure that patient and public involvement is real, and
valued? Quite simply the Board requires all internal plans to have input from service users or advisory
groups. Our Foundation OYce maintains data from questionnaires collected from our membership on their
areas of special interest and ways in which individuals have said they are ready to oVer advice. Patient special
interest groups, expert patients, and complainants are all added to the mix. Service delivery and performance
is routinely reported to the monthly Board of Directors; each quarter a report from the Quality of Patient
Experience Group includes examples of how comments from service users have been incorporated in
developing the service. That group includes members of the Foundation Trust working in a lay capacity as
well as Governors.

12. EVective PPI gives patients and the public an increased understanding and awareness of local health
decision making, thereby gaining local ownership of strategy and service change. For clinicians and non-
clinical managers alike, PPI is a means of transformational leadership. Developing a constructive
relationship and strong partnership with the local health community through eVective communication is
essential. At HDFT, PPI is not about ticking boxes, but is embedded in the culture of the organisation.

13. Face to face contact is undoubtedly the most productive means of engaging health professionals with
the public and patients. It oVers a real opportunity for ownership and understanding of potentially
complex issues.

14. The Foundation Trust oVers and encourages a wide range of opportunities:

— Become involved as a lay representative on a range of health committees or advisory groups.

— Become involved on our patient reader panel—reviewing literature to ensure it is fit for purpose.

— Become involved in volunteering including tailored opportunities which may lead to vocational
choices.

— Become a member of the Foundation Trust, receiving a quarterly letter from the Chairman.

— “Foundation News” magazine to all Trust members Introduces PPI initiatives.

— Attend our interactive Medicine for Members sessions.

— Attend the Board of Governors Meetings.

— Attend our annual hospital Open Event and AGM.

— Stand as a Governor and work on task and finish projects.

— Attend our quarterly Governor surgeries.

— Take part in patient focus groups and audit of patient experience initiatives.
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— Get involved in specialty groups on chronic diseases or disabilities.

— Get involved in patient interviews/stories.

A range of additional PPI mechanisms at HDFT include:

— Questionnaires and patient satisfaction surveys relating to a range of services.

— PALS encounters.

— HDFT inbox—where patients and the public can leave comments, ask questions. Make
suggestions etc.

Value for money

15. In headline terms, PPI is free of charge. In fact it carries its own overhead, requires servicing and
management time. Outputs may have financial consequences. EVective PPI is undoubtedly superb value for
money—but loose planning, tokenism and failure to use the outputs would erode trust from patients and
the public quickly. In short there must be some point to every activity. Are there examples of good VFM?
In my Trust I would cite our Quality of Patient Experience Group (QPEG) and the Board of Governors as
excellent models. Each takes from the best elements of the former Community Health Council that many of
us found an eVective body and develops them further. The Board of Governors has a democratic mandate; it
is truly representative. It is economic: The cost of the Board of Governors is principally the cost of elections.
The repayment is handsome in terms of energy, engagement and scrutiny as well as the eVective discharge
of the various statutory duties. The QPEG comprises professional NHS staV, non executive directors,
governor, patients’ forum, voluntary sector leaders and a service user. Its focus is on delivering the PPI
strategy in a way that is meaningful for patients and the public, underpinned by real community
engagement, particularly through representation from the voluntary and not-for-profit sectors locally. The
Board of Directors uses input from QPEG as part of the annual planning cycle.

PPI and the board of governors

16. I am clear that the Board of Governors has a number of roles, PPI being one of them. Accordingly
governors are engaged widely in designing, implementing and analysing PPI schemes. To give some
examples: Our Membership Development group is tasked this year with work to attract more members in
the younger age range. In collaboration with a group on publications it has re-worked the reading material,
then passed it to a members’ reading panel for a critique. Governors are equipped to attend and speak at
relevant meetings such as youth clubs, mother and toddler groups. Governors are thus entrusted with the
roles of ambassador and recruiting sergeant.

17. One major PPI activity each year is our Annual Open Event. In 2006 for example we had in excess
of eight hundred members of the public visiting the event. Governors are part of the planning team, there
are three objectives: The day is to be educational, interactive and interesting with a take home health
message from each of the 48 displays and tours. It is an opportunity for questions to be put to front line
staV, to see what makes NHS care so comprehensive. StaV tell me it is fun and I see on their faces that PPI
is a positive experience.

18. A hugely popular Governor initiative is our “Medicine for Members” series that is designed around
a list of topics suggested by members. Recent examples are prevention and control of hospital infection;
pain management; elderly people’s care; hospital catering; emergency medicine. Every session is chaired by
a governor who leads a lively debate.

LINKs

19. The increasing number of foundation trusts, each with its Board of Governors/Council of Members
oVers an eVective and ever-greater democratic mechanism whereby the public and patients have a real stake
in their local health service. Involvement and a say in the wider network of local services including voluntary
services across a specific geographical area is demonstrably strengthened through the foundation trust
model.

20. The Patients’ Forum has at its heart total independence; LINKs should in my view maintain that, as
well as local knowledge. LINKs performs a diVerent role from that of the Board of Governors. Governors
receive regular detailed information from the Board of Directors, with data and presentations continuously
reinforcing their ability to discuss matters with the membership from a position of factual knowledge. For
example all press releases are sent to Governors before release, with a briefing note as necessary. The
Chairman’s monthly Governors’ briefing is complemented by a copy of all Chief Executive staV briefings.

21. Governors set their agenda and are proactive, assisted by joint meetings of the Boards of Directors
and Governors on strategic issues. The objective of my communication strategy is to ensure timely accurate
local knowledge, the most powerful public relations tool of all. Questions and/or concerns from members
that come to Governors are handled by channeling them through the Foundation trust oYce. A swift
response to both governor and member may be followed by inclusion in a general briefing at the month end.
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22. Governors are local people. Not only do stakeholder governors bring their own personal qualities to
the Board but their inclusion ensures two things: input to the debate from diVerent external perspectives and
feedback to the nominated body to which they belong. The strengthening of a local health community from
collaborative dialogue with commissioners is obvious. How much better when Governors are part of that
and have the knowledge required. To that extent I believe Governors fulfill the role that LINKs has in
commissioner organisations. If foundation trusts increase their number of nominated governors to include
LINKs, an extra public governor must be added to maintain its majority; a decision for each FT. It seems
obvious that a LINKs person would attend the public Board of Governors meetings (as our patients forum
representative does at present) and work in our QPEG.

Conclusion

23. PPI is not an addition to the work of this Trust, it is a core function. I have set out our philosophy
of inclusiveness; drawing on the experience and energy of patients, carers, volunteers and complainants to
enrich the patient journey of tomorrow. LINKs could add to our pool of feedback and dialogue by working
alongside the Board of Governors and directly into specific PPI groups. The question of whether there is a
diVerent role for LINKs in a PCT, more particularly one that combines a provider and commissioner
role remains.

Dr Albert T Day
Chairman, Harrogate and District NHS Foundation Trust

January 2007

Supplementary evidence submitted by Health Link (PPI 121A)

I remained after my evidence session to listen to the evidence from the Foundation Trust Chair, PALs
oYcer and the Healthcare Commission which followed it. There were a couple of salient points that I feel
would add value to the deliberations of the Committee and take this opportunity of setting these out below.

Reduction in inspection visits by the Healthcare Commission: I was struck by an omission in the discussion
on the inspection rights issue. I would like to point out to the committee that, as of the introduction of the
Annual Health Check by the Commission replacing the previous Star Ratings system, the annual inspection
visits by the Commission to NHS Trusts have been reduced to three yearly, except in cases where there is a
discrepancy between the evidence provided to the Commission by local stakeholders such as Patients
Forums and Overview and Scrutiny Committees. In addition, the Commission visits a random sample of
Trusts. I believe this random sample is 10%. The relevance of this change to the question of whether LINks
should do monitoring visits to NHS premises is twofold:

1. There has been a dramatic reduction in visiting by the Healthcare Commission as part of their change
to self assessment as the basis for the Annual Health Check. Whatever the rights and wrongs of that change,
which was subject to public consultation, it is as yet unproven as a sound way of judging the performance
of the NHS. To remove the visiting arrangements by Forums or LINks at the same time as this change has
happened to the national regulatory regime, seems to me to be a high risk approach.

2. The ability of Patients Forums to contest the self assessment by NHS Trusts which forms the basis of
the Annual Health Check is dependent on them knowing how the Trust is actually delivering services. If
they have not monitored those services, it is hard to know how they will be able to contest such assessments.
For example, if a Trust claims to have complied with privacy and dignity standards on inpatient wards, the
only way a Patients Forum will know whether this is the case or not will be if they have monitored those
wards to observe standards and spoken to patients to get their views. This is particularly important in the
case of patients who may not fill in the Commission’s Patient Surveys, such as frail older people, those whose
first language is not English or other socially excluded groups.

Disenfranchisement of non LINks members: In addition, I feel it is important to consider what relevance
will be given to the views of groups or organisations by commissioners of local services, if they are not
members of LINks. It seems to me that individuals and groups who do not participate in LINKs are
disenfranchised. If there is no greater say to participants in LINks, what is the point of being a member of
a LINk? If there is a greater say for such participants, then how can this be equitable?

Elizabeth Manero
HealthLink

26 February 2007
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Evidence submitted by Richard Stein, Leigh Day & Co (PPI 169)

Introduction

1. Richard Stein is a solicitor and partner in Leigh Day & Co, Solicitors. This London based practice
carries out a wide range of public interest and claimant litigation on behalf of individuals and NGOs.

2. Richard Stein has for 13 years specialised in claimant judicial review, challenging decisions of
government departments, local authorities and quangos on behalf of individuals and local and national
voluntary sector groups on topics across the whole spectrum of functions carried out by the state.

3. Amongst his particular areas of specialism is the range of issues which concern patients both as
individuals and groups within the NHS. As part of this work, he has advised and represented a wide range
of groups and brought a large number of challenges to failures by NHS bodies to carry out lawful
consultation. These include the cases of R v North East Devon Health Authority ex parte Pow and others
(1997), R v Worcestershire Health Authority ex parte Kidderminster and District Community Health Council
(1999) and Smith v North East Derbyshire PCT (2006). He is currently conducting a range of other judicial
review cases in the High Court relating to questions concerning the application of (among others) section
11 Health and Social Care Act 2001 (HSCA). He has advised on a much larger number of cases in which pre-
action letters reminding NHS bodies of their consultation duties has resulted in decisions by those bodies to
reconsider and to consult lawfully.

Why is patient involvement particularly important within the NHS?

4. The structure and nature of the NHS makes the need for patient involvement in its decision making
particularly vital. The lack of direct public accountability of the structures of the NHS is a major factor.
This is particularly problematic in view of the requirement imposed on NHS Trusts to adopt local priorities
within the national policy framework. As a result we have local bodies which are at the same time
unresponsive to local concerns while at the same time setting local priorities based on their assessment of
local needs.

5. Patient involvement is particularly important within the National Health Service because of the
relationship the public has with it. The NHS is a safety net which we all rely on, even when we are well and
not currently using it. The fact that it is there and that we can rely on it looking after our needs and those
of our families and friends at a time of crisis is a major comfort. Whether the NHS likes it or not, patients
have views of their own on how the service ought to be configured and delivered. It is quite possible that
these views are frequently ill informed and out of date. However, unless patients are brought along with
fundamental changes being made, they will cause huge anxiety and can provoke levels of public discontent
not frequently seen in Britain. Hospital closure proposals have, as members of the Committee will be aware,
provoked local demonstrations all around the country. We have recently even seen government ministers
demonstrating against local decisions which implement government policy and at least one Member of
Parliament was elected because of his stance on the downgrading of the local hospital.

What attempts were made to change the NHS culture?

6. At the beginning of the millennium, the need to create a new partnership between the NHS and patients
& public was recognised by this government. They acknowledged that over a number of years, the NHS had
developed a particular culture of secrecy. Significant decisions were being made in private wherever possible
and there was almost no recognition that patients and the public have any contribution to make to the
setting of priorities and decision making.

7. An important part of the attempt to change this culture was the enacting of section 11 Health & Social
Care Act 2001.

8. The provisions relating to Overview and Scrutiny (section 7 HSCA 2001 and Regulations made under
it) were functions which replaced (at least to some extent) the functions of the abolished Community Health
Councils. The section 11 obligation was a new attempt to address factors mentioned above and a clear
recognition by government of the imperative for patients to feel engaged with the way that their health
service was developing.

9. At the time of this change, the government was feeling optimistic about the future of the NHS—with
massive increases in NHS spending planned for the following years. A more open and involving approach
was welcome. Perhaps, not surprisingly, it was felt that asking people what they thought about changes was
something that would be easy at times when the health service was to be improved and modernised. All of
this is reflected in the wording of section 11 and the Department of Health Guidance Strengthening
Accountability—Involving Patients and the Public (February 2003)
http://www.dh.gov.uk/PublicationsAndStatistics/Publications/PublicationsPolicyAndGuidance/Publications
PolicyAndGuidanceArticle/fs/en?CONTENT—ID%4008005&chk%rVmyFE, which was introduced to
explain how to implement it.
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10. In addition to this, the Cabinet OYce Code of Practice on Consultation, issued in January 2004, also
demonstrated that the government recognised the need for more extensive and coherent public involvement
in important public decision making. Bodies such as the NHS were expressly brought within the scope of
the Code.

11. The wording of section 11 HSCA 2001, is, perhaps, rather incoherent and repetitive, but on any
reading the intention is plain. Patients or their representatives are to be “involved” in virtually any
deliberations within the NHS which might impact on what is delivered, how it is delivered and by whom. The
obligation is notably framed in very wide terms—it goes beyond a simple (and more traditional) obligation
formally to consult before taking decisions. The fact that consultation is required across the full range of
planning and from the earliest point in the development of ideas and proposals is—quite rightly—clearly
reflected within the Guidance.

12. David Lammy, the then Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Health said in the foreword to
the Guidance:

“It is clear to me times have changed. Patients and the public rightly expect to be involved and
consulted in all aspects of their lives—they are more likely to ask questions and are less in awe of
experts. There are more people wanting to ‘have a say’ in decision-making and public authorities are
more open to scrutiny and challenge.”

13. In the body of the guidance itself (at page 1) it states as follows:

“‘Involving and consulting’ has a particular meaning in the context of section 11. It means discussing
with patients and the public their ideas, your plans, their experiences, why services need to change,
what they want from services, how to make the best use of resources and so on. It is more about
changing attitudes within the NHS and the way the NHS works than laying down rules for procedures.

What is important is that involvement and consultation is adequate both in terms of time and contract
and appropriate to the scale of the issue being considered. Part of the involvement process may be to
discuss with stakeholders the most appropriate arrangements for any further involvement. For
example it may become clear that:

— more eVort needs to be made to involve the harder-to-reach groups that may be aVected by the
proposed change or more information needs to be given; or

— a formal consultation process lasting for a set period of time is not necessary. . . .

Patient and public involvement is central to developing any organisation. NHS organisations must
recognise and value the benefits of listening and responding to patients and recognise that the patient’s
experience is the catalyst for doing things diVerently to improve the way services are delivered.

Real patient and public involvement is not about ticking boxes, it is about NHS organisations
developing constructive relationships, building strong partnerships and communicating eVectively.
For patients’ experience of health services to really improve, NHS staV will need to have ongoing and
meaningful dialogue with them, their carers and the public about improving and developing services”.

14. And then later on page 2, it continues:

“The new duty is the continuation of a process that will strengthen accountability to patients and the
public and make sure there is transparency and openness in decision making procedure. We must
develop and adapt health services around the needs of patients and the public which will build trust
and confidence between local communities and the NHS.”

15. We would invite the Committee to read the 8 pages of the Guidance which set out extremely clearly
how the new approach embraced by section 11 is central to the NHS. This approach is also embodied in
many other publications from the Department of Health at the time.

Why is the distinction between “involvement” and “consultation” so important?

16. Involvement requires patients or their representatives to be included as part of all the activities
involved in making decisions about the running of the NHS out of which ideas about possible changes arise.
Consultation takes place once the need for a change, and possibly even the preferred change option, have
been identified.

17. The reason why “involvement” rather than just “consultation” is essential in the NHS relates back
to the culture of secrecy in the NHS and the lack of direct participation by public representatives in the
structures of NHS Trusts.

18. As for the people involved, although Non-executive Directors of NHS Trusts are, in theory although
not always in practice, appointed from the local community, they are primarily corporate members of the
Trust Board, sharing responsibility with Executive Directors for the delivery of the organisation’s statutory
responsibilities. They are neither representative of nor accountable to the community from where they were
drawn. Accordingly, if the public is to feel any ownership of the services delivered by the NHS, it is essential
that patients or their representatives are engaged within the process of developing the service and operating
the service at every level.
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19. The Guidance from the Department of Health makes it clear that “involvement” does not always
mean a full-blown consultation with patients and public is required. The scale of “involvement” required
will relate directly to the scale and nature of the developments taking place within the local NHS service.
Minor matters may well require no more than a mention at meetings at which representatives of patients are
present. At the other extreme, where large developments are proposed, a full Cabinet OYce Code compliant
consultation will be required.

What went wrong?

20. Unfortunately, in the early years of the millennium when there was optimism about the future of the
NHS, the opportunity was not generally adequately grasped to develop the new open, outward looking and
patient involving culture advocated by the Department of Health. Decision making in the NHS continued
to happen in private whenever possible.

21. Against that background, when the going got tougher over the last few years a great retrenchment
took place—unsurprisingly, decision-makers would rather take unpopular decisions out of the glare of
scrutiny which comes from involving and consulting patients. And so, once it became clear that the
substantial extra resources provided to the NHS would not deliver a service to meet all of the needs and
expectations of the community, the attraction of involving patients or their representatives was reduced
still further.

22. In a climate of hospital closures, service reductions and staV redundancies, to achieve spending
reductions, it became even less attractive to NHS managers to involve patients or their representatives in
their decision-making.

23. It is perhaps understandable that whereas managers of NHS Trusts would happily meet with patient
representatives to discuss positive developments such as new and expanding services, they would be much
less keen to seek their views on cuts and service reductions. In practice, they just don’t do it! Unfortunately,
such failures have led to a growing distrust by the public of the management of the NHS—ironic given that
the NHS itself is such a valued organisation. Accordingly, in situations where changes to service
configuration are truly about modernising and improving services, because patients and their
representatives have not been appropriately involved in other decisions or in the steps leading up to these
decisions, the announcement of such changes which would otherwise be welcomed by patients, are met with
disapproval.

24. All too often, consultation by public bodies (and NHS bodies appear particularly guilty of this at
times) seems like a process undertaken simply to be seen to comply with an obligation to consult, but without
any enthusiasm for it and certainly not with any intention to change their minds in response to the views
expressed by consultees. This invalidates the consultation—and indeed renders the processes which are gone
through both meaningless and manipulative. In eVect consultation often feels more like selling a decision
that has already been taken rather than genuinely asking for views. That is why “involvement”—and the
expectation that involvement and consultation will take place at the early formative stage, before clear
options have even been formulated—is so important. The whole approach is patronising and fails to
recognise the contribution patients’ experience makes to improvements in the service.

25. A particular example of this has arisen recently in Hemel Hempsted, where the proposed
downgrading of Dacorum Hospital to a community hospital has provoked substantial concern and unrest
locally. (This is now the subject of judicial review proceedings—Bullmore v West Hertfordshire Hospitals
NHS Trust). Here the Trust employed consultants to “manage” the consultation process. The placing of the
consultant between the Trust and the public has substantially added to the local disquiet about the
proposed changes.

26. As a result, over recent years, there appear to have been large numbers of important changes to service
provision which have been made without complying with the obligations to involve patients or
representatives under section 11 HSCA. Leigh Day & Co have been involved in resisting attempts to make
such changes in secret and rushing them through without patient involvement. Although some have
attempted to front out a legal challenge, most Trusts have, once they have received legal advice from their
advisors, backed oV and decided at that stage to carry out proper patient involvement under section 11.

27. Another worrying area is the attempt to run down NHS services without transparency in the decision-
making and thus by stealth. In many cases, where Trusts are short of money, they will run down the staYng
levels so that the only safe step they can take is to close a ward or a service. Such steps are frequently taken
without patients being involved in the decisions. Once such services have been closed, albeit on a supposedly
temporary basis, they very rarely re-open and the decline takes place without any patient involvement as to
the appropriateness of the change. This is seen by many NHS Trusts as a useful device for avoiding their
responsibilities to involve patients and public (and also the requirement to consult Health Overview and
Scrutiny Committees under section 7 HSCA 2001). When such attempts to bypass the section 11 obligation
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provoke threats of legal action on behalf or patients, having taken legal advice Trusts frequently decide to
back oV and carry out the appropriate level of patient involvement and consultation.

28. A good example of such events were those which surrounded Hornsea Cottage Hospital in East
Yorkshire. In September 2006, without any patient involvement or consultation with the Health Overview
& Scrutiny Committee, the Yorkshire Wolds & Coast NHS PCT announced the decision to end in-patient
admissions immediately and to close the 12 bed in-patient ward at Hornsea Cottage Hospital temporarily
(but indefinitely) on 1 October. The justification for not carrying out their consultation/patient involvement
duties was “that the current staYng levels . . . are increasing the risks to patients and staV”. Following a
threat of legal action the decisions were reversed and the statutory obligations were complied with.

29. The widespread failure to implement section 11 is not just caused by local panic by local NHS Trusts
in the face of their current diYculties. Despite the clear policy imperatives identified in Department of
Health guidance above, the attempts to narrow the scope of the obligations under section 11 are supported
by the Department of Health itself. This was demonstrated by the approach taken by the Department’s
lawyers in the case mentioned below Smith v North East Derbyshire PCT (2006). In that case, Counsel for
the Department of Health was keen to limit the extent of the obligation as far as possible, in conflict with
the wording of his client’s own Guidance.

Is the current position under section 11 unworkable and/or inappropriate?

30. The meaning and implications of section 11 HSCA 2001 were considered by Mr Justice Collins in his
judgment given in May 2006 in Smith v North East Derbyshire PCT. These aspects of the case were not
questioned in the subsequent appeal to the Court of Appeal. Mr Justice Collins recognised that section 11
imposed a very wide duty on NHS bodies.

31. Although the obligations may superficially seem to be substantial and unduly burdensome, Mr
Justice Collins indicated that the sensible approach by a NHS body would be, where in doubt, to involve
the appropriate Patients’ Forum, as the “experts” in this field. Although this might seems like an extremely
onerous responsibility, if the required culture change had taken place within the NHS, ensuring that its
decision making is carried out as far as possible in public, the obligation would become a routine one.
Providing that patients’ representatives are involved, in all but the few decisions which do properly require
secrecy, the basic elements of the obligation are covered. It is then up to the patients’ representatives to
advise the NHS body of the circumstances in which a greater degree of patient involvement is required.
Whether or not Patients’ Forums or LINKs are capable of shouldering this task is central to this
investigation by the Health Committee.

32. It is of great concern that even now so many meetings of NHS Trusts that are considering issues of
importance to patients and are in no way properly confidential are conducted in private. It is diYcult to see
how it can be justified to fail to include patients’ representatives in such meetings as a matter of course.

33. Perhaps of even greater concern is that, if anything, the movement appears to be in the direction of
increased secrecy rather than openness. As members of the Committee may be aware, the Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has decided that all of its Board Meetings will be held in
private. As a result, all of the important decisions about the nature and provision of health services by this
large London teaching hospital, using public funds, will be made without the public having the right even
to hear what is being decided, let alone to engage in the process.

34. A further area of concern relates to the wholesale transfer of NHS services to independent sector
treatment centres (as an example of a “centrally led scheme”) without patient involvement or consultation.
We note that the Health Committee was advised by the Department of Health in its response to its Report
on Independent Treatment Centres (Fourth Report Session 2005–06) (para 66, 69 and 70) that consultation
would be undertaken in relation to such decisions. But this has not happened in practice. In fact it has been
determined personally by Ministers in the Department of Health that no patient involvement is required
under section 11 in relation to ISTCs (the emergence of which post-dates the new “open” world launched
by the 2001 Act). This decision is apparently justified by reliance upon the fact that the ISTCs are not
promoted locally but at a national level by the Department of Health. However, whether or not that is
correct in law, such an approach fails to recognise the fundamental impact that ISTCs will have without any
doubt upon the local configuration of NHS services and accordingly are caught by section 11.

35. Whether or not patient involvement is required in relation to ISTCs is the subject of litigation and
will be considered by the High Court in the context of ISTC provision in North Bristol. The case of Fudge
v The Secretary of State for Health and others will be before the court in late March 2007. And, of course,
even if the court holds that s11 is technically not engaged in such a case, the Department’s stance represents
a huge departure from the spirit of public involvement which the 2001 Act was supposed to bring about (as
well as from what it told the Committee). Nor, in our view, can it be said (as the Department has claimed)
that public consultation and involvement could not take place in relation to the bringing forward of ISTC
proposals. For example, the Department, in conjunction (albeit behind the scenes) with SHAs and PCTs,
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frames the regime (including, for example, the “case mix”) which the independent sector is then asked to bid
to undertake. Such decisions could—and should—plainly be informed by local patient views.

36. No patient involvement or consultation was carried out in relation to this or other decisions relating
to ISTCs. It is perhaps surprising and also of concern that the Secretary of State for Health is so reluctant
for the NHS to engage with local patients and their representatives about what is such an important plank
of her strategy for modernising and improving the NHS across the country.

37. Another similar example of concern is the decision at Lymington in Hampshire. As the Committee
may be aware, on the 21 December 2006 it was announced that the new PFI Lymington New Forest Hospital
due to open in the spring of 2007 would be entirely run as an ISTC. The services provided will not just be
elective services as have been covered by other ISTCs but will include emergency and all other services
delivered at that hospital. The whole proposal had been developed in secret with no patient involvement or
consultation. Again, it is surprising that the announcement of such an important development of
government policy has been eVectively buried in the Christmas shopping period.

What can be done to avoid litigation?

38. We have been asked to address this specific question. The obvious and straightforward answer is for
the NHS to carry out its obligations under section 11—to involve patients in its decision making processes.
As has been made clear above, all this requires is a change of culture from secrecy towards openness. Just
as local government has, over recent years, become better at open and transparent decision-making, so too
now must the health service. The legal challenges brought in this field very rarely relate to the substance of
the decisions made by the NHS bodies. These are generally simple procedural challenges which succeed
because of the failures by NHS bodies to carry out their obligations to involve and consult. Providing that
these obligations are carried out properly and all representations and other factors are properly considered,
it is extremely unlikely that there would be any basis for challenging the outcome of the process, however
unpopular.

What is the impact of the proposed changes to section 11?

39. The proposal to limit those measures which require patient involvement under section 11 to those
which are “significant” is, in our view unhelpful. It is diYcult to see how any measure which is of concern
to patients can be “insignificant”. It is hard to see how such a change would have a real impact on the scope
of section 11. The approach of Mr Justice Collins in his judgment in the Smith case and the new culture
embodied in the Department of Health Guidance will still apply. More helpful would be a renewed
commitment from Ministers to the change of culture embodied in section 11 and the Department’s
Guidance.

Should Patients’ Forums be replaced by LINKs?

40. Our involvement with Patients’ Forums has been indirect and accordingly we do not have detailed
evidence to give the Committee on how they should be developed.

41. The structure which provides the framework for patients and the public to engage with the NHS
structures is clearly central to the success or otherwise of the culture change to deliver a patient focussed
service which is so vital to the future of the NHS.

42. At present, in our experience, Patients’ Forums are rarely eVective in providing a patients’ view to
the NHS. This would seem to us to be due to of a range of factors, including the following:

— Inadequate financial resources and organisational support.

— Lack of expertise in health related matters.

— Failure by local NHS bodies to encourage or enhance their status as important parts of the local
NHS decision making structures or to develop their capacity to engage eVectively.

— Frequently ineVectual and dominated by unrepresentative individuals with their own hobby
horses to ride.

43. Any changes to Patients’ Forums must therefore enhance their eVectiveness in representing the views
and concerns of patients to NHS Trusts.

Conclusion

44. The NHS is widely considered to be in crisis. The government has a diVerent view and considers rather
that it is going through a diYcult process of “creative disruption,” a modernising transition which is essential
for its survival. Which ever of these views is true, one of the major failures of the NHS over the last few years
(and a large contributor to the feeling of crisis) has been its inability to engage the public in serious debates
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about its future. As was recognised by this government when it introduced section 11 HSCA a patient
centred approach is essential to the future of the NHS. Section 11 is central to achieving that. Even though
it may be a diYcult transition, avoiding it is not an option.

Richard Stein
Leigh Day & Co Solicitors

19 February 2007

Supplementary evidence submitted by the NHS Alliance (PPI 81A)

EXAMPLES OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT—PPI AND HEALTH GAIN

Introduction

Community Development (CD) can be defined as follows:

Community Development is about building active and sustainable communities based on social justice
and mutual respect. It is about changing power structures to remove the barriers that prevent people from
participating in the issues that aVect their lives. (WHO definition)

CD can oVer two important benefits at the same time:

— Health gain through developing social networks which are known to be health promoting.

— Engaging local populations which can lead to eVective PPI.

The structure of PPI in the NHS is under consideration at the moment by the Expert Panel. We hope that
it will not result exclusively in more committees that are diYcult for lay people to attend, participate in and
understand. We hope that it will result in a more organic approach that harnesses community development
(perhaps not using that term) to bring people together, gather views and make changes.

A Possible Structure

The sort of structure that the NHS Alliance is promoting is a CD presence in each neighbourhood of the
PCT, aligned with the PBC commissioning groups. The process is two-way: the CD workers gather views
from local people on issues that matter to them (in Lewisham’s experience, for instance, issues of young
people’s health, the housebound elderly, poor care for elderly people in the local hospital). At the same time,
the PCT and/or commissioning groups ask the CD workers to investigate issues that matter to them (what
do diabetics want from commissioners, what do local people want from the new LIFT scheme, what do
cardiac patients feel about care in Lewisham Hospital).

Meanwhile, the CD workers respond to some of these issues with direct action themselves, organising
youth work activities, lobbying for new posts to respond to need, or putting feedback from local people to
key decision-making arenas such as PBC commissioning groups and/or PEC and Board.

This organic approach seems to have been working well for some years. There are three main examples
where a generic CD organisation, linked closely with PCTs but governed separately, has managed a diverse
range of activities all supporting CD, PPI and challenging inequality. They are:

— Lewisham Community Development Partnership,

— Social Action for Health in the East End of London, and

— the resource centre in Newcastle.

An Example of a Generic Community Development Organisation and its Outputs

LCDP began a number of groups in response to local need, as identified both by outreach work and by
formal questionnaire. As a result, the following activities were begun in the first couple of years:

— a women’s group and a mother and toddlers group;

— a group for weight loss that focused on the psychological forces on women;

— the development of an acupuncture and osteopathy service—this was one of the first in the country
and became mainstreamed by the then Health Authority;

— a group for diabetics;

— a summer playscheme that has run for many years;

— a swimming group;
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— work with the Borough to:

— add a zebra crossing at a dangerous local zone, and

— add a new bus-route to serve the local estate,

— a change to the practice’s ante-natal services and appointment systems; and

— regular meetings with Lewisham Housing to improve users’ experience of transfer and to educate
local practices in working better with Housing.

The project then began a series of Needs Assessments from users’ points of view. These have had a
significant impact on the Lambeth, Southwark and Lewisham scene:

African-Caribbean Needs Assessment:

— a new community development worker specially for the needs of this community;

— a focus on the mental health of this community;

— two intergenerational initiatives:

— a group bringing together older and young black people,

— a group linking mainly black adults with young people with the intention of oVering support
and guidance to families,

— later work on mental health.

Young People’s Needs Assessment was carried out with the help of the LSL public health department
asking young people what changes would be needed to improve their relationship with their general practice.
This resulted in:

— a new post called a Youth Health Advisor who carried out the following activities, in response to
the requests expressed by the questionnaire respondents;

— calling up cohorts of young people in four local practices,

— oVering them information in entertaining ways on the topics of their choice, which usually
centred around puberty, sex, relationships, drugs, and

— oVering one-to-one counselling for young people based in the practices,

— extensive outreach work across LSL, focusing on issues of sexual health; and

— engaging hundreds of young people through musical events with a sexual health message.

Needs Assessment of Housebound Elderly consisted of a interviews with all the housebound elderly of
two local contrasting practices. The issues raised are helping to focus the Lewisham PCT Older Adults
Strategy. They include:

— the loneliness experienced by so many older people;

— the lack of continuity from their GP;

— the poor standard of care provided by Social Services; and

— the lack of practical help where and when it is needed most.

Needs Assessment of the users of local mental health services. The outcomes of this have underpinned
Lewisham’s response to the NSF for mental health, focusing on:

— issues of employment;

— issues of race and mental health;

— cultural awareness training for primary care staV;

— working with the only local users’ forum for mental health;

— creating the understanding that the basis for developing mental health services should be keeping
people out of hospital; and

— concordance: ensuring that prescribing is done with the engagement and agreement of the user.

Current Activity

Now, funded by the PCT and still run by a Management Committee of local residents, the organisation
is Lewisham-wide and carries out the following activities:

— supporting practices in involving users, the public and carers;

— developing and sustaining an ICAS;

— ensuring a community development presence in each neighbourhood;

— helping to develop the Lewisham User Involvement Strategy, including a strong commitment to
community development;

— supporting a number of Lewisham-wide initiatives including;

— mental health initiatives supporting particularly issues of race,
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— a food co-op,

— a support network for young parents in a local housing estate,

— improving children’s and young people’s services on another local estate,

— a number of reminiscence groups,

— work with young people and sexual health,

— work on an estate which has resulted in a substantial drop in crime, and

— advice to practices on PPI which has resulted in a number of patient Participation groups
starting up,

— involvement in a wide range of committees in the PCT, including developing public involvement
in developing the Local Delivery Plan which sets out the financial map for the next year; and

— supporting lay involvement in practice-based commissioning.

Examples of CD Promoting Health Gain

Healthy Living Centre in Newcastle

The need and the design for this Healthy Living Centre was identified and by CD. It has a steering
committee that includes local people. It now runs a range of healthy physical activities, as well as a range
of groups that support local needs.

— Community gym.

— Classes including dancing and pilates.

— Links with cardiac rehab.

— Groups for people with diabetes.

— Exercise for people with mental health problems.

— The development of community development link workers.

Reducing falls in the elderly

The Healthy Communities Collaborative (HCA) originated from the NHS Plan under the heading “New
Partnerships to Tackle Inequalities”. It was led by the National Primary Care Development Team (NPDT)
supported by evidence provided by the Health Development Agency (HDA).

The aims of the HCC are to:

— Create a template for multi-agency working.

— Reduce falls in over 65s.

— Remove the barriers which prevent statutory organisations from engaging with communities.

The successful sites were Gateshead, Easington and Northampton who were tasked with engaging teams
of local older residents to begin to work on falls prevention.

Team composition across the sites varied with some teams being 100% local older people and others 50%
local older people. The composition of the teams has an impact on the successful outcomes of the pilot.

The HCC produced a 32% reduction in falls in the over 65s in the pilot year, using ambulance or acute
trust data. Another measure used was warden services data and this demonstrated an even greater reduction
in falls.

A transport solution to a health problem

As part of a generic needs assessment on an estate in SE London, the Lewisham Community Development
Partnership (LCDP) found that local people found that the hilly area caused a number of diYculties,
particularly for people with respiratory and cardiac problems. The local GPs were aware of this but felt
obliged to treat symptoms with medication. LCDP negotiated with the Local Authority to reroute a bus to
the estate. This enabled particularly elderly people on the estate to expand their social life and rely less on
medication.

An example of how CD can identify a health solution by taking a broader view both of the problem and
the solution.
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Health Guides in East London

Aims of the Health Guides Project

— To establish and support cohorts of local people to act as health guides within their own
community.

— To facilitate own-language access for excluded people to information and guidance about health
services; to promote understanding and awareness of self care and self management.

— To empower local people so that they realise their own community-based knowledge and learn
how to act on that.

— To represent the concerns of local people at decision-making meetings and seek to make services
more responsive.

Outcomes to date

— Around 90 local men and women from the Bengali, Somali and Turkish/Kurdish communities in
Tower Hamlets, Newham and Hackney have been running sessions in community centres, schools,
mosques and clubs with groups of people from their own communities.

— By the end of March 2006, 450 sessions will have been delivered to local people in their mother
tongue, on a targeted basis, with some tutors working with the same group over a number of
sessions to get to grips with a complex range of issues.

— SAfH feeds issues raised to providers and commissioners to help ensure services become
increasingly responsive, informing service redesign in heart disease, diabetes, urgent care services
and maternity services. Several Health Guides have joined the Patient and Public Involvement
Panel in Tower Hamlets which feeds into the work of the PCT and hospital Forums.

— Through the Health Guides project, we designed a flow chart guide to A&E showing that you
might not need to see a doctor and still get good care. It is now available at the A&E department
in several languages.

— Another issue that has emerged from the Health Guides sessions with Moslem participants is
concern about the way death is managed by clinicians and hospitals and coroners. Discussions are
beginning with the relevant Coroners about the requirements for autopsy. Health Guides are in
discussion with the Mosques and the Islamic funeral directors which is going to lead to a set of
guidelines.

— The scale of the Health Guides Initiative means that they can speak on behalf of many hundreds
of people and the mechanisms used means that they can check back with local people easily and
straightforwardly.

Youth Health Advisor in Lewisham

It was clear to the CD workers in Lewisham that local youth had little to do and got into trouble. As part
of a summer playscheme set up to improve the situation, young people were asked their views about local
health services for young people.

They told us that school sex and health education took place too little, too late and was of poor quality.
In addition, they found it diYcult to go to the local practice because it felt too exposing and alien. Initial
opinions were confirmed by a large-scale survey conducted in schools and youth centres by LCDP in
collaboration with Public Health.

Young people recommended that a new post be created called a Youth Health Advisor. Funding was
found for this post which has now been running for eight years. Among many interventions, the YHA calls
cohorts of kids of a certain age up to the surgery for meetings where the subjects are set by the young people
and where training is by local youth workers and other relevant experts. The subjects usually centre on sex,
drugs and common health problems such as obesity and acne.

The YHA now has an international reach. He has also collaborated on a Patients as Teachers programme
for young people with asthma, helping them to train local practice nurses and GPs in good practice in
asthma care from the users’ points of view.

WHO research

Linking community and psychological empowerment to health has been diYcult. A study in Detroit,
however, identified greater sense of community (the strongest predictor), perceived neighbourhood control,
and neighbourhood participation as independent predictors of better self reported health and fewer
depressive symptoms (Parker EA et al. Disentangling measures of individual perceptions of community
social dynamics: results of a community survey. Health Education & Behavior, 2001, 28(4):462–486.)
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Only a few published studies were found that explicitly tested the hypothesis that community
participation in decision-making would show additional benefits in health or health care. In the late 1980s,
a quasi-experimental study on water supply in Togo and Indonesia including an active participation group,
a top-down intervention group where water systems were installed without participation, and a control set
of villages (Eng E, Briscoe J, Cunningham A. Participation eVect from water projects on EPI. SocialScience
& Medicine, 1990, 30(12):1349–1358.) found that 25–30% more children were immunized in the villages with
active participation. The study showed that increased community participation in water projects was
correlated with improved child health strategies. A comparative study of two drinking water supply and
sanitation projects (one with active villager participation and one without) documented a range of better
outcomes in the active villages: better water quality, higher percentage of people understanding g the risks
and switching to the safe water supply (40% vs. 25%), better monitoring of tap functioning and maintenance,
better health habits in using latrines and filtering drinking water and higher levels of satisfaction (75% vs.
30%) (Manikutty S. Community participation: so what? Evidence from a comparative study of two rural
water supply and sanitation projects in India. Development Policy Review, 1997, 15(2):115–140.)

In Ghana, a schistosomiasis control programme compared the provision of chemotherapy with three
village conditions of health education: a participatory action approach, a passive approach, and no health
education. With a baseline showing limited knowledge of the disease and its prevention in all villages, after
the intervention, the participatory villages more successfully constructed school pit latrines and weeded the
river banks, though all constructed hand-dug wells (Aryeetey ME et al. Health education and community
participation in the control of urinary schistosomiasis in Ghana. East African Medical Journal, 1999,
76(6):324–328, Nsowah-Nuamah NNN et al. Urinary schistosomiasis in southern Ghana: a logistic
regression approach to data from a community-based integrated control program. American Journal Of
Tropical Medicine And Hygiene, 2001, 65(5):484–490).

A quasi-experimental design in Norway with an empowerment intervention fishing village and three
control villages attributed improvements in cardiovascular risk factors to integrated involvement of the
fishermen within many sectors, such as schools and worksites, the health care system and local government
(Lupton BS, Fonnebo V, Sogaard AJ. The Finnmark Intervention Study: is it possible to change CVD risk
factors by community-based intervention in an Arctic village in crisis? Scandinavian Journal of Public
Health, 2003, 31(3):178–186).

In addition to personal patient empowerment, family empowerment strategies have increased caregiver
eYcacy, coping skills and access and eVective use of health services. Family strategies have seen greatest use
in mental health (Sherman MD. The Support and Family Education (SAFE) program: mental health facts
for families. Psychiatric Services, 2003, 54(1):35–37. Dixon L et al. Pilot study of the eVectiveness of the
family-to-family education program. Psychiatric Services, 2001, 52(7):965–967) including reduced anxiety
and depression in caring for chronically ill children (Melnyk BM et al. Creating opportunities for parent
empowerment program eVects on the mental health/coping outcomes of critically ill young children and
their mothers. Pediatrics, 2004, 113(6):e597–607).

Support group interventions with grandparents and a systematic review of 20 studies of parent training
to improve maternal psychosocial health showed reduced depression, anxiety and enhanced empowerment
(McCallion P, Janicki MP, Kolomer SR. Controlled evaluation of support groups for grandparent
caregivers of children with developmental disabilities and delays. AmericanJournal of Mental Retardation,
2004, 09(5):352–361; Barlow JH, Coren E. Parent training for improving maternal psychosocial health. The
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 2003, 4(Art.No:CD002020 DOI: 10.1002/14651858.
CD002020.pub.2.)).

Examples of CD Promoting Patient Involvement

Housebound elderly

A survey of the elderly housebound in two practices by CD workers identified a range of serious problems.
Although discussed in a number of forums across Lewisham, the conclusions have never seriously been
taken up. They resonate with a number of other studies.

Aims of the needs assessment

(i) To identify the self-assessed health needs of elderly people who are perceived by two diVerent GP
practices as being housebound.

(ii) To enable:

(a) The two practices to compare the findings with their own perceptions.

(b) Identify gaps or overlaps in provision.

(c) Judge eVectiveness of their existing services.
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(d) Patients’ satisfaction to be assessed.

(e) Explore if they need new services.

(f) Predict future needs and for them to make changes as necessary.

Recommendations

What is working well:

1. The District Nurses are recognised as oVering an excellent service.

2. Relationships with GPs are generally good, though continuity, when it happens, is warmly welcomed.

3. Lewisham Community Development Partnership is useful.

Improvements needed:

1. More appropriate assessments tailored to the individual. This will involve changes in procedures for
social service assessment and ( 75 checks.

2. More one to one support. This may be best provided by voluntary agencies.

3. More regular home visits by the GP. If practices are unable or unwilling to do this, some compromise
may need to be found. This could be negotiated with the elderly housebound through LCDP.

4. GP continuity—the same person is best. In addition every eVort should be made to comply with
patients’ wishes to see the same doctor on each visit.

5. More practical interventions, particularly aids and adaptations, should be oVered and made available.
There is a need for community projects and health professionals to engage in community education with the
elderly to ensure they know their rights and are able to articulate their needs.

6. Better liaison between secondary and primary care on discharge from hospital. Based on results from
the study there are great variations in the quality services after hospital discharge. The housebound elderly
constitute a very visible and vulnerable population. It is necessary for better planning and co-ordination
between NHS professionals, voluntary organisations and Social Services for their hospital after-care.

7. Improved reliability from social service input.

8. More services from social services—provision is felt to be decreasing.

9. More focus on benefits: this appears to have a low profile in (75 checks and other assessments.

10. Improved over 75s checks by including an interest on benefits and aids and adaptations.

11. Doctors should record the living arrangements of their elderly patients to improve assessment of
needs.

12. This study found tangible evidence of the immense value of informal carers. More resources should
be allocated to their identification, development and support.

13. General Practices should do more to inform their patients as to the range of services on oVer to the
housebound.

14. There is a need for health professionals to reach out to the community and collaborate with other
organisations with grass-roots contacts. Community development organisations need to use their
knowledge of social interaction and skills in networking, collective/self help organising to work with the
housebound, carers, families and neighbours. They are also best placed to engage in social planning to
ensure there is greater co-ordination among the myriad of services that impact on the lives of the
housebound.

Youth Advisor work

See above.

Cardiac Discovery Interviews

Carried out by CD workers, the following conclusions were reached. They are under discussion at the
moment.

CHD services in Lewisham

Generally the service is seen as thorough, responsive, and empowering.

Where there are criticisms these are specific and could carry specific solutions: ie training in giving
stomach injections; more information as to what to expect from an angioplasty procedure; more cultural
awareness amongst orderly staV.

— Length of time to obtain a range of tests—a one stop approach is recommended.

— Transfers of care—they need to be smoother with better information for patients.
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— Aftercare knowledge and support—needs to be improved, with more information for patients.

— Support to ask questions; an understanding of what might fuel anxieties.

— Clearer written information to take away and for some people a longer time to explain and reassure
in lay terms.

— Focusing more on the needs of women whose voices seemed less well heard.

— Focusing more on the needs of the African-Caribbean population. They seemed less well-informed
and more marginalised.

Developing a patient panel for a practice and a PBC cluster

LCDP has developed an alternative to Patient Participation Groups which are thought to carry a risk of
institutionalisation and settling into a set of non-representative members.

The patient panel consists of a representative group of patients randomly selected. Once they have agreed
to participate, all communication is by mail or email, apart from one meeting a year, unless more are
requested. Either the practice or the patients can raise issues.

A panel has made decisions for a practice on:

— appointment procedures;

— dealing with non-UK residents; and

— responding to the QOF questionnaire results.

LCDP is now developing the equivalent approach to a PBC cluster which will enable rapid dialogue with
local people on key issues.

Brian Fisher
NHS Alliance

March 2007

Supplementary evidence submitted by the NHS Confederation (PPI 142A)

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE FROM THE NHS CONFEDERATION

The Health Select Committee have requested examples from the NHS Confederation of incidents where
the Department of Health or politicians have made illogical interventions at a late stage in the process
of consultations on reconfiguring services. The NHS Confederation oVers these examples to assist the
Health Select Committee in determining whether it is a reasonable expectation that the Department of
Health or politicians in the department have the right to intervene in this way and whether it should
remain one.

Example 1: Special Care Baby Unit

Work by the paediatricians across two hospitals suggested that the level of medical staYng may make
the service unsafe but that it was not cost eVective to increase staYng levels because the relatively low
level of low birth weight babies would mean that there would be insuYcient work to maintain their skills.
The second hospital involved had a better unit but still required increased staYng to be safe. It was
proposed that combining the units would create an enhanced service that might have reduced to
requirement to send babies to more distant units. The research evidence for a relationship between quality
and volume of work is often less good than many planners imply but in the case of premature babies
the evidence for a volume eVect is strong.

A major problem with staYng in the SCBU led the Trust to decide that it needed to close the SCBU
and consequently the Maternity Unit under emergency powers.

The then Secretary of State intervened to order a review, which confirmed that the Trust was correct.
The Secretary if State then requested a second review from an independent expert. This broadly confirmed
the results of first. A third review by a government agency made some suggestions about managing the
interim but did not lead to any substantially diVerent conclusions. Several months later the Unit did
close but in the meantime services had been very unsafe.

Example 2: Proposal to Centralise Services from Two Hospitals to One

This involved a proposal to close two general hospitals which were both small and beyond the end
of their useful life. The most sensible option was to site a new hospital on the same site as a major
cancer centre.
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The Secretary of State at that time intervened to change the location to a new area on the grounds
that it was socially deprived in a way that the other was not. There were four problems with this:

— the new location was very close to another very large teaching hospital and would have had a
very adverse aVect on it;

— the business case for the new hospital depended on retaining the flows of patients from both
the hospitals, the new location meant that this was not possible and therefore it was not possible
to create a financially viable institution;

— it is not clear that providing a hospital was in this instance the appropriate response to
deprivation. If the issue is poor health as a result of deprivation then good primary care is what
is required; and

— the new site was in a constituency of a government MP and the more logical option was not.
This, probably unfairly, opened the process to accusations of political bias.

The net result of this was that the hospital could not be built. Perversely this might not be such a bad
outcome but the process by which it has come about is less than desirable.

Example 3: Promising to Maintain Services

In this example the Secretary of State at that time made a public commitment to maintain an A&E
Department at a hospital mid way between two other A&E Departments both less than 10 miles away.
This was against the advice of those responsible for planning services.

Shortly after this the then Secretary of State intervened again following a separate review to approve
the building of a PFI hospital to the east which meant that there was now under five miles between the
two A&E Departments. This rendered the A&E at the hospital in the middle largely unviable.

NHS Confederation

6 March 2007

Evidence submitted by Mary Adams, Head of Public Involvement in North Somerset PCT (PPI 154)

What is the purpose of public and patient involvement?

— To include a relevant lay perspective in all aspects of health service planning, service redesign and
delivery to influence design and delivery of NHS services.

— In the past within a “patriarchal medical model” where health professionals were perceived as
experts who knew what was best for patients, the clinical and management perspectives held the
power to shape service design and delivery. The inclusion of a relevant lay perspective will help to
ensure that services are designed and delivered in a way that users want. This is of key importance
as the NHS is funded by the tax paying public who at various life stages become its users. They
are therefore the key stakeholders/(shareholders) and should have the opportunity to influence
design and delivery of their NHS.

— Public and user views oVer a valuable perspective that in the past has been the missing piece of
the jigsaw. For example, people who are disabled or from a diVerent culture can oVer a particular
perspective that can add real value when improving services. It is important however, to make a
distinction about which level of involvement is needed. For example, citizen through to patient
involvement. The danger is that PPI tends to perceived as an homogenous activity, where in
practice tailoring approaches to specific project requirements is of paramount importance.

— Relevant lay engagement and involvement is critical to success. People need to see that their view
is valuable and will really help to shape the way NHS services are designed or delivered. Some
issues will need a broad inclusion of public views, for example designing the future health services
for a whole county for the next 20 years, where some will need specific views for example
redesigning a care pathway for people with diabetes or coronary heart disease. People also need
to know that their comments and concerns will be fed into improving services through mechanisms
like PALS and complaints services. These support services need to be responsive and fair to re-
establish trust when things have gone wrong.

What form of public and patient involvement is desirable, practical and oVers good value for money

— To ensure that the PPI work undertaken is appropriate for any specific project, it is very important
to continually ask a series of questions when approaching the task.
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For example:

— Why are we asking for public/patient/lay views for this particular project?

— Who are the relevant people that we need to include?

— What is the best way to engage and involve people for this project?

— What methods have worked in the past?

— Are there new ways of working that might be more eVective?

— Are these methods cost eVective?

— Do we think this will add value?

— How will these methods aVect timescales?

— How are we going to use people’s views—what weight will they be aVorded in decision making
processes?

— How will we inform people about how their views have helped us?

This questioning approach to PPI should include a lay perspective at the early stage, and could also build
in staged “PPI review points” as the project progresses.

Why are existing systems for patient and public involvement being reformed after only three years?

— Some aspects of PPI are not working as well as anticipated. Some of the structures have not led
to anticipated outcomes and some processes are overly clumsy and bureaucratic. For example,
recruitment and support of PPIF has proven problematic in some areas, there is very little capacity
to take on a huge amount of work as volunteers, and PPIFs are still not visible enough to the
general population. Also PALS services not linked in well enough to other structures and feedback
is under utilised in supporting NHS service improvement. Some areas of PPI have however oVered
great improvement for patients as for example the Expert Patients Programme, which has been
shown to reduce GP and hospital visits.

How should LINks be designed, including

— Remit and level of independence.

— Membership and appointments.

— Funding and support.

— Areas of focus.

— Statutory powers.

— Relations with local health Trusts.

— National coordination.

Links should be independent of the NHS and have a range of roles including:

— Focusing on issues of concern that the population served are raising about their local health/
social services.

— Gathering information about local health/social services from the population served.

— Working across social service/health boundaries to look holistically at the public/patient/carer
experience.

— Role in inspection—perhaps by working closely with Healthcare Commission. This way local
knowledge can be added into the any assessment/inspection process.

Membership/appointments:

— Should be open to whole population served. This should be to individuals as well as members
representing voluntary and community groups. Special eVort needs to be made to include people
seldom heard from to ensure this perspective is present. Care will need to be taken that influential
individual/group agendas do not divert the LINKs to become a single issue pressure group, and
that they maintain a balanced approach to serving whole local population needs.

— Time limited membership for a maximum of three years, with a buddy system so that people can
have support to help them contribute their potential in the first year, a year of working/ leading
projects and a final year to support newcomers. A three year membership should ensure that the
LINKs does not become ‘professionalised’ and retains a fresh outlook on health and social care
matters.
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Funding and support:

— Funding from central government from health/social care funding stream as the work undertaken
by LINKs will benefit NHS/Social Care. Could also benefit from donations from commercial and
voluntary/charitable sources as working for the benefit of local communities, as long as
independence maintained. Social Enterprise model.

— Volunteer members should be rewarded and recognised for their contributions at a nationally
consistent tariV and in a way that does not exclude people in receipt of benefits.

— As mentioned previously a “buddy system” to support individual LINKs members needs to be
established as part of the set up.

Area of focus:

— Issues of local concern—working with PALS/complaints Depts. Health and Social care.

— Commissioning.

— Service redesign and planning.

— Service delivery and improvement.

— Working across boundaries—along patient journeys.

— Locally agreed projects based on local hot topics.

— Partnership working especially with Healthcare commission.

Statutory powers:

— Access to information from health and social care with full regard for data protection/
confidentiality.

— Formal link with Overview Scrutiny Committee.

— Formal link with PALS/Complaints Depts health/social care—(eg receive their reports).

— Inspection of local health and social care services in partnership with Healthcare commission.

Relations with local Trusts:

— Presence on Trust Boards/key committees and meetings.

— Willingness to work with Trusts on projects.

— Support Trusts with PPI agenda especially Section 11 requirements.

National Co-ordination:

National Body to co-ordinate LINKs, support members and provide consistent support/platform for a
national voice.

How should LINks relate to and avoid overlap with

— Local Authority structures including Overview and Scrutiny Committees.

— Foundation Trust boards and Members Councils.

— Inspectorates including the Healthcare Commission.

— Formal and informal complaints procedures

LINKs and OSCs

— Formal relationship with LINKs reporting activity to OSC and receiving information about local
concerns that may generate project work.

— Shared information and database of interested stakeholders.

— Agreed communication channels with Trusts/Social Care.

— Sharing work programmes to avoid duplication.

Foundation Trust Boards/Members Councils

— Links could oVer a very varied level of public involvement from a registering of an individuals
interest to be involved with a specific area of work to full scale regular membership across all
LINKs activities.

— Links will work across a whole population rather than with a single organisation.

Inspectorates including the Healthcare commission

— (already stated here.)

Formal and Informal Complaints Procedures

— (already stated here.)
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In what circumstances should wider public consultation (including under Section 11 of the Health and Social
Care Act 2001) be carried out and what form should this take?

— For service redesign and new plans/initiatives in health and social care that aVect a whole cross
section of a population or that will have a significant impact on the way that services are delivered
to people, especially where this could be perceived as a negative impact.

— The form needs to be tailored to project need as already indicated. There is not a “one size fits
all” solution.

Mary Adams
Head of Public Involvement, North Somerset PCT

February 2007

Supplementary evidence submitted by South East Coast Strategic Health Authority (PPI 112A)

I promised to write to you regarding the core standards and developmental standards relating to patient
focus and used by the Healthcare Commission as part of the annual health check.

The Department of Health published ‘Standards for better health’ (Full document enclosed).2 It describes
24 essential or core standards that all healthcare organisations in England that treat NHS patients should
be achieving, and 13 developmental standards that they should be working towards achieving in the future.
Core standards C13—C19 and developmental standards D8-D11 come under the domain “Patient Focus”
on pages 14–15 and are copied below:

Domain Outcome

Health care is provided in partnership with patients, their carers and relatives, respecting their diverse
needs, preferences and choices, and in Partnership with other organisations (especially social care
organisations) whose services impact on patient well-being.

Core Standards

C13 Health care organisations have systems in place to ensure that:

(a) staV treat patients, their relatives and carers with dignity and respect;

(b) appropriate consent is obtained when required for all contacts with
patients and for the use of any patient confidential information; and

(c) staV treat patient information confidentially, except where authorised by legislation to the
contrary.

C14 Health care organisations have systems in place to ensure that patients, their relatives and carers:

(a) have suitable and accessible information about, and clear access to, procedures to register formal
complaints and feedback on the quality of services;

(b) are not discriminated against when complaints are made; and

(c) are assured that organisations act appropriately on any concerns and, where appropriate, make
changes to ensure improvements in service delivery.

C15 Where food is provided, health care organisations have systems in place to ensure that:

(a) patients are provided with a choice and that it is prepared safely and provides a balanced diet; and

(b) patients’ individual nutritional, personal and clinical dietary requirements are met, including any
necessary help with feeding and access to food 24 hours a day.

C16 Health care organisations make information available to patients and the public on their services,
provide patients with suitable and accessible information on the care and treatment they receive and, where
appropriate, inform patients on what to expect during treatment, care and after-care.

Developmental Standards

D8 Health care organisations continuously improve the patient experience, based on the feedback of
patients, carers and relatives.

2 Not printed here
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D9 Patients, service users and, where appropriate, carers receive timely and suitable information, when
they need and want it, on treatment, care, services, prevention and health promotion and are:

(a) encouraged to express their preferences; and

(b) supported to make choices and shared decisions about their own health care.

D10 Patients and service users, particularly those with long-term conditions, are helped to contribute to
planning of their care and are provided with opportunities and resources to develop competence in self-care.

Domain Outcome

Patients receive services as promptly as possible, have choice in access to services and treatments, and do
not experience unnecessary delay at any stage of service delivery or of the care pathway.

Core Standards

C17 The views of patients, their carers and others are sought and taken into account in designing,
planning, delivering and improving health care services.

C18 Health care organisations enable all members of the population to access services equally and oVer
choice in access to services and treatment equitably.

C19 Health care organisations ensure that patients with emergency health needs are able to access care
promptly and within nationally agreed timescales, and all patients are able to access services within national
expectations on access to services.

Developmental Standard

D11 Health care organisations plan and deliver health care which:

(a) reflects the views and health needs of the population served and which is based on nationally
agreed evidence or best practice;

(b) maximises patient choice;

(c) ensures access (including equality of access) to services through a range of providers and routes of
access; and

(d) uses locally agreed guidance, guidelines or protocols for admission, referral and discharge that
accord with the latest national expectations on access to services.

During the annual healthcheck process, Boards of NHS trusts are responsible for making a self-
assessment and public declaration on the extent to which their organisation has met the core standards.
These declarations are supplemented with comments from representatives of patients and other partners in
the community—such as patient and public involvement forums, local authorities’ overview and scrutiny
committees, foundation trusts’ boards of governors and strategic health authorities. The HCC check these
self-declarations against a wide range of surveillance information and will follow up where they have
concerns.

I hope you find this information and the document useful.

Candy Morris
Chief Executive, South East Coast Strategic Health Authority

5 March 2007

Evidence submitted by TwoCan Associates (PPI 162)

This submission relates to the Committee’s question:

In what circumstances should wider public consultation be carried out and what form should it take?

1. TwoCan Associates is a small company that specialises in promoting the active involvement of patients
and the public in health and social care. We work with the voluntary sector and the NHS, both locally and
nationally.

2. In July 2006 we were commissioned by Surrey and Sussex Strategic Health Authority to analyse
responses made to a discussion document issued by the SHA, entitled Creating an NHS fit for the future.
This was seen by the SHA as a “discussion document”, rather than a piece of formal consultation under
Section 11 of the Health and Social Care Act 2001.
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3. Creating an NHS fit for the future looks at why changes to health care are needed, and considered some
of the things that could be done to improve health services in Surrey and Sussex. More specific information
about plans for the future within Surrey, East Sussex, West Sussex and Brighton and Hove are also given.

4. The Strategic Health Authority sought the views of patients, carers, NHS staV and the wider
community about the changes proposed within Creating an NHS fit for the future, and the reasons for these
changes. As well as distributing the document widely to these stakeholders, a variety of groups and
organisations attended meetings in their local area to discuss the issues. Specific stakeholder events were also
organised to enable members of local groups and organisations to participate in more detailed discussion.

5. A total of 6,226 people responded to the discussion document, 3,651 signed a petition or campaign
letter to protest against the perceived closure or downgrading of a local hospital and 2,575 wrote in with a
more detailed response to the issues raised in the discussion document. Of these responses, the majority
(81%) were about concerns at the possible closure of St Richards Hospital in Chichester, and most were sent
by members of the public (87%).

6. Overall, people agreed with the reasons for change outlined in the document, and the desire to improve
health services. However, they were concerned that the changes would not need to any improvements in the
quality of health care, and felt that the real reason for the proposed changes was to save money. Many did
not seem to trust that the SHA was telling them the truth.

7. By far the majority of people who responded to Creating an NHS fit for the future were extremely
concerned about possible closures of local hospitals or departments within hospitals. They were worried that
increased journey times could cause delay to treatment; that people would need to travel further to hospitals;
that there would be an impact for visitors and that any plans to close departments or hospitals did not take
into account plans to build large numbers of homes in the South East over the next 20 years. Overall, the
discussion document seemed to frighten many people—perhaps needlessly.

8. Respondents made detailed comments about each of the reasons for change. We have not described
these in this paper, but would be happy to forward this information if required. Below, we have summarised
respondents’ views on the consultation process. Quotes from responses are in italic type.

Consultation Fatigue

9. Both staV and members of the public felt they were being “inundated” with consultations that seem
to overlap and are all being carried out in a hurry. There were questions about how Creating an NHS fit for
the Future fitted in with other recent consultation documents. A number of respondents observed that in
spite of these consultations no one felt any better informed.

10. These discussions were thought to have had a very negative impact on staV morale and caused distress
to the public. Overall the community felt let down and shared a great deal of cynicism regarding the
whole process.

11. Others were concerned about how proposals would be implemented, given the imminent
restructuring of PCTs and the SHA, particularly as local plans did not seem to reflect the regional strategy.

“Will PCT’s plans be reversed to fit with proposals in this document? Will this create requirement for
further consultations and reviews once restructuring is complete—a further waste of resources. When
will final plans for the region be agreed and proposed?” (Member of NHS staV)

Criticism of the Consultation Document

12. Many people said they found it diYcult to make specific comments in response to the document as
it was very broad in coverage, and the ideas too vague to give constructive feedback. Some people saw this
as a period of “buttering up” and were frustrated that the consultation process was not helping to move the
debate on, as illustrated by the following comments from members of the public:

“The ideas are woolly.”

“What are the conclusions? What changes are proposed?”

“Poor quality consultation.”

“Inspirational statements rather than proposals.”

13. There was also a great deal of concern about wasting money on producing the brochure:

“Consultation is urgent but it is maddening to see all this money being spent on ‘glossy magazines’
when we have no budget for training, nor suYcient stationery to do our jobs.” (member of NHS staV)

“The glossy brochure and lack of space to return comments creates the impression this is a publicity
stunt and not a genuine consultation.” (Member of the public)
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Was this Genuine Consultation?

14. Many people questioned the value of this consultation and were sceptical that their views would be
listened to. Some believed that decisions had already been made, since the timescales seemed to suggest that
the SHA does not have an open mind. Some asked what would happen if the discussion phase showed that
most people rejected the proposals:

“The ludicrously short time frame imposed on the whole process . . . reflect the little regard the SHA
actually has for proper consultation and that . . . there is no desire to genuinely improve and
coordinate services across the region”. (Member of NHS staV)

Suggestions for Further Consultation

15. Many people asked that the next consultation document provide more concrete information on
proposals and details of where costs savings are to be achieved. This would need to include a detailed
breakdown of the type of services provided by local care centres, local general hospitals, major acute
hospitals and critical care hospitals. The proposals would also need to be backed up by a business case,
covering timescales for implementing change, initial costs to set up community services and projected long
term savings.

“It is our view that many of the alarming scenarios being played out in the press are a direct result of
poor communication . . . and the Committee seeks reassurance that an honest, transparent and
meaningful public consultation exercise will take place at the earliest opportunity”. (West Sussex
County Council Health Scrutiny Select Committee)

16. Others commented that large, formal and potentially intimidating public meetings are not the right
way to consult a wide range of people, nor the right format to encourage meaningful debate and discussion.
It was suggested that other formats should be developed specifically to engage with hard to reach groups in
the community including:

— making use of the local community and voluntary sector networks, Citizen’s Advice Bureaux and
specific interest forums;

— going out to meet people to ask specific questions;

— using very small groups for hard to reach people;

— working with intermediaries who have been able to build trust with hard to reach groups and
individuals; and

— consulting people with physical, sensory and cognitive disabilities in ways that suit their needs.

17. It was also felt there needed to be better engagement with a wider range of stakeholders including
clinicians, specialist commissioners and networks, adult services, children’s services and the voluntary
sector.

18. Overall, people wanted more advance warning of the consultation and the details to be clear and
widely publicised:

“A document alone will not do the trick . . . visits/events/more targeted communications . . . would be
required in order to get this message out there”. (Member of NHS staV)

Bec Hanley and Kristina Staley
TwoCan Associates

February 2007

Evidence submitted by Councillor Barrie Taylor, Westminster City Council (PPI 158)

Executive Summary

1. There are three questions that must be answered in respect of Patient and Public Involvement in
Health:

What are the key elements of successful public and patient participation?

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the current system? and

Will LINks add value to that which currently exists?

My responses to these questions would be as follows:

2. Put relationships first, over issues and policies, since good relationships are the most eVective building
blocks to mutual confidence and understanding, ensuring that there is some equity between organisations
by guaranteeing their independent status.
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3. There is a role for both statutory and voluntary frameworks of public engagement As our experience
demonstrates, PPIFs can and will work within the new world of health and social care commissioning—they
already deal with the joint commissioning process, and there are a number of examples of good practice,
including working with hard-to-reach groups.

4. Above all, what is needed now is a period of stability—building on what exists. There is little in the
current proposals to indicate that LINks would add value—only that further upheaval would undermine
an already fragile process.

Health Scrutiny in Westminster

5. The Health Overview and Scrutiny process in Westminster uses the four principles developed by the
Centre for Public Scrutiny in the approach to its task:

— Acting as a “critical friend”.

— Reflecting the voice and concerns of the public.

— Leading and owning the process.

— Impacting on delivery of public services.

6. Our understanding of the role and duty for health scrutiny has led us to conclude that the process
requires three key elements in any work programme:

— scrutiny of health policy and planning—strategic overview of local health status;

— scrutiny of NHS performance– local accountability; and

— scrutinising issues of local and community concern—responding to public opinion.

7. Some scrutiny activity is undertaken in reaction to formal proposals for change and other scrutinees
are designed to contribute towards the development of policy for the public good (eg introduction of
smoking restrictions in public places).

8. Regardless of structures, public and patient involvement work in Westminster is centred on the
primary need to build confidence in relationships so that eVective dialogues can be established. It is from
the starting point of strong relationship ties that Health Overview & Scrutiny performs well—representing
best practice.

9. With this in mind, strong links have been fostered between the local PPI forums, voluntary sector
networks and the O&S committee. As part of the work of O&S I believe it is vitally important to be in direct
contact with local groups—fostering the relationship and dialogue that is critical to success.

10. Of equal importance are health scrutiny relationships with local health and social care providers and
their executive teams. Confidence in relationships reduces confusion and improves joint working at early
stages in decision-making. Confidence also reduces the sense of mistrust—which can easily occur if decisions
are merely “placed” in the public domain.

The Importance of Independence

11. For dialogue to work well, the bodies that are being reviewed need to remain independent of those
oVering views and opinions. Dialogue is of course, by its very nature, a two-way process. This is especially
important when trying to involve “hard to reach” groups.

12. The status of a “critical friend” is of vital significance. Public bodies (NHS Trusts/Local Authorities)
are given public duties to perform—against which they can be held accountable. The same goes for Overview
and Scrutiny Committees and publicly funded PPI Forums.

13. Public confidence in decision-making is enhanced by the process being more transparent and by the
disclosure of pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests.

14. Voluntary sector and citizens’ interests are not subjected to the same levels of governance or public
scrutiny. Views/opinions in such cases could be seen by the outside world to be distorted by a variety of
vested interests—eg single issue pressure group interests/commercial interests of third party providers of
service.

15. Westminster has experience of public involvement from each perspective—publicly accountable PPI
Forums, a local BME Forum funded by two PCTs and networks of Voluntary Forums.

Patient and Public Involvement Forums in Westminster

16. An example of the work of the St Mary’s Hospital Trust and the Westminster PCT PPI Forums shows
how public bodies, with rights and responsibilities towards their local community, can jointly exert influence
in decision making.

17. Following consideration of the work plans for each PPI Forum, their respective NHS Trusts and the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee, it was clear that a common priority was outpatient-waiting times.
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18. On the initiative of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee, a round table discussion was convened to
establish the level of overlap and need for joint action. Each of the partners used their independent statutory
status to contribute towards the value of the project.

19. The PPI Forums were able to contribute £2,000/Forum of development project money, with the two
NHS Trusts and Overview and Scrutiny contributing similar amounts. PPIF members undertook the
survey work.

20. The result of this study is summarised in a report When will I be seen?3 Each contributing agency
gained from the joint nature of the project (A copy of the report is enclosed with this submission)

21. This example shows how statutory bodies can use their powers and responsibilities to undertake
common reviews of service provision. In this case, a project with resources of £2,000 was raised to a budget of
up to £10,000—due to formal agreement. Equity in this relationship ensured that the project did not become
skewed towards any particular agencies interests.

Kensington, Chelsea and Westminster BME Forum

22. The work of the KC&W Black & Minority Ethnic (BME) Forum is also especially relevant.
Kensington, Chelsea and Westminster PCTs fund their activities and employ a co-ordinator. The BME
Forum has a Health Forum sub group. The group has trained 20 volunteer interviewers to undertake local
research with BME groups on health issues.

23. In one research project, volunteer interviewers spoke with over 200 local BME groups in Kensington
and Westminster. The basic question asked was “what does the term consultation mean to BME
communities?” The result of this study is summarised in a report called Minding the gaps4 and a copy of the
report is enclosed with this submission.

24. A resume of the key findings in respect of “consultation” is as follows:

— The term “consultation” is easily misinterpreted.

— Mixing information giving and promotional events in the context of a consultation can easily
mislead.

— The NHS needs to be more explicit about its intentions when seeking public views.

— The NHS needs to demonstrate that it has listened to people’s views.

— Feedback is required on actual participation and influences on policy and decision-making.

— Consultations need to be timely and framed in an appropriate format.

— Communications need to be improved on outcomes of consultations/eVect on local services.

— A strategy is required to achieve wider participation by BME organisations.

— The NHS should monitor levels of BME participation in consultations.

25. This example indicates how volunteers can contribute towards public policy, how volunteers can take
part in consultative processes, maintaining a distance from commissioning and provider agencies, whilst
knowing that their work will be set against mainstream NHS priorities and reliance upon local funding
decisions. In the words of a local PCT Chair, “The Forum cannot be seen to be independent of the
Executive”.

Westminster “Involving People Network”

26. Regardless of what framework the NHS uses to engage citizens in processes of decision-making and
consultation, the voluntary sector already has in place many other forums and networks which relate
directly to health and social care interests. Voluntary Action Westminster even co-ordinates a network
dedicated to consultation.

27. “Westminster Involving People Network” was launched in December 2003 as a partnership between
Westminster City Council, Westminster PCT and Voluntary Action Westminster with sponsorship from all
the partners.

28. The aims of the “Westminster Involving People Network” are as follows:

— To work together to improve engagement and consultation activity with Westminster residents
and stakeholders.

— To provide training for members on engagement and consultation.

— To share information about involving people activity.

3 When will I be seen Westminster and St Mary’s PPI Forums; St Mary’s Hospital NHS Trust; Westminster PCT and
Westminster Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee (June 2005).

4 Minding the gaps KC&W BME Health Forum (June 2006).
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29. In addition, Voluntary Action Westminster also co-ordinates the Black and Minority Ethnic
Network; Children and Young Peoples Community Forum; Disability Forum; Homelessness Forum;
Lesbian, Gay and Transgender Networking Forum; North Westminster Voluntary and Community Sector
Forum; Westminster Older Peoples Network; Women’s Forum; South Westminster Community Network;
The Refugee Consortium and the Soho Caring Agencies Forum.

A Period of Stability

30. Much is said about the changes that are taking place in mainstream NHS—particularly the emphasis
of the new commissioning roles of PCTs. However, the NHS is not an island and should not be seen to ride
roughshod over already established arrangements when it comes to engaging more citizens in decision-
making and consultation.

31. There are many special interest health groups, although some of the more highly specialist interests
struggle to be involved in decision making—as much of the commissioning and provision takes place at
strategic or national levels. Virtual communication networks are now addressing some of these interests.

32. Health policy makers appear to be convinced that the model of patient and public involvement is best
focused on “patient treatment” care pathways, which omits to acknowledge the priority of preventative and
general public health concerns. In addition, it ignores a swathe of wider changes surrounding citizenship.

33. Citizenship and citizen empowerment is now a key priority in the reform of public service. The Civic
Renewal Unit has developed a range of active learning networks—covering involvement across a range of
communities, both in terms of place and interest.

34. The Annual Review of the Together We Can5 2005–06 programme, published by the Department for
Communities and Local Government provides excellent examples of best practice of citizenship in all
government departments.

35. The Department of Health and The Home OYce have sponsored a project on the question of citizen
governors—to support citizen involvement in decision-making.

Background Note on Personal Expertise (for information)

— My working life has been devoted to citizen involvement in decision-making.

— I was a Community Health Council Chief OYcer until their abolition in 2003.

— I have been an elected member of Westminster City Council since 1986.

— I chaired Westminster’s Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee between 2003–06.

— I am currently a member of the Westminster Scrutiny Commission.

— I chair the Westminster Health Scrutiny Task Group.

— I am an adviser with the CfPS Expert Advisory Team on Health Scrutiny.

— I have advised WHO (Europe) on the formation of Patients Rights Networks and I am also a
Commissioner with CPPIH.

Cllr Barrie Taylor
Westminster City Council

January 2007

Evidence submitted by Professor Celia Davies (PPI 157)

Background

1. Interest in creating new forms of direct public participation in politics and policymaking is now
prominent across political parties in the UK and a theme in political activity internationally. This has been
prompted by growing concern about levels of political disaVection on the one hand, and an attempt to
respond to social changes, including growing cultural diversity, rising educational levels and continuing
social inequalities and social exclusion, on the other.

2. The rationale for encouraging greater public participation across diVerent areas of public policy stems
largely from an assumption that engagement with a more active, informed and involved citizenry will:

(a) help to broaden the range of options under consideration;

(b) have the potential to be generative of novel solutions;

(c) enhance the legitimacy of solutions which are proposed (both because citizens have been involved
and because subsequent argumentation can reflect likely concerns); and

(d) facilitate social inclusion, social solidarity and citizen growth.

5 Together We Can—Annual Review 2005–06 Department for Communities and Local Government (June 2006).
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3. There have now been multiple initiatives in public participation across sectors and at diVerent levels
of government and undoubted successes. Citizens’ juries in particular continue to draw enthusiastic
comment and local government has instituted a wide range of measures (Lowndes 2001). The issue is being
addressed in parallel in other fields, for example, in public engagement with science. The Power Commission
(2006) has recently distilled lessons. The evaluation literature, however, is of variable quality and work is
often remains small scale and carried out by scheme advocates and initiators.

4. A volatile emotional charge frequently surrounds citizen participation initiatives. This is certainly the
case in health where activist critics see repeated organisational reforms as having no clear evidence base and
at to have been detrimental to experience built up under previous arrangements. Public sector agencies and
organisations are looking for political leadership on this and this initiative on the part of the Health
Committee is to be welcomed.

Context of this Submission

5. The points below arise from experience with a study commissioned by the NHS R&D Methodology
Programme in England with the support of (what is now called) the National Institute for Health and
Clinical Excellence (NICE) to evaluate the establishment of a Citizens Council in NICE. The full study is
published in report form www.pcpoh.bham.ac.uk/publichealthnccrm/publications.htm and in a book-
length study published as Celia Davies, Margaret Wetherell and Elizabeth Barnett Citizens at the Centre:
deliberative participation in healthcare decisions Bristol, Policy Press, 2006.

6. The Citizens Council of NICE is a group of 30, recruited to reflect the diversity of ordinary people who
meet twice a year, to discuss the values underpinning the decisions that NICE makes. Formed in 2002, the
Council represented an addition to the Institute’s Partners’ Council and to representation of patients on its
work groups charged with evaluating drugs and devices and making recommendations as to their eYcacy
and cost eVectiveness to the NHS in England and Wales. Council meetings take place over a working week-
end, supported by independent facilitators. They address a question set by NICE and report back to the
Board. Audio-visual recording of these events and transcription of tapes make the evaluation study
probably the most in-depth study to date of citizen participation in action .Three themes arising from this
study are briefly highlighted below for consideration by the Committee.

The Potential for an Engaged and Informed Public

7. This study suggests that approached in the right way there is a large pool of citizens who might be
interested in engagement with NHS policy. Potential members of the Citizens Council responded in very
large numbers to publicity in the national media and an advertisement under the banner “Do you want to
improve the NHS?” There were 35,000 initial expressions of interest and almost 4,500 people completed
application forms. Those recruited spoke of wanting to help with the challenges of today’s NHS, of a sense
of public duty, and of wanting to grow develop and be stretched. While most were nervous of what was going
to be required of them and concerned about conflict, almost all enjoyed participation, most reporting that
they would look for new forms of participation when their terms of oYce ended.

8. In seeking to provide balanced and eVective information for citizens, however, participatory
initiatives, must be realistic both about levels of information and understanding, and about citizen capacity.
On the one hand, members of the public are not blank slates—they are already influenced by personal
experience and especially by the media. On the other hand, they do not necessarily bring fixed attitudes and
opinions. The most successful moments for the Citizens Council were those where they heard speakers who
were passionately and diVerently positioned, and where they became emotionally engaged in working out
their own individual and collective positions in response. It is more helpful to think about the development
of citizen potential through well designed modes of participation, rather than to make assumptions—
positive or negative—about fixed citizen capacity.

The Challenge of Creating a Space for Dialogue

9. The Citizens Council was based on a deliberative ideal—asking what a diverse group of people would
decide might be the public good, when exposed to relevant information and given the chance to question
and debate. This demands interaction between people who would not have met in daily life, and requires
them to take positions using unfamiliar language and information. The practical diYculties of this were
apparent in early meetings where at best only fragments of deliberation occurred. Appropriately-crafted
questions, imaginative facilitation (using role-plays, dramas, case studies and games), alongside continued
feedback and support for individual members is required. A high degree of sponsor commitment and a
sustained allocation of resource is also vital. For practice to develop, a new cadre of facilitators with
opportunities for training and support probably now needs to be nurtured.

10. If citizen participation is to achieve the results than are intended, it is also vital that minority
viewpoints and what theorists have termed oppositional or anti-hegemonic discourses are fully heard. The
evaluation study provides evidence on the inadequacy of assuming that individuals will be willing and able
to articulate minority viewpoints and that these, even if articulated, will get a sympathetic hearing. There is
an urgent need to develop additional mechanisms in this area—such as ensuring that organised lobby groups
and minority identity groups are heard in evidence and utilising facilitation techniques that encourages
articulation of minority views even where these are not expressed (eg the “empty chair” technique).
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Integrating the Results into an Expanded Political Process

11. The results of an exercise in citizen deliberative participation need to be seen by citizens to feed back
in a highly transparent way into a decision-making process and to aVect outcomes. Sponsor organisations
need to be clear at the outset how the results will be used and to provide an adequate timetable for meshing
them with and taking them forward through existing forms of governance. Some commentators argue that
results should be binding. I do not agree. The contentiousness of such a position was exposed in debates in
the host organisation in the evaluation study; there was questioning of the process and its
“representativeness”, and querying whether poll data were not more “robust”. Interestingly too, while
Council members were alert to the possibility of their deliberations being merely “cosmetic”, they wanted
their views to be taken into account, without these being binding on NICE.

12. A number of doubts about the idea of a Citizens Council out the outset of this study were found
among organised patient group members. Such groups are alert to dangers of incorporation and well aware
of the challenges of securing independent and balanced information for those drawn from the public in
general rather than from patients with direct experience of a matter under discussion. Organised patient
groups are now strongly established in the political decision-making process in health. Initiatives in patient
and in public involvement need to be clearly distinguished in a new phase of policy development and
integrated more successfully together. Alongside its necessary work on the detail of the new LINks scheme,
a vision from the Health Committee of and expanded political process and the orchestration of its diVerent
elements would be particularly welcome and serve to minimise misunderstanding and conflict. A discussion
of the requirement for consequent changes in the role of the state at the centre is provided by Fung and Olin
Wright (2003).

Conclusion

13. My conclusions from this study are:

— that the involvement of citizens—not only at local level in issues that directly involve their lives
but at national level in questions of strategy and direction of government policy—is a feasible goal;

— that the multiple forms of and levels of participation need to be clearly mapped, related to each
other;

— that involvement of all kinds cannot be achieved without strong support from the top, continuing
support for citizens, and imaginative and informed facilitation;

— that creating circumstances in which citizens are able to contest received ideas and challenge
dominant discourses and enable fragile counter-arguments to emerge and be heard is a central
challenge of participatory initiatives. This process is not yet well enough conceptualised or
understood; and

— that the integration of participation initiatives into a wider vision of democratic governance needs
urgent attention.

14. There is a further point. The academic world, attending rightly to the voices of service users, has for
long couched debates around citizen involvement in terms of a power struggle between oYcials reluctant to
hand over power, and service users whose ideas about change are all too often marginalised by a process of
consultation which falls short of full participation. A “ladder of involvement” model has dominated
thinking (Arnstein 1969). We need to make the growing use of the term “engagement” signal a real change
away from characterising disappointment with forms and towards embedding processes and practices that
generate active dialogue and creating what we have called “expertise spaces” for citizens.
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Further supplementary evidence submitted by the Commission for Patient and Public Involvement in Health
(PPI 109E)

I am writing to you in exceptional circumstances in connection with your Committee’s Inquiry into
Patient and Public Involvement in the NHS.

You will be aware that the Department of Health submitted to you in confidence a draft Policy Statement
in respect of both the proposed LINks’ visiting rights and the eligible locations for visits. The Commission
has only recently been supplied with this document, also on a confidential basis.

Frankly we are dismayed at the proposals contained in the document, and would like to be sure that your
enquiry has given due consideration to its contents—we are of course aware of the huge volume of evidence
which you have had before you in this enquiry.

In eVect the proposals make a mockery of the visiting rights of the new LINks. It appears that before
any visit can take place, they will have to write to, and obtain a reply from, the regulator, ie the Healthcare
Commission! This gives the lie to any notion that LINks will be able to be free and independent in they way
that they work, and other proposals will severely curtail the locations which they will be permitted to enter
and observe services in delivery.

Under Clause 156 the Secretary of State will make regulations requiring service providers (National
Health Service trust; an NHS foundation trust; Primary Care Trust; a local authority; or a person prescribed
by regulations made by the Secretary of State) to allow authorised representatives of local involvement
networks to enter, view and observe the carrying-on of activities on premises owned or controlled by the
services-provider. This would replace PPI Forum inspection powers.

Significantly, Clause 156 (2) (a) and (b) would allow these regulations to include conditions to be satisfied
before a duty arises in a particular case and provision limiting the extent of a duty, whether generally or in
particular cases.

During Committee Stage of the Bill, Robert Neill MP referred to the Draft Policy Statement on LINks
powers. Amongst the limitations, or conditions to be satisfied, would be the requirement for the LINk to
give written notice of an intention to enter, view and observe and write to the relevant regulator, indicating
their intention to visit a facility, and have received a reply. It is intended that the regulator should have the
ability to request the Link to postpone its visit.

This would have the eVect of preventing LINks carrying out informal visits and unannounced formal
visits, because of the requirement to give written notice of a visit. It also enables the regulator to place
barriers in the way of LINks making use of any right to visit premises, creating unnecessary bureaucracy
and potentially preventing the LINK from following up concerns raised with them by service users or
concerns raised in the media in a timely manner.

Moreover, the LINk will eVectively become an arm of the regulator if it has to seek the permission of the
Healthcare Commission or Commission for Social Care Inspection before entering, viewing and observing
premises. It would appear that the Government considers the LINk’s primary role in this area to be to collect
intelligence from a lay, or service user perspective, on an occasional basis in order to assist the regulator to
carry out its work.

This is in contrast with the role of PPI Forums as independent organisations acting on behalf of the public
and service users to enter and inspect premises for a wide range of purposes appropriate to their remit,
subject only to conditions that they do not compromise the eVective delivery of healthcare or contravene
the rights of patients and service users.

There will also be limits on the types of premises where the duty to allow entry will apply.

It is right that LINks should not have a right of entry to people’s homes without their permission, but the
Bill would not convey that right anyway because it refers clearly to premises owned or controlled by the
services-provider not to all places where services are provided. It is entirely possible that a service user might
wish to invite representatives of the LINk into his or her home to view and observe activities in some
circumstances.

Other premises that will be excluded are: group homes and hostels for those with disability, mental health
problems and learning disabilities and extra care housing for older people. Clearly the LINk should not be
able to enter the home within a care facility of a service user without his or her permission, but it should be
the service user who is able to refuse entry not the provider or owner of the facility. There may be cases where
service users wish the LINK to visit.

Social care services and institutions for children would also be completely excluded. There is a clear need
to ensure special protection for vulnerable children and young people, but consideration should be given to
ensuring there are circumstances in which specially trained representatives of LINks should be allowed to
enter to investigate significant concerns.
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The Commission is strongly of the view that such limitations on the rights of LINks represents a serious
attack on the patient and public involvement agenda, and will serve to undermine the credibility of the new
arrangements from the outset. We do hope that the Select Committee will take note of our concerns.

Sharon Grant
Chair, CPPIH

20 March 2007
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